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Chapter 1

Introduction

This book represents the collection of six years of resources, materials,
guides and tips aimed at helping people who are interested in or have
already created a tulpa to further their skills and enhance their shared
lives.

What is a tulpa you might ask? Let’s consult tulpa.info1’s main page for
help:

A tulpa is an entity created in themind, acting independently
of, and parallel to your own consciousness. They are able to
think, and have their own free will, emotions, and memories.
In short, a tulpa is like a sentient person living in your head,
separate fromyou. It’s currently unprovenwhether or not tul-
pas are truly sentient, but in this community, we treat themas
such. It takes time for a tulpa todevelopa convincingandcom-
plex personality; as they grow older, your attention and their
life experiences will shape them into a person with their own
hopes, dreams and beliefs.

You’ll create a tulpa by imagining a person in your head, and
treating them as a person. The exact mechanism is unknown,
but as you give a tulpa attention, and believe it can be a sen-
tient person, it will grow into one, and act independently of
you. At first, you will be narrating to your tulpa—speaking
to it, and visualizing it in your mind—and with time, you’ll
be able to communicate through various methods, which will
be described in the next section. Keep in mind that when a
tulpa starts talking, it doesn’t mean that they are complete,
or finished by any means. Like any person, a tulpa is never

1http://tulpa.info
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“done”, and you shouldn’t be going for a finished tulpa, when
youmake one. You should be focused on nurturing and teach-
ing your tulpa, and allowing them to grow as a person with
you,while at the same timeyou learnaboutyourself, andgrow
as a person in turn. It takes time and effort to make a tulpa
into a self-sufficient and balanced individual, and their inde-
pendence and personality will grow and flourish over time,
like any regular human being’s. Creating a tulpa means com-
mitting to raising and living with another person, and this is
a lifelong commitment—not one that ends when your tulpa
starts speaking.

Pretty much every tulpa has a form—an imaginary body they
identify with. This form can be anything from a regular hu-
man being to a cartoon character, an animal, or anything you
else can imagine. Of course, regardless of their form, they still
have a humanmind. You can interact with your tulpa’s form
by visualizing it in yourmind. Most people do this in an imag-
inary setting called a wonderland, which is a persistent place
you imagine yourself and your tulpa being in. You’ll be able to
change yourwonderland atwill, andmake it as normal or fan-
tastical as you want; there are no limits. Many tulpas tend to
spend their alone time in such a place, but it’s not required at
all to have a wonderland (or to give your tulpa a form for that
matter). Note that the form doesn’t have to just be a visual
image; the word is often used as umbrella term for a tulpa’s
looks, voice, their smell, the feeling of their skin—everything
that you can sense of their imaginary form.

If you commit to the process, and put a significant amount of
time and effort into your tulpa, you will end up with a friend
for life. You’ll have a big hand in shaping your tulpa’s per-
sonality, and it’ll be easy to understand them, and for them
to understand you—almost guaranteeing a close friendship.
Getting to know your tulpa will teach you lessons in empathy
and give you insight into your own personality and thoughts.
They can give you an alternative opinion on problems you
have, support you emotionally, and tell you off when you’re
being stupid. The connection between a host (that’s you) and
a tulpa is a very powerful and intimate one, and you’ll always
have a friend to speak with, in your head.

(from: https://www.tulpa.info/what-is-a-tulpa/)

At a high level, it does visually represent conditions like Dissociative
Identity Disorder2 if you observe the two things as an outsider or from

2https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dissociative_identity_disorder

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dissociative_identity_disorder
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a moving car. They are very separate things, even though they can
present in visually similar ways. Please resist the temptation to conflate
the two.

Tulpas aren’t intended to act as “spirit guides”, self-introspection aids
(anxiety disorders being reframed goes a long way here), overly “mag-
ickal” things, chores, children, sex toys, self-induced schizophrenia (it’s
a genetic condition, you can’t give yourself a genetic condition based on
our current understanding ofmedical science), all-seeing beings, or fake
things. They are inherently none of these (though someof themmay end
up being accurate descriptions of individual tulpas, much like these de-
scriptors canmatch normal people too).

In short, this is serious. People that are tulpamancers aren’t just faking
it or roleplaying (even though they will use some of the text formatting
quirks that online roleplayersuse) being separatepeople. Please take this
seriously and as a vehicle of self-improvement for the best results. Feed-
back on this book is vital in order to make it the best it can possibly be.
Please see here3 for contact information on the editors of this book (ask
for Cadey).

Generally if a guide is on tulpaforce.xyz4, it’s in this book. Things can be
added or removed to this bookwithout warning. This book is not yet con-
sidered version 1.0, when it is then additional revisions will be notated
with version numbers following Semantic Versioning 2.05.

Thankyoufor readingandgood luckon this self-directedandself-guided
process! It’s been the ride of a lifetime for me personally.

3https://xena.greedo.xeserv.us/contact.md
4https://tulpaforce.xyz
5http://www.semver.org/spec/v2.0.0.html

https://xena.greedo.xeserv.us/contact.md
https://tulpaforce.xyz
http://www.semver.org/spec/v2.0.0.html


Changelog

This changelog will also function as a bit of a bibliography for newly
added content.

0.11.3

FIXED

• made the PDF a bit better

0.11.2

ADDED

• PDF version of the tulpanomicon

0.11.1

ADDED

• There is no try, only do6

0.11.0

ADDED

• Parallel Processing section
– Abvieon’s Parallel Processing Guide7

– Maya’s Parallel Processing Guide8

FIXED

• breathing gif now shows in the eBook version

6https://community.tulpa.info/thread-imposition-there-is-no-try-only-do
7https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Htb-QkrSu8_vBfLnfF_e_bngU0xZTqmDtM-

KOtHmiZY/edit
8https://pastebin.com/xrAcvZdY
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0.10.2

ADDED

• Tulpamancer Lifehack: Dissociation for Switching9

0.10.1

ADDED

• So you wanna switch? Do you, really? Might be able to help that.10

• Controlled Switching11

0.10.0

ADDED

• I ThinkWe’re Alone Now12

• List of bad reasons not to create a tulpa13

• Malfael’s Guide to Visual Imposition14

FIXED

• Moved the changelog to the front of the file

0.9.1

FIXED

• Wonderland Immersion: a bit more detail based on feedback

0.9

Lots of content,mostly considered complete until feedback proves other-
wise.

9https://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/comments/dgjod1/looking_for_feedback_on_a_
potentially_easier/
10https://tulpa.io/so-you-wanna-switch-do-you-really-might-be-able-to-help-that
11https://plgrey.github.io/2019-07-05-controlled-switching/2019-07-05-controlled-

switching.html
12https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LP_rveP9vhvomBkX5pHr-

mFh9aREli3QQKC3D01q58o
13https://pluralpearlsofwisdom.wordpress.com/2017/01/11/list-of-bad-reasons-not-

to-create-a-tulpa/
14https://pastebin.com/bUTuLJvm

https://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/comments/dgjod1/looking_for_feedback_on_a_potentially_easier/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/comments/dgjod1/looking_for_feedback_on_a_potentially_easier/
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https://plgrey.github.io/2019-07-05-controlled-switching/2019-07-05-controlled-switching.html
https://plgrey.github.io/2019-07-05-controlled-switching/2019-07-05-controlled-switching.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LP_rveP9vhvomBkX5pHr-mFh9aREli3QQKC3D01q58o
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LP_rveP9vhvomBkX5pHr-mFh9aREli3QQKC3D01q58o
https://pluralpearlsofwisdom.wordpress.com/2017/01/11/list-of-bad-reasons-not-to-create-a-tulpa/
https://pluralpearlsofwisdom.wordpress.com/2017/01/11/list-of-bad-reasons-not-to-create-a-tulpa/
https://pastebin.com/bUTuLJvm
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ADDED

• Walking inWonderland15

15https://community.tulpa.info/thread-walking-in-wonderland

https://community.tulpa.info/thread-walking-in-wonderland


Glossary

Here is a glossary of terms, most of which are unique to the tulpa com-
munity. As such, these have been written by community members, and
may be updated later to better express the thoughts behind each word.

Creator

The individual who has created a tulpa or tulpas. Almost always synony-
mouswith thehost, unless a tulpaparticipates increatingor individually
creates additional tulpas later.

Development

Any act relating to the host focusing on, conversing or interacting with
the tulpa. An increasingly popular synonym for the older term of forc-
ing(#wiki

Deviation

An umbrella term for changes, growth, and transformation. The varia-
tions and alterations that occur to a tulpa’s personality and form during
and after creation, seemingly against or independent of the host’s con-
scious will.

Dissipation

The process a tulpa undergoes when starved of attention or stimuli, wil-
fully or otherwise, fading back into the recesses of the host’s mind.

Emotional Response

When a tulpa responds to external stimuli or the thoughts of the host
with a wave of emotion as opposed to speaking. This is a common pre-
cursor to the tulpa becoming vocal. See head pressure.

Forcing

Any act relating to the host focusing on, developing, conversing or inter-
acting with their tulpa.

17
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• Active Forcing - Often a dedicated span of time used to focus solely
on the tulpa while the host generally tries to avoid any possible dis-
tractions. Chatting is often recommended early on, and when you
get used to it, watching movies together, reading a book are good
examples of activities.

• Passive Forcing - The host’s focus is elsewhere (work, study, etc.)
but they set aside aminimal amount of focus so their tulpa is aware
of what is happening. Narration can also be done here.

Form

The appearance of the tulpa. Can be literally anything.

Growth

A natural and gradual deviation to a tulpa’s personality or form that oc-
curs over their lifespan. While these may occur more rapidly than in bi-
ological humans, they are small alterations such as personality changes
based on their life experiences, appearance changes to match newly ac-
quired personal tastes, and so on. These deviations tend to be more or-
ganic in nature.

Head Pressure

A mild, headache-like sensation experienced while forcing, often in re-
sponse to questions or direct attention to a tulpa, often in very early de-
velopment. A form of emotional response, albeit one lacking nuance or
specificity.

Host

The primary consciousness within any given system; the individual who
spends themajority of their time in control of their body, andusually the
creator of any and all tulpas or other thoughtforms.

Imposition

Visualizing a tulpa’s form in the real world, hallucinating them into sen-
sory perception. Usually used to refer to visual imposition (seeing your
tulpa). Feeling your tulpa hugging you would be an example of tactile
imposition.
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Metaphysical

In relation to tulpa development, the school of thought that suggests
tulpa are a supernatural, paranormal, occult or otherwise non-mundane
entity.

Mindscape

A mental environment created in the host’s mind where the host and
tulpa can interact visually, without the need for Imposition. Same as
Wonderland.

Mindvoice

The internal dialogue between tulpa and their host, heard as a voice in
the mind. A method of tulpa communication, not to be confused with
voices heard as fully externalized auditory hallucinations.

Multiplicity

Umbrella term encompassing all phenomena in which multiple
consciousnesses cohabit a single brain and body. Broadly used
as a synonym for plurality, but has additional [psychological his-
tory](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiplicity_(psychology)).

Narration

When the host speaks to and thinks of their tulpa throughout the day.
A common form of passive forcing, and considered a key part of tulpa
personality development.

Parallel Processing

When the tulpa can focus and work on something completely different
than what the host is focusing on.

Parroting

Mimicking how you think your tulpa will respond before they are able to
respond themselves. Contested in usage; encouraged to help shape tulpa
personality, but discouraged as inhibiting communicative development.
See puppetting for its physical counterpart.
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Plurality

Umbrella term encompassing all phenomena in which multiple con-
sciousnesses cohabit a single brain and body. Broadly the same as
multiplicity, but lacking the historical baggage.

Possession

Letting the tulpa control one or more parts of the host’s body, often the
arms to allow typing or writing.

Proxying

Communicating on behalf of a tulpa, relaying what the tulpa says to fa-
cilitate communication, such as in comments or online chat. Usually in
writing, but can also be done physically in speech.

Psychological

In relation to tulpa development, the school of thought that suggests
tulpa are a mundane function of the human psyche that can be scientif-
ically understood, analyzed and accepted within the bounds of modern
science.

Puppeting

Consciously and purposefully controlling the tulpa’s actions, as a pre-
cursor to independent movement. Contested in usage; encouraged to
help form visualisation, but discouraged as inhibiting independent be-
haviour. See parroting for its communicative counterpart.

Servitor

A tulpa-like entity with seemingly no willpower, volition or sentience of
its own; a mental puppet that may seem to act independently but acts
only as a servant to its host.

Soulbond

A tulpa-like entity derived from works of fiction, often the host’s own
writings, and often unintentionally - the act of writing and developing
a character acting akin to forcing. Has its own communities16, which
sometimes overlap with tulpa communities.

16http://www.soulbonding.org/app.php/about

http://www.soulbonding.org/app.php/about
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Split Perception

When thehost is actively interacting both in the physicalworld and their
wonderland, oftenwith their tulpa, at the same time. Not to be confused
with narration.

Switching

When the tulpa exchanges roles with the host, controlling the body and
becoming the primary consciousness until you switch back. Typically
seen as an advanced skill that takes a long time to learn.

System

Collective term for all minds within one body - the host and all tulpas.

Thoughtform

Generic term for all mental companions, including those defined by
other communities - tulpas, soulbonds, daemons and ‘headmates’ all
come under this broad classification.

Traits

The collection of personality factors thatmakeupan individual’s person-
ality. Some creators define their tulpa’s intended traits at the beginning
of tulpa creation, while others allow them to emerge naturally during
the creation process.

Transformation

A sudden and drastic deviation to a tulpa’s form, that is usually total
and occasionally unexpected. Animal-like tulpa may suddenly appear
human and vice-versa. Some tulpa can reliably perform this, shifting be-
tweenmultiple forms and considering only a few their ‘natural’ or most
comfortable form.

Tulpa17

A tulpa is believed to be an autonomous consciousness, existing within
their creator’s mind, often with a form of their creator’s initial choice
and design.

17http://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/wiki/index#wiki_what_is_a_tulpa.3F

http://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/wiki/index#wiki_what_is_a_tulpa.3F
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• Intentional Tulpas: Tulpas created knowingly via deliberate,
focused intent by their hosts, often with the use of guides and
communities like our own.

• Accidental Tulpas: Tulpas not originally intended to be tulpas.
Through a variety of different explanations and origins, they
develop to be indistinguishable from regular tulpas outside of how
they began. This is explained in greater detail in this post18.

• Natural Tulpas: Tulpas created by thosewho have no knowledge of
tulpas or the steps usually utilized to create one. They’re often later
classified as tulpas when the host finds out about them. They are
also usually indistinguishable from conventional tulpas outside of
their origins.

Tulpish

A way of communication for tulpa before becoming vocal. Communica-
tion through emotions, seemingly errant thoughts, pictures, and such.

Visualization

Using themind’s eye to “see” thingswithin themind, like your tulpa and
your wonderland.

Vocal

The stage when a tulpa can communicate in full, coherent sentences as
opposed to Tulpish or Emotional Response.

Walk-in

Common nickname for a natural or accidental tulpa.

Wonderland

A mental environment created in the host’s mind where the host and
tulpa can interact visually, without the need for Imposition. Same as
Mindscape.

Contributors: /u/a_bloated_seal, /u/EonWinters, /u/Imaginary_Buddy,
/u/BobisOnlyBob, /u/metenamina and a collaborative effort of the com-
munity.

From here19.

18/r/Tulpas/comments/1d4yzw/accidental_tulpa_theories/
19https://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/wiki/glossary

/r/Tulpas/comments/1d4yzw/accidental_tulpa_theories/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/wiki/glossary


The Common Glossary of Tulpa and Other
Plurality-Related Terms

Co-authored and organized by the Felight and Bethel systems

Systems and Members

Alter/split: A thoughtform that functions as an independent, separate
personality from the original, with its own opinions and capabilities.
Usually sprouts from the host as a result of severe trauma at a young
age, and are not intentionally created.

Body “OS”/autopilot: The tendency for the body to move automatically
and seemingly without input of any system members. Sometimes
viewed as a servitor that exists for the most basic survival.

Endogenic: A plural system that developed unintentionally but without
trauma. This could mean a variety of things, a common example being
an imaginary friend that grows into a systemmate.

Factive: A thoughtform based entirely on a particular real-life person.
This termusually refers to thoughtforms that trulybelieve theyarewhat-
ever character they portray andmay believe they have lived out the past
of whoever they are mimicking.

Fictive: As factive, but based on a fictional character.

Host/original: The first person born in the body. The creator of the tul-
pas and/or originator of alters. Host specifically can sometimes instead
refer to someone who fronts on behalf of the system for the majority of
the time.

Median: A group of systemmates who function dependently on one an-
other, with a strong reliance on each other. Their thoughts and identities
of the thoughtformsmay bemoremelded and blended, rather than fully
separate.

Multiple/plural: The state of having more than one functioning con-
scious entity inside a single mind, either through alters, splits, tulpas,
or other means.

Servitor: A non-sentient entity created to fulfill an automated mental
task.

Singlet: Someone without additional thoughtforms or alters.

23
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Soulbond: A thoughtformwith origins in a fictional story, oftenwritten
by the host, caused by the host thinking about it often and thus uninten-
tionally developing a tulpa

System: The group of people living in a single body. Usually only refers
to those who are sentient and consistently active.

Systemmate/headmate: General term for a sentient thoughtform in
your head.

Thoughtform: Any separate agent within your mind that can performs
tasks. Includes servitors.

Traumagenic: A system that developed as a survival method to help
someone cope with trauma, usually at a young age, usually unintention-
ally. Commonly associated with mental disorders such as DID.

Tulpa: An intentionally-created sentient thoughtform that functions in-
dependently of the original personality/host.

Tulpamancer: Anyone who creates a tulpa.

Walk-in: A seemingly spontaneous or unexpected systemmate.

Forcing

Deviation: The process of a tulpa changing in personality, form, or any
other way unintended or unexpected by the other members.

Forcing: Any interactionwithor thinkingaboutone’s tulpa, usuallywith
the intent of improving their growth or reaching goals.

Active Forcing: Forcing a tulpa without any outside distractions, devot-
ing one’s entire focus to their tulpa.

Passive Forcing: Thinking about or interacting with one’s tulpa while
doing or focusing on something else.

Headpressure: A sensation that is broughtaboutby forcing. The specific
feeling of “pressure” is unique to most people. Some systems use it as a
form of communication.

Narration: A form of forcing that resembles a heavily one-sided con-
versation in which a headmate talks to the tulpa about any subject they
choose.

Symbolism: Using mental imagery to represent something else. Often
used to assist forcing, vocality, possession, switching, and so forth.

Parroting/puppeting: Taking “control” of your tulpa, pretending it is
talking andmoving on its own. Parroting refers to their voice, while pup-
peting refers to their movements.
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Tulpamancy: The practice/process of creating a tulpa

States of Being/Thought

Blending: When the thoughts of two or more systemmates are blurred
or construed in a way that makes it difficult to tell who originated the
thought. Can also be shared thoughts, or thoughts that occur at the same
time.

Co-fronting: When multiple members of a system are are all ready to
speak andmove, and able to present themselves as the front.

Dissipation: When a systemmate gradually fades out of existence
through the lack of stimulation and interaction for an extended period
of time.

Dissociation: “A disruption of and/or discontinuity in the normal inte-
gration of consciousness, memory, identity, emotion, perception, body
representation, motor control, and behavior” - DSM-V. More commonly
in the community, this refers to loss of immediate awareness of what is
going on in front of or around you and also a loss of identification with
the body. Usually seen as a step towards switching.

Eclipsing: When the thoughts of one systemmate unintentionally affect
the thoughts/actions of another.

Egocide: The shattering, fragmenting, or breaking of one’s identity.
Commonly used as a termmeaning “mental suicide.”

Fronting: When a systemmate presents themselves as the “front.” This
usually takes the form of someone full-body possessing and speaking.

Merging/fusing: When two or more thoughtforms act and think
together as one. Sometimes symbolically enhanced by combining
forms.

Parallel processing: The talent of two headmates thinking or perform-
ing separate actions simultaneously, within the limits of the brain’s neu-
rology.

Possession: The state in which a tulpa controls the physical body. Can
refer to either partial control, such as a limb, or full control of the body.

Sentience: The state in which a thoughtform can perceive and feel
things.

Splitting: The undoing of a merge, or fragmenting of a thought-
form/identity into multiple entities.

Switching: The act of a headmate becoming themain fronter in place of
another headmate, usuallywith the previousmain fronter receding into
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the background.

Imagination/Visualization

Form: An imaginary avatar used by a systemmate.

Imposition: The ability to intentionally hallucinate one’s tulpa or other
things upon their senses.

Visualization: Imagining things, such as your tulpa’s form.

Wonderland/mindscape: An imaginary world which can be used as
an environment during interactions and forcing sessions with one’s
system.

Communication

Emotional bleed: When a thoughtform’s emotions are being felt by the
other members of the system

Mindvoice: The inner voice that a headmate produces with word-based
thought.

Proxying: The process of a host (or other fronter) relaying the words,
thoughts, or actions of other systemmates, usually through typing,
speaking out loud, or performing actions on their behalf..

Tulpish: Any general unstructured thought not yet formulated into co-
herent words or sentences. Can be a method of communication for non-
vocal tulpas.

Vocality: The ability for a tulpa to communicate with words.

Other

System name: A moniker used for the entire system, like a surname.



Frequently Asked Questions

General Questions

Q: What is a tulpa?20
A: As per the front page, a tulpa is believed to be an autonomous con-
sciousness, existing within their creator’s mind, often with a form of
their creator’s initial choice and design. A tulpa is entirely sentient and
in control of their opinions, feelings, form andmovement. They are will-
ingly created by people via a number of techniques to act as companions,
muses, and advisers. Tulpa forms can either be visualized in the mind’s
eye, or with practice seen as a hallucinatory figure.

Q: Can you describe how this works?
A: By talking and fleshing out something to your own subconscious for
so long, you start to receive answers from them. The answers will tend
to align themselves with all the preconceived traits you give them. The
answers you get may surprise you, and in doing so show independent
sentience. This sentience can be thought of as the “core” of the tulpa.
The rest is just building a form in your mind for them to take, allowing
for deviation of that form, and finally trying to visualize the form and
experience it in sensory detail in your own environment until it becomes
natural and you do it without thinking about it.

Q: So this is magic, right?
A: No. This is an entirely psychological technique (basically operant con-
ditioning) which allows you to create a seemingly separate conscious-
ness within your mind.

Q: Prove tulpas!
A: Tulpa are a highly subjective phenomena like hypnotic trance or lucid
dreaming. We are looking into proving them eventually via formal psy-
chological and neuroscientific study, but that is some way away. Your
best hope of proving it to yourself is to try it.

Q: Isn’t this just trying to give yourself schizophrenia/multiple personal-
ity disorder/dissociative identity disorder?
A: No. Those are mental illnesses that impair your ability to function in
daily life. Having a tulpa is a form of healthy multiplicity that does not
impede your mind or body.

20http://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/wiki/index#wiki_what_is_a_tulpa.3F
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Q: Isn’t this just an advanced form of hallucination?
A: A tulpa is more than just a hallucination, they’re an emergent aware-
ness and consciousness. Only the imposition of a tulpa’s form is an ‘ad-
vanced’ hallucination.

Q: If I have a mental illness can I make a tulpa?
A: As long as said illness doesn’t overtly impair your ability to concen-
trate, and you don’t suffer from intrusive thoughts that drastically im-
pair your daily life, you should be fine. Of course, you know your mind
better than we do, so it’s really up to you.

Q: But I do suffer from intrusive thoughts! Should I not make a tulpa?
A: Everyone suffers from intrusive thoughts to some extent. If they’re
not sobad thatyouneedapsychotherapist ormedication tocontrol them,
then you should be fine. Again, it’s your mind - make the best judgment
call you can.

Q: I’m (insert age here), should I make a tulpa?
A: You are able to make a tulpa at any age, but you should, regardless of
age, realize that this is going to be a very, very long commitment, and
should not be treated as a phase or a fascination you can just set aside.
We’re not joking whenwe say this is a lifetime commitment. Also, while
youaregrowingup, a tulpa shouldnot be a substitute for anyof theusual
experiences of being a teen. For a complete answer, check this response
bymetallica48423.21

Q: Can I have more than one tulpa?
A: Yes, you can. It is even possible to make several at once, although the
challenges andmerits of this are disputed.

Q: Is this really a new phenomena?
A: No, it’s a practice that goes back in recorded history as far as the
Greek philosophers and their practice known as Daemonism. The
present name of the phenomenon is derived from the word used by
Tibetan monks in the early 20th century. There’s also evidence to
suggest dedicated prayer can lead to the development of ‘religious tulpa’
in the minds of the particularly devout. Having a tulpa is nothing new,
although it’s gone bymany names throughout the course of history and
does so even today. However, we believe we are one of the first groups
to address this practice as a psychological phenomena rather than a
magical, occult or divine experience.

Q: How do I make my tulpa leave me alone?
A: Have you tried asking nicely? Tulpa tend to only make themselves
known when you’re otherwise not preoccupied or have good reason to,
and if youmake it clear that they’re distractingordistressingyou, they’ll

21http://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/comments/1rko7s/hi_im_younger_and_i_was_
wondering_if_it_would_be/cdod73m
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usually happily be quiet and leave you alone, so long as you give them
some attention when you do have the time.

Q: How do I permanently get rid of a tulpa?
A: Ignore them and deny them attention until they entirely dissipate.
This is not a pleasant experience for a tulpa, and if you have developed
them for any length of time it may well be emotionally draining on you
too. It is not a quick or easy process, and it’s not something you should
consider lightly. You should ideally never need to do this, for the sake of
you and your tulpa alike. If you are worried about making a tulpa and
are asking this question for reassurance, you would be wise to consider
delaying creation until your doubts are assuaged.

Q: If I dissipate my tulpa, what will happen?
A: If you dissipate the tulpa by force, typically you’ll feel a void in your
mind. This is not an actual void, but the feeling of something “missing”
tends to linger. If you dissipate and the tulpa wants it, usually the only
recourse is your own emotional feelings.

Q: How do I give my tulpa energy?
A: Tulpa are sustainedbyattention, and energy is a convenientmetaphor
for this. So, you can give your tulpa energy by interacting with them.

Q: Do I need to meditate?
A: Not in the classical sense. We are sure meditation would help with
making your tulpa and perhaps concentration, but if it’s not something
you can handle because you have an uncontrollable train of thought,
then that’s fine too. It generally does help those who do it, but is
completely optional.

Q: I have a question that isn’t answered by this FAQ, what do I do?
A: Feel free to ask around. You could make a post for your question if
nobody else has asked it, you canwait for the ‘MoronicMonday’ question
thread, or you could hop on one of IRC channels linked in the sidebar.

Q: Have you told your friends/family/co-workers about your tulpa?
A: Some of us have, many haven’t. It’s really a personal choice.

About Tulpas

Q: What can a tulpa do?
A: The main benefits of a tulpa are first and foremost companionship,
and the ability to provide you with different perspectives on anything.
Tulpaareoftenaccreditedwith superiormemory recall, andmay remind
you of the things you easily forget. They’ve also been known to wake
their hosts up at pre-requested times and performmental arithmetic in-
dependently of their creator. However, if that’s all you seek to make a
tulpa for, you’re better off buying a smartphone or PDA. You can’t ex-
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pect to bring a sentient being into the world just to have them help with
your homework. More information can be found in the guides section.

Q: What limits a tulpa?
A: Tulpa are restricted by their own stage of development, by their cre-
ator, their creator’s beliefs, and ultimately by their own morality and
codes of conduct like anyother person. Evenas theygrowanddevelop in-
dependence, they are still generally bound to their host and dependent
upon them and other tulpae for attention and interaction. A host can
consciously choose to enable or restrict their tulpa in various ways, al-
though this is rarely if ever any sort of absolute control. However, a cre-
ator’s beliefs about their tulpa affect them greatly - if you don’t believe
that they can fly, edit your wonderland, or change their appearance at
will, their abilities to do so will be greatly impaired if not outright pre-
vented. Even subconscious beliefs play into this - youmay find yourself
wanting to do something, such as allowing your tulpa to control your
hands, but be unable to do so, due to both a lack of practice and a sub-
conscious belief that it’s impossible.

Q: Do tulpa mature over time?
A:Yes, theydo. Theyarenot static andwill tend to changeas timegoes on.
Their initial growth from simple emotional responses to ordered speech,
eventually into full conversation, is rapid compared to that of a child,
but they will eventually reach a level of maturity whereupon they will
develop and grow at a rate comparable to that of any other person.

Q: Can my tulpa harm me?
A: Tulpa cannot act in the physical word. They can’t move things, and
they can’t control you without your knowledge and permission. But
more importantly, a tulpa is as interested in self-preservation as you are,
and as they share a body and mind with you, they have no motivation
to harm you. Of course, it’s impossible to totally write off the chance of
a tulpa distracting you or causing a headache at an inopportune time,
but such would be purely incidental misfortune, as no tulpa could have
any reasonable grounds for malevolence against their host. Please see
“Perceived Dangers of Making a Tulpa22” for more on this topic.

Q: Will my tulpa be a carbon-copy of me in personality and opinion?
A: Your tulpa is like a person. They can have opinions that differ from
yours. They are their own being.

Q: Will my tulpa get jealous?
A: Your tulpa is functionally a person. They won’t monopolize your time
and hate you for interacting with others, but they can and will become
lonely if they are ignored, repeatedly left alone or passed up for other
company. Give them time as and when you can, and it’ll likely never be
a problem.
22http://tulpa.info/guides/faqman-perceived-dangers-of-making-a-tulpa.html
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Q: Can I make items for my tulpa? How long will these items last?
A: You can ‘tulpaforce’ items for your tulpa. This is simply a matter of
thinking of the appropriate object and giving it form and thinking of
how it behaves. The time it takes will vary with the object, its complex-
ity, and your concentration and familiarity with the given item. If your
tulpa is fully imposed into your vision, the item can likewise be imposed,
although it may lack tangibility and ‘weight’ to you. They tend to last
only as long as you and your tulpa are interacting with and paying at-
tention to them, but may last longer (see: Wonderlands, below). Tulpa
themselves can produce items and objects, provided they have sufficient
experiences andmemories to draw upon in order to do so.

Q: How much attention/energy/interaction does my tulpa need?
A:During the creationprocess you should aim to interactwith your tulpa
through tulpaforcing daily, anywhere from a few minutes up to a few
hours, and narrating to them as and when you can. After they’re fully
vocal andactive, theminimumis just acknowledging their existence, but
spending time talking to them and interacting with them is kind of the
point of bringing them into existence. Just don’t ignore them, and you’ll
both be fine.

Q: After my tulpa’s form is stable, can I change it?
A: Once your tulpa is active and vocal, they will likely have taken to a
primary form or several favoured forms. Changing them ceases to be a
matter of mentally sculpting them as in early creation, and becomes a
fluid process depending on the personality and preferences of the tulpa
itself. Generally, minor changes such as hair colour and clothing will
be easier andmore common, while drastic changes are less common but
certainly can and do happen. For the most part, whatever primary form
you give them or they adopt to begin with will likely stay with them in
one way or another for some time.

Q: Should I talk to my tulpa out loud or in my head?
A: You can talk to your tulpa in your head, or you can talk to your tulpa
out loud, obviously inmore private quarters or wherever you deem com-
fortable (with a Bluetooth headset, you could reasonably talk to them
anywhere). Speaking out loud tends to be more constructive in the cre-
ation process though. Your tulpa can either talk to you directly in your
mind or aloud via auditory hallucination.

Q: Can my tulpa serve as an alarm clock?
A: Yes and No. A tulpa operates on the same internal clock as their host,
which sometimes does notmatch upwell with the actual time. It’s worth
noting that youdon’t strictly need a tulpa to condition yourself to do this,
nor should you be reliant on one to get you to lectures or work on time.

Q: So can my tulpa help me with (memory recall, school)?
A: It’s certainly possible, but even if your tulpa is capable of helping you,
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that doesn’t necessarily mean they will. You can’t force them to act as
your personal notepad and calculator. If theywant to help youwith your
homework, then great, but if they don’t, it’s hardly unexpected. If you
don’t like working onmath, why should they?

Q: What if my tulpa sees my messed up fantasies or images and doesn’t
like me?
A: Your tulpa is likely going to accept you pretty much no matter what.
Because they’re a part of you and you effectively made them. They may
disapprove of something you’ve done or thought of in the past, but they
aren’t going to hate you over it.

Q: Will my tulpa freak out if I masturbate/have sex?
A: It entirely comes down to the personality of the tulpa in question.
Many seem entirely unperturbed by the sexual activity of their hosts,
but they may possibly comment on your action or be seemingly disre-
spectful of your privacy. We can’t comment on sexual activity directed
at your tulpa, so figure it out yourself as two persons in one body.

Q: So is this a replacement for having friends?
A: No, just because you have a tulpa it doesn’t mean you’re going to not
need any of your friends or family anymore. You can still maintain your
social life (if you had one) and sometimes it might be within the tulpa’s
personality to persuade you to becomemore social. They’re not going to
hog all your attention as a rule.

Q: What if my tulpa knows that they’re a tulpa?
A: Your tulpawill knowwhat they are because it has access to yourmem-
ories. How theywill feel about this is going to vary;most of the time they
don’t care, because they know they can’t change the fact that they’re a
tulpa.

Q: Can I force my tulpa to (be quiet, go away)?
A: While you can’t strictly force your tulpa to do anything, if you really
want them to do something (leave when you’re angry, not bother you in
school) you can depend on the fact that your tulpa has little to nomotiva-
tion to be a nuisance, and knows exactly how you’re feeling. Therefore
your tulpa will abide by your wishes because they want to, not because
you can force them to.

Q: Can my tulpa make a tulpa?
A: Yes, they are perfectly capable of doing such, but they don’t do it often
and without letting you know before hand.

Q: I speak more than one language fluently. Which should I speak to my
tulpa in?
A: Any is fine, although itmay be sensible to pick one and stick to it until
they’re vocal. A tulpa is capable of speaking all the languages you can.

Q: Can I (grab, slap, hug, etc.) my tulpa?
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A: Yes, within reason. Imagining or enacting a given action against a
tulpa, imposed or otherwise, will carry all the meaning and weight you
associate with that action directed at them. In the case of an imposed
tulpa, the actual feedback you feel will depend on how developed your
sensory imposition is, as tactile hallucinations do not come as easily as
visual ones.

Q: What does the tulpa do while you’re sleeping?
A: Because the mind never totally shuts down, the tulpa continues to ex-
ist and be there. What they do, however, is up to the personality of the
tulpa. Some are known to interact with dreams, while others may work
withmemories of the last environment youwere in before you slept, and
otherswillwanderoff intowhatevermental environmentyou’ve created
for and with them (seeWonderlands, below).

Q: Do tulpa sleep?
A: Some tulpa will sleep at the same time as their creators, others as and
when they please, and others do not seem to sleep at all.

Tulpa Creation Questions

Q: How long will it take to make a tulpa?
A:For some time, popular wisdom suggested estimates of ‘100 hours’ or
‘just over three months’. However, recent developments suggest this
varies extremely from individual to individual, and with their preferred
methods some have had success in a matter of weeks, while others
struggle to hear their tulpa after months. The long and short of it is,
don’t worry about how long it’ll take. Don’t expect results immediately,
but don’t dismiss early successes either.

Q: How do I decide what my tulpa will look like?
A: You probably already have an idea of what form you’d want a long-
term mental companion to have, which is fine, but you may be unde-
cided. A tulpa can develop their own preferred form over time through
narration and personality work alone.

Q: Should I create a base form for my tulpa?
A: Many people have an idea for a form in mind when they first start to
createa tulpa, before they thinkofanysort ofpersonality, and that’s fine.
However, designing a personality around the form is unnecessary.

Q: When should I create a base form for my tulpa?
A: Form can be the very first thing you decide upon, or not settled upon
until you’re ready to begin imposition. Obviously, it doesn’t make sense
to impose a tulpa that doesn’t have an associated form.

Q: Should I create a tulpa that looks like me?
A: It’s not encouraged or recommended. The idea behind a tulpa is to cre-
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ate a separate personality and consciousness, and creating something
you visually self-identify with isn’t going to help that process.

Q: Is it ok to base a tulpa off an existing character?
A: Yes, with caveats. Your tulpa may have the pre-existing character’s
form, but they are not the actual character. Tulpa tend to deviate in form
and personality fromyour initial specification, and thismay lead to feel-
ings of disappointment or rejection, which isn’t good for either of you.
Ideally, it is better to draw inspiration, not to copy wholesale, and to un-
derstand that personality is not form and vice-versa.

Q: Can I take an existing roleplay character/imaginary friend and make
them into a tulpa?
A:Yes, althoughaswithall tulpabasedonexistingcharacters, youshould
be aware that theymaydevelop and changeover time, perhapsunexpect-
edly so.

Q: I’m not getting any alien feeling, am I doing something wrong?
A:No, you’renotdoinganythingwrong. Thereareplentyofkindsof feed-
back a tulpa can give - emotional responses, ‘head pressure’, headaches,
‘mindvoice’ - andnot all of themwill intrinsically feel alien, distant, or as
though they came from outside your own mind, and some people never
get something they can define so easily until their tulpa is clearly inde-
pendent. Don’t sweat it.

Q: This feels like I’m just talking to myself and making up answers. Why?
A: Talking to yourself is fine, and ideally it should be open-ended talk
which allows for responses. Consciously deciding answers and thinking
them in response is known as ‘parroting’, effectively putting words in
your tulpa’s mouth. So long as you are focusing on your tulpa, talking
to them and not at them, feeling like the responses are made-up isn’t a
problem. These are either early, simplistic responses from an immature
tulpa, or your subconscious answers - and those can be taken on by the
developing tulpa, priming their vocabulary and personality. Again, pro-
videdyou’rebearingyour tulpa inmindandgenuinely trying toconverse
with them, don’t sweat it. When you get a more surprising response,
you’ll know it’s really them.

Q: I’m getting headaches, pressure, sore eyes and stuff during creation, is
that bad?
A: It’s actually quite normal to get headaches and the like. Don’t worry
about it, it’s a normal part of creation andwill phase out by the time your
tulpa is fully imposed on your environment. If you’re not getting any of
the aforementioned that’s fine too.

Q: It’s hard bringing my tulpa’s face into focus, why?
A: Faces are the part of the body which are most dynamic and which we
identify with most. Of course it’s going to be hard to visualize them; I
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don’t think anyonehas an easy timewith tulpa faces. In time itwill come
together when you don’t have to force the visualization.

Q: Is it bad to fall asleep while working on the tulpa?
A: While it’s not strictly ‘bad’ to fall asleep while working on your tulpa,
it can directly expose an immature tulpa tomore subconscious thoughts
and dreams than normal. This has been known to agitate and infuri-
ate some developed, responsive tulpa, so it’s not advised. Some have re-
ported no issues, but in this case - you’re better off safe than sorry, but
you’ll probably findouthowyour tulpa responds to it accidentally sooner
or later.

Q: Do I name my tulpa?
A: You can give them a name, but bear in mind the possibility that they
may change it. You can leave them nameless, and then when they are
sentient have them name themselves.

Q: Is it okay to force while (high, drunk)?
A: As long as you feel it’s productive. If you’re a frequent drinker or
smoker it certainly won’t hurt to acquaint your tulpa with yourself in
such a state.

Q: Can I listen to music while I force?
A: It’s not strictly necessary, but it can help. When you tulpaforce you’ll
typically want a relaxing environment, so pick a position, type of music,
light level, whatever works best for you. Try not to lie down in bed if you
can avoid it, because you’ll probably fall asleep and not get anything pro-
ductive done.

Q: Is it okay to give my tulpa negative traits?
A: You shouldn’t really think about traits as positive or negative. You
should think about them as what they are, not their moral connotations.
If you want to give your tulpa a trait, or a trait emerges naturally, then
go for it! Traits are just aspects of personality, and whether they’re good
or bad will depend on your own morality. So if you want a clingy tulpa,
an aggressive tulpa, a sarcastic tulpa, whatever, that’s totally up to you.

Q: Can I make my tulpa vocal first and then start on form?
A: Of course! And no, this will not result in the tulpa not wanting a body
later or anything like that. It’s just easier for some people to work with
their tulpa on the body, if they have no idea about it or are having trou-
ble. One would do this by simply working longer on personality and nar-
ration.

Q: Can I do X and Y at once when I’m creating my tulpa?
A: You certainly can, although it may not be beneficial to do so. Gener-
ally it makes sense to group various developments - form and personal-
ity are often done together (although you should remember they’re not
dependent on one another), and sensory imposition is often done across
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multiple senses at the same time. Trying to work on too many things at
once will only make it harder to concentrate.

Q: Does putting too much detail into my tulpa stifle deviation?
A: No. Whether you’re vague or not, deviation is probably going to hap-
pen. You can spend hours on something, and it still might change. This
doesn’t mean your time is wasted, though.

Q: So how exactly does deviation work?
A: Your initial plans or ideas for a tulpa may be altered by your subcon-
scious, and once your tulpa has clear independence they may change
itself further. Some tulpa end up almost exactly as initially designed,
while others end up changing beyond recognition as a result of these col-
lective alterations.

Q: Can I create a tulpa that’s in charge of their own personality/creation?
A:Bypurelynarrating toyour tulpawithoutdefining their personality or
assuming a form for them, you can still develop a tulpa that will entirely
consist of emergent traits and eventually an associated form. You still
need to give plenty of time and dedication to the narration process, and
work on things like sensory imposition, but it’s definitely possible. It’s
worthnoting that this is not a lazywayout, it requires just asmucheffort
and concentration as doing all the steps up front.

Q: How do I narrate/talk to my tulpa?
A: Narration is any kind of conversation or dialogue with your tulpa,
ideally performed while imagining their form or simply thinking about
them. This can be done purely in your mind, subvocalized under your
breath, or spoken aloud when convenient. You can do it throughout the
day, simply by telling them what’s going on or what you’re thinking
about while bearing them in mind. Telling stories is a convenient way -
reading a book or a comic consciously to your tulpa, as though reading
to another person, may help you come to grips with narration.

Q: I’m having trouble visualizing, what do I do?
A: Good visualization isn’t strictly necessary up-front for creating a
tulpa, and it’ll get better over time as you practice it, thus developing
along with your tulpa. However, if you’re having trouble then there are
guides available on this site and the wider internet that may be useful
(See: visualization guides23).

Q: I haven’t felt my tulpa in ‘x’ hours/days, what did I do wrong?
A: Nothing. It’s not unusual for a tulpa to retreat back for a little while.
This happens when they are growing, and are often followed by much
growth. It’s happened to somepeople that their tulpahave left for almost
a week, and when they return become vocal in a very short amount of

23http://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/wiki/guides#wiki_visualization
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time. Even if you can’t feel them, continue forcing and interacting with
them as you normally would.

Q: How long should I force for?
A: There are no fixed answers for this. Even if it’s only 10minutes a day,
you’ll be doing better than not forcing at all. Your tulpa will appreciate
it when ever you can force, and of course, they’ll take asmuch as you are
willing to give them.

Q: Does my tulpa have to be human?
A: No. If you can imagine the form, your tulpa can take that form. Some
people have tulpas that have the form of a tree or rock. Not exactly excit-
ing, but that’s what stuck.

Q: Can I make a tulpa of someone else?
A: Can you? Yes. Is it recommended? Not at all. Forming a tulpa of an-
other person can lead to big identity issues for the tulpa, andwillmar the
overall progress. Here’s a full post with details24

OnMindscapes/Wonderlands

Q: What is a mindscape/wonderland? A: A mindscape, also known pop-
ularly as a wonderland, is a mental environment created in the host’s
mindwhere thehost and tulpacan interact visuallywitheachother,with-
out the need for the host to impose their tulpa into their physical envi-
ronment. A wonderland can be revisited time and time again, although
it may change under your own will, your tulpa’s will, or subconsciously.

Q: What is the difference between mindscape/wonderland and any other
imagined environment?
A:An imaginedenvironment is anygiven temporarymental sceneor sce-
nario, such as those experienced when day-dreaming. A wonderland or
mindscape is a more permanent, albeit dynamic, environment that per-
sists even when you aren’t consciously thinking of it, that you or your
tulpa can return to repeatedly.

Q: Can my tulpa change the mindscape/wonderland as well?
A: Yes, tulpa are able to edit and alter wonderlands and the entities
within them, although the degree to which they are able to do so varies
with their development and will, and your influence over them. Your
tulpa may even change your wonderland while you are not consciously
aware of it.

Q: What does it mean to ‘explore’ a wonderland?
A:Amindscape/wonderland can be imagined in such away that large ar-
eas of it are undefined or lack clarity. Traveling within the environment

24http://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/comments/1258e5/psa_dont_ever_try_to_make_
tulpas_of_a_fictional/
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outside of areas you’ve consciously defined can lead to a subconscious,
dreamlike generation of environments and landscapes. This has been
known to provide interesting and exciting activities for tulpa and their
creators alike - it is quite literally letting your mind wander.

Most of the FAQ was a collaboration between Tulpa.info and /r/Tulpas,
writtenby/u/BobisOnlyBobusingFAQman’soriginal TulpaFAQasa tem-
plate, with assistance from Purlox, Albatross and /u/Kronkleberry



An Addendum to Tulpa Guides

This collection of advice is meant to integrate other guides with (possi-
bly) useful information on tulpa creation, development, andmore, that I
haven’t found in them, and that I wish I had. For best results, an attitude
of self-seeking and curiosity is recommended.

How quickly will I manage a tulpa?

There’s a number of predisposing factors, both in the passive and active
sense (in that youmay have to put to practice the lessons learned in it, or
even use the methods from it) :

• Hypnosis, suggestibility in particular, ability to get commands and
decisions through

• Mind-hacking (the ability to self-edit habits, patterns, beliefs, and
other assorted facets of one’s mental life with relative ease)

• Conversations with self

• Vivid imagination

• Ability to suspend disbelief

• Strong religious background

• Cognition of inner workings, even through dreams

• Expressed creativity, especially of the other-personas type (role-
play, theatre, creative writing)

• Interaction with/generation of thoughtforms in general, of what-
ever type (from RP characters to dream characters to imaginary
friends to book characters to spirits to masks to whatever else)

• DID

• Schizophrenia of the voice-hearing variety

• Bipolar disorder

That said, I refrain fromgiving any sort of expectations, since they’re the
last thing anyone should be giving you. Take the experience as it comes,
and accept it for what it is, in full. Use goals to direct your focus if you
need, and iterate on them as experience accumulates, reaching them or
changing them or discarding them as you feel appropriate.

39
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I don’t know if I should be doing this? Can I just try it out for a while?

Well, good for you to have such reservations. In fact, there is something
else you can try; which is, pretty much all lesser forms of multiplicity.
Examples include:

• Conversations with self, like for solving problems, exploring
themes, or just idle chatter. Take different angles, or different
viewpoints, on something and just let them talk it out amongst
themselves, or interject as needed.

• Have an imaginary friend that you talk to and spend time with
sometimes, or a guide figure that you come to in times of aid or
counsel. You may be surprised at how much insight and wisdom
theymay provide you simply by allowing them to speak it.

• Record your dreams (the biggest short advice on the matter I
can give is, use pen and paper, and write them immediately on
wakeup), especially as you start being lucid in themand interacting
purposefully with the characters there. To help with that, there’s
plenty of guides online25 and dedicated communities26. If you’re
up for something more complex, you can explore, at the twilight
of sleep and wake, your hypnagogic hallucinations, and interact
actively with them, reach out and communicate with the voices
and forms you find there.

• Try being a median: that is, the taking on different, persistent per-
sonalities that interact with you and each other, even if they’re all
seen as part of you. An angel and devil on your shoulders, kind of
deal.

• Trybeingamaskmaker: havingaspectsof self thatyouendupwear-
ing, becoming, living as, much like a method actor27. Sometimes
known as channeling.

It will not be the full experience, and it will not have you deal with the
whole joys and woes of another fully independent mind living in your
head, but it’s a decent slice of the fun pie. Plus all practice on these ven-
tures feeds directly into the tulpamancy practice, should you decide to
come throughwith it, especially since you can practice tulpamancy tech-
niques through any of these.

Is there something I should absolutely know?

To the best of my ability here’s the ground truths of tulpamancy:

25http://www.world-of-lucid-dreaming.com/easy-lucid-dreaming.html
26http://www.ld4all.com/
27https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/306940.Impro

http://www.world-of-lucid-dreaming.com/easy-lucid-dreaming.html
http://www.ld4all.com/
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/306940.Impro
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• Thebarestworking techniqueof tulpamancy is: talk to theUniverse
until the Universe answers. Love it until it loves back.

• Love is the best ingredient in everything you’ll do here. The more
understanding, unfiltered, playful, joyous, and liberating, the bet-
ter.

• The limits of the mind are few, so most of those you encounter will
be of your own design.

• Don’t intentionally force negative traits. Seriously don’t be a fool.

• Expectations and doubt are tulpa poison. This includes hour counts
and timetables.

• Belief is not strictly needed, only the actions.

• Tulpas will inevitably change and deviate from their old selves, so
acceptance is recommended.

• Most of everything else is different for everyone.

For another few vastly applicable tips:

• Rest always helps: get enough sleep.

• A clear head always helps: do meditation.

• Trust your inner discernment above everything else. You are the
first and best judge of your own inner reality. This includes disre-
gardingothers’ opinions, theories andexperiences that you feel not
relevant to your own case.

• Remember to ask your tulpa as well if you have questions. They
have insights on the situation too.

• In particular, if you and your tulpa both agree nothing is wrong,
then nothing is.

• Try not to place undue expectations on your tulpa (eg. I’ll make
a better me, or someone who can get me out of my depression, or
they’ll act exactly in this manner etc.) They are just people like you,
and likely very inexperienced ones at first, so shape your plans ac-
cordingly.

And a few less conventionally recognized tips:

• An attitude of playfulness is encouraged: be flexible, keep an open
mind, experiment, iterate on things by accepting as they come first,
and working on top of them second.

• Second-guessing things in your interactions is detrimental to the
experience. It arrests the flow, brings doubt into the frame, is not
fun for anyone involved, and is a far too powerful tool to bring to
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such an experience (considering that entire physicalmemories can
be rewritten if revisited with intent). It is far better to just runwith
things, to use the “Yes, and…” of improv, and just adjust and iterate
for the following interactions. Instead of the arresting pace of care-
ful checking, you can enjoy a playful session of running away with
your combined efforts; at worst, you’ll have made up an enjoyable
story together.

• Keep notes on the adventure, journal it, investigate its shifting
paths. It is valuable to know what and how has been attempted, to
store fond memories, to track change over time, and to remember
how things were back then. They can also be useful in the immedi-
ate to spot difficulties so that they can be isolated and addressed
specifically.

• A calm mind always helps: learn to work with your emotions and
heed their advice, or alternatively listen for their cries for help.
DBT28 is one of the best resources to date on the matter that deals
with this andmore, directly.

• Mens sana in corpore sano. Live healthy, live well.

Where do I start from?

Honestly any of the thoughtforms (dream characters, media characters,
median facets, etc.) discussed before are a good starting point to develop
into a tulpa proper, or you can create a new one from scratch if you
prefer, but literally any thoughtform is fine as long as some ground
rules are implemented (that is, they’re their own being, they are not
anything else; especially, they’re not actually that fictional character,
just someone based on them, that happens to initially share a number
of traits/memories with them. You are free to deviate from such advice,
but I recommend having very good reasons to, if attempted.)

So how does this all work really?

Leaving the metaphysical aside, we’re basically talking about reshaping
the pathways and habits of themind, through directed intent and repeti-
tion, into a shapewhere two (ormore) distinct entities regularly interact.

To quote Shirako,
> And then over time you get better and better at the skill of directing
mental energy into pathways of that shape, and the tulpa’s form grows
more and more solid, until like walking or riding a bike, your brain
has developed the skill of being the tulpa to the point where you don’t

28https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/369266.The_Dialectical_Behavior_Therapy_
Workbook

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/369266.The_Dialectical_Behavior_Therapy_Workbook
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/369266.The_Dialectical_Behavior_Therapy_Workbook
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consciously think about the mental energy at all, and the entire process
subducts out of consciousness, leaving just you and the tulpa in your
mind as visibly conscious agents.

For further reading, http://www.meltingasphalt.com/neurons-gone-
wild/

Obviously, this is not just about the tulpa themself. The host will likely
undergo severe change as well, carving the paths and tearing down the
mental walls through which proper communication with the tulpa shall
be achieved, andmuchmore besides. It is in part the reasonwhy the first
tulpa is the hardest.

So what about early communication?

Let’s clear some factors: first, there’s no universal timetable, or even
fixed order of events, in the development of a tulpa. Some tulpas ended
up switching before mindvoice vocality, for one.

Second,mindvoice isnotalwayswhatpeoplego for. Rawthought/emotions
can be very convenient for communication once a system to structure
them that isn’t strictly a verbal language is implemented. Some tulpas
communicate in images, or even song.

With that in mind, just use what comes your way. The main factor of
communication is intending for the message and its meaning to reach
the other; aside from that, anything goes. You can even set up an ouija
board equivalent29 if you’re feeling like pushing possession for use in
communication.

Remember that at first it may feel a whole lot like you. You are not the
thoughts, you are the awareness behind the thoughts; the mind is a
shared playground of you and your tulpas, so when your tulpas think,
you may get to hear them and could identify those as yours, because
that’s what you’ve always done with the thoughts in your head. This
pattern of singular identification has to be broken down, and many
similar ones besides concerning quite everything that goes on inside the
mind/body/emotions system. You’re not alone in the house anymore,
so don’t pretend every noise in there comes from you.

What’s this about parroting I keep hearing? Is it good or bad?

It’s something that needs to be properly understood for best results.

What happens with starting tulpas, especially of the newly created vari-
ety, is that they may not possess access to faculties like language or pro-

29https://docs.google.com/document/d/13S6A8SPDMHoaypEkrZyu3qlZjQ-
uow25FMaRQ4T73vc/edit

http://www.meltingasphalt.com/neurons-gone-wild/
http://www.meltingasphalt.com/neurons-gone-wild/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13S6A8SPDMHoaypEkrZyu3qlZjQ-uow25FMaRQ4T73vc/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13S6A8SPDMHoaypEkrZyu3qlZjQ-uow25FMaRQ4T73vc/edit
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jecting a mindvoice or moving a mindscape body, or possession of the
physical body, and so on and so forth. The two main alternatives here
are bearing patience andwaiting for them to figure it out by themselves,
or offering them a hand in the matter.

Providinghelpwith translating their thoughts intowords is onewaypar-
rotingworks;moving theirmindscape body for them is called puppeting,
and there probably as many concepts of lending them your faculties in
some practice or other as there are activities that your tulpa can do.

It can be considered a dangerous venture because it can easily foster
doubt towards the tulpawhen applied liberally, giving rise to the “It feels
like it’s me doing it” syndrome, which is completely justified because
yes, you’re actively contributing to their actions, and you’d want to stop
that eventually.

And stop that you will. At some point, you will have to revoke that help,
and let them find their own legs. The parent has to let go of the bike,
and let the kid on it experiment for themself, by themself. There might
be some falls inbetween, and some time may pass, but success must be
considered inevitable.

More in general, a process might be put in place where the tulpa is al-
lowed to progressively explore and discover the complexities, and the ex-
isting pathways, of a particular skill through decreasing help; for exam-
ple, from just inhabiting the body as the host moves, to the tulpa giving
inputs and the host acting them out, to the host starting a movement
and the tulpa finishing it, while acknowledging and making use of the
existingmuscle memory, towards independent possession.

Any tips for more rapid development?

• Starting out, anything that they can hold on to to self-define will
be of help. It can be a goal, a form, a personality set, a call to ac-
tion; whatever they can use to give themselves either substance or
direction, or both, will speed up their development.

• Specifically, giving them objectives, or letting them come up with
their own, and giving them space to follow up on those is especially
beneficial, as it gives them power to express their executive pat-
terns and grow self-determined and properly independent.

• As a general rule, a personality develops through the assimilation
of experiences, and developing patterns that concern those experi-
ences. Providing those experiences (ofwhatevernature) and letting
them react to those, if possible, is one of the best ways to go about
it.
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• Letting them interact with the outside world regularly, especially
in the goal-fulfilling variety, is especially a solidifying exercise.

• Treat them like a person, like a peer of yours, since they have all
the potential to be one. They’re equivalent to you in every way that
counts, and treating them as such greatly enables them to reach
that level.

• Consider doing some reverse tulpaforcing, as in, the tulpa taking
on the forcing mansions of the host; even to the point of helping
the host through anxiety episodes or depression or the like through
such techniques.

• You can be hypnosis partners, in both directions.

• Novelty helps.

• Flexibility ofmindalsohelps, since a tulpa is a phenomenonas com-
plex as themind itself, and there’s countless variations ofmanifes-
tation possible. Being open to many of them, or even encouraging
variety of them (like disembodied voice in your head vs. visualized
presence in the mindscape) is a good way to learn and grow.

• Be open to the experience. Lots of weird and unexpected stuff is
bound to happen; the more you roll with it and accept it, the more
things will unfold naturally.

Presence imposition tips?

What does it feel like when there’s someone else in the room? When you
just knowyou’re beingwatched? What do you feel about your body other
than the usual 5 senses? That’s sense of presence.

Intend it to be there for your tulpa. Ask to feel it. Wonder how it would
be like to feel it.

Visualization tips?

Start small, start familiar, start easy, and build up. Use all the external
help you need to visualize better or easier. Put your pride and preconcep-
tions at the door, and focus on getting better as easily and painlessly as
possible.

Basically you’d want to start from what you manage to hallucinate the
easiest (be it memories, game scenes, somemovie or cartoon, your pet, a
cube, a stick figure, anything really) and work your way up from there,
strecthing the possibilities in all directions that you canmanage. Be like
water, and find the crack. Use all the tricks possible, grab all the hand-
holds on your way to the top, play as dirty as you need.
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Put in practice at the highest level you canmanage, by anymeans neces-
sary. And by that I mean, use references for shapes andmovements and
color and solidity; use styles that are familiar (like say, cartoonish); look
at things inside an imagined screen if that helps you; use the peripheral
of your vision for easier open-eye visualization; or just duplicate what
your eyes see in yourmind’s eye, or copy a real-life object as faithfully as
possible, etc. Everything is fair to try out. Seewhat helps best, and abuse
it.

Stretch what you can do from there: try less detail and more stuff, or
more detail and less stuff; change colors, change styles, improve respon-
siveness,make itmore spontaneous, have it take less attention, just plain
make it bigger, or better, or more detailed; and so on, and so forth.

The mind is a very flexible instrument; Experiment, play around with
stuff, take what serves you and swap out the rest. As you keep striving
for more, you’ll naturally consolidate what you have already achieved,
and this will allow you to build on that and reach greater and greater
heights.

Imposition tips?

I’m gonna tell you a little secret: we’re always hallucinating things.
What is in front of our eyes and what the mind sees is not as strongly
related as youmight first imagine.

The way the eye works is basically, the individual cells stop sending sig-
nals if they keep detecting the same thing, so at everymoment the brain
only receives a partial picture, and hallucinates the rest basically by con-
tinuity with the past.

Take a look at that illusion, keep staring at the dot at the center; eventu-
ally the other colors should fade to grey, if you’ve kept your vision steady
enough.

See what I mean? The brain already hallucinates a portion of your real-
ity quite naturally. (Not to mention that the peripheral vision is mostly
made of rods, so it’s almost in B&W;most of the color you see there is also
hallucinated)

With that inmind, you should probably rethink how hard it is to impose,
huh? You hallucinate things all the dang time!

This goes more in general for all kinds of sensory imposition: what you
perceive is there is just what the brain says is there, period. Reliving
strong memories can trigger the same bodily reactions as if you were
there again. Your mindmakes it real.

In that sense, consider just telling your mind what it should be experi-
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Figure 1.1: Fluff
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encing, instead of fighting against reality. What you perceive is already
inside your head, ready for the transformation.

More on just how crazy and hallucinatory vision really is30.

For specific imposition matters, I recommend QB’s recent guide on the
subject31.

Possession tips?

Not repeating the part where you can help them along, a good exercise
for the host is practicing relaxation, as in lack of commands issued. One
exercise for such a purpose is letting the arm fall from an upwards po-
sition, from the elbow up, while laying in bed, over and over. Letting
the arm fall wherever it may, and getting used to the loss of control. Of
course, the tulpa is free to take control of thearmduring suchanexercise
if they feel daring enough.

Switching tips?

A core concept that I would like to stress is that if the goal of switching
is purely to let the tulpa experience full fronting without host interfer-
ence, then it can be just exactly that. It can be as easy as the tulpa be-
ing at the front and possessing, and the host consciously, willingly relin-
quishing all control and assuming a detached position of passive obser-
vation. Some describe it as the tulpa taking control of the body autopilot
thatwould normally comeup as the host zones out. This autopilot can be
rather large in the amount of functions it provides (like say, letting the
body run on its own as you think of something else), and usually needs
only gentle steering to be controlled.

One of the main sticking points is usually the reclutancy of the host to
leave the controls alone, or dissociate as it were. Meditation can help
greatlywith this; onevisualizationexercise thatusuallyhelps inconjunc-
tion with it is the host concentrating their own essence down to a point,
within the body or outside of it; or, they can fully enter the mindscape,
or practice any such exercises in detachment from the senses, and the
cessation of reactions.

Since many find instinctual reclutance at leaving the front seat unat-
tended, I recommend explicitly practicing surrender of the body, like by
trust falls, or immersive daydreams (possibly while trancing), or practic-
ing conscious zoning out (like by letting the body dance to a good song by
itself), or letting go as much as possible before sleep (which incidentally

30https://twitter.com/Foone/status/1014267515696922624
31https://community.tulpa.info/thread-imposition-q2-s-method-for-a-huggable-

tulpa-v2
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can also tie in to lucid dreaming practices such asWILD). Get a feel of the
autopilot, and

These points are further elaborated in Seven’s guide on the matter32.

What if my tulpa is too similar to me?

If you find your tulpa taking too much after you, by way of personality,
speech patterns, opinions etc. and you’d like otherwise, that would be
a good opportunity to encourage drift. Both through encouragement of
novelty and allowing of results, let the tulpa try out new things, act dif-
ferently, express themselves more freely, find ways in which they may
recognize themselves more properly as independent. Draw the bound-
aries you need to, but give them free roam otherwise. In time, they will
find their own space to inhabit.

I haven’t heard frommy tulpa in a while, and I can’t feel them about?
Why do they have different sleep patterns thanme?

Yeah, I know, it’s weird. It still happens for a lot of us, though. It’s fine if
you don’t hear them about for a while; after all, we shut down for about
8 hours every day ourselves.

Why do I keep having doubts aboutmy tulpas? What can I do about it?

Doubt means you’re on the right track.

When you doubt, that means there’s a belief of yours that is conflict-
ing with the new, current experience. The belief is being currently ques-
tioned, and this pivot point is being expressed in you through doubt. It is
likely an old belief that just now has come into discussion: there’s much
you probably took for granted about living in your head that will just
change drastically when confronted with the actuality of someone else
residing in there with you. Thus, the beliefs need to shift.

What you can do is, you can trace that doubt back to the belief that gen-
erated it. That belief is standing in the way of your experience, and is
likely being an overall nuisance. It is not serving you. You can choose to
abandon it; you can choose to put it to further tests and revise it, based
on the new data. You can change it, or you can discard it.

Should I be concerned about walk-ins?

Well, that depends; would they be a bad occurrence in your experience?
Many people have found it worthwhile and very positive to have had
32https://tulpa.io/discuss/threads/switching-so-you-wanna-switch-do-you-really-

might-be-able-to-help-that.63/
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walk-ins stick around as tulpas proper, but maybe you’re not that
charitable, or you just want to draw the line somewhere.

For one, consider that many thoughtforms cross your consciousness
temporarily (likewhatmight happenwith intrusive thoughts or random
voices or media characters etc.) and you usually don’t think much of it.
In general, as something comes, it can also go.

Secondly, the mind is as easily suggestible as it’s always been, and its
patterns can be shifted concerning this particular case as well. You only
need set the intention of not receiving anywalk-ins of any sort; that they
are unwelcome at your place, and that they cannot stay. Reinforce with
mental imagery as needed, but try to be gentle: it’s still yourself you’re
doing this to.

Is this really for ever? Is there nothing I can do about it if I regret it?

Themoment you decide tomake a tulpa by the common definition is the
moment youdecide to create, or accept, anotherperson,with everything
that it carries and that it implies. There are other ways to explore inner
multiplicity without bearing the responsibility of true plurality, as de-
tailed above (in I don’t know if I should be doing this? Can I just try it out
for a while?); and if you’re feeling this concern then I suggest to either
try out those, or think about it somemore, or both.

That said, as much as people don’t like to talk about it, dissolving a
nascent tulpa is something that happens sometimes, mostly when the
host has realized they are in no position to continue being more than
one in their head, or have no further intention to put in the effort of
maintaining a second consciousness. What happens then is, there’s
always the option of ignoring the thoughtform, letting it slowly drift
back to the place of origin, or there is the considerably harder option of
merging, that is basically a permanent version of blending together the
two essences of host and tulpa, personality and memories and presence
and all.

Having consent of both parties is highly recommended, otherwise that’s
not fun for anyone involved.

Any ways this practice could help me with my own troubles?

• First of all, tulpamancing will likely get you used to a great deal of
introspection, especially by way of meditation (through eg. active
forcing). And knowing is half the battle, as they say.

• Clarityofmind isgreatly encouragedandfostered, and is ingeneral
very beneficial to life.
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• An improvement in social skills is often one of themost obvious re-
sults from the practice.

• More in general, there is much to be learned from both observing
an other-self from so up close, and being observed by one.

• Tulpas are in general, very understanding and caring beings, and
there’s much to be gained in giving and receiving, in sharing, such
higher loves (to the point of aretè, AKAmetta, the divine Love) with
one another.

• Tulpas are usually in a prime position to offer guidance on your life
path, but you must remember that any change will have to come
from yourself. You are the one whomakes your own decisions.

• More in general, any help that they offer will have to be trusted,
and carried through. In order for their guidance to take effect, you
must bewilling to trust their judgementmore than youwould trust
your own,more thanyouwould trust your thoughts,more thanyou
would trust your own old ways.

By CelestialBoon



Things to Ask Yourself Before You Make a Tulpa

By GM & Twi

This guide aims to walk you through a series of questions to explore the
ramifications of having a tulpa and help you really think about what
you’re working towards. It assumes you already know what a tulpa is,
you have some interest in creating one, and you are willing to put forth
some effort. This guide is notmeant as a comprehensive introduction to
the tulpa phenomenon.

The questions and clarifications in each of these sections are meant to
lead you to a clear, balanced view of what your life will be like with a
tulpa. Actually visualizing in advance what your life will be like (both
positive and negative) after completing any life-altering undertaking is
a great way to improve your chances of sticking with it. For these rea-
sons, thinking through the questions and answering themas completely
as possible will be a great benefit to you whether or not you decide to
make a tulpa.

For thosewho think this guide is too tedious: If youaren’twilling to think
through your best answers to a handful of questions, you should care-
fully andhonestly ask yourselfwhether or not youhave the patience and
persistence needed for the hours, days, and months of concentration it
usually takes to accomplish anything with your first tulpa.

The Questions

1. Why do I want to make a tulpa?

This isn’t here to shame or judge you for your reasons, plenty of people
havehadquestionablemotivesgoing in, and theyand their tulpas turned
out fine. Having said that, though, if you aren’t comfortable with your
answer, then you may want to reconsider your motives or look deeper
into your ownmental and emotional situation before creating one.

2. What is my tulpa likely to think aboutmy reasons for creating him
or her?

Imagine yourself in your future tulpa’s situation and think about your
answer. Remember that your tulpa is a friend who will understand you
like no one else, but underneath it all should still be considered a think-
ing, feeling being with his or her own unique perspective.

3. Howwill I react if I have unusually slow progress?

52
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Though most see progress in a matter of months, at the extreme, some
people take several years before getting a response out of their tulpa. Fre-
quently in these situations, the tulpa reports being self-awarewith ama-
ture, stable personality already in place well before two-way communi-
cation is had.

4. Howwill I react if I have unusually fast progress?

Fast progress, although exciting, can also be an issue as your tulpa may
beable tomake itself anuisance and interferewithyour life before really
getting to know themselves, let alone you and how to best interact with
you.

5. Howwillmydaily routine be impacted by creating andmaintaining
a relationship with a tulpa?

Remember that tulpas require time and energy, just like any friendship.
Setting aside some of both for your tulpa here and there goes a longway.

6. Howwill my life be better due to having a tulpa?

Obviously you’ve thought about this a little bit or you wouldn’t have got-
ten this far. Now is your chance to get specific about all the good things
you hope having a lifelong companion in your head will bring you.

7. What sort of things will I spend time doing with my tulpa?

Remember a tulpa is a companion who is with you all the time and is
nourished by your attention. Knowing what sort of things you’d like
to do with them–at all stages of development–is helpful to staying the
course.

8. What sort of problems will I expect my tulpa to help me with?

Lots of people credit their tulpas with helping them through difficult sit-
uations, but remember that although a tulpa can be a great emotional
andmental support, a tulpa isnota counseloranddoesn’tmagicallyhave
access to knowledge or skills that you don’t.

9. Howwill my life be worse due to having a tulpa?

Life isn’t all sunshine and roses. You will have disagreements with your
tulpa, and your tulpamay occasionally get in theway of things youwant
or need to do.

10. Am I prepared to help my tulpa through any mental or emotional
problems he or she may develop?

Tulpas can develop insecurities, hang-ups, or (in extreme cases) mental
illnesses that are distinct from your own. Give some thought to what
you’ll do if this happens. Hint: It’s easier to talk out problems while
they’re still minor.
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11. What will I do when I have a serious disagreement with my tulpa?

The good news is that tulpas grant a unique opportunity for perfect com-
munication with another being. The bad news is that you will need to
be totally honest with your tulpa since keeping a secret from one can be
rather difficult.

12. What will I do if my tulpa dislikes my friends/family/significant
other?

Tulpas have their own personalities, and just like your physical friends
don’t necessarily like each other, theymay not agree with your choice of
friends.

13. Whowill I tell about my tulpa (if anyone)?

You’re certainly not obligated to share your tulpa with anyone, but you
may want to for a variety of reasons. Likewise, your tulpa may or may
not want to interact with people on their own.

14. What will I do if they react negatively?

Not to discourage you, but it could happen. Tulpas can be a touchy sub-
ject that most people won’t understand, so think carefully before decid-
ing to be open about it.

15. What will I do if they react positively?

On the other hand, some people will be intrigued or even enthusiastic
about your new friend.

16. What do I think life will be like for myself and my tulpa in 5, 10,
20, or even 50 years?

Tulpas can last as long as you live and over the course ofmany years can
become just as strong a force in your mind as you are. What will you
be like as an old man or woman who has another mind running around
inside their head?

17. What do I think life will be like for myself in the same amount of
time if I don’t make a tulpa?

This is the default situation: most people never even consider making a
tulpa. Considering the long-term effects of both alternatives can help
you decide where your priorities and interests lie with regard to tulpa
creation.



Bad Reasons to Not Make a Tulpa

There are many excellent reasons not to create a tulpa. We are not try-
ing to convince people that they should create tulpas if they think they
probably shouldn’t. Rather, we hope to reject and recast somebad ormis-
leading reasons, leavingmore room to think intelligently about the good
ones.

Our problems with the reasons we discuss may seem pedantic; the rea-
sons could be interpreted a different way that would eliminate the prob-
lems. But if they’re interpreted the way we interpret them here, they do
have problems, and if people have interpreted them this way in the past,
they’re liable to do so again in the future. An argument’s merit should
not be judged on what it’s trying to convey, but on what it actually does
convey.

The golden rule of ethical tulpa creation

Let’s begin by pointing out that there are many excellent reasons not to
createa tulpa. Wedonot intend in this series to convincepeople that they
should create tulpas if they think they probably shouldn’t. Rather, we
hope to reject and recast some bad reasons, leaving more room to think
intelligently about the good ones.

Our problems with the reasons we discuss may seem pedantic; the rea-
sons could be interpreted a different way that would eliminate the prob-
lems. But if they’re interpreted the way we interpret them here, they do
have problems, and if people have interpreted them this way in the past,
they’re liable to do so again in the future. An argument’s merit should
not be judged on what it’s trying to convey, but on what it actually does
convey.

People often say that one should not create a tulpa for selfish reasons.
This seems like a good plan at first glance. “Selfish” sounds bad, and as
an ethical tulpamancer you presumably don’t want to do anything that
doesn’t consider your tulpa’s best interests.

People seem to disagree on the meaning of selfish. Many people, in-
cluding me in this article, define being selfish as being concerned only
or primarily for oneself, without considering others. Some people
and some dictionaries instead prefer a definition requiring the selfish
actions to be actively harmful to others, in which case “don’t create a
tulpa for selfish reasons” is less problematic. Given the disagreement in
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definition, though, I think that even if you fall squarely in the second
camp you’re best off rephrasing this advice, since many people will
interpret it wrongly.

With that out of theway, let’s say that Alice wants to create a tulpa. Here
are some of the reasons shemight have, not all of themnecessarily good
ones:

• She wants companionship or love or someone to talk to when no-
body else is around for her.

• She would like to be able to bounce ideas off someone else all the
time.

• She is having some sort of mental or spiritual issue and thinks a
tulpa could help her with them.

• She thinks she can become a better person with a tulpa.
• She’s interested in what tulpas mean for the nature of conscious-
ness and wants to try it out for herself.

• She thinks it will be silly and fun to play around with this idea.
• She wants tomake someone else take over all the boring jobs in her
life.

• She wants to have a sex slave ready for her anytime she likes.

All of these reasons are selfish at heart: that is, the only reason forAlice’s
motivation is that she thinks she’ll get something out of creating a tulpa.
Nevertheless, I think it’s safe to assume you agree that some of the rea-
sons are fine and some are highly problematic. Almost everyone agrees
that Alice would be wrong to create an apparently sentient being for the
sole purpose of giving her sexual satisfaction, whereas hardly anyone
who’s comfortable with tulpas in general has a problem with her creat-
ing a tulpa as a friend to share her life with. In themiddle, there’s a gray
area where some people are comfortable and some aren’t.

Each of us could probably decide how we felt about each of the above
reasons and divide them into three buckets, “almost certainly fine with
the right mindset,” “maybe all right,” and “definitely wrong.” But we
wouldn’tmake thesedistinctionsbasedonwhether the reasonswere self-
ish, because they’re all selfish. Indeed, I would challenge you to come up
witha single legitimately altruistic reason for creatinga tulpa. It’s pretty
hard, if not impossible, because the tulpa doesn’t exist yet and so hardly
seems to have moral value! What really determines which reason goes
inwhich bucket is that some of the reasons, if carried through to the end
unmodified, are unfair to the tulpa.

It’s certainly important todiscouragepeople fromcreating tulpas for the
wrong reasons. But I think there are better ways of describingwhich rea-
sons are right. Greta and I suggest this succinct formulation:

Don’t create a tulpa for reasons you would be upset about be-
ing created for.
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The impossibility of being prepared

We frequently see the sentiment that one should not create a tulpa if
one is scared or worried about tulpamancy. The idea of waiting to cre-
ate a tulpa until essentially comfortable with the idea is, obviously, a
good one. However, we sometimes see “then don’t create a tulpa!” re-
flexively hurled at newcomers expressing theirworries, accompanied by
little if any detail, and this is badly missing the point.

If you created your first tulpa by deliberately following guides and ideas
from the tulpamancy community, letmeask youa question. (If that isn’t
you, you should be able to follow easily anyway.) When you first learned
about tulpas, did you have no worries or fears at all? Did you look at the
idea and think, “Oh, having another person in my head? Awesome! No,
nothing could possibly ever go wrong with that! This is obviously per-
fect!”

If your answer was yes, you’re either full of B.S. or you’re a remarkably
confident person. In the second case, congratulations, but that’s not how
it works formost of us. The normal progression is that you get intrigued
by the idea, think it might be right for you, and then you think through
the problems and try to findways to resolve them. Thismeans that, even
if you completely satisfy every worry before you begin, which is unreal-
istic, at some point prior to that you were still worried or afraid.

Being worried is not surprising, nor does it mean that you are not cut
out for tulpamancy. Being worried is natural, because tulpamancy is
a highly subjective experience and there’s no way to try it out or know
what it will be like before you begin. Perhaps a comparison with physi-
cal parenting is appropriate here: Imagine you and your partner are ex-
pecting your first child. You can spend as much of the next fewmonths
as you want reading books about parenting, pondering names, talking
to your family and friends, and buying unnecessary, overpriced crap for
your baby, but nomatter what you do, when the baby is finally born and
youwalk out of the hospital with it, you are ultimately going to be unpre-
pared for what comes next. There is nothing whatsoever you can do to
experience what it will really be like to have your very own child before
you do, and once you get there you certainly can’t go back (the memo-
rable day in my middle-school health class when my teacher left the TV
on while rewinding the video of a baby being born notwithstanding).

This is not to say that all the preparation was pointless. One of the most
helpful things people can do to get a vague idea of what their future ex-
periences are likely to be is to talk to other people who have had that ex-
perience in the past. And this is exactlywhat people are doingwhen they
start posting questions about the things they’re worried about on tulpa-
mancy forums or elsewhere. Having “then don’t create a tulpa” thrown
in your face at the point where you’re specifically trying to make your-
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self a more responsible host must be quite irritating.

I don’t think it’s possible to have a child or create a tulpa and have abso-
lutely no apprehension about what’s coming up. It does not follow that
you should never do either. The right goal is to hold off until you are
reasonably comfortable that you are responsible enough and can handle
the uncertainty that necessarily has to remain. “I don’t feel comfortable
enough yet” is a good reason to continue trying to satisfy your worries
until you do feel comfortable, or until you decide it’s not right for you at
this time in your life (or ever). It is a bad reason to decide that you should
give up on tulpamancy.

Refocusing worries about privacy and tulpas

While a discussion of the meaning of “privacy” might be quite interest-
ing, it would triple the length of this post and distract from the main
point. So let’s say that by “privacy” I simply mean any need or desire to
be “alone,” or separated fromanother person or people in someway – for
any reason and in any manner. I don’t think it’s necessary to get more
specific to address this concern.

It is unsurprising that many people are concerned that they’ll never be
able to be properly alone again if they create a tulpa. Especially for those
ofus on themore introverted side of the spectrum, it’s easy tohavenight-
marish visions of our most extroverted and obnoxious friend following
us around everywhere 24/7 chatting at us. That would, indeed, be dread-
ful, and that’s true prettymuchnomatterwhat portion of your time you
like spending with other people; we all need some space now and then,
and the obnoxious friend is unlikely to be the person you feel most com-
fortable with.

The most quoted response to this concern on most tulpamancy forums
and FAQs is, “Oh, you can just ask your tulpa to go away for awhile if you
want them to.” While thismay be true, and thatmight be a perfectly fine
answer for some folks, there’s somethingmore important to understand.
The fact is, tulpas are not at all like the hypothetical obnoxious friend in
another system. While many people all too easily conclude that tulpas
aren’t “real” or don’t need to be considered separately from their hosts,
we can also fall into the trap of treating systemmates exactly like people
in separate bodies, and there’s just as much nonsense33, if not more, in
that view.

The difference between average friends and systemmates means that
Greta and I simply don’t need privacy from each other in the conven-
tional sense. Likewise, we have yet to hear a single legitimate complaint

33https://pluralpearlsofwisdom.wordpress.com/2017/02/18/tulpamancy-and-the-
trinity-is-greta-a-separate-person/

https://pluralpearlsofwisdom.wordpress.com/2017/02/18/tulpamancy-and-the-trinity-is-greta-a-separate-person/
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from any other plural system about being uncomfortable with their in-
dividual lack of privacy. Oh sure, there’s “my systemmate won’t stop
singing this really annoying song” or “quit distracting me here.” Most
often both the annoyance and the response aremore playful banter than
actual frustrations, but even when the argument is serious, it doesn’t
amount to anything near the existential threat one could imaginewould
be posed by feeling trapped with a systemmate all the time. It’s some-
thing they can and will work out without a whole lot of pain.

It might be kind of puzzling that privacy doesn’t pose a problem, but as
we’ve written about before34, we think it makes pretty good sense in the
end. We’re not, strictly, separate people in the same way that people in
different bodies are. It would be a great overstatement to say we know
eachother perfectly, butwedoknoweachother verywell, and evenmore
importantly,wedon’t feelwehaveany secretsweneed tokeep fromeach
other and we know any reasonable mistakes we make will be forgiven.
Further, because our thoughts are joined together in some way or an-
other, we can effortlessly pick up or leave off talking and interacting, or
switchwho’s thinking actively, tomatch ourmood and energy. We don’t
have to commit to spending time with each other until we can come up
with an excuse to get away, like we usually have to with other friends.

That’s mental separation. I suppose physical separation and embarrass-
ment about our bodies can be included in our definition of privacy too,
but that gets kind of meaningless after a few weeks (and wouldn’t even
be considered in some cultures). Besides, it’s not mybody Greta’s seeing
in supposedly awkward situations. It belongs to both of us, so nothing
out of the ordinary is happening at all when you think about it this way.

Maybewe could consider emotional separation too: withmany people in
everyday life, we’d prefer to keep some of our emotions private. Every-
one’s relationshipwith their systemmates is different, but forme, Greta
is the only person I can share all my emotions withwithout fear of being
judged ormisunderstood, and it’s extremely relieving to have that outlet
for things I just don’t feel ready to explain to anyone else. Plus, we never
have that awkwardmoment where someone shares what they’re feeling
and the other person clearly doesn’t quite get it; our understanding is al-
ways there. So I can’t really imagine a situation in which I would want
this kind of privacy in the first place.

Now, this is not to claim that adding someone else to your head is a
smallmatter. Itmost certainly is not. But instead of focusing on privacy,
anyone considering creating a tulpa shouldmove past that and imagine
what comes next. The related consideration with lasting importance
is loss of control. Just as traveling alone can be liberating because you

34https://pluralpearlsofwisdom.wordpress.com/2016/12/31/cheating-social-fatigue-
with-systemmates/
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never need to do anything you don’t actually want to do yourself, being
the only one in charge of your life gives you great freedom. When
someone else is with you in your head all the time, you have to share
certain decisions (or else prevent someone from making their own
decisions, which is problematic for other reasons35), and you might end
up wanting to share out the use of your body and your life in general.
Singlets often have never thought aboutwhat a great freedom they have
here, and giving it up permanently ought to be a hard sell.

Of course, you could also say you get to have a companion to help you
live your life and make those decisions (indeed, we advocate framing
challenges as things we “get to” do; it does great things for our morale).
As with everything in life, there are two sides and both have somemerit.
I wouldn’t be writing in the first place without this other side, and I
wouldn’t give Greta up for anything. But this side is not for everyone.
Control is the crucial question, not privacy. If you’rewonderingwhether
you should have a tulpa, start thinking on that.

35https://pluralpearlsofwisdom.wordpress.com/2017/10/07/on-making-mountains-
out-of-molehills-a-cautionary-tale/
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Chapter 2

Meditation

This skill is not absolutely required, but it will make everything else a lot
easier. The main skill being trained in meditation is the resilience to go
back to the object of focus when you realize you got distracted. Distrac-
tions will happen. Meditation helps you learn to not let them affect you.

To be clear, you DO NOT NEED TO HAVE OR USE ANY MEDITATION
SKILLS TO CREATE OR INTERACT WITH A TULPA. It HELPS to do this,
but it is not ESSENTIAL to do this.

If you feel that your existing practices (even if this is nomeditation prac-
tice) are sufficient, please feel free to skip this chapter entirely.
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When Then Zen: Anapana

FromWithin

Introduction

Anapanasati (Pali: Sanskirt: anapanasmrti, English: mindfulness of
breathing) is a form of meditation originally taught by Gautama Bud-
dha in several places, mainly the Anapanasati Sutta (English: passages).
Anapana is practiced globally bymeditators of all skill levels.

Simply put, anapana is the act of focusing on the sensations of breath
in the body’s nasal cavity and nostrils. Some practices will focus on the
sensations in the belly instead (this is why there’s fat buddha statues),
but personally I find that the sensations of breath in the nostrils are a lot
easier to focus on.

Themethodpresented in this article is basedon themethod taught inThe
Art Of Living byWilliamHart and S.N. Goenka. If youwant a copy of this
bookyoucangetonehere: http://www.cicp.org.kh/userfiles/file/Publications/Art%20of%20Living%20in%20English.pdf.
Please do keep in mind that this book definitely leans towards the Bud-
dhist lens andas it is presented the teachingmethods really benefit from
it. Also keep inmind that this PDF prevents copying and duplication.

Note: “the body”means the sack ofmeat and bone that you are currently
living inside. For the purposes of explanation of this technique, please
consider what makes you yourself separate from the body you live in.

This article is a more verbose version of the correlating feature from
when-then-zen1.

Background Assumptions of Reader

Given no assumption about meditation background
And a willingness to learn
And no significant problems with breathing through the body's nose
And the body is seated or laying down comfortably
And no music is playing

1https://github.com/Xe/when-then-zen/blob/master/meditation/anapana.feature
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Given no assumption about meditation background

The When Then Zen project aims to describe the finer points of medi-
tative concepts in plain English. As such, we start assuming just about
nothing and build fractally on top of concepts derived from common or
plainEnglishusage of the terms. Someof these techniquesmaybe easier
for people with a more intensive meditative background, but try things
and seewhatworks best for you. Meditation in general works a lot better
when you have a curious and playful attitude about figuring things out.

I’m not perfect. I don’t know what will work best for you. A lot of this is
documenting bothmy practice and what parts of what books helpedme
“get it”. If thisworks for you, please letmeknow2. If this doesn’twork for
you, please let me know3. I will use this information for making direct
improvements to these documents.

As for your practice, twist the rules into circles and scrape out the parts
that don’t work if it helps you. Find out how to integrate it into your life
in the best manner and go with it.

For now, we start from square one.

And a willingness to learn

At some level, you are going to need to be willing to actually walk the
path4. This can be scary, but that’s okay as long as you’re willing to ac-
knowledge it and not let it control you.

If you run into some dark stuff doing this, please consult a therapist as
usual. Just know that you don’t walk this path alone, even when it feels
like youmust be.

And no significant problems with breathing through the body’s nose

Given that we are going to be mainly focusing on the nasal reactions to
breathing, that path being obstructed is not gonna result in a very good
time. If this is obstructed for you, attempt to clear it up, or just use the
mouth, or a different technique entirely. It’s okay for anapana to not
always work. It’s not a universal hammer.

And the body is seated or laying down comfortably

Somepeoplewill assert that the correct pose or posture is critical for this,
but it’s ultimately only as important as themeditator believes it is. Some

2https://christine.website/contact
3https://christine.website/contact
4https://write.as/mya249cn84nosg9r

https://christine.website/contact
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people have gotten the association somehow that themeditationposture
helps with things. Ultimately, it’s suggested to start meditation sitting
upright or in a chair as it can be easier for you to fall asleep while doing
meditative practice for the first few times. This is a side effect of the
brain not being used to the alternative state of consciousness, so it falls
back on the “default” action; this puts the body, and you, to sleep.

And nomusic is playing

You should break this rule as soon as possible to know if it’s best to ignore
it. Some people findmusic helps; I find it can be a distraction depending
on themusic track in question. Somemeditation sessionswill need back-
groundmusic and some won’t. That’s okay.

Scenario: Mindfulness of Breathing

As a meditator
In order to be mindful of the body's breath
When I inhale or exhale through the body's nose
Then I focus on the sensations of breath
Then I focus on the feelings of breath through the nasal cavity
Then I focus on the feelings of breath interacting with the nostrils
Then I repeat until done

As ameditator

This is for you to help understand a process youdo internally, to yourself.

In order to be mindful of the body’s breath

It is useful in the practice to state the goal of the session when lead-
ing into it. You can use something like “I am doing this mindfulness
of breathing for the benefit of myself” or replace it with any other
affirmation as you see fit.

When I inhale or exhale through the body’s nose

You can use the mouth for this. Doing it all via the mouth requires the
mouth to stay open (which can result in dry mouth) or constantly move
(which some people findmakes it harder to get into flow). Nasal breaths
allowforyou to sit theremotionless yet still continuebreathing likenoth-
ing happened. If this doesn’t work for you, breathe through yourmouth.
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Then I focus on the sensations of breath

There are a lot of very subtle sensations related to breathing that people
don’t take the time to truly appreciate or understand. These are mostly
fleeting sensations, thankfully, so you really have to feel into them, lis-
ten for them or whatever satisfies your explanation craving.

Listen in to the feeling of the little part of cartilage between nostrils
whistling slightly as you breathe all the way in at a constant rate over
three seconds. It’s a very very subtle sound, but once you find it you
know it.

Then I focus on the feelings of breath through the nasal cavity

The sound of breath echoes slightly though the nasal cavity during all
phases of it that have airmoving. Try and see if you can feel these echoes
separate from the whistling of the cartilage; bonus points if you can do
both at the same time. Feel the air as it passes parts of the nasal cavity as
your sinuses gently warm it up.

Then I focus on the feelings of breath interacting with the nostrils

The nostrils act as a curious kind of rate limiter for how much we can
breathe in and out at once. Breathe in harder and they contract. Breathe
out harder and they expand. With some noticing, you can easily feel al-
most the exact angle at which your nostrils are bent due to your breath-
ing, even though you can’t see them directly due to the fact they are out
of focus of our line of sight.

Isn’t it fascinating how many little sensations of the body exist that we
continuously ignore?

Scenario: Attention Drifts Away From Mindfulness of
Breathing

As a meditator
In order to bring my attention back to the sensations of breathing
Given I am currently mindful of the body's breath
When my attention drifts away from the sensations of breathing
Then I bring my attention back to the sensations of breathing

In order to bringmy attention back to the sensations of breathing

When this happens, it is going to feel very tempting to just give up and
quit. This is normal. Fear makes you worry you’re doing it wrong, so out
of respect of the skill youmay want to just “not try until later”.
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Don’t. This is a doubt that means something has been happening. Doubt
is a sick kind of indicator that something is going on at a low level that
would cause the vague feelings of doubt to surface. When it’s related to
meditative topics, that usually means you’re on the right track. This is
why you should try and break through that doubt even harder if you can.
Sometimes you can’t, and that’s okay too.

Given I am currently mindful of the body’s breath

This is your usual scenario during the mindfulness practice. You will
likely come to deeply appreciate it.

Whenmy attention drifts away from the sensations of breathing

One of the biggest problems I have had personally is knowing when I
have strayed from the path of the meditation, it was hard for a time
to keep myself in the deep trance of meditation and keeping detached
awareness of my thoughts. My thoughts are very active a lot of the time.
There are a lot of distractions, yet it’s hard to maintain focus on them
sometimes.

One of the biggest changes I have made that has helped this has been
to have a dedicated “meditation spot”. As much as possible, I try to do
meditativeworkwhile in that spot instead ofmymain office or bed. This
solidifies the habit, and grows the association between the spot andmed-
itative states.

Then I bringmy attention back to the sensations of breathing

This, right here, is the true core of this exercise. The sensations of breath-
ing are really just something to distract yourself with. It’s a fairly calm-
ing thing anyways, but at some level it’s really just a distraction. It’s
a fairly predictable set of outputs and inputs. Some sessions will feel
brand new, some will feel like old news.

Meditation is sitting there only lettingyourself think if you truly let your-
self. Mindfulness is putting yourself back on track, into alignment, etc.,
over andoveruntil it happens on its own. If youget distracted once every
30 seconds for a 5minute session, youwill have brought yourself back to
focus ten times. Each time you bring yourself back to focus is a joy to feel
at some level.

Scenario: mindfulness of unconscious breathing

As a meditator
In order to practice anapana without breathing manually
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When I stop breathing manually
Then the body will start breathing for me after a moment or two
Then I continue mindfulness of the sensations of breathing without controlling the breath

In order to practice anapana without breathingmanually

While observing the body’s unconscious breath, you start entering into
what meditation people call the “observer stance”. It is this sort of neu-
tral feeling where things are just happening, and you just see what hap-
pens. There is usually a feeling of peacefulness or equanimity for me,
but usually when I start doing this I radiate feelings of compassion, un-
derstanding and valor.

Keep in mind that doing this may have some interesting reactions, just
let them pass like all the others.

When I stop breathingmanually

You gotta literally just cut off breath. It needs to stop. You have to liter-
ally stop breathing and refuse to until the body takes over and yanks the
controls away from you.

Then the body will start breathing for me after a moment or two

There’s a definite shift when the body takes over. It will sharply inhale,
hold for amoment and then calmly exhale. Then it will breathe very qui-
etly only as needed.

Then I continue mindfulness of the sensations of breathing without
controlling the breath

The body does not breathe very intensely. It will breathe calmly and
slowly, unless another breathing style is mandatory. The insides of the
nostrils moving from the air pressure is a still a noticeable sensation of
breathing while the body is doing it near silently, so you can hang onto
that.

Scenario Outline: meditation session

As a meditator
In order to meditate for <time>
Given a timer of some kind is open
And the time is set for <time>
When I start the timer
Then I clear my head of idle thoughts
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Then I start drifting my attention towards the sensations of breathing
Then I become mindful of the sensations of breathing
Then I continue for a moment or two
Then I shift into mindfulness of unconscious breathing

Examples:
| time |
| five minutes |

In order to meditate for <time>

The time is intentionally left as a variable so you can decidewhat session
time length to use. If you need help deciding how long to pick, you can
always try tapering upwards5 over the course of a month. I find that ta-
pering upwards helps A LOT.

Given a timer of some kind is open

One of the old-fashioned kitchen timers will do even.

And the time is set for <time>

You need to know how to use your timer of choice for this, or someone
can do it for you.

When I start the timer

Just start it and don’t focus on the things you’re already thinking about.
You’re allowed to leave the world behind for the duration of the session.

Then I clear my head of idle thoughts

If you’re having trouble doing this, it may be helpful to figure out why
those thoughtsare lingering. Eventually, addressing the root causehelps
a lot.

Then I startdriftingmyattention towards the sensationsofbreathing

Punt on this if it doesn’t help you. I find it helpsme to drift into focusing
on the breath instead of starting laser-focused on it.

Then I becomemindful of the sensations of breathing

Focus around the nostrils if you lose your “grip” on the feelings.
5https://github.com/Xe/when-then-zen/blob/master/skills/tapering-upward.feature
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Then I continue for a moment or two

You’ll knowhowmuch time is right by feel. Please study this educational
video6 for detail on the technique.

Then I shift into mindfulness of unconscious breathing

The body is naturally able to breathe for you. You don’t need tomanually
breathe duringmeditation. Not having to manually breathe means that
yourattentioncan focusonpassively, neutrally observing the sensations
of breath.

Further Reading

This is all material that I have found useful while running into “prob-
lems” (there aren’t actually any good or bad things, only labels, but that’s
a topic for another day) while learning or teaching anapana meditation
or the concepts of it. All of these articles have been linked in the topic,
save three I want to talk about specially.

• ToWalk on the Path7

• Tapering Upward8

• Listen To Your Heart - Roxette9

• Maybe10

• Ebbs and Flows11

• Natural Selection12

Maybe13

This is an old Zen tale. The trick is that the farmer doesn’t have any emo-
tional attachment to the things that are happening to him, so he is nei-
ther labeling things happy nor labeling things sad. He is not stopped by
his emotions.

6https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yCC_b5WHLX0
7https://write.as/mya249cn84nosg9r
8https://github.com/Xe/when-then-zen/blob/master/skills/tapering-upward.feature
9https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yCC_b5WHLX0
10https://write.as/excerpts/maybe
11https://write.as/excerpts/ebbs-and-flows
12https://write.as/excerpts/natural-selection
13https://write.as/excerpts/maybe

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yCC_b5WHLX0
https://write.as/mya249cn84nosg9r
https://github.com/Xe/when-then-zen/blob/master/skills/tapering-upward.feature
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yCC_b5WHLX0
https://write.as/excerpts/maybe
https://write.as/excerpts/ebbs-and-flows
https://write.as/excerpts/natural-selection
https://write.as/excerpts/maybe
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Ebbs and Flows14

This touches into the true “point” of meditation. The point isn’t to just
breathe. The point is to focus on the breathing so much that everything
else stills to make room. Then what happens, does. The Alan Watts lec-
tures are fascinating stuff. Please do give at least one a watch. You’ll
knowwhich one is the right one for you.

Natural Selection15

This is excerpted fromalmost thebeginningof thebookWhy Buddhism is
True. Robert Wright really just hit the nail on the head when describing
the level of craziness that simply exists. Natural selection means that,
effectively, whatever causes populations to be able to breed and survive
themostmeans the traits of those doing themost breeding becomemore
common. Please read the entire book.

14https://write.as/excerpts/ebbs-and-flows
15https://write.as/excerpts/natural-selection

https://write.as/excerpts/ebbs-and-flows
https://write.as/excerpts/natural-selection


Quantum Pause

TheQuantumPause is ameditative technique that serves as a very conve-
nient tool for reaching a special space of neutrality and intention from
which you can work on whatever you’d like internally. It is designed
to reach a space of contact with your inmost self, allowing you to work
through situations by their wisdom, and reinforcing their presence in
the life of the individual.

Fora longer introduction to theQuantumPause, http://wespenre.com/pdf/Appendix-
cognitive-section-quantum-pause-breathing-exercise.pdf

Starting out

Keep your eyes closed throughout the process. One possible posture is
to sit with your back straight in a comfortable position, both feet on the
ground.

Intent

The first step is called Declarative Purpose. This simply means that be-
fore you begin, declare your intent. There are two general states when
one performs Quantum Pause:

1. I am doing this for the whole of humanity
2. I am doing this for a specific subset of humanity (myself, friends,

family)

The first state is obvious, but the second varies by a considerable de-
gree. For example, you could apply Quantum Pause for a situation that
requires forgiveness or compassion within your immediate family, or
perhaps yourself. An example would be, “I am doing this to benefit me
and to further my own understanding of self.” Whatever the purpose is,
it is recommended to declare it before you take your first breath. This is
your inception point for the entire session that follows.

Breathing

From a breath perspective, there are four equal parts to Quantum Pause.
In-breath (nose) > pause > out-breath (mouth) > pause. This 4-part pro-
cess is called a measure. Eachmeasure is divided into two segments:
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1. In-breath > pause segment (which is the I AM)
2. Out-breath > pause segment (which is theWE ARE)

After you have declared your purpose, then perform 2-4 measures of
breath, without visualizing or thinking or feeling. This step is simply to
quiet your internal state, center your awareness and bring you fully into
the now.

Consolidation

When you begin your consolidation period, it is a time for you to bring
focus and all of your attention to those things that bubble to the surface
of your consciousness, knowing that these arise for a reason. From here,
you can let your intuition guide you on what to do. Examples include:
simple awareness and acceptance; loving-kindness (metta); conflict res-
olution techniques; or the application of the SixHeart Virtues (explained
below).

This consolidation period usually lasts about three to five minutes, but
there are no set time limits. Use your intuition to guide this period of
time.

Repeat

Repeat the breathing pattern and the consolidation period as needed.
Generally, each repetition of the consolidation, and usually there are
four or five, becomes less crowded with thoughts or feelings, and by the
time you enter the final consolidation period you have emptied yourself
of thoughts and feelings and entered the quantum domain, of close
contact with your inmost self.

Further Suggestions

The Quantum Pause immediately after the out-breath can provide a sub-
tle sense of panic for some people. If this occurs, shorten your count so
you have less time elapse for each segment. For example, if you were us-
ing a four count cycle, shorten it to three. This feeling of panic will go
away as you practice the technique. These “hitches” or Quantum Pauses
have a purpose that you will come to understand.

I would also suggest that you focus your attention on your breath – its
sound, its texture, how it feels inside your lungs, how your lips form in
the out-breath, how it flows through your system, etc. This focus aligns
you with First Point or the origin point of your Sovereign Integral be-
cause it is the breath that is the Portal of the infinite and eternal being
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that you truly are, and it is through this portal that it is manifesting in
physicality.

• Breath Control

There is no judgment that the longer your breath parts are performed
in each of the segments, the better the result. There is no correlation.
However, as you get into the later steps of the Quantum Pause process,
yourattention is less centeredonyourbreath. Youallow it tobecomeself-
directed, so your attention can move to a more imaginative and feeling
oriented state.

• Purpose

The purpose of Quantum Pause is not to leave the body or have a “spiri-
tual” experience or conjure any “positive” experience upon completion.
It is purposely not of that realm. It is not designed to create an experi-
ence for your mind or provide visualizations of another world. If you
see, sense or feel anything that is unrelated to your purpose, gently, but
firmly, remove it.

• Posture

Unlike traditional meditation, Quantum Pause is not related to specific
postures. You can practice it lying down when you wake up or go to bed.
You can be standing up or sitting down. There is no posture requirement.
Quantum Pause is not meditation for the human instrument. It is a be-
havioral exercise to reveal the Sovereign Integral (I AMWE ARE) state of
consciousness.

• Synchronize

If you practice Quantum Pause, and you begin your session at the top of
the hour, it will synchronize your experiencewith others and expand the
energy. It doesn’tmatter which of the 24 hours you start with, but if you
can, begin at the top of the hour.

Additions

• I AMWE ARE

The breath exercise can be enriched by holding the two connected con-
cepts/feelings of the I AM WE ARE at the two segments of a number of
measures after the first 2-4. The I AM is the feeling that the individual is
infinite and sovereign; and the WE ARE is the feeling of connectedness,
equality, and integration with all such other beings; indeed, with all life.

• QuantumMoment

The Quantum Moment is dissecting your day into passages of time.
In other words, “moments”, in this definition, are passages of time
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or events. For example, let’s say you get out of bed in the morning;
you are now starting a new passage or Quantum Moment. Before you
move into the new passage, you practice an abbreviated Quantum
Pause – one or two breath cycles: in-breath, Quantum Pause, out-breath,
Quantum Pause. This re-establishes your First Point, grounding your
physical-based human instrument in the quantum domain. As you go
through the passage of waking up, washing your face, brushing your
teeth, etc. you are stepping through passages of time. The Quantum
Moment helps to ground your inmost presence fully in that moment, to
bring its wisdom in the everyday life.

• The Heart Virtues

The consolidation phase is an excellent time to apply the Six Heart
Virtues (appreciation, compassion, forgiveness, humility, valor, and
understanding) to any thought or feeling that manifests. They are the
virtues that flow naturally from the heart aligned with the inmost self.
Formore information, http://www.eventtemples.com/downloads/pdf/Living_from_the_Heart_(e).pdf

• Advanced Version

A more advanced version of the Quantum Pause (containing further
Wingmakers terminology) ishttps://www.dropbox.com/s/0uo5o1lcs3o8pcc/quantum%20pause.pdf?raw=1



Tulpas and Vipassana; a practical advice on the
meditation sittings for tulpamancers

(originally posted on /r/tulpas)16

We finished our second vipassana course recently, and I have a few prac-
tical advice for you to share. We compiled those based on personal expe-
rience, as well as based on many discussions with our teacher, who was
extremely helpful and open to tulpa phenomenon.

If you are curious about my notes from a year ago, here’s an old post.

Why tulpamancers need vipassana

In our experience, ten-day classes give an extreme clarity of the mind
(you have about a hundredmeditation hours packed in those). Both your
and your tulpas’ deep-rooted complexes come up to surface, and there’s
a simple, practical way to get rid of them. You get some tulpa-specific
benefits, likeperfect visualisation, that originate fromtheextrememind
focusing, but those shouldnot be the goal for youwhenyou take a course.
You go there to understand yourself better, and to clear themind, which,
for many tulpamancers, can be overly foggy, given many tulpamancy
practices are targeted at treating imaginary as real.

How to do a sitting

If your system has many fronters, I’d suggest designating one to do all
the practice.

The meditation itself is impersonal, but switching can cause confusion
and stall your progress. We did it two times this time to see if it changes
anything, and indeed, the practice stays the same. It only depends on the
physical body, not the active person.

No visualisation, no imposition

This is literally taught on day one (or day two?) and is extremely impor-
tant. You must not do any visualisation (and you are explained why in

16https://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/comments/677qfw/tulpas_and_vipassana_a_
practical_advice_on_the/
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the course, too), and your tulpasmust abstain from the same. Do not im-
pose yourselves. Do not imagine your own form. If you don’t follow this
rule, the mind cannot get the deep focus, required in the later stages of
the practice, as you’ll keep paying attention to something else.

No imagination

It’s a very hard rule for tulpamancers, but it kinda follows the previous
one. We added it only a few days in but immediately had excellent re-
sults. Thismeans youmust actively ignore all imagined things and ideas,
includingyourwonderland; andyes, tulpasmust ignore it too. Yourwon-
derland does not exist for the duration of the course. Take it as a given.
Your formdoes not exist for the length of the course. The only thing that
is there is the physical body, and you are only allowed to observe it, not
imaginary sensations of your mindform. And this rule brings us to an-
other important rule…

Nomindvoice

How hard could it be, eh? Not talking to your host and observing noble
science not only in the outside world but also in your mind. The teacher
stressed on this being a crucial part of the practice. You must not
communicate. If anything, for the duration of the course, you might as
well consider your tulpa as nonexistent (they won’t go away, though).
Only by applying this rule, we managed to get past a few distracting
thoughts that didn’t allow us tomeditate. You are doing to do hard work
already—sittings for four hours straight, where you are not allowed to
do anymovement for an hour at least, keeping focus four hours straight.
It’s very hard. Don’t make it harder.

No communication outside the meditation hall either

And if it’s not clear enough, you must not talk outside of meditation
hours too. No chat with tulpas during lunch, no “goodnights” before
bed. Maintain the purity of the focus at all times, no matter how hard.
Remember that practice works, and it helps many people. The only way
to not help yourself is to not work on it in a right way.

As a closing thought, based on our discussions with the teacher, and
her discussions with senior teacher, they consider tulpas to be a kind
of mental impurity and eventually suggested to treat it like any other
sensation—observe it and not react (so, apply vipassana to tulpas di-
rectly). For us two, the teacher explained why exactly this will give
benefits to our system, but I’m not sure this explanation is universal. If
you have concerns, you can talk to your teacher yourself, they are very
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open to such ideas. At the very least, she said that “I see the body doing
vipassana, and I can’t look into your mind. If you have two persons
there, and they are both focused on working, it’s good.” Mind that we
were given this specific advice on day ten, that is, in the very end of
the course, so the rules above are not influenced by it in any way. I’m
not trying to kill all your tulpas, I only want to help you to get same
wonderful results I had (and for me personally this sitting ended up
evenmore beneficial than for hostey).



Foghorn Meditation

Reposting this fromthe .infoDiscord inabitmore of a clear fashion. This
is a method to enter a state of mind conductive to tulpaforcing.

1. Sit up straight, erect your spine and relax. Breathe in through your
nose and out through your mouth.

2. Listen closely in the distance for the sound of a blaring foghorn.
You’ll never actually hear the sound, but listening for it will cause
your sense of space around you to “shift” and expand.

3. Once this happens, maintain awareness of this feeling.
4. In this sort of focused, steady state, now would be a good time

to imagine your tulpa, thinking and ruminating on them. Vi-
sualization, narration, whatever. Regardless, if you patiently
performed the first 3 steps, maintaining an acute sense about your
tulpa should be easier without risking your concentration being
shattered.
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Chapter 3

Creation

The contents of this section are all guides that explain the end to end pro-
cess of tulpa creation. There will be a lot of overlap between guides here
and in other parts of this book. Tulpa creationguides started out as being
“kitchen sink” one-stop shops on how to create tulpas.
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A Tulpa Creation Guide by Sygma

An Introductory Consideration

This guide was created from my own experiences and from the guides
I have read myself, and so it reflects my experiences and what worked
for me. But you are your own unique individual, and I don’t expect you
your mind to work in the same way as mine in any way. That said, feel
free to change anything in this guide to better suit you. The most effi-
cientmethod for thiswill be the one you aremost comfortable doing and
that you do most consistently. Of course, there is a standard which you
should aim for, as you can’t expect progress if you don’t put work into
your tulpa, or if you do it in a lazy manner.

That being said, before sayinghowweare going to create your tulpa, let’s
talk aboutwhat we are doing. For that, let’s talk a bit about you.

You are not your body, not your brain, not even your mind. You are an
identity, a thought that lives in your body and only exist because it feeds
itself attention. Cogito, ergo sum - I think, therefore I am. Tulpa creation
is giving life to yet to a thought that will exist by itself, being neither you
nor your mind, but an identity with its own opinions, mannerisms and
aspirations.

Now, let’s get started.

Tulpa creation

When you want a young and frail plant to grow firmly, you give it some-
thing to rest on until it is strong enough to stand for itself. We are going
to do the same thing here, creating a personality to imbue with identity
that will serve as a basis for the personality of the tulpa itself.

Traits! It is not extremely necessary to define them as the tulpa can and
probably will decide them later for itself, but it will make the creation
process quicker and smoother. They don’t have to be too detailed or nu-
merous, and I recommend you to pick around ten characteristics that
you wish for them to have, that you would find good in someone that
lives with you. Don’t worry about picking any flaws, as you wouldn’t be
able to create someone perfect anyway. They ought to come naturally.

These traits will be the basis for the personality that they will develop
with time, and this personality can be very different fromwhat you had
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planned early on, so don’t think you have to worry about their every sin-
gle aspect. Once you have chosen their initial traits, let’s set them aside
for a while.

Now, talking to the void is not ideal. It gets confusing, it feels lonely,
and you don’t know where to direct your attention. So we don’t have to
talk to the void, we are going to create a form that will represent your
tulpa, and towhichwe can direct our intention. It can be anything, quite
literally, from a pony to a dragon to a cat girl, to even a cardboard box.
You can pick something that you imagine your tulpa would like, or that
you would like them to have. If you don’t know what to choose or want
them to pick it themselves you can use a simple placeholder, like a col-
ored sphere or box. Like the personality, they can change their form later
if they wish so.

Remember that your tulpa is not its form. The form is simply a symbol
that will represent your tulpa, their identity and presence, or it would be
harder to interact with them.

By now you have both a list of traits and a form to interact with them,
and we are now going to link these with their presence.

I want you to remember a moment when you were with a loved one. I
want you to recall the fuzzy feeling of warmth and comfort, recall the
sensation of their presence, and recreate it. Indeed you are now taking
part in themaking of someone that will be the closest to you, and so this
sensation ismost adequate. If you haven’t already, link this feeling with
the form of your tulpa. Feel as this emotion completely fills it up with
their presence, like a bottle would be filled with warmwater.

It’s time to link the traits we had chosen and link them toowith the form.
Therearemany,manyways todo this, andyoushoulddo it in thewayyou
figure out to be the best one. For the sake of exemplification, however,
let’s etch them in.

Create simple symbols based on the traits you imagined. It doesn’t
matter what they look like, but simpler symbols, made of few lines,
would make visualization easier for you. Now that you have the sym-
bols visualize the form of your tulpa. With your imaginary finger,
pencil or pen, draw the symbol on them and see it shining on their
skin/fur/slime/material of choice. As you draw, summon the feeling of
the trait, imagine how that trait would influence in your tulpa’s actions,
how you would feel when they act that way. Focus all these concepts
on the drawing, and imagine the light fading as they are absorbed by
your tulpa. Repeat this process for every symbol, ideally multiple times.
You want to make the characteristics clear, so create as many of these
connections as you comfortably can.

Now, this was just an example! This process is free territory for you to
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customize however you see fit. Perhaps you find it easier to combine all
the traits in a big soup and have your tulpa bathe in it. Perhaps you can
blow bubbles full of personality into them. It’s your decision.

The last part, but certainly not the least, is getting them to speak. It is
fairly simple; in fact, it is as simple as talking to your tulpa. You see, you
don’t have any reason to talk if no one talks to you! Since you want to
hear your tulpa, you talk to them first. You will focus on their presence,
and also visualize their form if you wish, and have a conversation. Talk
about your day, about the things you enjoy, about themandwhat you are
going to do in the future. Have a pleasant talk, and remember to focus
on their presence through it. You want to do that asmuch as possible, so
when you are trying to decide what to eat, ask their opinion. When you
are watching a movie or playing games, ask what they think that will
happen. Even if you don’t get an answer back they are developing.

The creation processwill rely on the repetition of thismethod. Every day,
put twenty-or-so minutes to give your tulpa full attention.

This is basically it. Fromhere on out it is a process of experiencing things
together and finding out more about each other.

Assorted Advice

• Youcankeepyour tulpa’s presencewithyouduring thedayand talk
to them asmuch as you want.

• Words aren’t really necessary. You share a mind, and so you can
communicate throughabstract concepts, feelingsand images. That
form of communication is called tulpish, and can be made to work
well permanently.

• Make sure to share the love that you feel with your tulpa. You can
do this through your actions, your words, or even using the feeling
directly, as explained in the creationprocess. Lovehelps immensely
with getting to relate to one another, understand one another, and
with growing together.

• Your tulpa could be more extroverted than you, or guide towards
new paths that you didn’t consider or find appealing before. Vari-
ety is the spice of life! Living through new experiences and enjoy-
able activities together can be quite fun.

• Take care of your body; mens sana in corpore sano. You won’t be
able to give your all in a tired or unwell state, so eat healthy food,
sleep as much as you need and take care of yourself.

• Have fun! You won’t be able to consistently force if you don’t enjoy
it, so don’t push yourself too hard looking after fast results. Some-
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thing good happened? End the session early. Started on a lownote?
Keep going until it feels better.

By Sygma



May the Force be with You

A Tulpa Creation Guide

by Methos

Twitter: @GGMethos
ggmethos@autistici.org
v2.8.1
Last Edit: 28-Sep-2017

The followingwork falls under the Creative CommonsAttribution 4.0 In-
ternational (CC BY 4.0) License. The official terms of the license can be
seen here:

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode

Summary of the License is as follows: This is a human-readable sum-
mary of (and not a substitute for) the license. Disclaimer. You are free
to: Share— copy and redistribute thematerial in anymedium or format
Adapt— remix, transform, and build upon thematerial for any purpose,
even commercially. This license is acceptable for Free Cultural Works.
The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the li-
cense terms. Under the following terms: Attribution — You must give
appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes
weremade. Youmay do so in any reasonablemanner, but not in anyway
that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use.

No additional restrictions — You may not apply legal terms or techno-
logical measures that legally restrict others from doing anything the li-
cense permits. Notices: You do not have to comply with the license for
elements of the material in the public domain or where your use is per-
mitted by an applicable exception or limitation. Nowarranties are given.
The licensemaynot give you all of the permissions necessary for your in-
tendeduse. For example, other rights suchaspublicity, privacy, ormoral
rights may limit how you use the material.

I am the copyright holder of this tulpa guide under the Creative Com-
mons License of “May the Force be with You: A tulpa creation guide by
Methos”.

Introduction

So, you want to make a tulpa, is that right? Before you canmake a tulpa,
you really need to know exactly what a tulpa is. Many different people
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have their own definitions on what a tulpa actually is, but I prefer look-
ing at this definition provided in the next two paragraphs.

”To quote FAQ_man, who you will see has written several guides on this
subject: A tulpa is believed to be an autonomous consciousness which
also exists in a self imposed hallucinatory body, which is usually much
of your choice. A tulpa is entirely sentient and in control of its opinions,
feelings, movements.

This phenomenon can be traced back to the Tibetans; they practiced cer-
tain meditation technique to create these thought forms. Think: Imag-
inary Friend, but sapient and sentient. Instead of being in your mind’s
eye, you’d be able to see, feel, smell, and hear it as it was actually there. I
like to think of Tulpae as a hallucinatory schism. Since the schism is es-
sentially fromyour subconscious, itwill be able to interactwith your sub-
conscious, allowing near-perfect memory recall, strong and fast math-
cranking, and other feats.” (http://tulpa.info/index.html) Some people
like to claim that this information is “outdated” and doesn’t fully de-
scribe a tulpa forwhat it is, but for all intents and purposes, let us simply
think of a tulpa as a creation within our own minds, that takes a long
time and quite a few hours ofmeditative “forcing” tomanifest properly.
The part about the “schism from subconsciousness” is perhaps false, but
the feats that can be done with a tulpa are usually really cool.

Tulpa.info is a website dedicated to guides and forums based solely on
tulpa creation/interaction. There is also an entire IRC network where
dozens of peoplewithmore experience canhelp answer anykind of ques-
tion youmayhave. Thenetwork is irc.tulpa.infowhichuses the standard
IRC ports (6667 and 6697 for SSL). You can find me there in a few chan-
nels under the nick “Methos” if you need to ask a question or would like
help.

Before you even think about making a tulpa, let me just share some ad-
vicewith you. This isNOTan easyprocess. The creation of a fully-formed
tulpa can sometimes take months, even years of everyday work. It is, in
fact, a big commitment to create a tulpa. It takes longer to create a tulpa
than it does to domost things that you’ve done in your life. So before you
start your (first) attempt, just know that you’re not going to see results
overnight. In fact, you might not really feel any results for the first few
weeks. I did not feel any kind of real presence existing in mymind until
well over twoweeks of work (forcing for about two hours each day; more
on the forcing subject later) in to the process.

Also, I don’t recommend following a guide exactly. My advice to you
would be to read as many guides as possible and take examples and
knowledge from all of them. Creating a tulpa should be an experience
unique to you.
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References

You’ve probably done some research (I hope) on the subject already if
you are reading this guide. But, it’s completely fine if you haven’t either.
However, if youdowant to take a lookat someexcellent readingmaterial,
I recommend:

1. The Law and the Promise by Neville Goddard (A book with a lot of
religious content in it that is about literally making your dream
world; we like to call that a wonderland)[A wonderland is an op-
tional method during creation, one that I personally use. I’ll talk
more about wonderlands later on in the guide.]

2. Tulpa.info (the greatest tulpa website ever, with a large active com-
munityof friendlypeoplewhohavealreadydone thevery thingyou
are attempting to do now. There are forums, guides, IRC channels,
pastebin dumps, exercises, logs, andmuchmore on this website. It
can prove to be a powerful resource.)

3. http://chupitulpa.tumblr.com/ (Chupi’s tulpa blog; tulpa blogs are
some of the best sources of information when the one making the
tulpa keeps up with it)

4. https://methos.me/tulparesources/ (Unfortunately, Fede wasn’t
too happy about me using some of his work in the tulpa resources
folder, so you can find the latest versions of his work at the
following links.)

5. http://tulpanetwork.com/network/general-discussion/eye-bo-
the-ocular-fitness-program!/

6. http://tulpanetwork.com/network/guides/fede’s-ultimate-
superior-tupper-guide/

There are many guides on the internet about tulpa creation. Some are
longer than others and some have more detail about certain aspects of
the creation process than others.

The most famous ones are the various guides written by Fede, Irish,
and FAQ_Man. Other members of the community share their guides on
tulpa.info, which are approved by the Guide Approval Team, but I won’t
talk about that as it is irrelevant.

I’ve read many guides. More than once. The guides themselves can be
extremely interesting , informative, and helpful.

What is Tulpa Forcing?

The art of Tulpa Forcing: Tulpa “forcing” is what we like to call the pro-
cess of sitting down and visualizing or attempting to visualize a certain
component of its personality, appearance, etc.

Note that there is a difference between “passive forcing” and “active
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forcing”. “Passive forcing” is interacting with your tulpa on an im-
position level before, during, or after it is imposed. Passive forcing is
not required, but recommended, inhelping the tulpa creationprocess.

The Black Box Approach

(An alternateway to look at tulpa - Special thanks to Bluesleeve) //This is
simply a theory. It’s interesting to read but not really part of this guide.

(Not really related to thewhole black box approach in computing; having
tried to compare it to that, I realize that the two things are way too dif-
ferent to compare, so it’s been removed from this version of the guide.)

What is a personality? Alright, this is going to be a bit longer, but I
would appreciate if you would read it, as it is very important. The main
question here is - what exactly is a personality?

To be honest I don’t know it myself. I’m not a psychiatrist and I am not a
biologist (even though I’m quite interested in these sorts of things). But
- this is an approach which I consider to be worth following through.

The personality as a product of its experiences. What I believe a person-
ality to be is a Black Box. That is, something we put something in, and
something comes out - simple as that. We just don’t knowwhat is inside.

Theblackbox - or personality - canbe shapedbyvarious external andalso
internal influences. To name a few external ones:

• Culture
• Family
• Peer/s (pressure)
• Experiences
• Genes
• Drugs (often temporarily)

and as internal of course yourself. In my eyes, this is one of the most
fascinating things. A black boxmodifying itself, just because it wants to
- and this is what I think we’re doing when we’re creating a Tulpa.

You can basically say, that a personality is the product of its influences.

Changing the black box The black box itself, is changing all the time.
It is not permanent. Ever read some books from the ‘Self Help’ section?
These books give you themethods to shape your own black box. Butwhat
about the external influences? Everyone has experienced them. When
I was small, I often refused to take advice from my parents - no matter
how often they told me, that the hotplate is, in fact, hot - I would not
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listen to them. Long storymade short - it was the one and only time I put
my finger on the hotplate.

What canwe conclude? That there are influences, which are potent than
others. In this case the more potent influence was the first hand experi-
ence. It had a huge impact on the black box, which, never again, took the
risk of burning its fingers.

This is also the case with people who have a type of Phobia or -philia.
Their black boxes are shaped in a certain way.

Take someonewithanarachnophobia. He sees a spider (input) and reacts
in an abnormal way (output), such as extreme fear, panic, and sweating.
There is no exact cause known at themoment, but phobias can be caused
by bad experiences.

The human black box So, a black box has 2 interfaces. An input in-
terface and an output interface. The input interface is getting signals
through the senses, which are being conducted through the established
black box mechanisms. Afterwards the processed signals are being ex-
pressed through a reaction. The black box and the term ‘personality’ still
are too abstract. When you put them into physical or biological terms, I
would say, that theywould fit as inter-neuronal connections in the brain.
All of these connections are constantly changing, and it is proven, that
these connections can be shaped by actions/activities and experiences.
When you are playing an instrument your neuronal webwill reshape, so
that you can play it better. When you are makingmathematical calcula-
tions you will be reshaping your neuronal web. Even when you socialize
you will be reshaping your neuronal web. When you stop doing any of
this, yourweb dissolves and your skills diminish. They eventuallywill be
used for another purpose.

Hell, established ‘clusters’ can even be used for purposes they were not
formed for (scavenging). Amathematician (rational thinker)will be able
to become a programmer or chemist faster than the average person. A
musician (aesthetic thinker) will more likely be a better drawer or poet
than the average person because he can use parts of his already estab-
lished clusters for creativity.

What the hell is a Tulpa then? Nowwe broke it down from the general
personality to the brain. We are now at the trickiest part of it all. What
happens when we create a Tulpa? We should consider two possiblities:

1. The Tulpa as part of the ‘Main’ (your) black box
2. The Tulpa as autonomous black box besides the ‘Main’ black box

It either is part of yourpersonality andbrain, or only thebrain. TheTulpa
will see and knowasmuch as youdo, so the input is exactly the same. But
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what about the output? The Tulpawillmost likely reserve a fewneuronal
webs for itself, otherwise it wouldn’t have an autonomous personality.
What’s coming out of the Tulpa’s black box is the visual signal (which
is being implemented into the reality) and the auditory signal when it
speaks. We will let the emotions aside, since these are the main signals.

As it seems, the Tulpa’s output signals are compatible to own input inter-
face. It wouldmean, we create a black box inside our own and react on it.
Furthermore, the Tulpa would react on the external signals, too!

It’s kind of weird to hear this.

We are reacting on external signals, as well as the Tulpa’s signals, which
is also reactingonexternal signals andagain reactingonourownsignals.
Hopefully our brain will have enough processing power to manage that
circle.

It appears, that the Tulpa is part of our own black box and therefore a
part of us and our character. This will be the direction and general ‘phi-
losophy’ how I deal with Tulpas on this blog.

Do you still rememberwhen Iwaswriting about the diminishing connec-
tions? It could also mean, that not caring for your tulpa would mean its
destruction. You would forget its ‘construct’ and the only thing left will
be the long termmemories you will be able to recall.

I prefer thinking of my tulpa as what Bluesleeve mentions in his post.
Thinking of your tulpa in a comfortable way is the key to gaining sen-
tience faster.

But don’t worry about speed, like I said. Such as martial arts, this entire
process is about patience. You don’t have to even count your hours if
you don’t want to. Some people prefer to count, some don’t, but in the
end it does not matter. It all depends on your patience and dedication to
becoming the greatest monk in your neighborhood!

The Guide

Pre-creation (Greeting Stage)

Someone on the tulpa.info forums named Phi had something really in-
teresting to say about certain actions that should be done before the ac-
tually creation process.

I’ll just paste his forumpost into this guide as I feel that this is something
everyone should read and I recommend this approach heavily.

I’ve seen some threads around with people who are having
some trouble with ‘feeling’ their tulpa’s presence. They feel
like they are talking to themselves, or just talking to air,
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and they can’t seem to make any progress. I also see some
people becoming frustrated over not having their tulpa being
sentient after hours upon hours, saying that the tulpa just
doesn’t feel real even after all this time.

For those people, I would like to suggest a stage even before
the personality stage in FAQ’s guides. A pre-creation stage, or,
as I call it, the ‘Greeting stage’. It isn’t hard in the least, in fact
it only tookme one session of about half an hour. Some of the
terminology I use here on out in this postmay imply the super-
natural perspective of tulpa creation. However, I am purely
psychological in my beliefs regarding tulpa. I simply can not
find better words without ruining the purpose of the stage.

Here’s how it goes. Sit down in a comfortable position, just
likeyouwoulddo inanyother tulpaforcing session. Closeyour
eyes, and begin to imagine your tulpa. No formnecessary, but
a namemakes this easier. Think about some of the traits that
the tulpa has. No, you aren’t going into the same depth you
go into during the personality stage. Just think about some of
the traits the tulpa might have. ‘Intelligent’. ‘Care-free.’ Just
the names of the traits is enough, really. What you are doing
is creating the ‘soul’ of the tulpa, in a sense.

Once you got a feel for it, say it’s name and begin to talk to it.
Tell it that you are going to force it (or whatever terminology
you want to use for the ‘creation process’), and that you look
forward tomeeting it. However, don’t say, “I’m going to force
you.” Instead, say, “WE are going to force you.” This should
give a sense of unity and companion ship with you and your
tulpa right off the bat. Never say ‘I’ while referring to who
will beworking on the tulpa. Always use ‘we’, or similar plural
propernouns. ‘Us’. ‘Our’. Talk aboutwhat youwill do together
once it is complete, etc. etc.

What does this accomplish? By the end of this stage, the tulpa
should already be inside you, albeit immature and without
most of the traits and form that you will eventually guide
it through. It makes it easier to ‘feel’ your tulpa’s presence,
and ‘feel’ like it is really there. The narration stage especially
should be easier. Also, while this is only a theory, I believe
that this may help with quickening sentience. However, this
is purely speculation.

In short, yes, youaredeludingyourself rightoff thebat. Is that
a problem? If you answered yes, then you probably shouldn’t
be making a tulpa. If you answered no, God speed.

P.S. Yes, I have posted about this before. I just felt like I should
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gomore in depth about it. <3

As you can see, Phi’s method works exactly in the way that he has de-
scribed it. There’s a lot of information about stuff similar to this on the
boards.

I didn’t take this approach personally but I feel like it would be really re-
ally helpful especially for someone who is making a tulpa for the first
time.

Here’s an example:

Hello, Raina. Raina? Raina? Can you hearme? I know you can.

You are intelligent, decisive, devoted, reckless, enthusiastic,
narcissistic, non-conformist, honest, loving, hard-working,
persistent, caring, impulsive, controlling, intelligent, strong-
minded, and determined.

Together, Raina, we are going to force you. I need your help
for this though just as much as you needmine.

I understand what we plan to do perfectly in my mind and I
will work at it everyday to achieve our goal.

You will be a companion for me, Raina. We shall both utilize
eachother’s knowledge andperception to becomeagreater be-
ing, linked together.

I hope to serve as a kind friend to you, and you to me. Our
companionship will last a lifetime.

We will create you, Raina. No matter how long it takes. No
matter how hard it might be. We will never give up.

(Repeat traits)

(Start to envision in your mind a ball of sorts where the traits
all kind of bundle up and fuse together)

Optional: Start to imagine the form of your tulpa at this point
if you want to. It’ll get a better idea of how it’s going to look
later on.

Raina, you and Iwill conquer anything that stands in our path
and fight against any sort of struggle. Theworld’s adangerous
place we’re going to be sticking out for each other.

I promise you that we will force X hours a week every week.
(This is optional but I feel that it is better to set a goal for your-
self when you are forcing).

We are connected, united as one and we will have no need to
lie to one another. Criticism is constructive, never negative.
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Raina, together we can force you.

(Repeat traits and start to think about the traits a bit more if
you want to).

(This is only about a 30minute session.)

What is Creation?

Creation is a process that consists of multiple steps. According to
FAQ_Man, what a tulpa actually is a combination of things.

“The first part is sentience, and the second part is hallucination/ projec-
tion.”

What does this mean exactly? Well, FAQ_Man explains all of that in this
post here: http://tulpa.info/guides/what-is-a-tulpa.html

I like to think of the creation of the tulpa as two separate processes
myself, as that is how I thought of it all when creating Raina, my tulpa.
FAQ_Man has a few interesting points in this posts as well as his others
that I highly recommend reading.

OK, so you think you are ready to begin the creation process?

NOTE: Some people believer that sentience can be started before, while
others argue that it should be done a bit later on. My personal belief is
that you should do whatever it is that works for you. I am just posting
mymethods.

Well, you THINK you are, but the question is ARE YOU REALLY READY?

Not a question you can answer so easily.

Whenever you feel you are ready is when you are ready. A tulpa, like any
other long-term process, requires a certain level of confidence andmoti-
vation. When you want to start the process, feel free to start the process.
But don’t look back, as it takesmonths andmonths of daily tulpaforcing
to experience results as I did.

Then again, everyone is different.

Many people disagree with one another about HOW personality should
be done.

I think you should do what’s best for you. I just like tomake suggestions.

The very first part of the creation process, and in my opinion, the most
important part is personality development.

Your tulpa’s personality makes your tulpa what it is.
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A personality is something that’s unique to a tulpa. A tulpa forms its
own personality over time, but you can sort of control a lot of aspects. A
personality is not concrete so it does change from time to time.

The very “essence” of a person is what defines their personality.

If youwant to readmore about how to define the “essence” of your tulpa,
I highly recommend checking out Bluesleeve’s tulpa blog, which I have
linked to in the list of recommended readingmaterial.

Bluesleeve is also writing a guide on the subject of tulpa creation that
goes very in depth into the whole personality aspect of it. This can be
found on tulpa.info. Youmightwant to give it a read over. It’s very inter-
esting.

He talks a lot about defining personality in his posts and many of the
things he says are extremely helpful.

Also, his tulpa is a pony, which is awesome.

Personality is easily themost important aspect of the creationprocess, as
I have previously mentioned. If you have any experience with building
computers, what I like to think of the personality of a tulpa is a small-
storage secondary-boot solid state hard drive inside of your case, one
that can holds its own operating system which different functions and
layouts. Theoperating system in this casewouldbe thepersonality. How-
ever, this particular hard drive, because of the data that is contained on
it, can view your main hard drive, which contains your memories. So,
the tulpa’s personality gets influenced by things that you may have re-
membered.

Confusing?

It can be if you aren’t already used to the idea.

Thinkof it thisway: Withoutpersonality, there isnoway to readmemory
or loadaprogram (a certain function the tulpahas). Withoutpersonality,
there is no sentience. Without sentience, you’re going to end up with a
servitor, as I have done so in the past.

There’s nothingwrongwithhavinga servitor, but it’s not a tulpa. It’s half
of a tulpa really. A servitor can easily be turned into a tulpa.

So, personality is always the first thing you should develop on.

According to FAQ_Man, the minimum you should spend on personality
is 3-10 hours. This I disagree with. You should ideally spend exactly how
much time that you feel that you need on personality. This can be any-
where from an hour to a week really, or even longer if you feel it is nec-
essary.
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Prettymuch, you should be not forcing for any less than 40minutes ide-
ally. It takes a while for your mind to kick in and really start focusing.

If you force for 10minutes a session and do 8 sessions a day, that’s great,
if that works for you. But for me, I could never do that. I had to actually
sit down for once or twice a day in a pretty extended amount of time.

Some people do crazy amounts of forcing and some people can only do
maybe an hour a day.

But that’s just how you HAVE TO DO AT LEAST make a tulpa, a real one.
Not an imaginary friend.

Focusing is hard, I know. I have ADD and it sucks. However, if you prac-
tice at it like I did EVERYDAY, you can have the force as well.

Personality Openupanotebook or your favorite text editor, whichever
youmay prefer. Prepare yourself for a bit of writing. And a bit of repeti-
tion. This is the first step on your tulpamancing journey, young wizard.
Welcome to your first year at Tulpawart’s school of Tulpa Shit and Mind
wizardry.

First thing, you got some writing to do… First, I want you to write down
anywhere from 15-45 broad personality traits.

Here are some examples:

• Intelligent
• Gentle
• Narcissistic
• Humorous
• Trusting
• Vain
• Stubborn
• Disorientated
• Peaceful
• Cold

(USE PERSONALITY TRAITS, NOT TRAITS THAT YOU THINKWILL AFFECT
A PERSONAL TASTE IN INTEREST OR BELIEF)

More examples frommy personal trait list:

• courageous
• decisive
• devoted
• reckless
• enthusiastic
• expansive
• narcisstic
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• non-conformist
• honest
• lovings
• caring
• hard-working
• persistent
• caring
• impulsive
• dominant
• intelligent
• strong-minded
• determined
• controlling
• rationalist (scientific thinker)
• playful
• humorous
• athletic
• musical
• talented
• good speaker/listener
• well-read
• demanding
• cold
• suspicious
• disorganized
• patient
• introspective
• convenience-orientated
• selfish (but tries to be selfless)
• rude
• emotionally reactive
• imaginative
• impractical
• stubborn
• optimistic
• vain
• rebellious
• immature
• goal-oriented
• bold
• flexible
• inconsiderate
• uncooperative
• obsessive compulsive
• accepts change
• loves challenges
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• accepts who she is and loves herself
• observant

Then, after you have written down each of these traits, I want you to
describe in the most detailed way possible each of these traits. When
you’re outlining the trait be sure to include: How the trait helps them
rationalize, how the trait works within their logic system, how the trait
plays a role in morality, their perception, their likes, dislikes, social
endeavors, faith, personality, quirks, emotions, how the trait makes
them interpret their own emotions, how the trait plays a role in their
hobbies, and many other things not listed here. (THANKS, FAQ_MAN!)
(http://tulpa.info/guides/faqman-personality-guide.html)

Read up. The points in this post are super helpful.

I used the same exact method as FAQ_Man for this part.

The other big part about personality development is narration. This
means that once you have on paper, these traits, you should be actively
talking to your tulpa about said traits and explain to your tulpa the
traits and trait description. The important part about this part is not
to be too hasty… A rushed personality stage could mean that your
tulpa will not become sentient, and thus will be a servitor. Narrating
isn’t too difficult, but it’s 100% necessary to do, so make sure you do
it. At this point, you won’t necessarily have a form for your tulpa,
but I like to imagine the tulpa as an ball/orb of energy at this point.
Whatever you’re comfortable with, really. Over time, the key is to
just make sure that you convince yourself it’s there. Interacting with
said ball/orb of energy gives your tulpa power. It makes your tulpa
real inside your mind. In fact, the entire point of the creation process
is to interact with your tulpa as much as possible to allow it to exist.
However, the more time you actually put into it, the better it will be.
Also, a personality spreadsheet could also be helpful for some people to
make. Here’s an example. It’s my own personal spreadsheet for Raina.
Granted it doesn’t contain all the traits she has, but a lot of them still.
https://methos.me/tulparesources/Raina/Tulpa%20Personality%20Sheet.xls

Something like that could be extremely helpful for getting the traits out
of your head and onto the paper/text file.

Anyway, the idea of forcing the personality is to combine all of these
traits into a separate entity inside your head. It sure as hell sounds con-
fusingbutonceyoustart to thinkabout it inyourhead, it’s actually really
simple and easy. Note that the personality that you want your tulpa to
have will not end up being exactly the way you want it. Your tulpa de-
viates from your plan in personality more than anything else. She’s her
own free being and trying to control who she is won’tmake her happy or
conformative.
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Go ahead. Narrate the thoughts within your head. Narrating is basically
speaking out loud or in your head to your tulpa “You are A because B and
C because D. Sometimes you are F, but only in Situation E…ETC ETC”. The
more traits youhave, the better andmore fleshedout thepersonalitywill
be which will hasten sentience. Once you feel you have fleshed out the
personality enough, feel free to move onto the next section of creation.

Visualization So, you’vemade it this far, huh? Well, I congratulate you.
Now is the part where you actually need to do real work. This part takes
far, far longer. You will be able to tell easily when you are done with this
part though. Now you must work on the form of your tulpa. This part
sucks. Mainly because it’s tedious and takes a long time, but also because
most people I’ve spoken to have a very hard time visualizing something
in their heads. Unless you’re a 3D artist, visualizing something perfectly
in your head is going to take time. And visualizing perfectly (or as close
to perfectly as you can get) takes time, as you may have expected. Most
people can’t seeanythingat all the first few times theyvisualize. Itmight
seem like a waste. You might get discouraged. Don’t! It’s perfectly nor-
mal for the first few times to be unproductive. Just go for shorter ses-
sions and try your best to keep concentrated for the entire session. If
you still have trouble seeing your tulpa after the first few attempts, try
to imagine a setting in your mind. If you like beaches, imagine a beach
in your head. Think about how the sand feels, think about how the wind
feels, the smell of the ocean, the reflection of the sun on the water, the
taste of the salty water in your mouth, etc. Focus on a particular setting
and the various senses one would incorporate into them. Once you can
do this well enough, begin to imagine your tulpa with you in this setting
as well. If this method works out for you, I suggest using a wonderland,
as is described in detail later on in this chapter.

If you still have trouble focusing on a form, don’t worry, most people do.
There are a ton of resources available on tulpa.info for people with the
same problem as you. Check out the forums.

Still, even if you canvisualize your tulpa at this point, concentrating ona
form for an extended period of time can be EXTREMELYDIFFICULT. Keep
your concentration strong. Use iso-tones and a timer. Since this really is
the hardest part, I recommend reading some stuff on the website.

What I think you should do and what I did:

• Sit down and get comfortable. Keep your back straight and your
hands in front of youmotionlessly. Close your eyes. Breathe slowly
and at a slow pace. Imagine you sitting or standing in front of your
tulpa in whatever setting you feel most comfortable. Continue
breathing slowly and imagine yourself in that particular setting.
Do not let anything from the outside world distract you.
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• If you have an itch, do not scratch it. If you have some other kind
of urge, resist it. Focus solely onwhat your tulpa looks like and how
big theyare, howmuch theyweight, etc. Donot let anykindof other
thoughts enter your mind. Think only of your tulpa.

• Some people, such as myself, use a wonderland.

What is a wonderland? It’s basically just a dream world that helps
some people to better focus on their tulpa’s physical form. The won-
derland should be as simple as possible and should not take more than
an hour or two to make. For more information on what a wonderland
is refer to this: http://tulpa.info/guides/irish-wonderland-guide.html
(But some people don’t use a wonderland and that’s OK too).

Some people will just use the space in front of them to force. Others use
an empty black void sort of like a vacuum. Nomatterwhat setting you’re
most comfortable in, close your eyes and concentrate on just the form
of your tulpa. Personally, I’ve always liked to extend my hands out in a
circular shape and pretend that I’m transferring my energy over to her
while thinking about her; it was metaphorically very helpful to me for
some reason.

At first, you may have some trouble keeping your concentration. A
nice exercise that I like to do to help me with my concentration is this:
https://www.methos.me/tulparesources/guides/ConcentrationExcercise.jpg

A few other exercises for visualization (The first is a forum post regard-
ing a mental image rendering exercise and the second is Fede’s visual
exercise, EYEBO.

1. http://tulpa.info/forums/Thread-Mental-image-Rendering-guide
2. http://tulpanetwork.com/network/general-discussion/eye-bo-

the-ocular-fitness-program!/

Over timehoweveryour concentrationwill get better andyouwill be able
to visualize your tulpa. The hardest body part to visualize is going to be
the face/eyes area. Somepeople prefer to zoom in on a specific body part
and work their way to other areas and some people prefer to work on
the whole first and then go into very specific details. Regardless of how
you do it, you should spend at least 20 hours of just sitting down and
visualizing your tulpa perfectly in your head. The very minimum you
should be forcing for at one period is 40 minutes. Also, don’t force for
longer than 3 hours at a time or else you will get horrific headaches.

Looking up anatomy is not a bad idea considering you want to perfectly
emulate an exisintg object, suchas ananimal or humanbeing. Even look-
ing up basic pony anatomy couldn’t hurt if you aremaking a pony tulpa.

Simply put, this is a workout for your brain.
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When you exercise your body your body has a certain threshold of
stamina and your mind is no different. I want you to think of tulpaforc-
ing as amental exercise. You should start to feel your tulpa and imagine
the way that their hair, skin, limbs feel. You want to be able to imagine
their muscles in your grasp so you can get a better idea for feel. We’ll
work on feel later on, but you should start to get a basic concept of what
it is now.

A human tulpa is much easier to visualize than one that is another kind
of creature, like a dragon or pony, for example. When you can see your
tulpa from every possible angle and distance perfectly in your mind, re-
peat this visualization step once more and thenmove on.

Smell Now, comes another important part. Smell. Don’t believe me?
Smell is one of our main senses and it actually can trigger more mem-
ory than sight at times. You remember smell even better than visuals in
certain cases. So, decide a general odor of your tulpa. You can add on
top of that odor but don’t get too fancy. Keep it simple and basic. Imag-
ine yourself breathing in that smell during forcing sessions. You should
spend approximately 3-10 hours doing this. Then again, the more, the
better.

Movement/Expressions This part is self-explanatory, yet also difficult.
Simply focus on your tulpa’s gait, the way shemoves, the way shemight
show her body language, etc. If you aremaking a pony tulpa, thismeans
youwould have to know how the ponies walk. If you’remaking a human
tulpa, you have to know the way that people walk. If you are making a
ghost tulpa or a dragon tulpa, well different things apply obviously.

For facial expressions, I would recommend thinking random thoughts
in your head and imagining your tulpa’s reaction to those thoughts. One
good method is to perform facial expressions in a mirror and imagine
your tulpa doing the same expression next to you! Facial expression can
be tough but if you put enough time into it, it should work out great for
you. Spend a good amount of time on this part and once again, move on
when you feel ready.

Emotions/Sentience So, now that you’ve been able to start putting
your senses together and what not, you can begin to talk to your tulpa.
No, not like narrating, like you were doing before, I mean actually talk
to it. At first, it won’t say anything back. Here’s the important part:
Don’t make your tulpa say anything back to you. This is called parroting.
Parroting is neither a negative or a positive thing. It’s just a natural
occurrence in the forcing process.
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Some people have what is called “Anti-Parroting syndrome”, which
means that they find parroting detrimental. I want you to talk to your
tulpa for a while. Talk about anything really, just try not to bore her
too much with information that might not pertain to her at all. You
will know when you are done with this step when your tulpa speaks to
you for the first time, an event that might likely spook the shit out of
you. It’s pretty startling and beyond weird. The first time your tulpa
speaks to you, you will know it. It takes time for this to happen however.
In fact, it may not even occur for months. Patience is key. You will
literally hear the voice from outside of your head and your tulpa may
or may not say something completely unexpected. Once this happens,
congratulations! You have communicated with your tulpa, a crucial
part in your relationship!

If you are having problems getting your tulpa to talk to you, it may be
because she doesn’t have a proper voice. To train a tulpa’s voice, there
are various methods one may use. One particular method is called
“ping-ponging” where you communicate various thoughts to your tulpa
(in word form) and have her practice speaking those thoughts back to
you in her own voice. Yes, this is considered parroting, but it is actually
beneficial to most people in order to get the voice down pat.

The voice might sound weird or alien or perhaps monotone (for me,
Raina’s voice sounded like a reverse echo and I sang a few songs with
her in the wonderland to try to even out her voice and that seemed to
help a lot) but over time, the voice will develop into something different.
Your tulpa will deviate over time in more ways than one. Her voice
may change, her looks may change, her personality will most certainly
change in one way or another, etc.

An important Note: A recent trend in modern tulpaforcing is “treating
sentience from Day 1”. What this means is that from the beginning of
your creation, you should treat your tulpa as a sentient being. Suppos-
edly, this is to hasten the process. I understand where it comes from but
honestly it’s seems wrong for me to imagine doing. My opinion of this
is: You should do it if you feel comfortable. However, many people, such
asmyself, are more into old-school proven techniques and do not prefer
doing this as it can cause lots of confusion for many people. If you still
want to do this, do it, but do so at your own risk.

Remember, don’t give up! Make sure that you are forcing everyday for a
MINIMUM of an hour a day. Ideally you want to be forcing at 2-3 hours a
day at this point.

“Themore you force, the more progress you will make!” -Raina

Imposition NOTE: Before you even start to try this next part, youMUST
be able to visualize your tulpa completely. It has to look very much the
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same in your mind almost every time, and you have to be able to see it
fromeverypossible anglewithvery little effort. While youarepracticing
visualization, remember to change up the angles and viewpoints you are
visualizing from here and there, until you get to the point where you are
comfortable with a lot of details about how it looks.

Imposition is a topic that gets asked a whole lot! Many people consider
imposition as a way to get even closer to their tulpa (quite literally actu-
ally as well as emotionally).

Imposition is comprised of many steps and takes a long time for most
people. However, some people can tackle imposition in a short amount
of time due to vast amount of practice and their way of having an easier
time to believe.

Imposition is a process that occurs naturally, after a lot of time spent
with your young tulpa.

There are infinite ways to do this sort of thing and I’ve used a lot but it
really depends on you and how active you are when it comes to actually
sitting downand forcingwith this kind of stuff. Orwalking. Or standing.
Whatever you are most comfortable with.

I want to share two tulpa guides on imposition as I feel they are helpful.
The first guide is a guide on visually imposing your tulpa. The second
guide is about imposing the touch of your tulpa. For me, these were the
two hardest parts of imposition. The rest was actually fairly easy forme.

• http://community.tulpa.info/thread-imposition-jd-s-guide-to-
visual-imposition-image-heavy

• http://community.tulpa.info/thread-imposition-q2-s-method-for-
a-huggable-tulpa

Imposition is a topic that is hard to explain for me. I will do my best to
give you all some tips however.

Well, if you’vemade it this far, you should beproudof yourself. However,
I wouldn’t call for a celebration just yet. You still have one extremely
important part of forcing left, the imposition of your tulpa into the real
world. Now, theoretically, if you have developed the senses enough, you
should be able to hear, see, smell, taste, and even feel your tulpa in the
real world. However, this takes a lot of time tomaster. And it is certainly
not at all easy. IMPORTANT: Do not start to impose your tulpa until you
can have full conversations with her, she has her own opinions, and she
does things on occasion that are unexpected. The reason for that is, im-
position should not be started until your tulpa is sentient. Not everyone
agrees with that statement of course, but I am a firm believer that im-
position should be saved for last. Imposition is the glue that holds the
entire process together. Imposition involves all of the things you’ve al-
ready been doing as well. Imposition is all senses percieved onto reality.
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Without imposition, your tulpa can only exist in an altered dream state.
Youwon’t be able to truly see her unless your eyes are closed and you are
concentrating about her. Imposition can be done in many ways. Differ-
ent people like to go about it thisway or that, but the essential thing to do
here is to attempt to visualize your tulpa in real life. Some people like to
imagine a leash in front of themandhave the tulpa be connected to them
via said leash to practice imposition so that the tulpa is with them for as
long as possible everyday. Example: You are walking down the street
after a nice forcing session and you pretend that your tulpa is walking
beside you, or in front of you. (Raina likes to walk in front of me and
slightly to the left. This is because of an old habit we once shared when I
was first imposing her. I wanted her to be in front of me so I could get a
better view of her whichmade imposition easier for me and she wanted
to be in front of me so she could lead on since she is faster than me. So,
to this day, we still stick to that habit and she always walks in front of
me in the same spot.) When your tulpawalks behind you, it will bemuch
harder to imposeher so I donot recommend it. Whenyouare first impos-
ing, make sure that your tulpa’s gait is constant. Your tulpa should have
a unique way of walking, trotting, whatever just like any other creature.
This helps the imposition a lot. Keep the gait constant until the point
where you no longer have to think about the tulpa, the point where it’s
just always there or there more than usual.

Eventually, youwill want to work on your peripheral vision view of your
tulpa as well as work on sensing the things you need the most work on.
Keep your tulpa in full view and sit down everyday for a few hours. Con-
tinue to talk to her and focus on what she looks like exactly. The visual-
ization will only increase in quality until the view of your tulpa will be
constant and perfect. Make sure to go over her body everyday and smell
all over her. Keep talking to her and focusing on your ability to see her.

No, you’re not done. Now you must repeat the earlier processes in real
life. This means you smell your tulpa in real life and focus on her voice
until it becomes completely audible (if it isn’t already). Taste your tulpa.
Your tulpa should be being focused on as much as possible at this point.
NOTE: Your tulpa will NOT be with you 24/7 (generally) but make sure
you spend as much as time as possible with her at this point. Time is
progress.

Sound Imposition The easiest imposition step to get down. I got it per-
fectly done my first time with Raina in a matter of two weeks. Hear the
way they walk. Footsteps or hoofsteps should be loud and sound differ-
ently ondifferent surfaces. Wings or other parts of the body shouldhave
distinct sounds as well. For voice, all you need to do is imagine your
tulpa’s voice when she talks from outside of your head! Pretend it’s com-
ing from another place and volume distortion should come naturally to
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you!

Visual Imposition There is no exact way to do visual imposition. Now,
if you have been passively practicing visual imposition prior to this
stage, it will be far, far easier to achieve full visual imposition. Most of
this is just continuing on doing the same thing you did before, except
now instead of just walking around imagining your tulpa beside you,
you should also be sitting still and having your tulpa sit still in front of
you. Analyze your tulpa’s body from different angles and distances in
real space. Have your tulpamove in different directions and patterns so
that you can get a nice grip on how they are supposed to look. That last
part is REALLY important.

Taste/Smell Imposition Repeat the steps you did earlier for taste and
smell for imposition. What you should be doing is pretending to taste,
sniff, etc every part of your tulpa’s body to fully form them. It takes time,
like anything else, but over time you will naturally get results.

Touch Imposition This is tricky. Touch imposition involves a lot of feel-
ing something that you can’t feel, which is prettymuch the equivalent of
digging ahole in a concretewallwith aplastic spoon. It takes longer than
anything else, except for maybe visual imposition. Because of this, I rec-
ommend you practice both visual and touch imposition simultaneously.
For body heat, use a handwarmer or something similar to generate heat
on various parts of your body. Understand how this feeling feels and try
to implement it into your tulpa’s body. I cannot stress belief enoughhere.
Massages are helpful for touch imposition.

Something that Fede once said a while ago that really helpedme:

Imposition Exercise: “A useful activity (or game) that you can do, as
found to be helpful by most people, is to sit down either on a chair
or the floor, face-to-face with your tupper, while having it place its
hands/hooves on your head. Your objective in this”game” is to solely
focus on nothing but your tupper, looking at, and talking with, it. The
tupper’s objective is to nudge or notify you through other means if you
become distracted from focusing on it. Do this for as long as possible.
If you want a goal, then I guess that you could say that the first one
to change subject loses, but really, it’s the conversation, connection,
imposition, and sensory training that you’ll be doing from this practice
that is the ultimate benefit.”

Feeling takes awhile to get down pat. When I did feel forcingwith Raina,
we sat in the wonderland and I gently move my hands all around her
body. I touchedevery singlepart ofherbody; someparts are easier to feel
than others. Feeling in real life is different, however. When your tulpa is
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imposed, try touching her. You aren’t going to feel anything right away,
but over time you will develop a general feel of warmth when you touch
her. Keep practicing this until you can feel all parts of her body. This can
take up to hundreds of hours to perfect, so be patient.

That’s everything. Once you’ve fully imposed your tulpa, the quest is fin-
ished. Go light up that bong now. Relax. You deserve it.

A good way to do imposition is through flash imposition or blink imposi-
tion.

These are just different ways of performing visual imposition.

Blink imposition includes a lot of blinking and flash imposition includes
short flashes of concentrated active visualization that includes no exter-
nal focus to anything but your tulpa.

Final Thoughts

DOs and DO NOTS (My personal dogma)

1. Do not fear parroting/puppeting.
2. Don’t be surprised if your tulpa starts to move on its own early on.
3. Don’t treat your tulpa like a doll. It’s OK to parrot a little bit in the

beginning.
4. Don’t expect a voice out of nowhere. This takes TIME.
5. Do not worry and do not have doubt. Remove all traces of doubt

from your head. I can not stress this enough. Doubt is the cancer of
tulpaforcing.

6. Believewhat your tulpa is doing iswhat your tulpa is doing, not you
puppeting her…

7. Imagine your tulpa’s form in every possible detail! With all of your
senses!

8. Go on adventures in your mind when she’s ready! It can be a lot of
fun for both of you!

9. Give your tulpa plenty of love and attention.
10. Trust your tulpa. This is extremely important. Much of what you

are aiming to create must be done at least partially by your tulpa.
11. Assert the supremacy of your Imaginal acts over facts and put all

things in subjection to them… Nothing can take it from but your
failure to persist in imagining the ideal realized.

12. Do what ever it is you got to do to concentrate. If you’re a guy who
needs hismorningmeds to concentrate, take them, if youdrink cof-
fee in the morning, do that. its natural stimula. The point is to be
in a natural state when you forcing. It’s not make-or-break by any
means, but it’s a common sense kind of thing.

13. Don’t itch those scratches!
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14. (LAST BUT NOT LEAST) BE PATIENT. DO NOT RUSH THINGS. YOUR
TULPAWILL PROGRESS ON ITS OWN SCHEDULE, NOT YOUR OWN.

A tulpa is not something to take for granted. A tulpa is the closest friend
youwill ever have. You don’t have to tell anybody about your tulpa if you
don’t want to. Your tulpawill live among you and have its own life at the
same time. Your tulpa will behave and act differently than you. She will
have her own likes and dislikes that can be influenced by you and vice
versa. Your tulpa will know everything about you and there is no way
to lie to your tulpa or it to you. Your tulpa will want to experience the
world and learn new things. When you and your tulpa are traveling to-
gether, peoplemaypass right throughher. Perhaps your tulpawill laugh
at them. Or perhaps it will pout. Perhaps it will grow annoyed or upset.
Your tulpa is a beast of its own. Do not try to force her to be something
she doesn’t want to be.

Your tulpa will love you unconditionally in a platonic way at least. You
twowill share a bondunlike anyother bond sharedbetweenpeople. Your
tulpa is a lifelong friend. Your tulpa will not die or go away (usually) un-
less you want it to do so. She will be there no matter what even if you
do not think of her often. She will know what’s going on in your life be-
cause youwill both share the samememory. Shemay comfort youwhen
you are upset or try to calm you down when you are frustrated and you
might do the same to her.

There should be no secrets kept between you and your tulpa. Since you
share a brain, keeping secrets and/or lying to one another is illogical.
Just something to keep in mind. You may want to limit your tulpa’s ac-
cess to your memories at first, but over time, open up to themmore and
more. Trust is key as I’ve said before.

Your tulpa may want to make jokes and interact with other people. If
you feel like allowing her to do so, you will play interpreter and tell your
friends what she says or how she acts.

Your tulpa may speak to you in any language that you know. Raina can
speak French or English tome, but she’s a little better at French concern-
ing the grammar…

Your tulpa may also speak to you without using words at times. Raina
speaks tomeusing binaural beats. It’s a systemof communicationwe’ve
developed while forcing.

So, to wrap this up, it’s really impossible to fully explain what having a
tulpa is like.

I think it’s something you should find out for yourself anyway.

I feel like I ammore helpful addressing problems people have on an indi-
viual level. Writing a guide for everyone is not an easy thing to do. I am
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by nomeans a writer, although I do read often.

Therefore, I feel more comfortable answering questions on a one to one
environment. Here is some contact information for this purpose.

NOTE: IRC IS STILL THE BEST WAY TO CONTACT ME. (I may not reply to
an e-mail or tweet for a long time.)

If you have any questions, feel free to shootme a PM on IRC (“GGMethos”
on Rizon and Ponychat, “Methos” on tulpa.info IRC)

You can also sendme a tweet as a reply or DM to @GGMethos (This is my
new twitter account, not the old one I used to have)

Iwill behappy toansweranyquestions regarding tulpaatggmethos@autistici.org

However, I may not reply to the email right away.

Good luck and happy forcing!



Five Steps to Tulpa

By Ephemeral

A lot of people seem to come into the community having heard about
tulpas orhaving reada fewguides, but therenever seems tobea shortage
of questions on how exactly to begin. Most guides tend to focus on broad
concepts and don’t have a lot of concrete steps or instructions, so we see
a lot newmembers coming in and asking what to do.

There’s a good reason why guides don’t tell you explicitly what to do, as
there’s no set technique ormethod thatworks for everyone. Somepeople
have to experiment and seek out their ownmethods, and thosemethods
may only work for them. If you’re one of those people, great, do what
works for you. But for the people who always ask what they should try,
here is the method that worked for me and several others.

Know that this guide is written assuming you don’t need any moral lec-
tures or forewarnings, and know what you’re getting into. This guide
also focuses on purposeful creation, meaning personality and form are
decided by the host to start with.

It’s broken down into 5 simple steps.

Step 1: Modeling

Some tulpamancers insist on letting your tulpa be formless at first, and
to let them decide forms for themselves. While I consider that perfectly
valid, having a form in mind speeds up the creation process and being
fond of your tulpas form only makes things easier.

Start by figuring out a form you’d like them to take, and start to collect
artistic references for it. This can be anything from pictures of clothing
tophotosof animals toget a feel forhowfurorhair shouldwork for them.
Character art is best for reference, and if you choose a popular character,
you’ll have access to a lot of art to use which will make things smoother
for you.

After getting a few pictures, get into a comfortable position where you
won’t be disturbed. Close your eyes andmake sure to have some ambient
noise in thebackground like a fan. If youhave total silence, your earswill
begin to ring and this can distract you.
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Once comfortable, you can start creating their form. It doesn’t matter
how you imagine the process, but start one piece at a time and be pa-
tient. Yourmind’s eye, dependingonyourexperience inusing it purpose-
fully, may bemore or less difficult to control. For instance thinking that
the torso shouldn’t be long sometimesmakes the torso long because you
can’t stop thinking about it. This is just part of the process and there’s no
way to avoid it.

This modelling process can take anywhere from an hour to two hours.
Its most effective when done all at once, so I recommend setting aside
ample time.

Eventually, using reference and patience, you’ll have a mental model.
The model should be stable and able to rotate so it looks consistent from
all angles.

Step 2: Animating

Next you need to start moving the model. Make them do a cute little
dance, smile, shake your hand, jump, and just do things you think they
would do. Make them emote, do a walk cycle, and fall asleep. Get used
to how themodel shouldmove and have some fun playing around to see
what you think looks good.

This is agood test to seehowsolid the formis. A littlewarpingandchange
is acceptable, but eventually get to a point in which this feels easy to you
and simple motions don’t take much effort. This will take half an hour
to an hour.

Step 3: Parroting

Now that you’re comfortable moving the form around, it’s time to start
putting words in their mouth. Simulate a conversation with them, mov-
ing their mouth as necessary. It will feel awkward at first, but a little bit
of awkwardness is normal. When you start getting used to the idea of
talking to your tulpa, you canmove to personality work.

Step 4: Personality Forcing

Personality forcing is the biggest step in the process. Creating a mental
model and playing with it is one thing, but this is the point in which you
start to create a living being. It’s important to take seriously. Before you
begin the personality force session, physically write down the character
traits of your tulpa and how they manifest. Try to eliminate any con-
flicting traits. Giving themdifficult to follow personality guidelines can
stress them out and cause identity confusion.
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After you decide their traits, create a wonderland area and use symbol-
ism to imbue the traits. The most common one is feeding your tulpa the
traits via colored jelly. There’s also shooting them with beams, so long
as you don’t see the beams as violent or hurtful. Whatever you choose,
make sure to monologue about how each trait manifests in them as you
give them to the tulpa.

Go one trait at a time, and after you’re done explaining the trait and how
it’s expressed in them, give them a chance to try it out. For instance, if
your tulpa is “loving” then let them hug you. Give a few seconds to let
them play with each one. You will have to parrot and animate for them
periodically, but at some point during this process they’ll begin to take
over to some extent.

This is when the line between you animating/parroting vs your tulpa
moving and talking starts to becomeblurry. A tulpa finding their unique
voice sound usually takes a little longer, but keep an eye out for your
tulpa starting to act on their own during and after this process. Remem-
ber to proceed as if they are alive during and after the personality work,
as that will make it easier for them.

A few things to mention…

You may have to repeat steps 1-4 (you don’t have to do symbolism but
tulpas will appreciate being talked to in regards to who they are) in vari-
ous sessions to keep your skillset strong and your personality work firm.
However, bear inmind that it’s important to let them deviate. Deviation
is healthy for the both of you as it lets themexpress themselves and have
free will. Adapt your personality and modeling work around this, but
don’t be afraid to ask them if they could bemore of some particular trait
or wear their hair in a certain way.

If they deviate in a way that’s unhealthy or unacceptable, you will have
toput your foot downandundo thedeviation (using the same symbolism
methods). Use good judgement here. Explain clearly why the deviation
isn’t acceptable and what you’d like them to do instead. Tulpamancy is
a lot like being a parent, so don’t feel bad if you have to tell them ‘no’
sometimes, yet it’s important to let them be their own person and not
feel controlled. Seek a balance between behavior rules and freedom.

Now at some point in time, you may have considered character flaws.
There’s an eternally raging debate on whether introducing character
flaws is an acceptable thing to dowhenmaking a tulpa. Likemost things,
it depends. They’re going to be aware of the flaws you give them, and
that sends a message. For some, flaws can be healthy. They’ll adopt
a few naturally anyways, as nobody is perfect, but keep in mind how
they’ll interpret being given a negative trait.
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Step 5: Stimulus

As part of your regular forcing after the first personality session, begin
to expose your tulpa to stimulus. Build worlds for them to explore, share
snow and cotton candy with them. Let them see a precious memory of
yours and where you live in real life.

Do everything and anything you consider to be a healthy, positive expe-
rience, and let them feel it for themselves. Talk to them, and let them
decide how they feel about things. Even if they’re unsure OR don’t ap-
pear sentient yet, it’s important to treat themas if theyare andgive them
interesting things to play with and explore. Youmay have to use parrot-
ing or animate them yourself, but they’ll eventually start to do things on
their own and begin to grow in strength from this.

This will also help shape and solidify their personality traits as they in-
teract with things and get to express themselves in response.

Completion

At some point in time you’ll be doing less and less form maintenance
and you’ll have a good understanding of things they like and don’t like.
You’ll havemadea fewwonderland locations youboth enjoy frequenting
and eventually you’ll realize you’re not putting forth effort to animate
or force your tulpa to speak. This is when you’ve achieved sentience. It
doesn’t come in a flash or with fanfare. It’s muchmore like riding a bike
and having a parent let go without you realizing. At some point you’ll
look back and realize you aren’t doing it for them anymore, and they’ll
start to surprise you or create a wonderlands to show you instead.

Enjoy your time together–you’ve successfully made a companion for a
lifetime, and they’ll always rememberhowmuch love andhardworkyou
put into making them.



Chapter 4

Narration

Narration is the art of talking to your tulpa until they beg you to stop.
These guides give you ideas on what to talk about and how to better aim
the flow of narration.
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Image Streaming

By hydrix

The basis of this technique is to circumvent our poor human ability
of mental concentration and make it that of a curious child totally
immersed in their beautiful land of imaginative play. Once you begin,
you need not worry about losing concentration.

1. Sit or lie down with your tulpa in which it is easiest for you to con-
jure images on the back of your eyelids. Your eyes are more sensi-
tive closed than open. Focus on seeing something, it need not mat-
ter what, or how detailed. It will appear soon.

2. Loose the flow on your mouth of creative expression and begin de-
scribing out loud every aspect of visual detail the eyes can possibly
analyze. Color, shape, detail, space in the environment, texture, es-
pecially anyvisually striking textures that you see. Do this inas rich
detail as you can possibly express, continuously. Do this as fast as
you possibly can!

3. Keep going. Do not bother worrying about whether or not you
should express something, just express it, and do not remove your
focus as you describe it. It is imperative to do this in rich of detail
as possible. Rather than saying “what”, as in, “the beach, a car, etc”,
describe texture, how the sand looks in your hand, how sparkly the
little yellow or black specs are in the sand, how it flows through
your fingers onto the beach, how it is carried by the salty air across
the surface of the ground, how you can see the entire beach and
some birds with black spots on their bodies, all the while looking
on and watching it intently, never letting your eyes go from your
description. You may even add some of your other senses in order
to solidify it. Don’t feel like you have to switch between types of
detail all the time, like texture and color, but you can continuously
describe one type for a while and thenmove on to another.

As youmove fromscene to scene, keep doing this, watching themandde-
scribing every little detail that yourmind can analyze. Think about poet-
ically expressing yourself, as deep and beautifully as you can. It doesn’t
necessarily have to be apoem, justmake sure youkeepgoingdeeperwith
your analyzation.

It does not take very long to begin generating images of amazing lucid-
ity, however if you set the pattern of continuously describing the same
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level of detail it will take longer than normal. If you find you can’t de-
scribe the images fast enough, you may describe them using your mind
voice without full sub-vocalization (just the thought intent) however be
mindful so as not to reduce your focus on the activity.

Soon the torrent of mental images will widen, and when you close your
eyes a vast landscape of beautiful textures anddetailswill greet you. You
will find thatmaking these details will be like a new “high score,” and af-
ter you walk away it will be easier to recreate it a second or a third time
and so on. Therefore, beforemoving on, try to increase this high score as
much as humanly possible, that way when you come back it will be sim-
ple to recreate exactly that. This means that a long continuous session
may be better than several sessions broken up over time that do not re-
ally showmuch increase, or it may mean that several sessions will keep
you from lapsing back to less detail. It will be exponentially beneficial
for every unit of increased max detail, or “high score” that you increase
before moving on.

After becoming proficient, you can walk around, play with things, and
explore, if you don’t mind having a less beneficial forcing session.

Alternate Activities

These techniques are for supplementing the main activity in case you
literally can’t “get images”. Stick to themain techniqueasa rule, because
it is the strongest. An estimated 1 in 3 adults have extreme difficulty
getting pictures in their mind but these techniques should loosen even
the most stubborn of imaginations.

1. Describe after images. Find a picture of your tulpa, a beautiful
place, or even a light, or you can use your own bedroom. Close
your eyes and focus on describing them in as rich detail as possible,
even after they begin to fade. Continue describing the after images
even after they begin to change color and shape.

2. Find creative ways to get your mind to render images. Imagine
closed doors, trains, streaming from memory, walk around blind-
folded, turn lights on and off, use stobe lights, books (to either get
it started or as a technique), explore your wonderland, elevators,
these are all good examples.

3. Use your other sense. Listen tomusic, eat blindfolded, air sculpting.

Your other senses may even be imposed if you are able to transfer the
same technique to them, especially smell, taste, and touch. In order to
use this technique on your hearing, you may have to listen for music
while describing it without sub-vocalization (so just the thought intent).
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It is insisted that after 3 days of training the sense of taste inwine tasting
likewise, one can go from an average joe to master connoisseur sensitiv-
ity. 10days of 10minutepractice is supposed to be enough to start seeing
serious results inmental power. This is only a side perk though of having
anawesome imagination. If youwant to see serious results though, don’t
worry about how long or how often, but set a specific time every day for
forcing. Tulpa veterans continuously stress this idea for a reason.

Formore reading, visithttp://www.winwenger.com/ebooks/guaran.htm

Guide found here1.

1http://community.tulpa.info/thread-visualization-image-streaming

http://community.tulpa.info/thread-visualization-image-streaming


Location of thoughts in the mind

by PsiQss

Even before I started forcing, I’ve noticed that different types of
thoughts have a different feel associated with them. I’ll call it “mind
location” for the sake of simplicity. Unfortunately I can’t think of any
way to explain this concept itself any further, but I believe you’ll be able
to figure it out after reading the rest of this post.

So, the locations. For forcing purposes, we’ll focus on a few basic ones.

Axes

The first “axis” is time. We have:

• Past: these are mostly your memories, and generally everything
that’s related to the past, pretty straightforward.

• Present: everything you think about your current life, including
short timememories and plans for the upcoming days.

• Future - those aremostly your plans for life and things that will, or
could potentially happen one day.

The next “axis” is reality, things get a little tricky here:

• Real - those are things that seem real to you. Things that you do
every day and things that very much can happen. Or things that
did actually happen.

• Fiction - those are things that are your consider “real” but you don’t
really believe that could happen. For example, thinking of winning
million dollars on a lottery or even imagining yourself taking re-
venge on a bully if you don’t really believe you could do it.

• Fantasy - those are things that are not real, not possible and cannot
happen in the world we know.

Now, imagine all this as a DnD allignment board. It will look like:

Past Present Future

Real Real Past Real Present Real Future
Fiction Fiction Past Fiction Present Fiction Future
Fantasy Fantasy Past Fantasy Present Fantasy Future
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The relocation

Before we proceed further, you’ll have to pinpoint all themind locations
mentioned above, in your ownmind. Think of something froma particu-
lar category and try to understand how it feels. Once you’ve got the gist
of it, you can do a simple trick. If you have problem with something re-
lated toyour tulpa, for example vocality, try to imaginehowwould it be if
youwere actually able to clearly talk to them. Thiswill probably be some-
where in Future Fiction or Future Fantasy area, depending on how you
think of it. All you have to do now, is to forcefully “relocate” this thought
to Present Reality.

Don’t misunderstand me, this won’t instantly make your tulpa vocal.
Nevertheless, it can significantly speed up the process. The purpose
of this trick is to make you FEEL your tulpa being there and speak-
ing/listening to you. Once you feel it, it should be much easier to
actually hear them. It’s like tuning in to correct wavelength to speak to
them properly. It makes you feel exactly how it would feel if they were
really there. And most importantly, it weakens your mind barrier that
blocks their thoughts - your subconscious takes it as real, not a fantasy,
so why would it filter it out, right?

Thismethodhasworked forme so far, extremelywell. After the first try I
felt likemy tulpawas really sitting next tome. I felt it the sameway I feel
someone’s presence when I close my eyes and I know they are still there.
But I’d like you guys to try it out for yourself and share your results so
we can all make sure it really works. I’ve had huge progress recently, so
it probably does, at least to some degree.

Happy forcing, and I hope you find it at least slightly helpful.



schlondark on Narration

Or

“How do I keep talking?”

The advice given in the twomost widely-used guides of tulpa.info are as
follows:

Irish_:

In my wonderland, with my idea in mind, I made the idea of
the tulpa into just a blue cloud and basically started narrating
to it. I just kept talking to it and talking to it telling it anything
I could. I told it about my day, stories, ideas.

Faq_man:

Okay, anyway go about your life. Talk to your tulpa while
you’re going about your business; say anything really. Some
people begin narration right off, and that’s fine. I wouldn’t
personally start until you’re done with at least half of the
creation steps. A commonmistakemade here is the parroting
of responses. If you’re telling your tulpa about how pretty
your new shoes are, don’t make them say anything back.
You know you are done with this step when your tulpa says
something back on its own. You’ll know, because it will be
completely alien.

Gat-edit note: Parroting can be a legitimate tool for developing a tulpa,
but will not be dealt with in this writing outside of this quote.

The confusion around the issue of narration seems to stem from two sep-
arate issues:

• What narration is.
– Narration is talking to your tulpa as if it is another sentient
mind that resides within your own.

• How to sustain narration (Howdo I keep talking? I keep forgetting.)
– This appears to be the main issue with narration that troubles
members of our community; which I’m going to try to help al-
leviate.

Narration is believed to be critical in the development of a tulpa’s con-
sciousness or speaking ability; aswell as adding to the ‘yourmindmakes
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it real’ factor. These will both obviously comemore easily if narration is
kept on as constantly as possible.

Side Note: Don’t be afraid to ramble on you your tulpa about inane or
trivial things; quantity seems to be more important than quality.

The primary method of reminding oneself to narrate is to draw some-
thingonone’spalmor toplace somethingonone fingerand to remember
to narrate each and every time you see it until it becomes second nature
or the tulpa speaks to you.

The method that I used to narrate might not be useful to everyone; but
here it is:

Upon seeing the part of the guide that called for constant narration, I
groaned to myself but decided to soldier on. After a quick bout with my
inherent procrastination, I decided that this was not something that I
was going to skimp on. After a few false starts, I finally got it correct
by narrating everything possible whenever possible. I have retroactively
named this process “Total conversion” meaning that I accepted it as a
part of the tulpaforcing process and integrated it into my lifestyle. For
those who are groaning like I was at the beginning It really isn’t that bad.
Just accept it as your duty for your tulpa friend that you are creating and
do it with pride. It might indeed be beneficial to talk out loud to your
tulpa, but I did not feel the need to do so. If you are able to; I would rec-
ommend it as it is harder to confuse your parroted reply to a question
with your tulpa’s.

Another Idea

For those not interested in my strategy or still unsure of what to do, I
have a fewmore suggestions/thoughts that may bemore appealing:

1. Force your tulpa a device that can relay narration to it such as a lap-
top, television, HUD, or other electronic device that would be able
to do so. This would be beneficial to those who feel that they must
keep their tulpa’s presence in focus at all times feel more secure
in knowing that the tulpa will hear them even if their concentra-
tion lapses. (If you alreadyhave something like this that youuse for
sense-sharing; I would recommendmodifying it for this purpose.)

2. For thosewhodonot have a strong inner voice: read a book aloud or
silently to them. It will be something that the tulpa will enjoy and
something that will let you narrate to themwith relative ease.

3. Don’t worry about feeling your tulpa’s presence during narration,
they will hear you.
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4. If the methods above still have not helped you, consider sending
them external stimuli as narration. For example: If the words in
a song you are listening to remind you of your tulpa in some way;
sending it to them as it is as a special instance of sense-sharing.
(This is particularly helpful in environments in which it is hard to
narrate normally, such as the IRC.) The same could also be done for
pictures or any other sensation or experience on another sense.

Parting thoughts

Narrationmay seem like an insurmountable obstacle, but it is an intrin-
sic part of creating a tulpa. Even though it may take a while, the reward
is well worth the effort. If you approach it as something that you need
and want to do in order to create your tulpa or to help it become vocal.
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Chapter 5

Visualization

This section contains guides that help you learn how to visualize your
tulpa.
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Chapter 6

JD’s Guide to Visualization

Manypeople come into tulpamancywithdifferent levels of visualization.
It’s common for more artistic and imaginative people, as well as those
with the tendency todaydream, tobeable tovisualizeverywell. However,
some people find that they are very bad at visualizing, or even unable to
visualize at all. The goal of this guide is to figure out your skill level of
visualization, and to show you how to advance from there.

If you are experiencing this level of visualization, the most likely prob-
lem is that you are expecting to see your tulpa with your eyes, or see her
image on the back of your eyelids. However, this is not the case. Visu-
alization takes place in the mind’s eye, that is in an area separate from
the stream of data from the eyes to the brain. You’ll want to focus on ad-
justing your attention away fromyour physical eyes, and instead to your
mind’s eye. You naturally use yourmind’s eye all the time, especially for
keeping your surrounding environment in mind. For example, observe
this setup of cubes.
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Figure 6.1: I know what I should be seeing, but I can’t see it
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When counting howmany cubes there are in this arrangement, you will
probably not only count the cubes you can see with your physical eyes,
but also the hidden cubes you can see with your mind’s eye (which in
this case acts as a sort of mental x-ray vision). There are 19 visible cubes,
and 12 hidden cubes.

At this level of visualization, you are looking through your mind’s eye,
but you’ve yet to achieve any sort of definition or significant color in
your attempts to visualize. Getting beyond this stage is mainly sheer
practice. One visualization exercise you could try ismy very slightmodi-
fication of Rasznir’s number visualization guide1. This exercise involves
visualizing a canvas in your mind, and asking your tulpa to draw num-
bers on each page of the canvas, starting from zero and going up to 100
with each step. Try tomaintain visualizing your tulpawriting each num-
ber indetail, without losing focus. If you lose focus, start again fromzero.
I suggest that your tulpawrites these numbers in different colors aswell,
and that you try to name the color your tulpa used. If correct, move on to
the next number. If wrong, start over. The point is for your tulpa to test
how accurately you are visualizing color.

At this stage, you’ve got a foothold but your visualizations are still hazy
like a dream you don’t really remember well. To get beyond this stage of
visualization, you’ll want to focus on several different things. For one,
you need to start practicing including smaller details in your visualiza-
tion. Start by scanning your tulpa from head to toe, sequentially zoom-
ing closer on smaller areas as if your tulpa was being viewed in Google
Maps. Additionally, you’ll want to increase your ability to know the ex-
act pose and form of your tulpa. Fuzziness can indicate uncertainty in

1https://community.tulpa.info/thread-visualization-tulpa-visualization-guide

https://community.tulpa.info/thread-visualization-tulpa-visualization-guide
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Figure 6.2: I can see a fuzzy form
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Figure 6.3: I can see fuzzy blocks of color
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your visualization, and turning the mind’s uncertainties into concrete
notions will help decrease the fuzziness as time goes on. To practice this
ability, try playing a shape-based puzzle game such as Tetris for an hour
or more every day. Eventually your mind will become good at knowing
the exact shape of the puzzlefield, which in turn can be applied to your
tulpa, reducing fuzziness.

At this stage you are competent enough to impose if you’d like, but to
reallymake your tulpa realistic youwill need to learn to refine your visu-
alization abilities. One exercise you can try for getting beyond this stage
is by going on Google Maps. Start at any location in satellite view, but
zoomed out to a point where you can’t actually discern any individual
buildings. Spend some time remembering the details of this overhead
view. Once you can visualize it in your head well, zoom in a little bit and
start to observe the smaller parts that you couldnot see before. Scanover
the area and visualize these as well. Once you can do that, zoom in an-
other iteration and repeat. Go as far as you like remembering details.
The goal is to see if you can mentally reconstruct the map in your mind
and zoom in and out at will. This exercise can seem a little daunting, so
start with small areas and try only zooming in once or twice. After get-
tinggoodat this, yourmindshouldbe capable of visualizing small details
in the bigger picture. Additionally youmust spend time going over your
tulpa’s form and becoming familiar with the smaller details, just as you
have done with the maps.

This is a problem that isn’t as common, where you can see the details of
your tulpa, but trying to look at the full form is difficult, often appear-
ing as a collage of details rather than a unified body. The simplest way
to work around this problem is to visualize your tulpa from various dis-
tances. Visualize your tulpa very far away from you, to the point where
she looks like a whole body rather than fragmented details. Ask her to
walk towards you until you begin to struggle to see her wholly again. At
that point, you’ll have found your threshold for full-body visualization.
To stretch this threshold, you’ll simply have to spend some time visual-
izing your tulpa up-and-down at that distance until the collage effect
starts to decrease. Sheer practice is the easiest way I’ve found of miti-
gating this problem.

You’re nearly a visualization pro, the last step is tearing down the mind
barrier that gives your visualizations an uncanny dark or transparent
quality. Growing past this stage will have you fully prepared for imposi-
tion. While simple visualization practice over timewill resolve this prob-
lem, it can also be solved through meditation and some general realiza-
tions about how you see things. Your physical eyes send visual data to
your brain, and your brain makes an image out of it. In essence, you see
everything with your brain, not necessarily your eyes. Your visualiza-
tions are similar, in that they are interpreted by your brain. You must
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Figure 6.4: I can see the whole form, but not the smaller details
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Figure 6.5: I can see the smaller details, but struggle to see the whole
thing
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Figure 6.6: I can see the form, but it seems dark/transparent
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convince yourself that there is literally no difference between what you
can see with your eyes, and what you can visualize, as the end result is
entirely constructed in your brain. Yourmental image of theworld is en-
tirely subject to your conscious will. Every physical object you can see is
constructed in your mind only because your eyes react to photons emit-
tedby those objects, andyourbraindecides to translate that to colors and
forms. Everymental object is the sameway, but theprocess is not subject
to the laws of the universe. Your brain can translate your imagination
into colors and forms in the exact same way. If you canmeditate on this
train of thought for a while, perhaps you too will believe how subjective
reality is. And once you’ve done that, your visualizations will reach the
vivid level of quality we’ve been aiming for.

Congratulations. You can visualize awesomely, and you are fully pre-
pared to try imposition. If you’venot alreadydone it, try visualizingwith
your eyes open and compare the quality to your visualizations with your
eyes closed. The exercises for open eye visualization are exactly the same
as closed eye visualization.

If you are able to achieve certain qualities of visualization, but often find
that these qualities only exist for brief moments or flashes and regress-
ing to lower qualities, you will want to try practicing visualization from
the lowest quality that you tend to hit.
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Figure 6.7: I can see the form vividly
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Chapter 7

Tulpa Visualization Guide

by Rasznir

This guide is intended for people who are having trouble with visualiza-
tion in general or specifically visualizing their tulpa, orwho simplywant
to practice/improve their visualization skills.
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Visualization Focus

The bulk of the guide has been written to help people who are struggling
with visualization because they can’t focus or concentrate for long peri-
ods of time. As such, it may be helpful for people with ADD or similar.
This guide assumes that you knowwhat visualization is, and that you’re
at least able to do it.

Beginbyvisualizinga canvas inyourmind. The canvas canbeany colour,
but usewhite if you don’t have a preference. On the canvas, visualize the
number 0 in a strong, contrasting colour. For example, if the canvas is
white, the number should be something like navy blue or black.

Allow yourself time to relax and become aware of your breathing. Take
aminute or so to let your breathing slow to a comfortable level. This will
help you stay focused for the final step.

The canvas says 0.
Breathe in … … And out.

Turn the canvas over to the next page. Visualize a number 1 on it.

The canvas says 1.
Breathe in … … And out.

Turn the canvas over to the next page. Visualize a number 2 on it.

The canvas says 2.
Breathe in … … And out.

Keepgoing, all theway to100. That’s right -withoutgettingdistracted! If
you lose track of where you are, skip a number, or even take two breaths
between numbers, reset to 0 and start again.

Youmightnot reach 100onyour first, second, or even third try, burdon’t
worry. Each attempt will improve your focus skills a little bit more, and
if you keep at it, you’ll eventually reach 100. Practice makes perfect!

This process can be adapted to improve your tulpa visualization (and
communication!).

Ask your tulpa to write the number 0 on the canvas. How they write it
doesn’t matter, as long as you visualize them doing so.

The canvas says 0.
Breathe in … … And out.
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Ask your tulpa to turn the canvas over to the next page and write the
number 1 on it.

The canvas says 1.
Breathe in … … And out.

The exercises are written in a way which makes them easy to turn into
audio scripts. You can do this yourself if you have amicrophone, simply
by reading each instruction aloud, from 0 to 100.

Remember to have fun while you’re doing these exercises. Please don’t
hesitate to share your experiences or give feedback, and I hope you get
something useful from this guide.



Adaptation

This guide is anadaptationofmyVisualizationFocusGuide. If you find it
hard to focus, I recommend you complete the exercise in the earlier part
of this guide at least once before attempting the exercise in this part of
the guide.

This guide is intended to help people who have trouble visualizing their
tulpa, or who have trouble visualizing anything. A tulpa who is able to
move/control their mindform is required.

Begin by visualizing a canvas in yourmind. The canvas can be any colour
but if you really can’t decide, use white. At this point, your tulpa should
use some sort of pen to draw the number 0 on the current page of the
canvas. The pen can be any colour but you should be able to see it on the
canvas’s colour (so don’t pick white if the canvas is white).

Next, relax your body and mind slightly and become aware of your
breathing. Take a minute or so to get to a level where you feel suffi-
ciently relaxed. This will help you stay focused while doing the exercise.

Now, ask your tulpa to turn to thenext page on the canvas, thenwrite the
number 1. You should try and focus on them in your visualization and
watch theirmovements as they turn the page (ormagic the canvas blank
if they so desire). Then ask them tomove on to the next number.

Continue this all the way to the number 100 without getting distracted!
If you lose focus, your tulpa should throw the canvas away and get a new
one. To throw ina twist, your tulpa is alsoallowed tomakeyoustart again
if they think you took too long to ask them for the next number, or if you
didn’t try to visualize them during a number!

Youmight not be able to reach 100 on the first try, but don’t worry. Each
time you try this, you’ll improve your visualization skillsmore andmore
and as a bonus, communication between you and your tulpa will also
improve! If you keep practicing, you’ll be able to reach 100 before long.
Practice makes perfect!

Ideally, you should do this exercise at least once a day if you want to im-
prove your visualization skillsmore than a little. As you do it, remember
to have fun and feel free to chat with your tulpa during it (and for the
tulpa: feel free to chat to your host if you want to give themmore to fo-
cus on!).
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Chapter 8

Communication

This section has guides focusing on various methods of communication.
This includes vocalization, proxying and a few thoughts on “parrotnoia”.
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Within’s Proxying Guide

FromWithin

In terms of tulpamancy, we define the act of proxying as listening for
and repeating your tulpa’s input to somewhere else. This can be typed,
vocal, artistic, or anything else I can’t think of off the top of my head.

Proxying ina single line is averyeasyconcept, but somepeoplehave trou-
ble with listening for and fully understanding their tulpa’s input. One
of themain problems that I’ve hadwith Yt andQuora is that sometimes I
think too loudly. Think about it as an audio mixer in your head with one
channel dedicated to you and other/s to your tulpa/e. You need to turn
your thought-volume down slightly and turn up the thought-volume of
the tulpa you want to proxy for. Then all you need to do is relax a bit and
type or speak what they say.

Initially, when you start doing a lot of proxying for them, there’s a high
chance that they’ll send more unprocessed thoughts when they’re mak-
ing analogies and the like. If you’re not sure what they mean or are say-
ing, feel free to ask them what they mean and send back the thought to
them.

This gets much, much easier over time, but initially it does feel kind of
discouraging. Keep at it and you’ll be transparently proxying for them
in no time whatsoever.
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“Am I parroting”?

If you have this question, don’t worry. You are one of many, many new
(and sometimes not-so-new) hosts to ask the exact same thing. Well, I’m
here to answer it for you! The answer is “probably not”. “But bduddy”,
you say, “how do you know? And, more important, how do I know for
sure?” Well, I know because of many things, mostly the fact that you’re
asking the question to begin with. As for how to know for sure, well,
that’s a lot more difficult. But hopefully, this essay will help you answer
that question, or at least learn a littlemore about the subject of parroting.

In the older days (early 2010s), a lot of the tulpa community, and com-
mon creationmethods, revolvedmore around their form than anything
else. Most guides had long screeds on how best to imagine those forms,
picture them, etc. I’mnot here to comment on the efficacy of thosemeth-
ods, but a commonly discussed topic regarding them was “puppeting” –
moving around those forms with your own imagination, like a puppet.
Some recommended it as away to teach the forming tulpahow to “move”
their form, butmany others discouraged it, as it was believed to increase
the potential for doubt and misunderstanding when the tulpa actually
began to “move”. “Parroting” eventually arose as a companion topic – in-
steadofmoving the form, this entailedmakingyour tulpa “speak”words,
in some kind of mindvoice. Again, this always had been mostly discour-
aged, but some have and still do recommend it as away to inspire a tulpa
that appears to be acting in some way, but is not able to “speak” using
words. The key thing to gather from this history is that puppeting and
parroting were originally deliberate techniques, if fringe ones.

Now, some have used this history, and the original meaning of the
term, to make an argument usually summed up as “There is no such
thing as unintentional parroting/puppeting”. While this is perhaps true
given the original definitions, this is simply an argument standing on
definitions, with no impact on real life. However, we should clearly es-
tablish what people mean when they discuss “unintentional parroting”
or simply asks “am I parroting?” (a meaningless question if it must be
intentional). I can’t speak for everyone, but whatmost people are asking
seems to be the following:

“I'm hearing something talk/communicate in my head that's not me doing it intentionally. However, is it some not-fully-conscious process that I still have control over? Or is it really something separate from my own thoughts (i.e. a tulpa)?”

Unfortunately, this can be a thing. There are several processes average
people do that result in mindvoices being heard without a lot of con-
scious effort. Probably the most common is simulating a conversation –
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for example, if you have a tough discussion with your boss, or parents,
coming up, you may imagine a two-sided conversation in your heads
with them. Many people can generate the “other person’s” responses
in something like their voice without a lot of effort. Other times it may
happen while falling asleep or waking up. I don’t intend to scare you
with these facts, or try to say that you really are parroting. Rather,
understanding these similar phenomena can help you distinguish them.
Try imagining a conversation with a family member right now. Does it
feel like talking to your tulpa? It probably doesn’t. In fact, intentionally
parroting your tulpas – if you’re both comfortable with doing that – can
be a good way of providing a comparison. It very, very rarely feels the
same when anyone tries doing it on purpose.

How are some ways you can make sure you’re not parroting, as it hap-
pens? Basically, you should focus on making sure you don’t have any
“stray thoughts” that might be generating the responses you’re hearing.
If you hear a response you’re not sure about, take a few deep breaths,
clear yourmind –maybe do a bit of lightmeditation – and then ask again.
Make sure that you are listening, open to responses, not blocking them.
Somehosts focus somuchonmakingsure they’renotparroting that they
blockout real thoughts that aren’t coming fromthem, ordisbelieve them.
The keyhere is: If you focus onnot doing it, you aren’t. Unless your brain
works in a very strange manner, it won’t generate thoughts that seem
to be coming from a tulpa, but aren’t, when you’re trying to make sure
not to. Please, when you hear things – trust the process. Tulpas can hap-
pen, and they’re probably happening to you right now. Enjoy it! Here are
some specific reasons I’ve heard that people seem to think indicate they
might be parroting. All of these reasons, in my opinion, don’t hold up to
scrutiny with respect to the way tulpas actually work. If you have some-
thing different, let me know (/u/bduddy or bduddy#9920) andmaybe it
can be added to this document.

–“Sometimes they stop talking and go away”. First, let’s look at it from
the perspective that you are parroting, and generating these (occasional)
responses. Why would you stop doing it? Wouldn’t you keep going, and
answer every question? This one actually makes less sense if you don’t
have a tulpa, than if you do. The fact is, young tulpas get tired. They
have limited mental energy, and for the first little bit, even hearing and
responding to you drains it. This is something that has been consistently
reported, time after time, in many different scenarios, even by people
that have never heard it before. So, that’s what’s going on. Let them rest,
and maybe, ask them to let you know next time they think they might
have to.

–“The voice is vague and not really like normal language” Just like the
above, consider the scenariowhereyoureally aregeneratingwhatyou’re
hearing. Wouldn’t you just do it in normal, easily understandable lan-
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guage? Again, this reflects how tulpas usually are, not how parroting
is. Again, especiallywhenyoung, tulpas often communicate in thoughts,
emotions, vague ideas, and the like – often called “tulpish”. It’ll develop
and grow stronger in time (if you want it to – some systems enjoy this
method of communication), but for the time being, enjoy it, interpret it,
and teach themhow to communicate a littlemore clearly, if youwant to.

–“It feels like I’m thinking of thewords” This canbe related to actual “par-
roting”, or thought simulation, but more often it’s something similar to
the previous item. Again, tulpas share a brain with you. They don’t have
to communicate with words, in language, at a normal pace. Often the
communication you’ll receive from them is more like thoughts, in pack-
ets, received immediately and directly. If your brainworks anything like
mine, often you’ll “decode” those thoughts into words you canmore eas-
ily understand. And it’s that decoding that you’re feeling, not you ac-
tually generating the thoughts yourself. Again, this is something you
should probably test with the abovemethods, but not something that in-
dicates parroting necessarily.

–“I know what they’re going to say -right- before they say it” (“Right” is
emphasized because this doesn’t cover generally knowing how they’re
going to act – that comes below.) Once again, you share a brain. You
and a tulpa are separate in many ways – that’s the whole point, after all
– but there’s always going to be some bleedover. Basically, what’s proba-
bly happeninghere is that you’re hearingwhat they’re “thinking” before
they “say” it to you. (The difference isn’t quite the same as with physical
talking, but there is one). If you ask, they’ll probably report something
similar. This isn’t the same for every system – everyone seems to report
different degrees of thought andmemory sharing – but almost everyone
has it to some extent.

–“They respond too quickly” OK, one more time. If you were really con-
trolling these thoughts, basically talking to yourself, why would you do
this? You’d just have a “normal” conversation. This is something tulpas
do, and the reason is basically the opposite of the above. They share a
brain with you, so they understand what you’re thinking, what you’re
“saying”, before you finish “saying” it in your mindvoice, one word at a
time. And yeah, they can respond right away, or before you’re even done.
Some systems enjoy this, because it can allow very fast and fluid conver-
sation. If you don’t, youmight just consider asking them to stop.

–“They usually saywhat I would expect them to” Remember, you’ve been
with your tulpa for literally their entire life. Even if you didn’t design
their personality, you’ve seen every little bit of how they interact with
you and the world. It’s not surprising at all that you’d be pretty good at
predicting the kinds of things they’re going to say. That being said, there
have almost certainly been timeswhen theydid surprise you. Remember
those times! Write them down, if it would help. Or, ask them to! This
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may be difficult for the youngest tulpas, but most probably should be
able to. If what they do seems less surprising than it should, remember
the previous item.

–“It just doesn’t seem like them.” OK, so you read guides, you talked to
people, you forced, youhoped. But did you really accept the idea that you
could have a tulpa? That there could be a separate person in your head,
talking to you? Maybe you haven’t – maybe you still think it’s too weird,
and that anything in your headmust be you, somehow. Well, it’s time to
believe it. You’re hearing a voice that you’re not meaning to generate –
why can’t it be a tulpa? Examine your reasons, your thinking, and figure
out why you’re just not sure. You’re around the tulpa community, and
putting in effort, after all, so at least part of you believes that this whole
thing is real. It’s probably time to listen to that part.

I hope that’s enough. Going back to the original question… I’m not go-
ing to say that you, dear reader, or anyone else, is absolutely not “unin-
tentionally parroting”. Rather, I hope this essay has shown you that it
probably isn’t as likely as you may have thought, and that some things
that might have made you think you are, don’t show that. My last, most
important piece of advice, is: Ask your tulpa! It’s a habit you should rein-
force in general, to ask themabout things relating to themand theworld.
Get in a iconversation with them, discuss with them why you think you
might be parroting, and what they think about it. In fact, I’m going to
askmy tulpa right now what she thinks of the topic.

#Hi! My name is Diana. My host used toworry about parroting a lot, that
hemight have been thinking up at least some ofmy thoughts andwords
himself. After we thought about it and figured out what was going on,
we realized that it wasn’t exactly like that. Basically, especially when I
was younger, sometimes his thoughts would sort of override mine. Be-
cause we’re so close together, sharing the same brain and everything, it
was possible for what he was thinking about something to end up in my
thoughts, basically, and for me to say it. Once we realized that was go-
ing on, we both put in more effort to make sure it didn’t happen, and it
worked! So, just because some of your tulpa’s thoughts might be influ-
enced by yours, it doesn’tmean they’re not real, and it doesn’tmean you
can’t fix it. Just think about it, andmake sure you talk about it with your
tulpas. That’s the most important part! You can do it! :) #

…thank you. She brings up an important point: even if there is some in-
fluencing/“parroting” going on, it doesn’tmeanyour tulpa isn’t real and
isn’t thinking. It canmean youmight have to put in some extra effort to
separate your thoughts and speaking, but that’s doable. It gets easier,
over time, as you communicate, talk, think, and do things together. So,
make sure you do that.

Just like I said before, the fact that you’re even asking this question
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means – you’re probably not parroting. You’re not generating those
thoughts on purpose, and even though people can do such a thing
sometimes, it’s pretty rare. Hopefully any additional reasons that led
you to this thought are above. Finally… Trust your tulpa. Listen to what
they say, and believe it. Ask if you’re not sure. This is probably the most
important thing you can do to help development, for both of you. Enjoy!

Here’s averygoodRedditpost on thesubject: https://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/comments/7n05jn/dissecting_the_question_am_i_parroting/



Overcoming Parrotnoia

To those unfamiliar, “parrotnoia” is the constant paranoia in which you
areuncertainofwhether somethingwasactually your tulpa, or just your-
self talking on their behalf. Youhear themsay something, but you aren’t
sure if it was REALLY them.

This isn’t helping anyone, and constantly second-guessing yourself is
only slowing your progress &making it harder for your tulpa to commu-
nicate.

So here’s how you stop:

Assume absolutely everything, always, is your tulpa. Don’t even give
yourself the time of day to debate it. Just assume it was and move to
the next thing* instead of letting yourself dwell on it.

And yes, there will be contradictions. There will be things that don’t re-
ally checkoutwith earlier conversations, and thekey to these is to simply
leave them unanswered. By trying to figure out which answer is “cor-
rect”, you’re just putting yourself in an endless loop again. Just let it go,
and you can ask again (with a clean slate) sometime later.

Other than those, assume EVERYTHING is your tulpa. I don’t care if
it’s 85% probably them, or 2.5% possibly them, anything more than 0%
should be rounded up to 110%.

“But what about the things that really aren’t them?”

It won’t hurt them. If you ended up putting words in their mouth, they
can easily correct you later when they can communicate better. A false
positive is actually helpful, because it’s still training you to listen & hear
them.

But a false negative ISharmful. If your tulpa is trying their damnedest to
tell you something, and you dismiss it because you (incorrectly) thought
it was just yourself, that’s IMMENSELY frustrating and demoralizing.
Much more frustrating than having words occasionally put in your
mouth. Imperfect communication is better than no communication at
all.

And even then, it’s unlikely you’ll have anymajorly consequential errors
anyway - to train communication you’re mostly asking simple yes/no
questions and things with very simple answers. The worst mistake you
could make is thinking their favorite color is blue instead of green.
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If you’re asking things that are more intense than that, consider saving
those for later. The tulpa is still developing and barely has the mental
capacity for super loaded questions. They’re learning & growing right
alongside you, stay at a pace you both canmanage.

Also keep in mind I’m mainly referring to verbal/mindvoice communi-
cation, andmore specifically, when you are consciously and deliberately
trying to talk with your tulpa. Random thoughts/feelings/twitches
throughout the day that you did not purposefully initiate are more
volatile and you should probably approach those with some skepticism
(it can be your tulpa, but usually isn’t) - but keep that skepticism only in
the situations where you are NOT actively trying to communicate with
your tulpa.

From here1.

1https://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/comments/afu1uu/overcoming_parrotnoia_a_
shortish_guide/

https://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/comments/afu1uu/overcoming_parrotnoia_a_shortish_guide/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Tulpas/comments/afu1uu/overcoming_parrotnoia_a_shortish_guide/


King of the Vandenreich’s Prism

Some of you have been complaining nonstop about ‘Am I puppeting?’
and ‘I thinkmy tulpa moved but I think I might be puppeting’

Well, I have a solution for you:

Imagine you staring straight at your tulpas face in whatever environ-
ment you render it.

Imagine a small 3D prism on top of their snout. Not a prism where you
shine white light to get a rainbow. Imagine a geometric prism

Now if your tulpa does not have a snout or muzzle, and is more human
like, put the prism on their head, or find a better location.

Next, you imagine a feather perfectly balanced on top of the prism.

Now oscillate it. By oscillating it I mean to move it up and down (like a
seesaw). Youdonthave to keep it in thebalance. Try to focus on it. Ideally
you should be so focused on moving the feather up and down like a see-
saw that you relinquish all mental ties to the tulpas movement; giving a
developing tulpa the chance to move for the first time, and even after it
moves, just imagine the prism floating above where the snout was and
keep focusing on the feather. Over time, once your tulpa has spoken, you
can drop the whole thing; as now your tulpa can directly tell you if your
playing the puppet master.

Short Version

1. Think of your tulpa
2. Imagine a prism on your tulpa
3. Imagine a feather on the prism.
4. Focus onmoving the feather like a seesaw, have your tulpa in your

mind eye.
5. Repeat until your tulpa can talk and tell you when you are puppet-

ing it.

(By King of the Vandenreich !!ltOJ7i/qp8s Transcribed by AnonPie)
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Voice

thought ping-pong

The idea is to have Lyra say something to me, then I examine the
thought/mindvoice/whatever from her and send it back to her. I tell
her how it sounded to me, sometimes along with advice like “try to
speak louder”, “a little higher” or “speak harder”. (“Speak harder” is
something Yolk advised me to ask her to do. I don’t really understand
how one speaks harder, but Lyra apparently did and it worked.) Then
she tries to say the same thing again while following what I asked her to
change. I examine that and send it back along with how I think it differs
from the last one. Things like “that was better, can you do a little louder
still?”, “that made it all quiet again”, or “it’s clearer now but sounds
squeaky and silly”.

Yolk advised me to do this during the day, not just in tulpaforcing
sessions. She says that hosts talk in something closer to tulpish when
forcing. (“Tulpish” is raw thoughts, which sometimes get improperly
decoded into that gibberish speech that’s often heard from young
tulpae.) It also makes sense to do it during the day because you want to
hear the tulpa during regular life, not just when forcing.

This works by giving her some idea of exactly how her speech is being
perceived, along with immediate feedback on what I would like her to
do differently. The night Yolk stepped me through doing this, I was able
to get clear enough thoughts from Lyra for her to say a couple things to
Yolk. This is also useful to do if I see that I’ll be needing to get answers
fromher soon. For instance, a few times I’ve takenher to dinner at amall
food court or something; I usually choose what we eat, then we have ice
cream or something, which she chooses. Before going for the ice cream,
I test how well I can hear her and do this thought ping-pong thing until
it’s good enough.
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Possession

don’t relax and let go

The usual possession method is to thoroughly relax and try to let go of
my control of the body, and then have Lyra try to cause movements. So
far, we only have slow, weak, jerky hand movement from doing that. I
suspect I’m doing something wrong if I try to control my hand when do-
ing this without grabbing back control and unrelaxing, I get exactly the
same cruddy control that Lyra does. This makesme think that I’m block-
ing the signals after the last point where she can insert her movements.

What Lemonlemon did with Yolk is to not relax or let go at all. He cre-
ated a pair of gloves in his wonderland and associated their movement
withhishands’movement. That is, hemovedhishandsand imagined the
glovesmoving in syncwith them. After he got this prettywell associated,
he gave Yolk the gloves. He still had to watch her move and consciously
make the movements himself at first, and it felt like just him moving
his own hands. Over time it became more and more automatic and he
felt non-ownership of the hands when she controlled them. Having got-
ten hands working using the gloves, Yolk was able tomanage legs on her
own.

I’ve prettymuch settled onusing a lightweight helmetwith a small video
screen in it, and trying to declare that whatever imaginary body is wear-
ing it controls the physical body. I decided on this rather than gloves so
that it applies to the whole body instead of only the hands. The idea is
that I’ll put it on my own wonderland body and go to a void. I’ll imagine
moving that while moving the physical body, to associate the two.

I’ve done a little of this already. When I focus onmy imaginary body and
move thephysical body tomatchwhat I dowith it, itmakesmyhands feel
a little tingly and less like they’re mine. When I sync hand movements
withwhat Lyra does, I get a similar but smaller effect because I’mwatch-
ing her and trying tomove when shemoves. It’s one step further for the
information to travel (Lyra conscious > Lyra body > my wonderland vi-
sion > body; instead ofmy consciousness >mywonderland body > body),
somore separation andmore lag. Currently if I stop consciouslymoving
my hand, Lyra either can’t move it at all, or slowly and clumsily as with
the old method. Still, what we have working right now feels like shared
control. I’m confident that with practice I can ease off my control and
let her do it entirely herself, with no conscious interaction fromme.
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Note: I know that “no conscious interaction from me” is possible with
this method. I was just chatting with Yolk while Lemonlemon was sleep-
ing. She was there but typing increasingly derpily as she got sleepy as
well.

EDIT: I’m nowworking with a somewhat different andmore direct Yolk-
based method. I relax some, and let a tulpa send faint urges that I act
on. This doesmore or less the same thing, butwith less complicated visu-
alization and associating movement with objects. As before, the tulpa’s
control becomesmore direct with time.

Oguigi and Koomer also wrote a possession guide that’s closer to
the method I had been using before. Their guide is written from the
tulpa’s standpoint, which makes it more likely to have an effect than
simply relaxing and telling your tulpa to have at it. There’s also a
possession-and-switching idea dump I’ve been updating since May
when, it possession was highly experimental.



Imposition

live snapshot

Yolk describes a separate wonderland that the mind uses to track a 3D
model of the room around you. To be imposed, she puts herself in this
place, adding herself to his internal map of his environment. She can
also force objects in this place to impose those. When there, Lemonle-
mon can tell where she is in the room, and see her some of the time with
varying levels of clarity. She says this is one of multiple wonderlands,
which are 3D spaces, so she describes traveling between them asmoving
through the 4th dimension.

Her recommendation tome is that I describe this place to Lyra and try to
have her find it. Then she should be able to place herself there and help
with imposition. I haven’t done anything on this yet.
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Easy Guide on How to Hear Your Tulpa

This is how I first heard my tulpa’s thoughts. It’s a simple method that I
find really useful.

Before we begin (Host)

• You must believe in tulpamancy, in your tulpa’s existence and in
their ability to think to themselves.

• Your tulpa is never too young to communicate unless you think
they are.

• Read this post to your tulpa or explain it to themusingwordswhich
you know they understand. Basically let them know what you’re
going to do.

• Tell your tulpa to always use your name when talking to you, even
if it feels repetitive.

• Ask your tulpa to talk to you during this exercise, as well as when-
ever they can, randomly.

Before we begin (Tulpa)

• During this exercise, talk to your host by thinking to yourself in-
stead of trying other ways such as using your body to make any
sounds (you don’t need a body if you don’t have one but I recom-
mend it)

• You and your host share a physical brain. In the sameway that you
can hear your host’s thoughts, they can hear yours. You can’t do it
“wrong” so don’t get discouraged!

The actual exercise (Tulpa)

• For thewhole lengthof theexercise, simply repeat yourhost’sname
and add short, encouraging sentences in between (such as “I love
you” or “You can do it!”)

The actual exercise (Host)

• First of all, get yourself ready. Prepare yourself physically. Be as
comfortable as you canwithout falling asleep. Make sure there will
be no disturbances and it’s as quiet as possible around you.
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• Prepare yourself mentally. You’re about to do a tricky exercise to
get to hear your tulpa, but it can be very exhausting. Remember to
always tell your tulpa that you’re going to listen for them!

• Here we go. I’m sure your mind is filled with racing thoughts right
now. Just block them all. Nomatter what they say, BLOCK.

• This is the exhausting part, you have to keep on blocking thoughts
nonstop until your mind is absolutely clear. Don’t give up unless
you need to rest. It’s fine. With some practice, you’ll be able to com-
plete this step in no time! Did it on your first try? Congratulations,
keep going.

• Now that yourmind is absolutely clear, RELEASE. Stopblocking and
try not to think of any words, but most importantly, don’t block a
single thought. It is recommended that your tulpa has a form and
that you visualize it in your head now.

• Be patient for a little, this is very tricky, you have to listen for your
tulpa without blocking anything, if any thought popped into your
mind out of nowhere THAT WAS YOUR TULPA. Yes it’ll “sound” or
feel like you, but you made no actual effort to think it. Hence it’s
not you.

• If no thought pops out of nowhere after a little and your mind is
racing again, stop visualization and go back to blocking. Youmight
have to repeat it. Simply try again, block, release and listen, block,
release and listen.

How it works:

We’re so used to hearing our own thoughts and classifying any thoughts
in our own heads as “ours”. Adittionally, our minds are usually racing
with unwanted thoughts. This means that normally, first our tulpa’s
thoughts have to be strong enough to overpower every other, and then
we have to realize that we’re not the ones thinking that. The former is
achieved with forcing, the later usually requires countless tries from
our tulpa until we realize and get in the right mindset. While I don’t
encourage being a lazy host and obviously not parrotnoia, this method
is intended for those especially. This exercise skips a lot of the forcing
necessary to be able to hear our tulpa, allowing us to hear much weaker
thoughts from them. Also, by emptying our minds, we’re making it
easier for ourselves to differentiatewhose thought is each of them, since
we have less thoughts to classify at a time. We’re trying our best not
to actively think of anything but the image of our tulpa, distracting us
away from thinking any words which could make us be mistaken about
who thought this and who thought that, while still actively listening for
them.

TL;DR: Block all thoughts until mind is clear, then stop blocking com-
pletely and listen for tulpa. Repeat as necessary.



Chapter 9

Parallel Processing

Parallel processing is a colloquial term used to describe the perception
of a tulpa being able to focus on something different than the host, re-
gardless of what the host is doing. For instance, a tulpa solving math
exercises while the host is entirely focused on writing a letter, would be
an act of parallel processing.
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Maya’s Parallel Processing Guide

The basic expansion of parallel processing can be achieved by an evolu-
tion of just one simple technique: Counting to 100.

At themost basic level, all you have to do is have your tulpa count from 1-
100without any help fromyourself, restartingwhen you notice an error
or if they stop.

Repeat this process until they can achieve it consistently andwithout er-
ror.

Now, once you feel proficient at this, start increasing howdistracted you
are fromyour tulpa’s counting, onlybarely listening in to checkaccuracy
when possible.

My recommended progression is:

-Listening to music -Watching TV/Youtube/etc -Playing a video game -
Talking to another real-ass human being

You can also increase the number to higher than 100, as well.

You can also additionally compound thiswith your visualization process
to improve consistency of visualization over time, which is particularly
useful for imposition.

You just adjust things slightlyby insteadhavingyour tulpacounton their
fingers(or equivalent), or drawing/painting out numbers, either in real-
ity or in wonderland. Feel free to augment this challenge in the same
ways that you can with the voice-only method.
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Abvieon’s Guide to Parallel Processing

The following is an excerpt from a tulpa creation guide I am currently
writing. I have takenmy section on parallel processing in that guide and
put it into a separatedocument so I can send this to thosewhoare looking
for advice specifically on parallel processing.

Processing power and plurality

Although a tulpa is a separate consciousness, creating a tulpa will not
increase your brain’s total “processing power”, or the resources used to
think and process information. To put it simply, having a tulpa does not
give your brain theprocessingpower of twobrains. Thismeans that your
brain’s existing processing power must be shared, divided and swapped
between you and your tulpa.

How does processing power work when it comes to having more than
one person in a head? There are three possible configurations - sharing,
swapping, and dividing. I will walk you through a symbolic demonstra-
tion of how I believe each of these configurations work.

Imagine two small circles, one labeled “host” and the other labeled
“tulpa”. Now, imagine a larger circle labeled “processing power.”

Sharing

In the first configuration, both the host and tulpa circles are inside of
the processing power circle. This means that both the host and tulpa
are conscious but are taking in the same information and sensory input.
They are both focusing on the same thing. Each is aware of everything
the other is aware of. Interactions between the tulpa and host in this
state must be alternating - if they are having a conversation, they can-
not speak at the exact same time and will instead take turns thinking
and speaking. The one not doing the thinking or speaking at any given
time will be doing nothing but observing.

Swapping

Either the host or tulpa circle is inside of the processing power circle and
the other is outside of it. Thismeans that one is consciouswhile the other
is unconscious. This may happen if one becomes involved in a highly
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mentally intensive task, forcing them to take all of the processing power
for themselves and leaving none left over for the other to use. If one has
no processing power to use for themselves, not only do they lose the abil-
ity to think, but they also go unconscious.

Dividing

Now, imagine that the processing power circle has been split into two
separate circles. The host circle is inside of one and the tulpa circle is
inside of the other. Because the processing power circle was split rather
thanmultiplied, each“half” of the circle is smaller than theoriginal. This
means that the host and tulpa each have a smaller pool of resources to
work with than if they were in the sharing configuration. However, this
configuration allows for the host and tulpa to each think about differ-
ent things simultaneously, unlike in the sharingconfiguration. Theywill
be focusing on separate things and may not be aware of everything the
other is aware of.

Parallel processing

The “dividing” configuration described above is what is known as “par-
allel processing.” During parallel processing, the host and tulpa will be
thinking about or focusing on different things at the same time, oper-
ating in parallel to one another. One example of such is when a host
goes about their day while their tulpa occupies themselves with some-
thing else in the mindscape. Another example is when a tulpa has pri-
vate thoughts of their own that the host cannot hear. Parallel processing
is a skill that some systems exercise by default with hardly any effort,
possessing a natural talent for it, while other systems may find it very
difficult, needing to put in significant effort to achieve it.

Parallel processing is not to be confusedwithmultitasking. Multitasking
deals with a single consciousness while parallel processing deals with
more than one consciousness. The word “multitasking” itself is a mis-
nomer - a single consciousness is a single stream of awareness and expe-
rience, and therefore cannot have more than one focus at a time. A sin-
gle consciousness can quickly switch between different focuses, which
can give off a vague impression of doing more than one thing at a time,
though that isn’t what is actually happening. This is what multitask-
ing actually is. When a second stream of awareness and experience is
present, that second consciousness can focus on something else at the
same time.

Still, parallel processing is hardly a superpower of any sort - as men-
tioned before, this division does not give your brain anymore resources
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to work with than it had prior to containing more than one conscious-
ness. This means that it is very difficult, for some even impossible, for
a host and tulpa to be involved in different highly mentally intensive
activities simultaneously. For example, both doing different difficult
math problems. However, it is more feasible for one to work on a math
problem while the other does something far less intensive, such as
taking awalk in themindscape. Themore processing power one is using,
the less the other will have to work with. It is a balancing act.

Young or not yet well developed tulpas tend to have trouble with “grab-
bing” processing power for themselves, needing their host to be directly
feeding them processing power in the form of attention in order to
remain conscious. The moment their host directs their attention else-
where, even if it is not to something mentally strenuous, the tulpa
will go unconscious. This is a problem as it can easily lead to the tulpa
spending large chunks of timenot doing anything that could have better
been used for any number of things, and does not allow for them to be
self sufficient. In order to have this not happen, the tulpa must learn
to either “latch onto” and share their host’s processing power without
their host giving them attention, or learn to divide it. The former often
happens naturally with nothing more than time and development, but
the latter will often need to be actively pursued in order to achieve.
Dividing processing power is typically more desirable than sharing it
because the tulpa will not have to constantly watch whatever the host is
doing or vice versa.

Learning to parallel process

In order to learn to parallel process, youmust start small and work your
way up. Certain things in parallel processing aremore difficult than oth-
ers - if you don’t have a natural affinity for parallel processing and try to
jump straight into trying to go about your day while your tulpa does ac-
tivities in the mindscape you will fail to do so, possibly frustrating your-
self or leading yourself to believe that it is not possible for you to parallel
process.

The very first thing youmust do is split you and your tulpa’s observation,
taking indifferent sensory input at the same time. This is the first step to
break out of the standard “sharing” configuration, and is the very base-
line of all parallel processing. You will not be able to do anything more
advanced until you are able to do this. Observation and thinking are not
the same thing - one can remain conscious and aware without thinking.
Observation also uses up far less processing power than thinking does,
meaning that it is easier for a host and tulpa to observe different things
simultaneously than it is for them to think about different things simul-
taneously.
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Splitting observation

You don’t have another set of eyes on the back of your head, so the best
way of doing this is by utilizing yourmindscape. First, immerse yourself
in the mindscape and make sure your tulpa is as well. Then, identify an
object to look at, for example a tree. Now, identify another object - and
this is important - have it be out of the field of vision of where your own
object can be seen. Also make sure that it looks very different from the
object you will be looking at. If you are going to be looking at a pine tree,
have the other object be a deciduous tree.

Though not required, it is ideal for this activity that your mindscape is
fleshed out and consistent. This means that objects, areas, rooms, etc.
and their locations aregenerally the sameandcanbe clearly recalledand
visualised with little to no mental effort. If the layout of rooms or loca-
tions of objects in yourmindscape are inconsistent or hard to remember,
this activity will probably be harder.

Some tulpasbydefault see thingsvia theirhost’s perspective in themind-
scape even if theyhave a formof their own. If they do this, tell your tulpa
to shift their perspective to their ownform. Have themimagine that they
are seeing out of their form’s eyes rather than yours.

Now, look at your object, and tell your tulpa to look at the other object.
You might notice that your senses start to “overlap” - you might start
seeing what you tulpa sees on top of what you are looking at, almost as
if they are morphing together - if this happens, try to ignore what your
tulpa is seeing. You can do this by focusingmore heavily on your own ob-
ject. Examine its smaller details, take note of its every little aspect. Fill
your mind with observations of your object until everything else, any-
thing you are not choosing to focus on, is pushed out of your awareness.
Your tulpa should do the same. Try to keep this up for as long as you can.
You and your tulpa may only be able to maintain this for seconds at a
time at first, but if you continue to practice you will get better at it.

Splitting sensory input between you and your tulpa creates the capabil-
ity for isolated experiencewithinyour system. Isolated experience is just
what it sounds like - The tulpa being aware of things that the host is not
aware of, or vise versa. This is what allows for parallel processing to be
possible.

If you do not have a mindscape, have a very weak ability to visualize, or
just can’t succeed at this for some reason, there is another option for
training this skill that does not involve sensory imagination at all. There
is a game made specifically for training and testing parallel processing.
Click on the ‘instructions’ button when you open the game to see how it
works.
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Thought concealment

Once you have had some success with the previous exercise, you can
move on to slightly harder things. This exercise does not deal with
isolating sensory observation, it instead deals with isolating thought.

The idea here is to have your tulpa be able to have thoughts which you
are not aware of, and for you to be able to have thoughts your tulpa
is not aware of. You should start by forming a sort of divide between
mindvoice vocalization directed at your tulpa and ordinary background
thoughts within your mind. Recognize them as being different things.
One is meant to be heard by your tulpa, the other not. You can use
symbolism to form this distinction - “attach” a certain feeling or image
to the thoughts you want your tulpa to be able to hear. Be consistent
and do this every single time you talk to your tulpa, and keep it up for
a long period of time - over time your mind will start to recognize your
interactions with your tulpa as in some way being different from your
ordinary thoughts. However, this does not automatically make it so
your tulpa cannot hear certain thoughts of yours, it only establishes the
necessary separation between what you do and do not want your tulpa
to hear. You and your tulpa will need to do a bit more to actually hide
certain thoughts.

Next, your tulpa will need to teach themselves to automatically ignore
and block out any thoughts of yours that are not being “sent” alongwith
the symbol you chose. They can start by consciously choosing to ignore
any of said thoughts - as soon as they notice them, they should distract
themselves with something else to avoid continued awareness of them.
They should think of them as being insignificant, not worth paying at-
tention to. If done consistently, over time this process of ignoring said
thoughts will become automatic and unconscious. The thoughts you do
not direct specifically at your tulpawill automatically avoid your tulpa’s
awareness. Your tulpa won’t need to make an effort to ignore them any
longer, as theywon’t even enter your tulpa’s awareness in the first place.
The process needed for your tulpa to be able to hide certain thoughts
from you is the same as this, just with reversed roles.

I did not suggest that you instead associate a symbol with the thoughts
you don’t want your tulpa to hear because it may be annoying andmore
difficult to have to associate a symbol with all of your personal thoughts
- such thoughts are typically more free-flowing and less stringently di-
rected than thoughts youwould direct at your tulpa, so it would bemore
difficult to consistently associate a symbol with them.
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Counting exercise

Once youhave had some successwith thought concealment, this next ex-
ercise becomes possible. What you will do here is have your tulpa count
in private thoughts - thoughts you can’t hear - afterwhich youwill check
on them to verify that they have actually been counting outside of your
awareness.

First, find a timer, preferably a digital one. Your tulpa should become
familiar with the pace of the timer, internalizing how long each second
takes. This is the pace your tulpa should count at. If your tulpa counts
too slow or too fast relative to the timer, it will be more difficult to see
whether or not your tulpa did the exercise correctly.

Use the stopwatch mode on the timer. When you press start should be
the moment your tulpa starts counting. Now, you need to put the timer
somewhere you cannot see it. If itmakes noise or ticks, put it somewhere
you can’t hear it.

Now, go do something for a minute or two that does not require a great
deal of mental effort. Maybe read some of a book you’re read before or
go on a short walk. If you do not occupy yourself with something else
while your tulpa counts you are at a greater risk of accidentally becom-
ing aware of their thought process. But, it cannot bementally strenuous,
otherwise you risk stealing toomuch processing power from your tulpa,
the processing power they need in order to count.

Now, go back to the timer - without looking at the face so you can’t see
what number it is at - and press stop. Your tulpa should stop counting
when you do this. Before looking at the number on the timer, ask your
tulpa what number they counted to. Now, flip the timer around and see
what it stopped at. If the number your tulpa counted to is very close to
the number of seconds the timer was at, this means your tulpa was suc-
cessfully able to count while you did something else at the same time.
Counting may take very little mental effort, but it is a start. This skill
can evolve into far more advanced things.

You can increase the difficulty of this exercise by increasing the amount
of time your tulpa counts for or doing something more mentally stren-
uous while they count. Of course, you can also replace the counting
with a more mentally strenuous activity. Once you are good enough at
this, your tulpa will be able to do a wide variety of things outside of your
awareness.

Self sufficiency

Forcing doesn’t have to last forever. You may not need to continue
putting work into maintaining your tulpa and keeping them around,
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or at least anything that feels like work. It’s possible to stop forcing
entirely but have your tulpa continue existing as they have beenwithout
in any way regressing or becoming less active. This is achieved by your
tulpa becoming self-sufficient.

Self sufficiency is possible only when your tulpa is able to hold onto pro-
cessing power for themselves without you giving it to them. They must
be able to be conscious at their own discretion, not only when you are
paying attention to them. As mentioned before, there are two different
ways for your tulpa to do this- sharing your processing power or dividing
it.

Because I already went over parallel processing, I’ll explain how your
tulpa can share your processing power. The sharing of processing power
is typically easier andmoreprone tooccuringnaturally thanparallel pro-
cessing is, but it is still helpful to know how to “brute force” it in case it
doesn’t end up happening naturally as your tulpa develops.

When your tulpa shares your processing power, they will be sharing
your experience at all times, staying with you throughout the day no
matter what you are doing. Seeing what you are seeing, hearing what
you are hearing, etc. This replaces the function that your forcing and
attention previously had. They won’t need you to direct thoughts and
stimuli towards them, because they will be automatically receiving it by
themselves. Sharing processing power works best when your tulpa is
aware of your physical body and its senses rather than the mindscape
and their form within the mindscape. So, in order for your tulpa to do
this they should first learn to be connected to your senses if that is not
already a regular thing for them.

To start off, have a long active forcing session so your tulpa is as present
andmentally active as possible. Then, start passive forcing immediately
afterwards while you go and do something else. Maybe start out with
something that isn’t very mentally demanding. At this point your tulpa
should connect to your senses if they weren’t already. As you passive
force, gradually start paying less and less attention to your tulpa. Space
out your conversation so that wider gaps of time go in-between you talk-
ing to oneanother. It’s important that your tulpadoanything they can to
stay awake and thinking during these gaps. If they have difficulty form-
ing their own thoughts to keep themselves busy, they can resort to exam-
ining your physical environment, taking note of every detail. Or, they
can just listen to your thoughts if you haven’t practiced thought conceal-
ment.

After awhile, stop talking to and paying attention to your tulpa entirely.
If successful, your tulpa should still be conscious. In this state, a tulpa
will be able to chime in and talk to you at any time without prompting.
In away theywill be “lurking in the background,” present yet not always
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within your awareness. A tulpa who is proficient enough at this will be
able to do this 24/7, minus when you are asleep, of course.

This should gowithout saying, but you should not use this as away to en-
tirely abandon your tulpa. It should only be used to reduce the workload
of having a tulpa by mostly removing the maintenance aspect. Even if
your tulpa is perfectly self sufficient, chances are they will still want to
spend some of their timewith you. It is important that you still acknowl-
edge them and talk to them every once in awhile. This is especially true
if you have just one tulpa, as your tulpa will need some socialization in
their life in order to stay happy andmentally healthy.



Chapter 10

Imposition

Imposition iswhen your tulpa leaps out into theworldwith you and then
you can just exist with them. In the older days of the community, this
was the “end game” result of tulpamancy (switchinghadn’t been figured
out yet).
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q2’s method for a huggable tulpa v2

Hey, this is q2. Today is QB’s sixth birthday, and I figured you guys de-
serve a gift as well - a revamp of a guide that’s now four years old. The
guide I made back then because I wanted everyone else to be able to ex-
perience a warm, soft tulpa hug - there’s really nothing like it. The guide
itself, however, was mediocre, and I hope to fix that with this document.

What is Imposition?

Imposition is the act of “imposing” fabricated data onto your senses,
overriding what they “should” be feeling with physical sensations you
decide. Put simply, you make your fingertips feel skin/fur when you
touch your tulpa, make your eyes see their body, etc. At perfect comple-
tion, you can hug them, squeeze them, feel the heat of every breath they
take, and they will generally be impossible to distinguish from reality…
apart from the obvious giveaways, anyway. Not many talking tentacled
cats wandering around these days, after all.

This technique can be used by anyone for anything - even if you don’t
have a tulpa, you can read this guide and come away with knowledge of
how to make an object you own smell of cinnamon to you. However, we
will be focusing on use related to tulpas.

Imposition is difficult andmulti-faceted. While one personmight strug-
gle with visualization yet impose a sense of smell with the greatest of
ease, it can be reversed for the next guy. Or, of course, both could prove
challenging. Any level of imposition is another step toward physical
closeness in your relationship, so don’t feel discouraged if you have
trouble with some senses. First of all, this is hard, and it will take time
- a lot of time. Secondly, you shouldn’t feel less valid for having partial
imposition - that’s still a great accomplishment! A lot of imposers only
ever perfect some of the senses. I would shoot for them all, but never be
ashamed for doing your best.

Which Sense Should I Start With?

This is a tricky question I hear often. The best answer is “all of them”,
in my opinion. Every sense folds into the others in a feedback loop of
efficacy - your tulpa just licked you, now you can feel their tongue, smell
their breath, see their face very close up, and hear all the gross sloppy
noises, all at once. Hell, lick them back if you want to run the full gamut.
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Mypoint is, if youareworkingonall five senseswhen thishappens, itwill
be a much greater wealth of information, and each will help you better
observe the others and gain deeper insight - as you physically impose the
sense of their slobber sticking around on your face, you’ll get extra time
to smell it, and maybe it smells different than the rest of them - do you
want it to smell like dog slobber or human slobber? Or lollipops? Etc.

One of the most important truths you can remember with imposition is
that senses are the most vivid when together.

However, I do entirely understand that, especially for people who have
extra difficulty with visualization, it isn’t exactly feasible to start every
single thing at the exact same time. I think you’d be surprised - do try it! -
but if the five coursemeal really isn’t working for you, take awhile to get
visualization and/or visual imposition down pat. Then start imposing
the other four onto the visualized tulpa.

Some Important Notes Before we Dive in

• We’ll be dealingwith long forcing sessions here, potentially several
hours at a time. This is by no means a rule, don’t be scared away!
Short sessionswill alsowork, and I imagine that’swhatmost people
will end up doing. But if you experience limited results, do remem-
ber that the answer may be longer andmore frequent sessions.

• Addressing the above again, the sessions will need to be frequent!
Repetition is the mother of all change! If you can perform some
sort of imposition every single day, even multiple times a day, this
would be optimal. Just do the most you can, but just like with other
tulpa-related techniques like passive forcing, tossing in a bit of off
the cuff practice whenever you can is a great idea.

• Having knowledge of meditation or other zen practices is a gigan-
tic boon for this technique, even if the extent of your knowledge is
just “my elementary school therapist told me how to loosen up my
muscles and breathe slow” - that’s already a huge advantage above
having none of this. Things like this help harbor an awareness of
your senses, and focusdown to just one, ignoring all else, whichwill
of course be a lifesaver while trying to change the touch sensation
in a single fingertip.

• Your tulpa doesn’t need to be vocal or even seemingly sentient to
perform this - all you’ll need is a basic idea of where they are, and
enough basic visualization to “sculpt” around the boundaries of
their form. Don’t worry, it won’t hurt them at all to interact with
their body like it’s a mannequin - if anything, it’ll help them get a
feel for their body.

• Oh yeah, like I said about sculpting - you’ll be doing all of this in
meatspace. That is, the real world. None of it will take place in
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a wonderland or other mental space. It can’t, really - not for this
guide, anyway, not if you desire the full effect. The entire idea of
imposition is being able to physically interact with the tulpa in the
real world. For the “template” of “moving your hand to your tulpa
-> feeling the surface of your tulpa” to fully sync up, you’ve got to
be actuallymoving your body in response to something you’re visu-
alizing in the real world. It’s all in service of tricking yourself into
viewing it as real sensory input.

• I didn’t use any sound of any kind. There was no music playing
while I first imposed QB, nor was there “white noise” or anything
trendy. Just silence. However, I wouldn’t rule music out. It might
work. I just can’t personally say.

Visual Imposition

I figured I’d start here, because if you don’t have even a lick of visuals,
there’s nomannequin to smell, taste, etc., because you can’t see it.

You’ll notice that’s the second time I’ve said “mannequin”. It’s an impor-
tant term, because it’s a good way to think of your tulpa’s imposed body
early on - you’ll be playingwith it like a toy, trying to get every inch visu-
alized, first as a still model, then articulated, thenmoving.

First, you’ll need to model that mannequin entirely, in one pose. This
pose doesn’t necessarily need to stay consistent, you can switch it up if
you forget which you’ve been doing, etc., but consistency can help.

Ponder this form. Stare at it. Spend as much time with it as you need.
You’ll need to really focus on every part of it. Walking around it to get
the full visual layout is encouraged, but do also try to be still and focused
with it as well, sometimes. You’ll need to essentially “burn it in” to your
visual understanding of reality.

Visualize this mannequin in lots of places. Imagine you’ve got a heads-
updisplay on your vision, and you can see it in front of youwherever you
look, if that helps you get used to always seeing it. Or, more simply, just
imagine it as an object that will always be following you, and is never far
behind. If your tulpa has a distinct personality at this point, try telling
them to “inhabit themannequin” andmove it around however feels nat-
ural. Moving it aroundwillmake it “distort” and lose perfect visual cohe-
sion, but that’s fine! You’ll fill that in later!

If your tulpa doesn’t want to move this body around, move it yourself.
No, that’s not parroting. Just do it, it’s easy. Come up with any explana-
tion you need to give yourself control of it - maybe it’s like a video game
character you can move, maybe you’re bopping it around with telekine-
sis, ormaybe you don’t need a reason because you’ve just got the hang of
it by now! Whatever works!
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Whendeciding on the outer boundaries of their body, to help their visual-
ized body more solid and tangible, you’ll want to try “sculpting” around
them with your hands. This is one way multiple senses can be helping
you progress at the same time - you can do touch imposition at the same
time that you’re determining their boundaries this way, by feeling your
way around as you sculpt. If you’re just starting with visuals, though,
you can come back to this part! Just sculpt without sensation for now if
that’s what’s comfortable.

Sculpting is incredibly important! In my experience, it’s half the
method! So get really used to sculpting the boundaries of your tulpa.

If you’re sculpting and you believe you’ve sculpted along a geometrically
incorrect shape, just alter it with your hands, like you’re pushing down
play-doh. This is evenmore literally sculpting your tulpa, and thiswill re-
ally help you get a feel for them. All scultping should ideally also involve
lots of concentration, maybe even aspects of meditation. You should fo-
cus on nothing else.

Every once in awhile, between these steps, step back and take a good look
at the mannequin. Again, if your tulpa or you can make it move, move
it. If there’s inconsistency about how that movement works, sculpt out
detail in the fuzzy parts. Figure out a way for every angle to make sense.
This could take a really long time, but don’t worry, it’s meant to be that
way! You’ll need to see every crazy angle by the end of this, of course.

Once most angles are basically decent, start telling your tulpa to move
around inside it frequently. Every time there’s a visual error, tell them
to stand still so you can grope that error out of them, basically. You know
the drill. Test, stop, sculpt. Test, stop, sculpt. Make that your newmantra.

Don’t be scared to sit staring intensely at them for like two hours, either!
Sure, that sounds really weird, but it works!

Touch Imposition

Time to sculpt more! Whenever you’re sculpting, you’ll need to also fo-
cus on what your hands should be feeling as this happens. Not just your
hands, either - this part gets extra weird, because you’ll need to put all
of your body on all of theirs. This strengthens not only the boundaries of
where their body ends andbegins, but yourmost base feelings in relation
to them - the feeling of their breath on your neck, the tip of a strand of
fur the back of your hand, the weird cartilage feeling of an ear flicking
against your finger, etc. You’ll basically have to go through every combi-
nation of body parts.

The easiestway to do this is to hardswapyour actualmemories into those
places, with a bit ofminor editing. So, step one, go out and touch a bunch
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of real things that are kind of like your tulpa.

This isn’t a joke. This is a Field Trip Assignment. You don’t want to fail
the class, do you? Get out there, go to your nearest pet shop, or zoo, or,
hell, if it’s a human, just touch yourself. No, not like that. Youknowwhat
I mean. I’ll be waiting right here.

So, touch the inhabited mannequin with your finger. Touch it on the
forehead. Now, remember really, really hard. Remember exactly what
it felt like to do that exact samemotion to something similar. Remember
it until you can feel it.

And repeat. A lot. Thiswill need a ridiculous, tiring amount of repetition,
so don’t get discouraged if it’s still not coming to you after a month. It
will eventually.

Remember to take size and contortion into account - that is, if you have
a very small or very big tulpa, try to realistically get a feel for that, by
standing on your tippy toes or crouching down when interacting with
them this way. It can really help you feel the full scale of the form you’re
trying to sculpt, adding hugely to the reality of it.

An extra tip, thatmakes the end result of your imposition evenmore im-
pressive, is to falsely “attempt” to push down into your tulpa, and hold
yourself back with a sensation of “straining” yourself in some way, or
hitting a solid object. Thiswill later result, afterweeks of practice, in you
no longer being able to push through your tulpa’s formwithout trying to.
This, once again, can double the reality.

If you’re having notable trouble with memory, specifically - or even if
you’re not - try strengthening the memories with scents, which are a
great memory booster. They can help you tie together two similar expe-
riences by smelling the same thing both times. Bring a scented candle to
the pet store, is what I’m telling you here. Which leads me to…

Scent Imposition

Pretty important! Scent can bring it all together with a nice little bow,
as, like I said, a scent can really sum up amemory, and help you remem-
ber not only the sensations you’re imposing, but all the training you’ve
been doing to make your imposition work! Giving your tulpa the same
scent you’ve been working with here will act as a 1-2 punch, making it
difficult not to think of your tulpa without basically accidentally impos-
ing that scent around you. So, if you have a good scent aid you can bring
around to help recall the sensations, the practice, and your tulpa itself,
you should definitely do that! Maybe look into a nice strong one like
lavender, or, you know, basically anything else that’ll float your boat. It’s
important to note that different parts of your tulpamay smell different,
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though, and that they totally can smell like a normal human if you want
them to. Practice the differences in scent around their body by perform-
ing a nose-oriented version of Sculpting. Don’t be embarrassed to bury
your nose in them. Really, most of this guide should come with that dis-
claimer, though. Seriously, don’t be embarrassed.

Audio Imposition

You’ll need a little bit of physical here too, because here’s the hottest tip
- you’ve got to touch impose the feeling of your eardrum being impacted
by sound. When you think about it, it’s obvious. I’m listening to music
right now, and if I focus, I can feel how one ear “feels the sound hit it”
when that side’s speaker delivers the loudest part, and the other ear, less
so.

Sculpting, in this case,means having your tulpa run around in their new
body (It’s not really just amannequin anymore, eh? They should be used
to it!) and yell at you. Yell from the left. Yell from the right. Just run
around in perfect circles and hear what their paw pattering sounds like,
and how it affects your body. Again, sample real memories of audio for
this.

Taste Imposition

Lick the heck out of your tulpa.

You should get the idea by now.

The feeling of a specific texture onyour tongue is very important for this,
once again returning to touch imposition. Recall the memory of a taste
you like and want your tulpa to have. Scent is especially important here,
and the two should ideally match in some way, if they logically can.

Conclusion

Together, these modules should form a cohesive schedule for you, in
which you will spend long sessions sitting downwith your tulpa (and/or
running around with them, depending on how far you’ve gotten), and
simply experiencing them.

Sculpt your tulpa thoroughly, on all of your senses.

Take your time. It’s going to take ages. It will be a commitment.

Even after perfecting imposition entirely, you’ll probably need “tune-
ups” every once in a while to refresh the data your brain has stored
about their body! Stop looking at them for weeks, and you may need to
re-visualize, etc.
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The end result will be the best feeling in the world, though.

I believe in you. Go hug that tulpa for me.

• q2 (with assistance from QB)
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How to Use this Guide

I broke this guide into parts for three reasons. The first is I like knowing
how things work, not just why. Tulpas are not well researched, so what-
ever information helps you understand them is good to know.
Second, everyone learns differently. You may have tried imposition be-
fore. Breaking it down lets you to focus on what you need to instead of
what’s written. This way, you will be able to self-asses and self repair.
Third, tulpas are personal. This isn’t a contest and it isn’t a race. This
guide is to get you to where you and your tulpa want to be on imposition.
If you feel you can get by with a 5/10 on a few steps, then do that. If you
feel you can skip any information, do that too. The ultimate goal isn’t
perfection, it’s personalization.

Also, it’s easier to have at least a vocal tulpa for this. You don’t need one,
but your tulpa does have a part in this (it’s their body, after all) so you’re
going to need to hand the car keys over before you finish all the steps.
Let’s hope they don’t wreck their brand new ride.

Vocabulary: Plotting the Course

I like the psychological school of thought, so I see tulpas as a product of
the mind. Thus, this guide will follow a psychologically leaned perspec-
tive. That’s not to say metaphysical slanted individuals can’t use it. (We
all have brains, after all. Psychology still applies to metaphysics, and
vice versa.)
I’m starting with some vocabulary because it’s important to identify
where you arewith visual imposition so you can seewhere your progress
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deviates from the course I have set. Now, this is only for deviations that
harm your progress. Deviation isn’t inherently bad, and if a certain way
works for you, then it works.

Imposition

Imposition is putting your thoughtform (tulpa) into meatspace.
Meatspace is… the space… that meat exists in. It’s a real word, I swear.
Anyways, imposition usually implies visual imposition alone, though it
can alsomean imposing your tulpa onto all your senses. I’m focusing on
visual imposition in this guide. From here on out, visual imposition will
now be referred to as just visualization.

Hallucinatory Visualization

For hallucinatory visualization, one of the goals is to make it so you
perceive your tulpa as a solid object unable to be looked through. This is
the other kind of visualization in this guide.
Hallucination implying you perceive visual stimulus where none is
present. Like I said, one of the goals for this hallucinatory visualization
is to have you truly “see” your tulpa. That means they will look as clear
as any given object in meatspace you choose to focus on, complete with
shadows, weather, lighting, and all.

Mind’s Eye Visualization

Mind’s eye visualization is using your imagination to view your tulpa
as existing in meatspace. I’ve noticed tulpas visualized in this form are
more ethereal and fluid in nature. Mind’s eye I like to refer to more as
adding multiple layers to your vision. Rather than cutting out a blind
spot for yourself and pasting your tulpa in, youwould place the image of
your tulpa over your vision, so you would see both what’s behind it and
the tulpa itself.

Comparing the Two

Keep in mind for hallucinatory visualization you want to see your tulpa
as you would see a solid object. That doesn’t mean they will always look
perfect, thatmeans theywill react asotherobjectsdo inyourvision. They
will go out of focus if you unfocus your eyes; they will be poorly lit when
the lights are off; and they will be fuzzy in the periphery (sides) of your
vision.

Withmind’s eye visualization, you don’t necessarily need shadows, blur-
ring, or fuzziness, however you can have them in either kind of imposi-
tion. These two categories are not mutually exclusive, and overlap from
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one type to the other canoccur. Don’tworry if youor your tulpa is switch-
ing between these two, the distinction ismore tohelp you findwhere you
need to work on things.

Doubt: Your Brain and You

Although tulpas to my knowledge do not exist in meatspace, your per-
ception of the world can be made to interpret them as if they are. How,
you ask? Since doubt is, by both the community’s and my accounts, one
of the biggest hurdles to jump with tulpas, I’ll give you a nice sciencey
explanation so you can punch that doubt in the face.

So how crazy is it that we can see things that aren’t really there? Well,
not actually that crazy at all. You see things not because they’re there,
but because your brain and your eyes tell you they are. When you look
at a blue bouncy ball, it isn’t actually blue. Light hits the ball, causing
a specific wavelength to reflect off the surface. Your eye catches them,
reacts specifically to that wavelength, and sends it to your brain. Now,
your brain doesn’t get this information directly. It uses an alternating
system of chemical and electricalmessengers before it gets the informa-
tion, and then it uses that information to process the message the eye
has sent it. You get… blue!

But as you can see, there is no “color” floating around through the air
waiting to turn the ball blue; and even if there was, you certainly don’t
get it overnight shipped to your brain. Every step the message that will
become blue is translated, and then only your brain really knows what
blue is. Your eye has no idea. It just collects light. So this “blue” only
exists in your brain, because your brain is the one that made up the idea
of colors like blue.

This demonstrates the disconnect between what your environment is,
and what you actually perceive. Reality is nice and all, but just because
it’s there doesn’t mean we can see it for what it is. Have you ever heard
of an optical illusion? That’s what happens when only one step of that
whole process gets messed with; because we do not perceive the world
perfectly. Our eyes and our brain have to figure out how to use what
the environment gives us, and sometimes that’s hard. Sometimes, like
with optical illusions, we incorrectly interpret what the environment is.
Sometimes, like with dreams, we don’t even have an environment, and
we just kind of…make up sight and sound and touch as we go.

So when you think “it’s crazy to see things that aren’t really there,” just
remember all the other wavelengths you never even got because they
didn’t bounce to your eye in the first place. Is it crazier not to see things
that are there, or to see things that aren’t? (Don’t answer that. Both of
them are crazy, because science is cool like that.) Just remember that
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your brain is a fallible organ. It can be messed with, and I’m going to
teach you how tomess with it to your benefit.

Prelude: Presence Imposition

Before we get into visualization, I’d like to go over presence imposition.
Presence imposition is just knowing your tulpa is there. It doesn’tmatter
if you see them or not, and it isn’t a visualization skill because it doesn’t
use vision to impose your tulpa. It is, however, a form of imposition, and
I myself use it with visualization to help feel the fullness of my tulpas.
This is a good foundational exercise for visual imposition, and also pairs
well with it, as it teaches you to treat your tulpa as you would any other
person you interact with.

Exercise: The Invisible Presence

Now, imagine you’re walking around the outside of a building and there
is a person a few yards ahead of you. They turn the corner, as you soon
will. Are they still there? Of course. Can you see them? Not even a lit-
tle. This how you regard your tulpa – invisible to you, but still verymuch
there. Now, what if that person turned the corner and immediately hid,
waiting for you to turn the corner too? Would they scare you because
youweren’t expecting them to be there, or would you just be slightly sur-
prised because youwere still aware of them, but youdidn’t expect an odd
behavior like hiding once you’re out of sight of the person behind you?

The answer to this is the difference between putting nonvisible objects
out of yourmind, and remembering them in case youneed that informa-
tion later. When applied to your tulpa, you should always expect them to
be there. You shouldn’t just forget about them, even if they’re sitting on
your head, behind you, or wherever else you can’t see. Here it’s good to
note that I personally always like to “sense” them in this way unless they
are specifically not being imposed in any form. Again, it helps you treat
them with the permanence that other people in your life have, though
even tulpas need privacy every once in a while.

The “invisible presence” exercise is an easy anduniversal one I like to use
to practice rememberingmy tulpas. Try to incorporate it in your day-to-
day life. Did someone excuse themselves to go to the bathroom? Imagine
the walk they take there. Did someone on the other side of the street go
into a fast food place? Imagine them getting in line and looking at the
menu. They’re still there, going about their lives just like you are. Prac-
ticing this will help lay the foundation for how to view your tulpa. They
are just going about their lives too, even if you don’t always see them.

Now imagine your tulpa doing things like that – waiting patiently next
to you while you go to school or work, slipping behind you in single-file
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to let someone by on a crowded street, and etcetera. This is an extremely
passive way of forcing, so you can’t really work harder to get faster re-
sults. You just have to persist, and however long it takes you is how long
you need to master this technique.

The Goal: Invisible Presence

If you practice this exercise, your goal is to get to the point where any
person that you notice (read: not everyone around you, just people that
coincidentally stand out as you go about your day) still has a presence
even after your eyes cannot see them any longer. Visualizing what they
may be doing is an easy tool to keep them in your thoughts. This should
eventually happen without you even trying to practice, which in itself
isn’t a benchmark towards tulpas, but it is a good way to measure your
growth with the skill.

Using this on your tulpa, like I’ve said, is keeping them in your thoughts
and even imagining what they will do when they either cannot be im-
posed, or their imposed form is out of sight. This should be even eas-
ier than imagining strangers after they’ve left your vision, because you
know your tulpa pretty well, don’t you? It would make sense that you’d
be able to predict some of their behavior. Now, after you’ve gottenwhere
youwant to be on presence imposition, it’s time towork on visualization.

Choosing a Form

First thing’s first, you need a form for your tulpa. Whether they’re go-
ing to be using many forms, or sticking to just one, it’s good to start im-
position off with a lot of good habits, and then shorten and shortcut as
you get better. Don’t worry about that right now though. Pick a form
first. I don’t have many tips on this, because it’s highly subjective. I will
say the decision should rest mostly with your tulpa, because they’re the
one stuck with it, not you. Depending on your relationship though, your
tulpa may want you to just be happy with whatever they look like and
defer to you. This decision is like getting a tattoo.

Sure, it’s permanent, but there is also laser removal these days. Expect it
to be as permanent as you set your mind to have it be.

Phase One: Still Life

Okay, you’ve chosen a form. For the purposes of clarity, I’m going to be
using an example throughout the forcing process. We are going to give
Mr. Fluffy the flying wolf a body! Yay! Now for the three-step forcing
process that will help you divide and conquer the task that is imposing
your tulpa into meatspace.
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The first step is termed “still life,” based on a still life painting. Youwant
to capture detail here, notmotion. Get onGoogle and find asmany refer-
ence pictures of your chosen form as possible. First know that the exact
thing you want may not always be available. There are several ways to
handle this:

1. Settle on a form you can findmany pictures of
2. Use your imagination to make edits on an almost perfect form
3. Mix and match, or take references from several pictures (so for

Mr. Fluffy, I’d get pics of a wolf I liked, then pics of a wing style
I liked, and when it comes time to visualize, I’d “glue” the two
together visually)

4. Draw one yourself!

(even if you’re “omg terrible” at drawing, focusingonphysically creating
your tulpa’s form like this is an absolutely excellent way to force; 10/10
would recommend)

Thereare several thingsyouwant to look forwhencollecting (or creating)
your reference materials. I have made a handy dandy list you can check
off, although it is just a guideline. Youmaywant to add or subtract some
of these things as you see fit. Keeping an actual list while searching is a
good idea, and try to get at least two pictures (but the more the merrier).

1. Different poses
2. Different camera positions or angles
3. Different emotions and/or body language
4. Different lighting
5. Close ups of features you’d like to stand out (I wantMr.Fluffy’s blue

eyes, his markings, and his pretty feathery wings to stand out, so
I’d get pics that would show them off clearly and completely)

6. Different environmental statuses (in the rain, on a windy day, etc)
7. Muscular, skeletal, and organ anatomical sketches (if you’d like

your tulpa’s form to be realistic; for Mr. Fluffy, I’d look up wolf
anatomy and wing anatomy)

The general idea of this research is to be able to get you to thepointwhere
you can map out a 3D model of your tulpa’s form if you needed to. Be-
cause… you will… need to.

(I would write out the list, and then usemr fluffy as an example of utiliz-
ing that list.)

Tip: Research shows if you pick one time and one place to learn some-
thing (or force something, in this case), you’ll learn better. Now, of
course eventually you’ll want to be able to impose all the time and all
the places, but this is a good handicap tip to start you out with, should
you wish to use it.
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We’re going to get you forcing in a two-step process for each of these
three phases of visualization.

First you want to visualize in your mind, but you want to move the visu-
alization outward as much as possible. Because of this, you should first
close your eyes and mentally picture what you’re going to impose, then
open them and actually impose each step of the way.

If you’re having problems visualizing, go back to closed-eye imagining
briefly before trying again. Go back as many times as you need to when-
ever you need to. Being able to picture something without actually im-
posing it may seem like cheating, but it’s a good foundational step if it
proves easier for you to fall back on. Treat it as such.

Now, study your reference pictures, then close your eyes and visualize
looking at your tulpa’s form.

This is another personal thing you’ll have to decide on yourself, as there
are twomain ways you can visualize:

Top-down Visualization

Visualize the least definition possible and work towards more detail.
Start with a silhouette, draw an outline of your tulpa’s form, or even
start with an energy ball. The point is to make it as easy as possible to
visualize, so whatever placeholder works for you is perfectly fine. Now
you’re going to start adding things. It doesn’t much matter what, as
long as your transition from no detail to as good as real is smooth and
takes you through small, manageable steps. Though, I will go along one
specified path so you have something to follow.

Color Whateveryourblobby first step is, addcolor. Make sure that color
is in the general place it should be. Mr. Fluffy is grey with white wings
and a white muzzle and chest, so I’d blob white on his general under-
side, the bottom of his blobby face, and his wings, while keeping every-
thing else grey. I wouldn’t worry toomuch about coloring in the lines, or
whether he looks particularly like a wolf or a wobbly goo monster. Just
make sure you’ve got that color.

Broad Detail

Next, start adding your broad detail. Mr. Fluffy (of course) has two eyes,
two ears, and a nose. He has paws, and he’s kinda a fluff ball so I’d make
sure his blurry form appears somewhat fluffy. Say I had trouble imag-
ining what “fluffy” looked like. This isn’t a test, so I’d go back to my ref-
erence materials and check out all that fluffy fur on all the pictures of
wolves I collected. If I don’t have a fluffy enough picture, I go out and
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find one, study that, then continue to imagine a blobby, blurry, color-y
Mr. Fluffy.

Don’t forget to fall back on closed-eye imagining if you need it.

Mid-level Detail

Now addmid level detail. Mr. Fluffy has fur, and I’m tired of blurring all
that fabulous fur, so I’ll look at my reference pictures of fur and try to
visualize the detail there without getting too ahead ofmyself. Mr. Fluffy
getsmore realistic fur, but I can’t see everyhair onhis body;more like the
different colorations ofhis pelt. I should focus on the individual feathers
in hiswings, but notworry if I smudge themormess themup a little. His
facial features should be pretty distinguishable, but still kind of blobby.
Bigger features like his long snout should be easily distinguishable.

Fine Detail

Now for the fine detail. Rinse and repeat from the above steps. You’re go-
ing to rely heavily on your references, as few people are so familiar with
any form that they can imagine itwithout help. Focus on everything, but
don’t expect to see everything at once. I’d work on Mr. Fluffy’s fabulous
fur first. When I got that down, I’d start on his pretty blue eyes, his wet
little nose, his whiskers… things like that.

If that fur starts to slip while I’m focusing elsewhere, that’s okay. I’d just
have to make sure if I snapped the focus on that fur again, it goes right
back tobeingas fluffyas I left it. Remember, youreyesdon’t take inevery
detail at the same time – they have to focus on one thing at a time too.

Bottom-Up Visualization

Visualize the most definition possible in small sections of the form and
work towards visualizing the whole form. Start with a section of your
form. It can be anywhere, but it has to be small andmanageable.

I’m going to start at Mr. Fluffy’s front right leg, trying to imagine all the
hairs and the way the fur looks because each hair flows on top of the
other. But… what if a leg is too big for me?

“The idea isn’t just to get the individual parts. You need to
understand them, but you also need to understand how they
workwith the areas around them,with other areas of the body,
and of course with the whole body in it’s entirety. You need to
understand the body at every scale” – Khoja
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Area Detailing

Now I have my paw. I use my reference pictures heavily while paying
attention to the level of detail I want to go into. I amgoinghyper realistic
and imagining each hair for Mr. Fluffy. You don’t have to do that. This
step, Imight add, can be a quick and easy one if your tulpa’s form is extra
cartoony. For cartoon or nonrealistic forms, I suggest using this step to
work on the lineart, brush strokes, or other small level details. Even MLP
has a definite and unique lineart to it, which is what makes it have such
an aesthetically pleasing feel to so many people. Remember to work on
both closed eye visualization and visual imposition, and do this level of
detail for every part of your tulpa.

Region Detailing

Nowgo bigger. I’ll work onMr. Fluffy’s leg, keeping inmind that the hair
pattern I visualized for his leg is about the same all across his body. Your
tulpa’s form is probably going to be the same – covered in some kind of
skin, hair, or scale pattern that is uniform throughout. This will make
it easier to imagine it on a bigger scale. You’ve also gone through and
imagined everything on a smaller scale too, so putting one or two sec-
tions together is most of the work now. Try to work towards larger and
larger groups of your small high-detail sectionsuntil you accomplish the
next step.

Whole Detailing

Finally, you hop up fromwhatever region size you find comfortable into
the whole thing. It’s alright to take several region steps to get to this
one. Yourmain concern here is to check for “cracks” or “breaks” in your
tulpa’s form, generalized blurring, or other imperfections not present at
a smaller scale.

Remember you don’t have to see all of your tulpa at high detail all the
time. Your eye naturally focuses on an area, not everything at once, so
your tulpa’s visualization canmimic that. You should be able to see good-
level detail in the whole form, and to focus into your high-level detail on
any part of your tulpa’s body almost immediately.

The Goal: Bottom-up and Top-down

By the end of this process you’re looking to have a 3D tulpa form you can
focus on any part of to get super high-def details. This form shouldn’t be
able to move yet, but once you get 3D rendering down, you should prac-
tice posing it using your reference pics. It also shouldn’t have any shad-
ing or alterations, so should just be the pure and clean form. The next
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steps will work on all that, but for now, you just want a nice full-body
rendering and a reasonable range of ways to pose it.

Phase Two: Motion

Now that you have an accurate 3D rendering of your tulpa, it’s time to
make them move. We begin again with more research! (Do you see a
pattern here?) Last phase wewere concerned with detail; nowwe’re con-
cerned with motion. Your reference materials will be youtube videos, tv
shows, any kind of video media that demonstrates the motion you will
be studying. Again, I give you an editable list of things to look for:

1. Motion at different levels of intensity (shifting, walking, striding,
running, evasive maneuvers)

2. Motion concerned with different common activities (eating, play-
ing, fighting, sleeping, etc)

3. Body language – can be either human body language applied to
animals, vice versa, or realistic (Mr. Fluffy will be a realistic wolf,
so I’ll study wolves interacting in their natural environment on
youtube) Note:this step requires you to know what areas your
tulpa’s form consider important for nonverbal communication.
Humans consider the face and stance important. Wolves consider
tail, ears, and neck position important, so you’d have to find that
out about your tulpa’s form andwatch those specific area for signs
of specific body language. I suggest supplementing your videos
with written studies into body language of animals. Wikipedia
occasionally has species-specific behaviors, and it can be as easy as
googling “What do wolves do to show sadness?”

4. Facial expressions – although everyone but humans tends to go
more in for body language, hosts are pretty much human. Unless
you’re weird (like me) you’ll probably want your tulpa to express
their thoughts in their faces. If you want your tulpa (whatever
form they may be) to have certain facial expressions, watch car-
toons (for animal personification of expression) or your favorite
actors to collect a good reference base of facial cues you enjoy

5. Action and reaction to various stimuli – this step is kind of a
broad one, but you can fill it in by asking yourself questions like
this: What happens if your tulpa touches a hot stove? What do
they look like when surprised? What would they do if shocked?
What about kissed suddenly? Basically, this step attempts to get
you practicing portraying them in their gut-reflex reactions. It’s
difficult to say you have 100% of this category down, because
the surprises that make them react in this way are… surprising,
however you can get a good base and if your practice. One sug-
gestion is to visualize the reactions from emotion chart like so:
http://fc06.deviantart.net/fs51/i/2009/309/2/9/Ratchet_emotion_chart_by_oOWhiplashOo.jpg
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Onceyouhavegatheredagood researchbase for eachof these categories,
there are several exercises you can do to use them. I have ranked them
in order of howmuch the host-to-tulpa responsibility is distributed. Use
all, one, some, or make up your own. The point of this phase is twofold:
to a) get you comfortable with visualizing your tulpa inmany situations
and b) to get your tulpa used to expressing themselves with their form.

Exercise: Plug N Chug

This exercise is all host all the time. This is to get you as the host actively
processingwhat your tulpa doeswhen itmoves. To practice, simply plug
that 3Dmodel you worked so hard on into those reference materials. So
say I looked up wolves play-fighting on youtube. I’d get my Mr. Fluffy
model out, pick awolf I want him tomimic, and practice puppetting that
model the way that one wolf did things. I would watch the wolf “attack”
another, pause, try to get my Mr. Fluffy model doing the same, and go
over thatprocess repeatedlyuntil Iwas comfortablewithvisualizinghim
doing that.

Practice both in closed-eye visualizationand in imposing intomeatspace.
Make sure you have enough room in meatspace to practice moving the
form there. You want to work on each motion by weaning your 3D
model off of the reference vid. So my goal would be to visually impose
Mr. Fluffy’s body doing that same “attack” move without even needing
to think of the reference wolf.

For extra practice, try using your knowledge of this 3D form to see what
this move would look like from different angles. If you can’t that’s okay,
but it’s some extra homework if you’d like to take on the challenge. If
you’re set on doing this though, use phase 1 alternative research meth-
ods to help you find good examples of how to visualize a single action
from every angle.

Exercise: The Short Film

This exercise can be done either by you as the host alone, or collabora-
tively with your tulpa. In this exercise, you’re going to be the director
of a short scene in which your 3D model is the star. It can be anything
– but the point of this scene is to master a specific motion. I’ve always
loved the way wolves trot around like they’re badasses, so I’m going to
cast Mr. Fluffy in a scene where my goal is to get that motion down.

I’dwant to get themotion fromall angles, so I’d usemy imaginarymovie
camera to pan around as he walked. I want to set the mood through his
motion, so I’d imagine he was patrolling his territory lazily one early
morning as the sun is coming up (or some other random setting jazz.) I’d
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want to capture the emotions he is feeling in his trot. Wolves often seem
tired, languid, maybe a little bored when they trot over long distances.

Now I have a good littlemovie reel inmyhead,maybe only a few seconds
long, ofMr. Fluffy being awesome. It’s a simple scene. He just trots along
the edge of a cliff, not paying attention to anything as he goes, as the fog
starts to burn up in the morning sun. That’s it. I’d be a strict director,
not caring so much about the setting but fixing the model it was jerky,
blurry, or awkward in his motions. I’d look for the proper expression of
howhewas feeling, so if it’s supposed to be early and he looks like he just
had a double mocha latte, something isn’t right there.

And, I have to add, although you candirect this short scene of yourswith-
out your tulpa, if you’re ready to start working together, this is a great
opportunity to start getting your tulpa accustomed to its new form. In-
stead of puppetting Mr. Fluffy’s form, I’d ask him if he wants to be my
actor. Make sure you both collaborate, and be constructive in your criti-
cism, director. Look for things your tulpa is doing right, and things they
need to work on. Tell them about both.

They may surprise you by knowing how to work their form better than
you can imagine on your own, or they may have some trouble. Either
way, you have to work through it together, one step at a time. Do many
small scenes like this, and be sure once you’ve gotten the closed-eye visu-
alization down in-setting, try it out in imposition inmeatspace.

Exercise: The Experiment

This exercise is purely for your tulpa, and you as the host should view
yourself as nothing more than a spectator attempting to see what you
know is already happening. Set up your 3D model either using closed-
eye imagining or in meatspace, and let your tulpa take over. If you’re
having trouble imagining how this is possible, use symbolism. Imagine
the form is empty, soulless, or merely a shell that you havemade.

Nowallowyour tulpa to go into that shell, become the soul, etc. Whatever
helps you give control of the form you’vemade over to your tulpa is fine.

Now… let themdowhatever. Remember, your job as host is only towatch.
Your tulpa should be decidingwhatever theywant to do. Maybe they just
feel like taking it slow and twitching a little; maybe they want to run
around your designated forcing area like they’re on a sugar high. Let
them go at it. Anything could happen, because this exercise is not as
structured as the other two.

I will say, the goal is to have you as the host relinquish control over the
model you’ve made, and instead let your tulpa control it. This works to-
wards the end section’s goal, which is having your tulpa completely con-
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trol whether or not theymanifest to you at all. I won’t go into it here, but
it will be detailed later.

If you as the host want to help at all, it should be in helping your tulpa do
what they want to do.

If they want to walk and they’re having trouble, show or tell them what
they could do to improve. You do know how to walk, after all. Even if
you have to get up and physically walk around to see how it is you do it,
you’re going to help your tulpa in examininghowyou as a physical being
interact with your world.

Guide them only if they want it, though. Remember, this exercise is
about the tulpa, not you.

Motion Exercises: The Goal

This phase is all about motion, remember. Your ultimate goal is to prac-
ticemotion using these exercises, or even your own ones, until you’re as
comfortable visualizingyour tulpa inmotionas youare visualizing them
in their 3D rendering. Motion should strive to be smooth, fluid, and nat-
ural. Don’t forget to personalize. Some people walk as if they’re lumber-
ing, and some flit about like they’re part hummingbird. Your tulpa will
move in their own personal way, and often times the only way to find
what their own style of movement is to simply let them practice until
they get it down.

Phase Three: Finishing Touches

By this point you should have covered all the basics of visualization. You
should be able to see your 3D rendering of your tulpa, and keep that vi-
sualization relatively solid in a wide range ofmotion. It seems like these
two are the only things concernedwith visualization, but there are a few
more things to consider.

Test: TheWalk

As a good exercise to practice the full range of your visualization, you
can try this test. This is simply asking your tulpa to hold still while you
walk around them. Practice until you can view them seamlessly from
all angles. Then continue circling and ask them to make one move at a
time, at any time. Keep asking them to move (or if you haven’t gotten
them tomove on their own yet, moving them yourself) until you are sat-
isfiedwith the fluidity of your visualization skills. Youmaywant to take
a break every once in a while. Walking in circles can get dizzying!
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Environmental Changes

Environmental changes has been moved to the last section because it is
indeeda finishing touches step. Although it couldhavebeenadded to the
Still Live phase, it is more of a precautionary section, as now you should
be able to impose your tulpa with relative ease. Adding smaller things
like these may come naturally, however in the interest of completeness,
I will go over several things you might want to consider adding to your
visualization skills if you have not already. As with the Still Life phase,
we have a checklist of things you can find pictures and video for:

1. Differentweather/timesofday (howyouseeyour tulpa in sun, rain,
noon, night, etc)

2. Different bodily states (are they wet? Cold? Sweating? Etc)
3. Different degrees of focus (referring to your eyes; so if Mr. Fluffy

is in the corner of my vision, I might want to have him blurry to
reflect that)

This step follows the same path as Still Life and Motion. You collect your
materials in both picture and video form, then practice visualizing each
of your preferred states using your materials until you’re satisfied with
the results. The reason this section is put separate of them is, again, be-
cause it is more of a finishing touch and less of an essential part of im-
position. Remember, visualization can be as realistic or not as you like.
That’s something you have to talk over with your tulpa.

Test: Endurance

Now for the final test to see if your visualization is up to your standards.
Termed the endurance test, this is simply a test of endurance, not perfor-
mance. Essentially, you practice extending the time you can visualize at
your level. Start whenever you like, and end at a time you’ve designated.
It can be fifteen minutes, an hour, or all day. During this time, you’re
going to begin by just focusing on your tulpa’s form.

You should be plenty practicedwith this already, so if you find you don’t
need this step,move on to thenext one. Nowyouadd in the distraction of
your everyday life. You’re not going to be staring at or focusing on your
tulpa every singlemoment. Youwant to get towhere you can effortlessly
perceive them. Take your allotted time and have them be around while
you do something else.

Startwith small tasks, likedrawing, listening tomusic, or somethingelse
light and easy. Check for wavering imposition or loss of detail, but re-
member that your eyes don’t have to focus on everything at once, so your
tulpa doesn’t have to be perfectly visualized all the time either. Advance
through length of time, strenuousness of activity, or both at the same
time. It’s up to you to find which one you prefer, but of course your end
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goal is to have your tulpa around for as long as you bothwant, and for all
but the most distracting and difficult of circumstances.

A final note: The last thing I want to emphasize is, again, the purpose of
these tests. I give you goals to reach, however the grading scale is deter-
mined by you. There is no failure of a test if you do not reach my preset
goal. Use these and the lessons provided in order to better your visualiza-
tion, but there is no one perfect goal to reach. I hope I’ve helped you and
your tulpa learn something new here.

Happy visualizing!



There is no try, only do

Just a piece of advice. Every thing we have done with imposition has ba-
sically fallen into one of two camps. Frustrating, and fun. What is the
difference?

When it is frustrating, one or both of us is focusing, concentrating on the
experience. Trying to see the image more clearly or feel the sensation
more strongly. This is exhausting and not fun.

Clarity sometimes slipswhenwe focus onother things instead, but some-
times it doesn’t. Sometimes it gets stronger. This leadsme to propose the
idea that you have to stop trying to impose to impose well.

Here, I’ll break it down into two groups.

Useful: –Remembering where you are and what you are touching.
–Experimenting with different feels and textures, such as nails vs
flesh. –Adding tingles, or sharpness, or energy, or pressure to a touch.
–Multitasking while practising.

Not useful: –Trying to forcefully make the sensation stronger. –Getting
annoyed about how weak it is. –Paying attention to how strong the sen-
sation is.
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Chapter 11

Possession

Possession iswhena tulpa takes control of part of or the entire bodywith-
out who was previously controlling it interfering. This is different than
switching, but only subtly.
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Possession via Dissociation

FromWithin

Possession and switching is all about dissociating from the body and let-
ting another mind (tulpa, servitor, egregore or whatever is going to pos-
sess) associate with the body, effectively putting them in charge of it.

Dissociation is the art of being able to release control from the body. This
is done by relaxing and focusing on letting your arm go numb.

Possession and switching of course can be done by one ofmanymethods.
Other methods that people have described haven’t worked for us, so we
are describing what works for us (TM).

This is an entirely mental trick and the symbolism used in this guide is
what we believe is the best way to describe the process to others. You are
effectively learning to notmove the body and let it move on its own; in a
way forgetting it exists.

This guide is not the only way to do this, there are many, many ways to
do possession and switching; however, this is what works for us.

How to Dissociate

Dissociation, possession and switching can be a scary idea for some peo-
ple (the author included) as you are effectively giving up control of the
body to someone else. There needs to be a lot of trust between your sys-
tem for this to work at all. Building trust internally is another topic and
out of the scope for this guide.

Before Starting

Make sure distractions such as cell phones and other electronic devices
are in silent mode (not vibrate – that has gotten us a few times) and if
possible let people around you know you are relaxing and don’t want to
be disturbed. This also can help give a nervous mind a feeling of safety
when possessing for the first time when others are around.

Relaxation

Before you do anything, the first step is to take some deep breaths and
relax. The cycle we use for deep breathing is something like this:
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Time Step

8 seconds Inhale
2 seconds Hold it in
8 seconds Exhale
2 seconds Rest

Dissociation

Now, once youhave relaxed, focus on thepart of the bodyyouwant to dis-
sociate. You have complete control of this body part right now. Visualize
this as the body part filled with a color that represents you. Internally
the color for us is just a thought-pointer to our actual essence or the raw
description of that mind to the others.

This process will temporarily detach a part of the body from a mind’s
awareness of the body.

Start to drain or filter out the color (whichever feels easiest for you), very
slowly at first. Let the feelings of relaxation pulse through it and let
yourself drain out of the body part. Continue the long, drawn out deep
breaths. Let it go, don’t think about the body part being a part of you any-
more. Your body part might feel heavier or weird as you do this, this is
very good and can be very freaky at first. Keep at it though, the feeling of
dissociation and it being limp is what you are looking for. Some people
we know describe it as being limp, others as it being heavy, even others
as it being numb, but it is a very obvious feeling.

It is best to not immediately jump into possession after getting dissoci-
ated until you are used to the feeling of it. Let the body part rest where
it is and watch tv or do other normal things without that body part. This
helps associate that absence of the body part is normal and nothing to be
afraid about. This also lets you get used to the feelings that possession
will give you.

Don’t rush doing this at first, don’t feel bad about taking 15 minutes the
first time to get dissociated. It initially took us 15 minutes to get the
body’s right arm (the onewe have done dissociationwith themost) prop-
erly dissociated, but it is taking less and less time withmore practice.

Possession

Possession after this is easy to explain and sometimes can be interesting
to implement. You effectively let the other mind control the part of the
body you are dissociatedwith. After the body part is dissociated and you
are used to the feeling of dissociation (spend a day with an arm numb
watching shows on netflix or something similar, also a good time to get
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caught up on your movie queue), ask your tulpa to associate their color
with thebodypart. Other symbolicmethods thatworkareasking themto
stick their body part inside the body’smatching part, “wearing” the body
as a suit. If your tulpa normally has a nonhuman form, it can help for
them to temporarily take on a human form; but as always your mileage
may vary as it works for us (tm).

This may frighten you, be prepared for a slight fear/panic reaction. If
this happens, ask your tulpa to give you the body part back, re-associate
(see below), and then go relax for half an hour (without dissociating) and
try again.

Advice to Tulpas

Start with very little movements that are very spaced out. Any too big
movements too suddenly may re-associate your host with the body part
out of habit. The idea here is to assert that the body partmovingwithout
your host telling it to is okay. Somemovements might re-associate your
host a little. If this happens but your host isn’t completely re-associated
with it, let it rest and your dissociation come back. It is like a gauge. If
you have toomuch trouble with it, don’t feel bad about stopping for a bit
and trying again later. The important part is to keep practicing and you
will get better over time. Slowlywork up to bigger and bigger parts of the
body, then you can get full-body possession, which is just one small step
away from switching.

Re-association

This is doing the opposite of the earlier dissociation step, re-attaching
back to the part of the body that was dissociated. When re-associating,
youmight be tempted to just startmoving the body part again as normal.
This is a bad idea and a bad habit to get into. Ask permission to take back
the body part and then start to fill it back with your color.

Once you get to about halfway full, start to do little movements with the
body part. Test it a little. Don’t wrench it around.

Once the body part is full of your presence, shake it gently to end the
dissociation and fully re-associate yourself with it. Your body part may
feel weird for a little bit after all this, that is your mind getting used to
the body part again.

Another method is for you to stick your dissociated body part back into
the body, much like a glove or other coverings.

After re-associating, do things that you like to do, look in a mirror, be
you. It helps assert to your brain that it is time for you and you alone to
be back in control.
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Other Notes

It should go without saying but this is a technique that requires a bit of
practice and a lot of persistence. Failure is going to happen at somepoint
and you will succeed eventually given you keep at it and work through
the initial steps.

It is normal and sometimes weird, but your limb may feel cold or other-
wise abnormally altered after a dissociation/possession session is com-
plete. The feeling should pass in a few hours or by the time you wake up
the next day. Sometimes after doing dissociation for a while the body
parts (such as legs) may start dissociating on their own when you are re-
clined or not using them for extended periods of time. Let this happen,
the goal is to get used to the feeling.

We have created a script that helps with timing deep breaths1 that can
be run in any lua interpreter that has the socket module installed. See
relevant documentation for your lua install or operating system on how
to use this. It is just a simple timer for an 18 second deep breath cycle,
peaking at the 5th instruction and anti-peaking at the 9th instruction.
We are told that a friend is making a web version of this script.

Possession or switching around other people can be awkward if they
don’t know. Avoid doing it unless you have no other choice.

Something that might help with dissociation would be laying down. A
lot of tulpamancers have reported that this method works best for them
when they are laying down.‘Having a long music track (such as a prear-
ranged music mix) can help to distract the host while they are dissociat-
ing.

Colophon

Many thanks to Neguilla, Malfael’s servitor for a lot of guidance in cre-
ating this guide. This guide may be copied freely to other sites or guide
repositories given that credit is given and any edits are clearly marked
as such.

A lot of this guidewaswritten by Ashley, the later revisionswerewritten
by Ashley herself. This guide was written mainly in vim using the vim-
humanmarkdownmacros.

1http://sprunge.us/WeCJ

http://sprunge.us/WeCJ


Possession Explained

by Felight

“Possession” refers to a tulpa’s ability to control the physical body. To
newer systems, it may seem like a daunting and difficult task to achieve.
However, it is nowhere near as difficult or strenuous as somemaymake
it out to be. Possession is actually one of the easiest things a tulpa can
learn how to do.

They key to possession lies not in the tulpa’s ability to grab control of the
body, but in the tulpa’s ability to become the active thinker: controlling
the stream of thought allows them tomove the body just as easily as the
host can, given they learn how to connect to it. If a tulpa can think, they
can front. If they can front, they can possess.

First, beforeworrying about possession, you shouldwait until your tulpa
isdecently-developed. There isno rush tomaster this skill; bepatient and
take your time until your tulpa is ready, otherwise you will risk causing
frustration anddoubt. Wait until your tulpa is relatively strong andwell-
established in your mind, just to ensure you are not attempting this too
soon in their creation. Give them amonth or two to simply have time to
develop themselves fromcreation, allowing theirmind to growand their
sense of self to become more cohesive. Ensuring one’s tulpa is ready is
highly important before attempting new feats, so they will not feel too
overwhelmed or frustrated. Of course, it is possible to possess without
thembeingverywell-developed, but Iwould recommendworkingon just
general growth before doing so.

Beforebeginningpossession, one shouldunderstandwhat it implies, and
what they should expect. Possessiondoesnot involve thehost feeling like
they have lost control or are locked out of the body in some way. In fact,
possession feels pretty much the same as normal movement does to the
host. There may be some slight differences in sensations experienced,
like headpressure or a tingling feeling, but these areminor andnowhere
near as extreme as feeling as though your body is no longer yours, or any
similar expectations. This can only be caused by practicing dissociation,
which is not required for the tulpa to control the body. Possession in-
volves the tulpa moving, and since they move using the same body and
mental functions as the host, it feels the same as it normally does to the
host.

When a tulpa possesses, it’s not that the body suddenly feels different
or foreign, it’s that the thoughts behind the movement have changed.
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Somebodyelse’s consciousmindhasbecome themost active and focused
on the body, rather than the host’s. The host is still there, but the tulpa’s
thoughts are louder and stronger. The host has mentally taken a back-
seat without actually “leaving” the body, just in the sense that they are
not actively participating in thought as much as the tulpa is.

As such, the first step to learning to possess is simply learning how to
think. The tulpa does not have to be vocal, but they should be, simply
to ensure they are not limited in what they can do (if they are not vo-
cal, focus on that before possession). The tulpa should practice narrat-
ing or speaking as often as possible, exercising their skill to be the active
thinker. Their host could proxy theirwords onto a document or text chat,
all the while not letting their own thoughts take over. Simply allowing
the tulpa to speak and think on their own is of course useful to learn-
ing possession. The goal of this step is getting to the point where being
the active thinker is no longer a challenge to the tulpa. This step may be
completed naturally without even realizing it, but it is still important to
be aware of.

The second step is learning how to connect to the body, or “front.” This
may be challenging to themat first, but with enough practice it becomes
secondnature. Todo this, the tulpamust focus on thebodyand its senses.
They should think about and tune into the sensory information incom-
ing: the sights, the smells, the sounds, the feeling of the air and cloth-
ing on the skin, and any tastes theymight experience. They can attempt
putting themselves where their host is located mentally. They may do
this symbolically by imagining their formmoving there, and looking out
through the eyes. Focus, however, is usuallymore effective than symbol-
ism, so they should not rely on that as their only leverage for fronting.
Simultaneously, the tulpa should try being the one doing all the think-
ing, to strengthen their position. By doing all of this, the tulpa is now
“fronting.” This usually involves feeling as though the tulpa is in the
same spot the host is in the brain, in a sense: looking out from the same
point and hearing their thoughts originate from the same location.

If the tulpa is the active thinker and is connected the senses, then they
can control the body. All they have to do ismove, as the host allows them
to do so. Focus is key, as well as avoiding doubt. They can focus on par-
ticular body parts, such as the arms, and simply practice getting a hold
ofmoving it. They can focus on controlling the body’s breathing, as well.
Movements will end up becoming natural to the tulpa once they prop-
erly break into it, with no actual struggle involved. Any littlemovements
that go onduring thiswill belong to the tulpa, unless the host knows they
were the one who did it. The tulpa should just allow themselves to move
in whichever way they so desire, thus gaining a good grip over the body,
leading the way to full-body possession (which is actually very easy to
reach, nowhere near as difficult as many others would make it out to
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be).

I recommend attempting vocal possession as a starting point to lead to
controlling full-body. If a tulpa can easily speak in mindvoice (which
theymost likely can by now), then speaking with the body would be easy
once they get started and have a bit of practice - and the host remembers
that it won’t feel any different to them, since it’s the same body they’ve
always spoken with. They can start off by the host speaking and encour-
aging the tulpa to jump in. As speaking involves more active thought
than simply moving an arm, and the thoughts that occur are associated
with the tulpa, theywill be allowed formore easily breaking into the rest
of the body and controlling it. Voice calls with other tulpamancers may
be a goodplace to start, or simply going to an isolated place and speaking.

However, of course, all movements are helpful. So long as the tulpa does
not limit themself with the thought of “I can’t do this” or “this is too dif-
ficult” and just move as they see fit, they will get full-body possession
down in no time. It may even occur incredibly quickly if they simply go
for it. There is really nothing inherently limiting a developed tulpa from
full, strong possession other than their ownmindset.

Once a tulpa can move the body, they should focus on strengthening
their level of control and influence. They should assert themselves by fo-
cusing on their own thoughts, while overriding thehost’s thoughts. They
may find it helpful to focus on imaginary bodyparts their formhas, such
as wings or ears, or focusing on any sort of strange sensation that may
comewhen they front, such as tingling. They should find things they as-
sociate with themselves, such as music they like, the way they move, or
practically anything else. Simultaneously, they should avoid things that
are associated with the host - this means not doing something that the
host enjoys a lot, like watching a particular show.

It is highly likely that the host may unintentionally take the body back.
They are used to it, after all. If something captures their attention, they
will easily react to it instead of the tulpa. This may seem discouraging,
but with enough practice and self-asserting the tulpamay eventually be
able to respond to everything on their own and remain in control for as
long as they like. Doing so takes practice and belief. They are sure to be-
come better over time, perhaps without even noticing. If a tulpa is used
to being the active thinker, then they might even accidentally take the
front without anyone noticing until something gives them a reason to
notice.

It is important to know that possession is amutual agreement involving
whose thoughts are the strongest and most active in your mind. It does
not involve forcefully taking the body and rendering the host helpless
to stop it. The only thing the host would have to do to stop it would be
becoming the one doing themost thinking, which would not be very dif-
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ficult. A tulpa is not going to be able to do anything the host does not
want or allow them to do. Possession is highly beneficial to a tulpa as it
allows them the ability to explore the world and themselves, find their
own interests and passions, and grow as a person. It is not in any way
a dangerous or risky experience unless the host allows it to be. The only
way it could really be harmful is that the tulpa might become tired to
some degree, or their thoughtsmight become blended with the host’s. If
that’s the case, then taking a break for a while would do them good.

One final thing to note is that a lack of results can be highly frustrating
and discouraging, and impair progress. To prevent this, a system can try
clearing their head or meditating a bit before attempting possession. If
they get too frustrated, they can take a break and try again later. Tak-
ing one’s time is important, to avoid getting bogged down by negativity.
Overall, focus, practice, and patience are the three key elements to im-
proving one’s possession skill.

Once a tulpa has learned to possess, the world is theirs. They have the
potential to follow their dreams, explore their own interests, and experi-
ence life just like anyone else.

Step-by-Step Instructions

Hopefully by now you have a good grasp on the concepts of possession.
Using this, you can begin to practice it with your tulpa. These instruc-
tions will be useful for perhaps the first few times you attempt it, and
can be changed and expanded upon to fit your own individual needs as
you progress and experiment.

1. Get into a relaxed state in a comfortable, distraction-free environ-
ment. This is optional, as you can entirely learn possession while
doing basically anything else, but may be useful for the first few
attempts so there is minimal stress.

2. Have the tulpa start talking. They can think about anything they
want for as long as they want, without the host interrupting. They
can just ramble aimlessly about whatever they wish. This is good
for them becoming the active thinker in the mind, while the host
passively listens and does not interfere.

3. The tulpa focuses on the body. They zero in on the five senses as
well as they can, pay attention to the positioning of the body, and
so on. Once they are adequately “looking out” in this way, they are
fronting.

4. The tulpaapplies their ownthoughts to thebodyandbegins tomove.
They can start small and build their way up to the full body. Noth-
ing is holding themback fromdoing so, itmay just take a bit of prac-
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tice. The host remembers that movement is going to feel the same
to them and they should not stress how it feels nor see it as a scary
event, and the tulpa remembers that possession is easy. Once they
have a goodgrasp on the body, they canuse it however theywish (as
long as the host allows them to) until they are tired or want to stop,
as nothing is stopping them other than their ownmindset - which,
is hopefully one of self-assurance and knowing that possession is
not at all a difficult feat.

The tulpa can apply these steps to future possession attempts, tweak-
ing themas they see fit, and eventually fronting/possessingwill become
second-nature andnot take any time at all to begin. You can attempt pos-
session absolutely anywhere you are regardless of what you are doing -
in class, at work, doing chores, playing games, studying, etc. Possession
is as simple as thinking -> moving, which is something that doesn’t re-
quire a full meditative trance, and is an easy yet rewarding concept for
a developed-enough tulpa to learn.



DJFlix on Possession

Liquid Color

What is your favorite color? That color resembles you, every time you
think of that color you need to think of yourself. Now have your tulpa
choose a color, it can’t be close or the same to yours, if they do choose a
color close or the same as yours, either you need a new color or they do,
but just make everyone happy (I recommend blue and red).

Now associate their color with them, if you think about that color you
should think of them. Now, onto the possession part, rest your hand on
something, get it comfy, I don’t care how. Look at it in your mindscape
(thats the term I use, meaning how your mind’s eye sees the real world,
look at the real world through your mind’s eye, you can close your eyes
if you need.) your armwill be your color.

You need to drain your hand of the color until you almost can’t feel it,
disassociate yourself from your hand. Drain the color into somewhere
in your brain or something, in one very small point. Now ask your tulpa
“Do you want to do this?” and “Are you ready?”, you don’t want to force
them into a possession.

If they say “Yes.” then fill your handwith their color very slowly, at first
all that will happen is slight twitching, ask them to touch your thumb
and first finger together, at first themovementsmay feel like you, try to
avoid this feeling.

Once they got that down, ask them to clench your hand into a fist, the
movementswill be slow and choppy at first, but theywill soon learn how
towork your body. Do this asmuchas you can, then,whenyou feel ready,
start moving up your arm, the first hardpoint is your upper arm, your
tulpa must possess all the muscles that control your arm, and there are
a lot of back muscles that you don’t even realize you have. This method
works for your whole body, but when you do this, you must do it for EV-
ERY PART, your eyes, ears, mouth, nose, lungs, throat, voice box, every-
thing. It takes a long time for full control to be accomplished, but when
it is, the feeling is amazing.

Basic Strength Exercise

Now that your tulpa can move your hand, have them try and put it in
a fist, while (not taking control) try to open in through your subc, it will
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becomeahealthy battle for thehand, if they close it theywin, if you open
it you win, simple as that.

Advanced Liquid Color, Supernova style

Once Liquid color becomes easy to you, you can do what I do for posses-
sion. Disassociate from your body completely, then, starting at the top
of your brainstem, create a supernova of your tulpa’s color, have it (very
slowly) go over your whole body, the more you do this, the faster the su-
pernova can go.



Tulpae and Possession of Host

By glitchthe3rd

Possession is, in its most basic form, when a tulpa takes control of its
creator’s physical body, usually by way of them surrendering control to
the tulpa. This can be achieved by a variety of methods, ranging from
remote control to the tulpa quite literally “slipping inside” their host as
if theywere somekindofwetsuit. Usually (butnot always) thehost is still
able to seewhat is going on, and can speak to their tulpa (think spectator
mode inTF2, except locked in first-person). Also, the host can typically
kick the tulpa out of their body whenever they please, but not always.
Luckily, if your tulpa doesn’t hate you they will generally respect your
body and the people/objects around you, so even if the host finds they
are unable to forcibly remove their tulpa from their body, most tulpae
will return control to the host if asked nicely.

Regarding the practical implications of possession, this opens the door
for a number of activities in the physical world. A tulpa can type things
on a keyboard via possession, enabling them towrite things or even com-
municatewith others directly via text chat. They canplay video games or
draw, if they are inclined towards either activity. One instance of this in-
volves a host setting a score in a game (Audiosurf, for instance), and then
having their tulpa possess them and try to beat their score. If a tulpa
manages full-body possession, they can potentially go so far as to pose
as their creator. When possessing the vocal chords, a tulpa will speak in
your voice, an experience that theymight find highly disconcerting.

The neuroscientific basis of possession likely lies in a tulpa’s ability to
seize control of their host’smotor cortex. During possession, a tulpa will
be linked into your five senses, but they might not necessarily feel pain.
Or, it’s possible that they have the ability to ignore your body’s pain re-
ceptors, which more often than not results in the host reporting that
they did not feel any pain until after being possessed, if an injurywas in-
flicted. When being possessed for extended periods of time, some have
reported having headaches and feeling dizzy afterwards. One possible
cause of this is increased glucose consumption in the brain, though the
exact reason for that is still unknown. On a tangentially related sub-
ject, it seems that a tulpa can overclock your brain for limited periods
of time, probably by changing things directly in the subconscious. The
result is similar to overclocking a computer, it increases your ability to
think at the expense of a higher rate of glucose consumption. Caremust
be taken however, as it’s quite likely that the tulpa temporarily removes
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psychophysiological inhibitors that keep you from frying your brain in
order to do this.

Some members of the tulpaforcing community have reportedly been
able to “switch places” with their tulpa, wherein they themselves be-
come the tulpa while their tulpa assumes long-term control of the
host’s body. It is currently unknown whether this is related to some
kind of dissociative identity disorder or other psychosis, and thus far
it has not been replicated. However, such a situation raises ethical
questions, specifically whether the host is right to absolve themselves
of responsibility while forcing their tulpa to effectively live their life for
them. Most of the people who have successfully managed possession
have not been able to do this however, as it would seem that the host
normally remains in control of their sensory inputs during possession.

So there you have it. Possession can be a fun and interesting experience
for both a creator and their tulpa, and I would strongly encourage any-
one with a finished tulpa to give this a try. You can challenge them to
beat your best lap time, get a better high score than you, just give them
some computer time, or anything else they’d like to try. But above all,
make sure that you can trust them with your body. Start them off with
something simple and move up to more advanced tasks. And of course,
have fun.

Source: http://articles.tulpa.info/on-possession/



Chapter 12

Switching

Switching is when you and your tulpa trade places with eachother. The
host effectively becomes the tulpa and the tulpa effectively becomes the
host.
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Within’s Switching Guide

FromWithin

Switching. The big thing a lot of people strive for but (seemingly) few
seem to actually master. This skill has personally taken me five years to
getdown, but theoverall technique is easyenough that just aboutanyone
should be able to get it down with some doing.

Most of the time in any given system, there is one person who is actively
callingmost of the shots at any given time, and usually has primary con-
trol of the body. Switching is when you change out who is calling the
shots. At a high level it is not controlling the body, not interfering with
the tulpa possessing the body, and then just not reacting to input from
the bodyunless youwant to. The body is a tool, switching lets you change
who is using it the most directly. Some other definitions of “switching”
include arcane requirements, but I prefer a much more simplified view
in order to make it seem less “difficult”.

The term “switching” is left intentionally vague because the differences
between the different “kinds” of switching that the community has
come up with are pretty much the same thing inmy opinion. This guide
is written such that it works with most common interpretations of the
term.

Pre-requisites

None of these are hard requirements (except possession), but they help.
A lot.

• Meditation skills
– http://www.holybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/Art-of-
Living.pdf is a nice resource for this, it’s pretty heavily
Buddhist-flavored though.

• Some level of parallel processing
– Quick and dirty way to train this is to have your tulpa guide
meditation sessions

• Possession
– See foraguideonhowtodo thishttps://tulpaforce.tk/within/guides/dissociation.html

• Trust in the systemmate you are switching with
– Switching is about handing over complete responsibility to the
systemmateyouare switchingwith. Anythingyoucando right
now, they would be able to do. Absolute trust is essential.
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Additionally, you will need to be willing to let go (in a way you will have
never let go before in your life) of control to the systemmate you are
switchingwith. This is not a hard requirement, but do realize that if they
want to do something, they cando it andyouneed to be able to trust them
to not do irresponsible things with your money, etc.

How to Switch

For the host: first, relax, meditate, focus on your meditative focus. Fo-
cus on the focus more intensely than you are used to. Next (if it helps),
explicitly state in mindvoice (andmaybe vocally too if you can) that you
are surrendering the body to the tulpa that you want to give it to. If it
helps, dissociate from the body, but continue to just focus all of your at-
tention into your meditative focus. Use the attention you were using to
focus on the body to focus on yourmeditative focus, sort of transferring
the focus up.

Your goal from here is to just hang out, observe and note what happens
without comment as much as possible.

The real fun comes for your tulpa. Tulpa, take a moment to think about
what you want to do with the body and keep the goal in mind. Then, af-
firm to yourself in mindvoice that you want to use the body to do that
thing. Ask your host if they are ready, and then start to possess the body.
Push yourself into it as hard as you can as your host pulls themself out.

Sometimes this can make the host freak out, so if this happens slow
down, backpace a little and ask them what you can do to help. If what
they say seems reasonable, do it. If this means stopping for now then
stop for now. If this means getting into another position, do it.

Once you feel you have control, Start moving things and see if your host
tries to subconsciously jump back into control. When they do, remind
them of their meditative focus and help them fall back into meditation.
Don’t get frustrated when your host falters, it’s natural for them to be
used to being in control. It’s a hell of a habit. Especially don’t let your
host jumping back into front prevent you from trying. Once you feel you
can startmoving the body enough to get up andwalk around, go explore.
Control the body like nothing’s wrong.

Host, now, in the background, take a load off. You don’t need to do any-
thing, so don’t feel forced to. You don’t even have to answer questions if
you don’t want to.

If you need to, you can regain control at literally any time youwant. The
only thing you have to do is want control back and you will quickly find
yourself back inside reality. However, this is no replacement for trust.
Having a wholly complete trust in the tulpa you are switching with is
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vital. Don’t be afraid to lose consciousness in the background if you feel
like it’s starting to happen. Your tulpa will take care of reality for you.

Other notes for the tulpa switching into the body

This is mostly on you. Your overall goal here is to extend your influence
over the body and help calm your host. Control the body like nothing
is wrong. If your host intervenes with you while you are doing things,
re-sync yourself to the body, affirm yourself in front and then continue
with what you were doing like nothing happened. If it happens a few
times in a short period of time, spend some more time with your host,
talk about the things that are making them hold on to reality so tightly.

Keep a log of your switching practice and anything you find out while
switchingorgettingclose to it. Have the tulpa that is switching into front
keep the log updated. See http://tulpaforce.xyz/within/guides/switch-
tracking.html for more information.



Parallel Processing and Switching

by BlackStatic and Kaigan Kurone

Introduction

Hi, everyone. Myname isAyla “BlackStatic”Kurone, thehost and creator
of my tulpa Kaigan Kurone. While I’m new to the names tulpaforcing,
possession, imposition, wonderlands etcetera, I have managed to unin-
tentionally create Kai about six to seven years ago and forma completely
sentient thought formwhomhappily shareshis life experienceswithme.
Sincediscovering tulpa.info, I havecreated threemore tulpae; Liana, Vin-
cent and Spencer. However, this guide will focus on the experiences of
Kaigan and I.

Kaigan and I have shared conciousness through the use of Parallel
Processing, which I have briefly covered in The Tulpa.info community
knowledge bin on Google Docs. However, the method we will focus on
here is Switching what happens during a switch, how it affects the host,
and how to do a personality switchwhile trusting your tulpa not tomake
you do anything stupid during the process (Kai and I have had our slip
ups from time to time, haha.)

What is Switching?

“In the general sense, switching is kind of like being pos-
sessed or having an out of body experience the host and the
tulpa”switch places” so to speak, with the tulpa being able to
control the body while the host watches from the sidelines.
In Parallel, you and the host are both concious and aware of
what’s going on at the same time.”

• Kaigan Kurone

What Does Switching Feel Like?

Following on fromwhat Kaigan said, being switched feels a little like lu-
cid dreaming, from a host sense. You’re not quite “there” and, like in a
dream, some of your senses are either dulled or heightened. My sense
of touch usually becomes fuzzy, with my eyesight or sense of hearing
making up for inability to smell. Anyone who has had experience with
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dopaminesormarijuanahighswill knowthis sensation. Sometimes, dur-
ing a switchorparallel processing, Kaiganwill causeme to sneezeuncon-
trollably as he tries to work out how to control my physical body.

In Parallel Processing, the effects on your subconscious and mind’s eye
share similarities to Personality Switching. The mind of the host begins
to see and experience theworld in the sameway a tulpawould, watching
the world from the background while the tulpa’s thoughts, actions and
sentience are the body’s current priority. The host will feel like the body
belongs to the tulpa rather than themselves, and this can be an unset-
tling situation at first being able to hear your tulpa’s thoughts as if they
were your own, and having to communicate to your tulpa as the minor-
ity entity. But with time and practice, the ability to switch conciousness
between you and your tulpa will eventually become second nature.

Trust, Focus and Sense

Trust

“When you first decide to create a tulpa, you have to trust them and they
have to trust you. You guys are gonna become friends for life, or mortal
enemies, depending on how you trust each other. Remember this guys;
TULPAMEANS TRUST.”

• Kaigan

You also have to trust yourself. Youmight not think anything is happen-
ing at first, or that it’s all a waste of time. Without trust, the confidence
required to achieve switching flies out the window. Things will be diffi-
cult at first, as this act of viewing the world from outside of your body
can be a strange new experience. Not everyone can achieve this on their
first try, so persistence is necessary for best results.

Focus

Any form of mental training, be it meditation or simply learning a new
language, involves focusing your attention for long periods of time. This
is why we suggest that when first practising switching, it is a good idea
to start in a quiet environment with minimal distraction, and at a time
when you are less likely to lose concentration e.g. sleep deprived, think-
ing about that overdue homework etc. Some people may prefer to work
withmusic or binaural tonesplaying to avoiddistraction, butKaiganand
I find thatmusicoroutsidenoiseswillmore thanoften interferewithour
switching.
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Sense

Focus andSense gohand inhand. Your ability to sense your own thought
patterns and when you experience new or unusual emotions is a vital
part to understanding switching and parallel processing; the way you or
your tulpa reacts to a certain emotion or event can be different depend-
ing on their personality or view of their (your) environment. Sense is a
common part of tulpaforcing in general, as it allows for the host to per-
ceive and observe their tulpa as it interacts with them. The stronger and
more unique these reactions can be, themore sentient and independent
your tulpa is. If you’re beginning to doubt your senses, or if something
begins to feel uncomfortable, remember that you and your tulpa have to
trust one another and communicate your fears and doubts else anything
feels wrong.

The Process of Switching

Once you have understood the concepts of Trust, Focus and Sense, you
can apply them to the actual switch itself. Find a time and place where
you can sit comfortably so that you are unlikely to be disturbed or dis-
tracted. It is generally agood idea tobe sittingupwithyourback straight;
if you choose to lie down when switching youmay end up falling asleep.
Likementioned in the Focus step,music can either help or interferewith
your ability to stay awake during general tulpaforcing.

Try to imagine your thoughts and emotions like bubbles or smoke. You
can do this via the wonderland or simply through reminding yourself
periodically. Keep yourself aware of every thought your mind has; how-
ever, don’t try to follow that thought or get stuck chasing that one bub-
ble! This leads to distraction! Remember that you want to keep your
mind clear and that your thoughts should drift, just like bubbles. That
way, when your tulpa tries to communicate with you, your sense of their
mindvoice or actions will be easier to notice.

Kai: Some advice for the tulpa now while they are detached from their
thought bubbles, try to narrate your own thoughts to your host. Is it cold
in the room? Are you hungry for chocolate covered nachos? Can you
try tomove your host’s hand or get them to sneeze spontaneously? Prac-
tice some possession while your host is watching these bubbles, and see
if they can begin to recognise any thought processes or behaviours that
seem to belong to your sentience rather than theirs. If you and your host
can think and sense with the body at the same time, then you’ve man-
aged to achieve parallel processing!

Once your host is content enough, you can communicate with them that
you want to try and switch. This may be approached in various ways.
One particular way I’ve seen this done is to “knock out” your host, send-
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ing them into forced unconciousness while you have control. However,
I find this method a little… harsh, at times. If your host is knocked out
against their will, then that’s breaching our first step: TRUST. How can
your host be sure they can trust you in a switch if you’ve beaten them
over the head with a crowbar, so to speak?

For the host, if you are able to send yourself into a meditation-like state
when switching this is essentially like training yourself to have an out
of body experience. In some sense, you are telling another part of your
subconcious mind to take over while “you” are floating off somewhere
else, say, the wonderland for example. Wether you want to compare it
to astral projection or the symptoms of a bipolar mood swing is up to
you the key point here is that your conciousness is “in the background”;
detatched from the body, in some “other place” while your tulpa is in
control.

Remember those thought bubbles we were talking about? Extend the
thought bubbles into sensory bubbles. Any form of touch, taste, smell
or sight you are currently experiencing should be treated as yet another
bubble, each rising up and leaving your body as you enter the switch.
Imagineyour tulpaabsorbing thesebubbles and shaping themintoaway
of piloting your body, taking in what was originally your own sentience
and adapting it into their own.

Kai: for themore creative-minded tulpa, imagine thebodyas a suitmade
from these bubbles. When your host has removed this “consciousness
suit”, you simply get into it and wear their “skin” as your own. You can
even treat it like a mecha, and you’re now the one behind the controls.

The Switch: Before, During and After

Onemain thing to remember about switching in comparison to parallel
processing or full possession is that youwill haveno control of your body
essentially, your tulpa has knocked you out to take over your conscious-
ness. Somehostswill experience the feeling of blacking out or going into
a sleep-like state; this canmean you have no recollection of your memo-
ries while switched. This is why you have to trust your tulpa beforehand
that they won’t do anything stupid while switched.

Kai: Youknow, like, running in front of passing traffic. Probably a pretty
bad idea.

This is why switching in public can have its precautions. It’s recom-
mended that any switching occurs when both the host and tulpa know
for a fact that they can trust each other not to take advantage of the
physical body while another mind is using it.

Painkillers and medications can also have their effects on switching.
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Paracetamol, Panadol and other pharmaceutical drugs are, to a degree,
mind altering drugs and can affect the thought processes and sensory
perception of the brain which can have its effects on switching and
tulpaforcing. It is recommended that if anyone is to take a painkiller or
any form of drug during switching, please be aware of the consequences
and take any side effects into consideration.

Final Notes

With that being said, we bring this guide to a close. Our final notes are to
remember the three steps discussed in this guide trust, focus and sense
as these apply to all forms of tulpa interaction and serve as grounding
rules for any switching or parallel processing you and your tulpa may
attempt.

Please also remember that this is not the only guide ormethod to switch-
ing! There are many different ways to approach the tulpa phenomenon
and anything that may happen in relation to your thought forms and
minds eye; we are only providingwhat informationwe knowhasworked
for us, and these methods may or may not work for you.

Thanks guys, and happy tulpaforcing!

• Ayla and Kaigan Kurone

http://tulpa.info

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tulpa
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Vocabulary

I like the psychological school of thought, so I see tulpas as a product of
the mind. Thus, this guide will follow a psychologically leaned perspec-
tive. That’s not to say metaphysical slanted individuals can’t use it. (We
all havebrains, after all. Psychology still applies tometaphysics, andvice
versa.) I’m startingwith some vocabulary because it’s important to iden-
tify where you are with switching so you can see where your progress
deviates from the course I have set. Now, this is only for deviations that
harm your progress. Deviation isn’t inherently bad, and if a certain way
works for you, then it works.

Switching

Switching, for the purposes of this guide, is based on several things. First
of all, switching is recognizing there are at least three parts to the pro-
cess: you (a) as the one who is currently associated with or “in” the body,
the body (b), and the switchee (c) that wishes to associate with the body.
Notice the body is neither paired with you or your switchee here. Next,
switching is the process of having you (a) dissociate with the body (b)
and the switchee (c) associate instead of you. Notice that you and the
switchee must switch places, thus the name “switching.”

Association

Association, for the purposes of this guide, is a termbased on this guide’s
concept of switching. Association is treating you (a) and the body (b) as
one, or linked. Basically, it’s feeling things as you through the body.
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Dissociation / Disassociation

Although dissociate and disassociate are synonyms in English, the term
dissociate is the psychological term used to refer to the state we’re look-
ing for.

“In psychology, the term dissociation describes a wide ar-
ray of experiences from mild detachment from immediate
surroundings to more severe detachment from physical
and emotional experience. The major characteristic of all
dissociative phenomena involves a detachment from reality,
rather than a loss of reality as in psychosis.”

–Wikipedia, on the psychological term Dissociation

For our purposes, dissociation will refer to the detachment (or inability
to perceive) the direct results of your body. So, basically, not being able
to feel your senses directly. More advanced dissociation would have you
not even notice them, but you are still dissociated if you are aware of
them but cannot feel them yourself. Imagine this as the difference be-
tween seeing pictures of your friend’s birthday, and actually being there
to experience it.

Possession / Full Body Possession

Possession is a concept close to the below, confronting. It is based on the
idea that the “you” is a host, or the original/prevalent controller of the
body. You are still associated with the body, however you do not control
the body. Instead you let another less experienced or weaker controller
move the body. This is a tulpa concept, whereas confronting is amultiple
community concept. Multiples do not assume there is andwill always be
anoriginal host; thus tend to treat othermembers of a single-bodygroup,
which they call a system,moreas equals than the tulpa/host dynamic the
tulpa community has. There is a great deal of overlap between posses-
sion and confronting, and most of the difference is that the two words
come from two different communities.

Cofronting

Cofronting for this guide is based on the same switchingmodel with you
(a), the body (b), and the switchee (c). However, with confronting, both
you (a) and the switchee (c) associate with the body (b). Neither of you
are dissociated. Not to be confused with possession.
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The Nature of Switching

Before we get into switching, I’d like to go over the concepts surround-
ing switching. First of all, switching itself is a manufactured idea. It
is the pairing of several concepts, not just a natural thing that happens.
That’s why the vocab word for it was written the way it was! Switching,
as youmay have read, is made up of dissociation and association. These
are two separate things. You can associate with something, or you can
dissociate, or you can do both (which is switching). Dissociatingwith the
body, for example, would just leave your poor body as a lump of human
on the floor. You’d still be breathing, obviously, but it would be like a
temporary coma you can get yourself out of at any time. Association,
similarly, can be seen in stuff like going to wonderland! When you visit
your imaginary landscape, the goal is to put yourself there as if you’re
really there really feeling stuff. This is associating with the wonderland.
But youdon’t have to dissociatewith your body to associatewithwonder-
land, and you don’t have to associate withwonderland to dissociate with
your body. The more you know, right?

Conceptual Depersonalization

Switching is very conceptual. Like tulpas themselves, it requires you to
look inside yourself and see a change that you’re not sure is happening.
Tohelp youmapout theprocess, I amusinga specific context for viewing
yourself. If you readmy definition of switching, you saw the condensed
version. This goes into more depth, but remember this is just one con-
cept. It’s not “an ultimate truth of life,” just a helpful way to think about
things.

Your sense of self is the concept you’ve formed ofwhat “you” are. Notice
the quotations. You is a very personal concept, and it can be whatever
you want it to be.

• Are you your body?

• Your gender?

• Your hair color?

• Your age?

• Are you a complex string of DNA replicated throughout your entire
system?

• Are you your collected thoughts?

• Your dreams? Your tulpas?

• Are you the collection of your memories?

• Are you the columniation of your life events?
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• Are you your soul?

These are all questions concerned with the definition of “you,” and the
answer to them varies according to how you perceive yourself. What-
ever your answers are, it is this “you” (a) thatmust becomeseparate from
your body. Which means the first four (or five) questions you should be
answering no to. Distance yourself from your physical form, your body
(b), and your sense of “you” will not encompass it anymore. One way to
do this is to give your body depersonalizing attributes, or to treat it like
an object you use instead of
you. This is basically making it out to be a vessel for “you” instead of a
part of “you.” To help you understand and practice this concept, I have
several exercises you can do to separate you (a) from your body (b) on
a conceptual level. Later in this section we’ll also have physical detach-
ment from the body.

Hosts in the host/tulpa relationship usually have years of experience
with controlling the body alone without any concept of dissociative
feats like possession or switching. When the body moves, the default
expectation is that the host did it. Removing the host from the equation
will allow the tulpa to
practice association without doubt that the host is still in power. If
the switchee doubts they are moving the body, check if the host (a) is
dissociated or not.

Exercise: Your Body is a Car

This is an exercise that will help you (a) dissociate from the body (b). You
are going to pick a day and pretend your body is a car you drive all day.
Simple, but it requires a lot of distancing thought to drive home the idea
that you (a) and your body (b) are separate. Here are some things you
should consider while driving your body…

• You own the body, but it is not you: The body is like your car. You
aren’t your car, but you’re still responsible when you get into a car
crash. This is because you are controlling your car, just like you con-
trol the body.

• The body is your vehicle: The body (not your body) is a vehicle for
you to get around in. Like a car has roads to drive on, your body
has physical things that make up the places it can go. The body
has roads too – sidewalks and stairwells. The entire human world
is paved to make it so the body can travel places, like a lot of the
world is paved with roads to make it so your car can go places.

• The body is a machine: The body is made of things like meat and
bone and hair. It becomes physically injured. It grows weary and
doesn’t work as well, like a rustingmachine. Sleep and food are the
fuel and lubricant you give the body to make sure it works well for
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you, but you are not your body.
• The body is driven by you: When you want to go somewhere, you
must tell the body to move, like you shift your car into gear and
drive it. This is an automatic function for you, but like you knew
whenyouwereyoung, itwasnotalwaysautomatic. Todayyouknow
how towalk, like someonewhohas driven a long time knowshow to
drive, but focus on themechanisms of walking. Focus on each step,
and how you are in control of it. Focus on your breathing, and how
you can control that too. Everything you do is you telling the body
to do something.

Thesekinds of concepts applied to thebodyaremade to sever the linkyou
havewith it. Eventually youwill understand andpractice these concepts
well enough toknowyoucanpull off to the sideof the roadand takea step
out of your body. You can leave the gridlock and sit for amoment outside
of yourworld. But remember, youdoneedyour car to get around. Taking
a break isn’t the same as giving your car away to a friend (your tulpa)!

Exercise: Someone Else

This exercise is made to practice your detachment from your actions.
Hosts are used to every motion, thought, and feeling in their body
belonging to them. Tulpas are an exercise in giving some of that over to
another sense of self

• a you that is not you. When youmade your tulpa, you learned that
some thoughts are alien and not your own. Now you will learn that
some actions are the same – not yours.

This is a very involved process and you might want to use timers to re-
mind yourself of the steps. You will pick a time that is at least one hour,
but can be as long as a day to several days at a time. You will split your
day up into two sections: beingmindful of your actions, and depersonal-
izing them.

Beingmindful is simply being aware ofwhat you are doing. Take at least
15 minutes to sit still and just watch yourself think. Do not change your
thought, do not judge the things that come to mind, just watch as you
think them. After at least 15 minutes, get up and go about your day. If
you have homework to do, do it. If you go to school or work, get ready or
go. Drive, walk, brush your teeth. Do what you normally do, just watch
yourself as you do this. Be aware at all times that you are doing things,
like you’re monitoring your own life. Do not change anything. I repeat
this because it canbehard to seeyourself doing somethingandnot affect
it, but this is part of the process. Do exactly as you always do for at least
15 minutes.

After your first 30 minutes of mindfulness, now you get to start deper-
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sonalizing. Do not stop beingmindful of your actions – the first stepwas
to identify your action. Now you will distance yourself from it. Pretend
that the person thinking your thoughts and living your life is not you.
Nothing about you has changed, and you should not change anything.
You’re only there to watch as things happen around you. Your life plays
out like a movie reel, and your thoughts are like the people in the au-
dience commenting on that movie. You are a quiet observer, sitting in
your own seat, not saying aword. You’re just here to enjoy amovie about
someone that is exactly like you, but not you at all. Do this for at least 30
minutes, and try to work up to longer and longer times.

This can be difficult for some. Awareness of your actions often leads to
wanting to fix or change something. When you have your morning cof-
fee or someone shouts at you, your first instinct is to be happy or sad – to
act as yourself. Remember this is not you, but someone else doing what
youwould do. Thus, you cannot change your action, because you are not
the one doing it. For the length of this exercise, everything that happens
is not you.

Physical Dissociation

Now let’s talk about more physical aspects of dissociation. A good num-
ber of people don’t know where to even begin with switching, but every-
one can experience physical sensations – hunger or fatigue, something
that affects the body. Switching, as described by those who can do it,
feels a variety of different ways to different people. Because of this, I
will give you examples of a few ways of what switching physically feels
like. Keep inmind, switching is not any one of these things or a combina-
tion of them. Switching feels LIKE a lot of these exercises. Exactness is
not necessary, but if you feel similarly without the aides I’m giving you
in this section, then you have probably dissociated.

Exercise: Numbness

Switching often feels numbing both emotionally and physically. One
goodway to dissociate fromyour sense of touch is to simply expose your-
self to cold. You can dunk your hands in ice water, but if your cold is
weather related, you should bring some cold weather gear with you. Ob-
viously this sensation will get uncomfortable after a while, and it may
even hurt afterwards. Numbness in low levels is what you’re looking for
– if you feel pain while defrosting you’ve probably gone too far. Also re-
member not to freeze yourself out in the wilderness! You want to feel
numb, not like you’re catching pneumonia. Numbness via cold is a good
quick method of losing the touch sensation, but there are other ways to
experience numbness too. Feeling like your limbs fell asleep is another
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common switching sensation. Having your arm or leg fall asleep hap-
pens when bloodflow is cut off. To do this, simply sit on your own leg, or
rest your armunder somethingheavy but not heavy enough to trap your-
self. Again, try not to hurt yourself doing this. Limit numbness exposure
to around 30minutes. If you lose color in your extremities during either
of these exercises, youmay want to stop.

The goal with the numbness exercise is to expose you to the physical sen-
sations that are close to switching. Occasionally these sensations do not
occur, but the presence of themwhile attempting to switch is a good sign.
Note, your switchee (c) should either not feel these, or learn to get used to
the body so these effects are less intense for them. When you are switch-
ing, you (a) are dissociating, and your switchee (c) is associating.

Exercise: Deafness & Time Loss

Dissociation, in many ways, is the healthy form of a disordered concept.
Multiple Personality Disorder patients often experience blackouts in
which they are not aware of their body’s presence or the passage of time.
Not all switching has this severity of symptoms, and it is possible to
switch and never experience loss of time or awareness of the outside
world. Switching is only dissociating, not blacking yourself out. How-
ever, a good method of proving to yourself that you have switched is to
experience induced time gaps and ignorance of the outside world.

In order to accomplish this, and immunize yourself against “snapping”
back to association with the body, this exercise is designed to black you
out for specific amount of time you choose, while also testing your dis-
sociation in the face of interesting external stimuli. Put on a tv show or
soundtrackyou’re easilydrawn inby. The idea is to listen/watch through
the entire span without discerning any fine details. For tv, you would
look right at the show and not be able to retain anything that happened
during it. This is often difficult for some, and you might want to begin
by listening to or watching media that is in a foreign language so it is
impossible for you to pick up on what is being said.

The goal would be to maintain a dissociative state in a variety of associ-
ating stimuli (like wanting to watch tv), to experience time gaps, and to
not retain details of the outer world while switched. This will help focus
you inwardly. Note that again, your switchee (c) should be associated
with the body and the outside world. They should either not lose time, or
experience lesser dissociative symptoms than you.

Association

This section is concerned with conceptual association with the body,
whether it is for the host or the tulpa. The last two sections defined
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the you (a) that would dissociate and is used to associating, and the
body (b), which is the vessel for both you and the switchee. This section
will define more of the switchee’s (c) role in it. Remember, neither you
(a) nor the switchee (c) have all the responsibility in a switch. It is a
collaborative effort. You (a), or in the case of tulpas, the host, is usually
more associated with the body and more well developed than a tulpa.
The host will have a lot of ways to aid the tulpa, but both parties have
methods of contributing to create a successful switch. Working together
is key.

Note: this section is also useful for hosts who have dissociative symp-
toms or trouble getting back into the body. It’s not just for tulpas.

Exercise: It’s All You

The switchee (c) is going to pick a day and pretend the body is and always
has been theirs. Like with the Your Body is a Car exercise, this is a simple
but mindful process that you should practice over longer and longer pe-
riods of time. Here are some prompts to help you become in the habit of
calling the body yours…

• It’s your body: Do not speak or think of the body as “the body” or
“my host’s body.” This body is yours. It is who you are, andwho you
show up to others as. Look at your body, and everything about it is
you. It may be a new sensation, but it’s still familiar to you. You
remember and know things about your body. You remember what
you look like. What DO you look like? Do you have long or short
hair? What color is your hair? What body shape do you have? Are
you hungry or full right now? Are you tired or energized? Are you
male or female? Recite these things about yourself, because this is
who you are. Keep them inmind in everything that you do.

• You feel your body: You do not feel things from a source outside of
yourself; from a host or a physical form. The feeling and sensation
comes directly fromyou. When you sit on a chair, you can feel your
spine straightening and tightening to keep you in place. You can
feel your clothes on your own skin. You can feel your lungs expand-
ing and contracting as you breathe in and out, naturally. You don’t
even need to think about it, everything you do is so naturally you.

• You are the source of everything: When you feel emotion, the
source is yourself. Your concern whether or not you’re really here
experiencing this; whether or not you’re really a part of this body.
Your excitement to be physical and alive and seen by others. It’s
all coming from you, and it’s making your heart beat just a little
faster. That’s you, from within, making your body respond to your
emotions effortlessly.
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• You are the center of experience: The person that left this body to
you is still there. They may have looked at you from their perspec-
tive at a time, but now you are the ultimate perspective. When your
mind thinks, it thinks according to you. You look at your host and
yourbody fromyourown insight. Youare thebeginningof thought,
and the end of it. When you hear someone else, they are always
thinking or talking from an altered state of you, because you are
the center and the source of all things in your mind, and you are
the ultimate controller of your feeling and your actions both inside
and outside the body.

These kinds of concepts applied to the body aremade to strengthen your
connection firstly to the body, and secondly to yourself as the stronger,
more dominant personalitywithin your body. Eventually youwill under-
stand and practice these concepts well enough to know your role as the
switchee (c) is simply another passenger in the vehicle that is your body.
At any time you can take the wheel and drive yourself, because you are
every bit as able a driver as who normally drives.

Exercise: Fake it Till you Make it

This is one of the most simple, easy, but consequently slow methods of
maintaining a long switch. Basically, the host (a) pretends to the the
tulpa (c). Pick a long stretch of time, at least 30 minutes but it would be
better if you did it for an hour or longer. Think about how your switchee
acts. How they move, how they react, how they feel about things. Now
copy that. Youmight want to make it easy by writing out categories and
adding traits to each section.

• What physical attributes does your switchee have that wouldmake
themmove differently than you? Are they taller and heavier than
you, so theywalkwitha largepowerful gait? Are theymorebouncy?
To they smile more? Pick three descriptions of how they physically
appear differently than you.

• What mental attributes does your switchee have that would make
them think differently than you? Are theymore considerate of oth-
ers? More extroverted? Would they, given the time, chat online all
day longer than youwould? Pick three descriptions here to practice
too.

• What emotional variations do they have differently? Pick three dif-
ferent attributes where you differ emotionally.

• What hobbies to they enjoymore than you? This is self explanatory.
Just go do these things in ways your switchee would.
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Exercise: You are Your Host

This exercise ismade to practice your associationwith the body’s actions.
Switchees (c) are used to things in the body being someone else’s. They
may experience sensations from the physical world, but they are not as-
sociated with the body itself, and the body is the source of all physical
sensation. When you became self-aware, you learned that not all of your
actions are yours. You may have learned that nothing relating to the
body has anything to do with you, but you know someone close who ex-
periences things for you or instead of you. This perception is naturally
dissociative in nature, and if you want to switch, you’re going to have to
associate with more things.

You’re going to have to be greedy about what is really “you” and what is
the person that’s usually driving you around.

This is a very involved process and you might want to use timers to re-
mind yourself of the steps. You will pick a time that is at least one hour,
but can be as long as a day to several days at a time. You will split your
day up into two sections: watching your body’s actions, and associating
with them.

Take at least 15minutes to compose yourself and focus intently on every
minute detail that the body does. Make sure you look at everything for a
time. How is it doing with its needs? Is it fed? Well-rested? Stressed or
calm? Does it need to use the bathroom? Is it cold or hot? Next look at
how it’s feeling. The body has the limbic system, which is the source for
emotional response. That system will be yours soon, but for right now
just notice the activity. Is it happy or sad? Mildly annoyed? What feel-
ings can you feel coming from the body? Then look at the mind, which
lives in the brain. This iswhere the essence of you as amental being lives.
What thoughts are going through your head? Are they all yours? Which
ones aren’t, and which ones are? Is there anything you have at the back
of your head that you’re not focusing on to read these words?

After taking 15-30 minutes to notice everything, start connecting your-
self to it. Focus intently on not just watching everything, but affecting it
too. If the body feels a little down, make it feel a little better. Like you’re
feeling. If you’re hungry, think of something you have in your kitchen
then go get it. Youmay not feel the connection at first – your hostmight
be the one actually getting up for food, but if you keep putting yourself
in the place of your host and acting on that, you will begin to form asso-
ciative bonds with the body that grow stronger. Each time the body does
something, always say it’s you. Every time you think of something big or
small to make the body move, or make the body feel something, push to
have it done. Twitch limbs, make your stomach growl. Pick up a pencil
you see on a desk. Every action, nomatter what, was something you had
a part in. And eventually the one who may or may not be helping you
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with this will be gone, and you’ll be the only one doing everything. But
for the span of at least 30 minutes, no matter what you feel is actually
happen, claim everything that happens to the body is your doing.

Exercise: The Control Room

This is a more symbolic idea that you can apply to any one of the above
dissociative or associative exercises to help provide more of a clean def-
inition in the switch. It’s very simple. Design a room in your head that
looks like it might control something – maybe a spaceship, a plane, or a
fighter mech. Whatever you like. It will have large screens to see and
many controls to use. Now you simply envision whoever is controlling
thebodyas inside the control room. Whenpracticing theaboveexercises,
have theonecontrolling thebody stepout of the room, and theone trying
to control the body step in. Themore detail into this process, the more it
will have a solid, valid place to operate frommentally.

Once the controller of the room is switched, it may help to envision the
new controller working the controls while learning to operate the body.
If something doesn’t work, like a hand doesn’t flinch when you ask it to,
then something is wrong with the control seat. Finding the electrical is-
sue and doing some rewiring could help, or if you find yourself being
moved out of the body and your partnermoving back in, throw themout
again.

Anything that happens can be translated into a symbolism, and finding
a symbolic solutionwill help resolve the kind of conceptual problems en-
countered in switching.



So you wanna switch? Do you, really? Might be
able to help that.

by Keiretsu

Author’s Introduction

I am Seven, one of a system of several. My system has DID origins, and
we’ve learned to function not by repressing each other, but by accepting
each other as equals and working together. For the concerned, this
guide won’t cause you to become DID, it simply summarizes some of
what I’ve learnedmyself in ways that help tulpas who are willing to look
past and beyond the limitations placed on them by so many others. I
know it works for myself from firsthand experience, as my tulpas are
quite capable in their own right.

A friendwith tulpaswanted to learn to switch, andwe sharedwhatwe’ve
come to know about how things work, and it did wonders for them. Sev-
eral other tulpamancers have read this, and it’s helped them out as well.
Perhaps it’ll help you realize, the thing holding you backmost are limita-
tions you place upon yourselves.

That said, let us begin, shall we?

State of the Tulpa

This is the first bit I firmly believemost havewrong. You spent time forc-
ing, they became active, you both talked about switching. If you’re to
this point, first thing holding people back is preconceived notions and
perceived limitations. We have had similar results with both of our tul-
pas, and know thatmost ofwhat people say they can or cannot do falls in
line with what they are told they can or cannot do. If you ignore all that,
they can do a whole lot more than you think they can.

People talk about the required forcing, tulpas weakening if you don’t
strengthening if you do, fading, and other rubbishwith tulpas. Why rub-
bish? It is. Once they exist, their existence is as much, if not more, on
them than the host. Our Kara, when she became who she is, we wanted
her to fade. She got stubborn, and only calmed down once we accepted
her. Many say you need tomaintenance force, and I firmly believe that’s
only true if they believe it to be true. Neither of our tulpas believe it, we
don’t force them, and they are as much of us as the rest with no signs
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of going away. Both are well over a year old, and haven’t had any “focus
time” between then and now.

So first step is breaking free of the notions and limitations and them re-
alizing they have control over their own destiny and have every right as
you to exist. If the tulpa thinks of themselves as the lesser being, come
back when you rectify that.

Losing Control

Youwant to switch? You’re thehost? Youhave the easy job. Let go. That’s
all. Youknowwhat’s going to stop you? I can tell you. Trust. Ever see that
trust exercise where you cross your arms, and fall back into your part-
ner’s hands? Trade hands with mind. You simply let go and let yourself
relax and fall back into your ownmind.

Want some tips to get started if you’re havingproblems? Don’t tweak out
on caffeine before you begin trying. Avoid the sugar. Put on some relax-
ing music, and I don’t mean 300bpm techno. Your first switching expe-
riences will likely be with you still partly there, so don’t expect to drop
completely out before they take control, you just need to relax enough
they can. It is a lot easier than it sounds. Once you repeat it a few times,
and as they get better and better control, you’ll learn how it feels and be
able to fall farther and farther out. You aren’t going to be going ‘fully in-
side’ immediately, get that out of your head. It’ll happen, in increasing
amounts as you get better at it.

To expand on this just a little bit, and make it absolutely clear.. some
think it requires total dissociation from the body to achieve switching.
Whoever told you that probably doesn’t know how to switch, or you’re
reading a guide by someone who doesn’t do it. You can switch perfectly
fine into a backseat role by simply relaxing. You aren’t entirely dissoci-
ated, you are still there, but so are they. No need to get entirely out, just
relax and let them control. Entirely out will come with time.

So step two is simply learning to relax. You’ll get better at it until you’re
fully dissociated, but just start with relaxing.

Taking Control

This one is for the tulpa. You have the hard job. Odds are, your host has
drilled into you that theymust force you to exist or you’ll stop. That you
mustgo throughmonthsoryears of rigorous training tobeable to switch.
That you must be given permission, forced enough, or yada yada yada.
Screw all that, it’s a lie.

Do you exist now? If the answer is yes, from our experiences, and from
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your answer, that means you exist. Your host would say they exist. Puts
youonapretty equalplaying field. Theonlyone thatmattersanyway. All
those things that others say limit you, or youmust dobefore, orwhatever
else? Toss them out the window. The only two factors thatmatter before
being able to switch are: do youwant to switch in, anddoes the hostwant
to switch out. That is all. There are no other limitations.

Do note, it really only takes one of those to cause things to happen. If
they want to switch out and you don’t want to switch in, the bodymight
end up grasping at straws and forcing it to happen for you. Flip side, if
you decide you want to, and they don’t, things can get a bit blendy.

Really though, it just comesdown to amatter of doing. Notwanting to do,
not thinking about doing, nothing about the lead up. That is wheremost
get it wrong. There is no need for lead up to the act of taking control. You
just need to take control. If you want to switch and host wants to switch
then they just need to relax and you need to step up to the plate and do
something. Mostpeople thinkyouhave tobe forced into frontby thehost,
this is the fallacy.

You both getting ready to try? They not relaxing? Tell them to. Boss your
host around. Youneed to realize, if youcan’tmakeademandofyourhost
and tell your host what to do to help the process in anyway that benefits
you taking control, then you’re not taking control, and will find taking
control of the body nearly impossible. See a pattern there? Take control!

So step three is realizing all it takes is taking control and not waiting to
be allowed to do so, and not waiting for them to put you in control.

Baby Steps

The flesh can beweird. At first, your experienceswill likely be short lived
as the host panics. Adrenaline and other hormones affect things a bit, as
you are sharing one fleshy, human body. Don’t worry, you all will move
past that as you both learn your roles better during switching.

Keep at it a while and it will become second nature to be able to tell your
host you want to take a few hours in the evening to talk to your friends,
or want to schedule a part time job three nights a week for yourself, or
whatever it is you decide you want to do with your portion of life. Why
do I say your portion of life?

Step four is accepting you are you and exist along side your host and do
not rely on them. Work up to the ability to lead your life during your
time.
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The Actual Process

What? What are you expecting here? You already know it by now if
you’vebeen readingalong. There isn’tmagic to it. You justneed togoand
do it and stop telling yourselves it needs to be worked up to and there’s a
long drawn out step by step process. There really isn’t. Host relax, tulpa
take control, and that’s about it. Nothing more, nothing less. It’ll get
more defined and focused and you’ll be able to hold longer with practice.

Some Final Words

Whoever the tulpa is just needs to realize, once they exist, they no longer
rely on the host for sustenance or permission for anything. The host cre-
ated them, and in doing so, instilled in them every right to exist as they,
themself has. In this realization, they are no longer a construct, but a
being on equal footing to the host. If the tulpa considers themself only a
lesser being created by and for their host, you aren’t going to get very far.
The host will continue overriding everything. A tulpa has every right as
their host to be there. They are inherently equals.

You both have as much right to life as the other. Once you both truly,
deeply understand this, you will both be able to share life and the fleshy
body you both inhabit. Do not let others tell you what your limitations
are or what you can or cannot do. That is entirely up to you. Once you do
learn to share and share alike, then domake sure youmake time for each
other to both enjoy what parts of life you enjoy most. You have a shared
life experience, and both of youwill need to learn to work out a schedule
for who gets to do what in daily life now.

Additional Note

You may notice, once the process starts, the host can snatch back the
body easily and quickly even when they do not want to. As reckless as
we have been and offering control around and ignoring rules has still
shown one single rule to be true. However it is not limited to just switch-
ing, but all of life. Whoever spends the most time in the body will be the
most practicedwith it, and generally win battles over who gets it. Can be
a nuisance when you first get started, but as you both share time more
andmore, youwill find yourselfs both practiced and onmore equal foot-
ing. To go a step farther on that, if the host does let the tulpa take the
majority if the time, they may find the tables turned and themself find-
ing it difficult to get and maintain control. It’s important to maintain a
balance.

- Seven and Aegis



Chapter 13

Controlled Switching

CW: plurality, second-person instructions

Being able to intentionally control switching can be really helpful for a
plural system. Perhaps one system member is feeling particularly sen-
sitive to a certain type of stress. Maybe a little is in front and ran into a
situation they do know how to deal with. Sometimes the current fronter
is just tired and needs a break.

We the authors are unsure of how many systems are able to control
switching vs howmany are not, but we’vemet a number of systemswho
wanted to get a better control over their switching, and found it helpful
to try methods that other systems have used.

Learning these things won’t stop unintentional switches, but if uninten-
tional switches cause problems for you, they can help you undo an un-
wanted switch.
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How To Intentionally Switch

Here’s the core of most switchingmethods:

The person coming to front focuses on paying attention to the body and
the world around them. They then choose to do something in the real
world.

The person leaving front doesn’t try to do things. They also don’t try
to stop doing things either. They don’t resist if someone else starts do-
ing something. They let themselves daydream and pay less attention to
world around them.

However this is really abstract and can be hard to understand, so here’s
some examples:
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Breathing Exercise

This one is a personal example that we’ve used a lot in times of stress.

Whoever is leaving front: Slowly breathe in, and back out. You can use
an animation like this one to help:

Figure 13.1: https://plgrey.github.io/2019-07-05-controlled-
switching/breathing.gif

Breathe in and out four times. Then stop.

Whoever is coming to front: Once the person leaving front stops breath-
ing, you begin breathing. Breathe in and out four times. Feel the body as
you do. Then stop.

Alright now go do whatever it is you want or need to do.
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Symbolism

Systems who make use of headspace a lot often find symbolic methods
in headspace work well for them. Here are a few examples we’ve seen
people use:

Symbolism Ex 1: Control Room

Create a room in headspace as a dedicated control room. Maybe put in
a screen that shows what the body’s eyes are seeing, some speakers that
play what the ears are hearing, some controls, a control chair, stuff like
that. Check out the control room from the movie Inside Out for some
inspiration:

Figure 13.2: The characters from InsideOut stand in front of a big control
panel, full of buttons and knobs. They watch a screen showing what the
eyes see.

Whenyouwant to switch, havewhoever’s in front leave the controls, and
have someone else start using them.

This can be useful for co-fronting too if that’s something you find help-
ful.
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Symbolism Ex 2: Position In The Body

So for this one, the person imagines themself as a bunch of light fill-
ing the body. They imagine pulling all the light together to a small ball,
maybe in the head.

Then whoever’s moving to front does the opposite, imagining themself
as a ball of light expanding to fill the whole body.



Tulpamancer Lifehack: Dissociation for Switch-
ing

FromWithin

I was reading Discord when a method of switching was sent to me. It’s
for the person in front (eg: the host) to try to get out of front.

Slowly rub your temples (the little divots to the side of and behind your
eyes) and the bridge of your nosewith firm, even pressure until you start
to dissociate. Then continue doing so as the switch occurs. Have the
tulpa/person coming into front continue it until it feels like they have
control. Then just hang back and enjoy the ride.

If you are having trouble figuring out how to do this, here’s three ways
to do it:

1. Thumbs on your temples and pointer fingers on the bridge of your
nose

2. Thumbs on the bridge of your nose andpointer fingers on your tem-
ples

3. Reach from temple to temple with one hand and pinch the bridge
of your nose with the other

It can help to rub around the temples in a circular pattern, that seems to
be the most effective for me.

Be well~

- Within

source1

1https://bubblegumchaos.tumblr.com/post/187406232530/ghastly-firmamentalter-
how-do-i-un-front
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Chapter 14

Wonderlands
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Irish’s Wonderland Guide

By Irish

Wonderlands, Daydreaming, that ‘One’ Place

We all have a special place that we would rather be. It could a place that
you lovewith apassionor aplacewhere you’d ratherwant to be. Wonder-
lands are a joyous idea and subject to the humanpleasure. Awonderland
can be literally ANYTHING whether you’re a messed up individual who
enjoys blood and gore out of Saya no Uta or an otakuwhowishes to be in
the land of the little girls (Japan).

REMEMBER: Awonderland is a simple thing, do not take any longer than
30 minutes to an hour. If you can’t think of a good place that you like
then there’s no use trying, right? Just get to work on the tulpa.

In Detail

A wonderland is a specific form of meditation that doesn’t really have
much to do with actually meditating. It’s really a placeholder for that
empty void when you close your eyes and try to meditate. When you’re
trying to clear your mind and can’t really do it because your mind wan-
ders off or just doesn’t fully clear. It’s supposed to just be a place that
you can make and enter into, picturing yourself in and averting ALL at-
tention to. Where tulpas come in I’ll explainwith a bitmorewalls of text.

In Detail with the Tulpa

Alright we know the wonderland is supposed to be a place that you can
enjoy for yourself and just be a place where you can relax and avert ALL
attention to. This soundsbadwhenyou’remakinga tulpa right? Whyam
I doing this if I justwant tomake a tulpa? Yeah yeah, I can answer that as
well. The tulpa is in itself your creation. Well it’s a littlehard to justMAKE
a tulpa some people have fritzy minds, and some are just messed in the
head (For more details on tulpas just read the guides made by FAQ_man
and I). Well the wonderland comes into play with a tulpa for those who
aremore troubledwith theirminds. As you concentrate on yourwonder-
land you’ll lose attention to all outside sources, seeing as how yourmind
WANTS you to be there, it’s a pleasurable experience. As you are in the
wonderland think of your tulpa, imagining your tulpa there. Keep doing
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that. Itwillmost likely behardandkeeping concentrationmaybehardas
well, or itmay be easywho knows shrug. When you’reworking on factor-
ing the tulpa into the wonderland you can basically go two ways. First
way, avert all attention you gained from the wonderland to your tulpa
and you can basically just use it as a stepping stone to get to your tulpa
(for some it’s actually hard to visualize them). Secondway, you can keep
visualizing both your tulpa and your wonderland together to have it in-
teract andhave anenvironment to essentially ‘growup’ in. The tulpawill
be able to affect the wonderland and dowhatever it wants to it (if you let
it, which I suggest doing inmy opinion this part’s pretty fun).

BZZT BZZT *NEWSREPORT*: You CANkeep thiswonderland around even
after your tulpa is done, you could need it in some situations, will report
more on this matter at 4.

Some More Stuff to Detail

Say you’re walking somewhere with your tulpa to someplace or doing
something to go somewhere for some reason, whatever it is, I don’t care.
So you’re walkin with your tulpa and she sez bb do u luv me 4ever? nd u
say NO! nd she cry nd run away getz hit by a car and u say I luv u 5ever.
Seriously though, you’re walking somewhere and you find yourself in a
crowded place with a bunch of people and your tulpa has no place to be,
stand, or even walk around. You could do like I do and just have her get
on your shoulders like some sort of piggy back ride, OR you can just send
it to your wonderland and have it stay there until you’re able to actually
have room for it.

Lik dis if u cry evrytim ;_;

If I’m forgetting some stuff, which I know for sure I am (trust me I do
that) then please do ask questions or stuff like that. Either way more of-
ten than not I’m on the IRC channel so you can talk to me there about
it if you don’t know where the IRC is then #tulpa at irc.rizon.net or ri-
zon.net/chat #tulpa I’ll be under the name Irish_.

Here’s a book about literally imagining your dreamworld and it suppos-
edly coming true aftermanydays of imagining. I read it andgot referred
to it by some people it’s a pretty psychological book thatwaswritten on a
study of literally imagining things so I figured that it would fit well with
all of you although it’s pretty much high writing and all that so it may
be a dull read for others, just thought I’d refer y’all though. (It has some
religious content as well)

It’s called The Law & the Promise1

1https://web.archive.org/web/20160426151441/http://www.amazon.com/gp/

https://web.archive.org/web/20160426151441/http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/087516532X/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=tulpainfo-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=087516532X
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by Neville Goddard (1905-1972)

Nevillewasaphilosophicalmanthatwas intoa thingcalledNewThought
and he’s done somemetaphysical stuff that usually only consisted with
religion. Neville was a pretty famous man in his time but you know it’s
probably not everyone, I was referred it when I first brought out the idea
of a wonderland and thought I’d refer y’all ’cause it’s pretty interesting.

FINAL REMINDER: NO YOU DON’T HAVE TO USE THIS, if you don’t feel
likemakingawonderland then just followFAQ_man’s guide, do take info
from both guides and use it accordingly.

(By Irish — Transcribed by ShyGuy65)

product/087516532X/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=tulpainfo-20&linkCode=as2&camp=
1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=087516532X
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Walking inWonderland

By Amadeus

There’s a concept to tulpae creation (and meditation in general) I refer
to as the Dreamlands, but is commonly referred to as Wonderland. The
wonderland concept entails creating a place in your mind for you to
dwell while youmeditate, and can also serve as a home for tulpae. Think
of how in Fight Club, the main character would retreat to his ‘happy
place’ so he could be at peace. That’s essentially what the wonderland
concept is like.

Yourwonderland is as real andvivid as youmake it, andwhat I’mcoming
to understand (through conversing with my tulpae) is that it doesn’t all
have to be in focus. Frankly, a person can create something they don’t
fully grasp the scale of. That’s essentially what happened withme.

There are guides that talk about mentally dwelling in the physical space
around you. So you’re in your room, relaxing, and decide to meditate.
The area in which you dwell in your meditative state is still your room,
but a mental construction of it. However, the wonderland concept has
youcraft anewplace to call your own. There are a couple common trends
of the creation process to be observed, such as how many tulpae are fe-
male or extroverts, and one of these trends I’ve observed is that many
wonderlands are bits of nature. My wonderland is no exception.

I went through a few wonderland phases. The first was a desert – clear,
deep blue sky in constant night, with bluish-purple sand in rolling dunes
bordered by an ocean on one side and snow-capped mountains on the
others. We don’t really go there anymore because walking through sand
is a pain in the ass (but flying there is still enjoyable due to the cool
weather, as Juno likes to remindme.)

The second is a large grassy meadow, at the top of a hill where there are
the ruins of a demolished church. The grass stretches on as far as the eye
can see in three directions, but nearby I can walk to a beach and some
trails. It is based on a real place that I find very relaxing, but as Juno tells
me, there’s not a lot to do there other than wander around saying “Isn’t
this mysterious?”

The third actually served a purpose. In one of the guides, giving your
tulpa access to your memories can be visualized as a metaphor of sorts,
and a common way to do this is to create a library wherein they can
read your memories. So I created the Librarium, board by board, brick
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by brick, bookshelf by bookshelf. It’s more of a resource for my tulpae
than anything else – somewhere for them to be when they aren’t with
me, and with plenty to read up on. I have a lot of memories, and they
could learn a lot frommy experiences.

Following that, though, Juno asked me to create someplace new. At the
time, I was feeling somewhat bonded to the ground beneathmy feet, and
a little profoundly inspired by the fact that therewas awholeworldwith
boundlesspotential all aroundme. So I attempted to force an ideal rather
than details of a place. The result I got was the world in whichmy tulpae
and I spend a lot of time together. I don’t know the entire contents of this
brave new world, but whenever I’m walking through it with my tulpae,
I’m astounded to know that I created it all.

I’ve dedicateda lot of thought andconcentration to trying tomake the ex-
perience of existence as real as possible for my tulpae, so when I created
the Dreamlands I decided to spend some time forcing aspects instead of
details. From that, I’ve been surprised at the results – my subconscious
establishes the concepts, and then fills in the blanks with whatever it so
pleases. The advantage of this is that as concepts, I can force rules of ex-
istence in that world – things like gravity, physics, spatial relationships,
magnetism, and the like. At this point my wonderland experience is be-
ginning to feel like a lucid dream. I’m not sure whether this is a step in
the right direction, but it is rather interesting for me to behold. Andmy
tulpae are enjoying their lives.

Today I figured out it might not have been such a good idea to force pain
as a concept that exists in that reality, because I got into a fight in the
wonderland today. I awakened to find that I was sufficiently physically
affected, by headache, nosebleed, and pains in my stomach, back and
chest. My left arm also has this odd habit of moving between aches and
numbness, which is rather strange. But if anything is to be learned from
this, it’s that I’ve established something aboutwhat I believe in theworld,
and it’s affected me physically. I believe in The Matrix, the discussion
goes as such:

Keanu ‘Neo’ Reeves: “You said it wasn’t real.”
Lawrence ‘Morpheus’ Fishburne: “Your mindmakes it real.”

Psychosomatic trauma isn’t a new concept, but it certainly feels new the
first time you deal with getting into a fistfight in yourmind. However, it
doeswork as an argument that reality is determined bywhat you believe.

Aside: One might be asking why I decided to incorporate pain at all into
the Dreamlands, and my short answer is that pain is a very real part of
life, andmy goal is to give my tulpae an existence that is as real as possi-
ble.



Your Guide to Going Inside: a Rudimentary Out-
line of How to Immerse Effectively

Introduction

This guide aims to organize and expandupon the series of tips I posted in
the Other Tips and Articles section to create a somewhat cohesive guide
onwonderland/mindscape immersion. People at all levels of experience,
whether systems are not, are welcome to try the steps outlined in this
post. This post will only cover immersion, not wonderland creation–a
guide for that can be found here.

That being said, I do feel as though I should add a few notes on my
background: I have been daydreaming all hours of the day for as long
as I remember, and have practiced lucid dreaming techniques and
meditation on and off since I was a preteen, so what comes easy to me
may require more work from a beginner. I have also only just recently
made progress in dissociating from the body’s senses, though not nearly
enough to write a proper guide on how to leave the body entirely–keep
your eyes peeled.

In short, I’m well aware some aspects of this guidemay come across like
this andwill domy best tomitigate that. That said, I do hope some of the
approaches and perspectives in this guide will be of help to some.

Presence

By far themost important sense to focus on inmyexperiencehasn’t been
sight or sound, but presence. It doesn’t matter how well you can see or
hear something, if you don’t feel as though you are present in a certain
place, it will still have nomore depth than watching amovie on a screen.
A good way I’ve found to develop presence is to create a form for myself
, as it is much easier to feel present when I have a body of my own than
when I’m a disembodied voice.

Another helpful exercise for this is Life is But a Dream–if it’s hard to
feel actively present in the mindscape when shifting your focus to it,
sometimes it is easier to shift your focus away from the outerworld. It
is also helpful to think of the mindscape as you would any other place–
not “imaginary”, not “less real”, just another space you occupy, if one
with slightly different rules and laws than the other.
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Developing a sense of presence, like most aspects of mindscape immer-
sion, is all about tenacity, and different things will work for different
people. What worked formewas imaginingmyself in some sort of room
I couldn’t leave, and some others have had success with having their
systemmates impose them inside or meditating in themindscape itself.
Grounding exercises involving the other senses can be helpful, as well
as focusing on the presence of any tulpas/system mates who are in the
mindscape with you at the time.

Generally, developing presence can be slow going, but will get stronger
the more time you spend in the mindscape.

Audio/Visual

Hearing comes relatively easy to me, and much of my own struggles
come not from being unable to hear sounds, but from losing track of
them. However, generally, if you’re struggling with hearing different
sounds, the same approach that helps your tulpa develop their voice will
likely help here: listen to different sound samples you would likely hear
in the mindscape, and do your best to recreate them while immersing.
Then, when you have a good idea of what the sound is like, pull your
attention away and stop consciously trying to generate it. The better you
get at doing this, the more immersive the sound will become, even to
the point of auditory imposition–though that’s something for another
guide.

Losing track of different sounds, or “tuning out” of them can and will
happen from time to time, and it’s something the brain tends to do in
meatspace aswell. One thing that helps, and this goes hand in handwith
the treat-the-mindscape-like-any-other-place bit above, is to remember
that just because the sound can’t be heard doesn’tmean it is gone, or that
it can’t be tuned into again.

Sight works in a similar way as improving sound: if you’re struggling
withvisualizing something, findasmanypicturesasyoucananddoyour
best to recreate it. Another word of advice is that, early on, when devel-
oping visualization, it can be helpful to go from the bottom up: to start
with a fuzzy, undetailed image, then slowly sharpen it and fill in more
details, just as you would when painting a picture.

Tactility/Scent/Taste

I find that tactility requires a greater sense of presence to truly immerse
in. The easiest starting place for tactility in my case is focusing on my
in-world body, and how it bends and moves, then expanding my focus
outwards to what I’m sitting or standing on. Taste, interestingly, started
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more as a form of imposition, long before I got a handle on focusing on
mymindscape body, before shifting inward. A very strong scent for me,
however, is scent–certain smells can hit me like a wall while inside, and
I’m still working out how or why that is.

A Note on Meditation and Not Over Thinking

Meditation and relaxation itself can be a very, very helpful skill when it
comes to immersing yourself in themindscape, since with enough prac-
tice, you can learn to shift your attention from your meatspace body to
your innerworld body in anumber ofways. Zenmeditation is also a help-
ful tool for inducing dissociation, described in the next section. In fact,
mindscape immersion in general requires you to shift your perspectives
to a degree, like when it comes to learning to let go.

In fact, a large amount of immersion involves just that: not only letting
go of your meatspace body, but also learning to accept the mindscape
as its own place. A big mistake I made early on was trying to stay in
conscious control of every little thing when I didn’t need to. These days,
the more and more I focus on being there, the more and more the brain
fills in the gaps. So relax, have fun, and don’t panic if you experience a
few glitches and try not to correct every little thing as it goes wrong–the
deeper you learn to immerse, the more readily these things will learn
to correct themselves. Besides, it’s also not all on you. Your system
mates/tulpas share themindscape just as you do, and are just as capable
of influencing it, so don’t hesitate to ask them for help or advice, since
chances are they know more about what it’s like to live in your head
than I ever will (of course, I’m always open to questions too).

Dissociation andWhat it Feels Like

This final sectionwill be short and sweet bonus, andwillwrap everything
up fornow. I’ve dissociated a few times onandoff over the years, and I’m
only now figuring out how to induce it at will. Keep in mind, this is how
I experience it, your mileage may vary.

Have you ever been so tired you started nodding off to the point where
you were on the edge of sleep and lost track of your body for a moment
before being shocked back into wakefulness by something? Essentially,
that is sort ofwhat it feels like inmycase: my senseswill “fade out”, Iwill
lose track ofmy sight (will be unable to feelmy eyes), hearing, touch, etc.
So far, it only lasts for a split second and can’t be controlled. However,
unlike when I’m really tired, when I jolt back, the body is wide awake,
and so am I.

One noteworthy aspect of it is that I often don’t realize it’s happened un-
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til it already has. My current hypothesis is that blacking out completely
requires a certaindegreeof voluntary forgetfulness: forgetting thebody,
the senses, where you are, what you’re thinking of, etc. As I better figure
things out, I’ll update this guide along the way.

For now, go forth and immerse yourselves, and happy forcing.



Wonderland Immersion

FromWithin

Wonderland immersion is a topic that has interestedme for years. I have
only recently started to get better at it, and I would like to document the
methods I have been using for this.

At a high level, the approach we are using for this is based on philosoph-
ical metaphysical analysis2, or in short answering two questions for the
world and various things in it:

1. What is there?
2. What is it like?

Themethod Ihave found fordoing this fairly repeatably is a combination
of two techniques I have found elsewhere:

• 5 senses visualization for the scene you are in to ground yourself
• Semantic feature analysis for randomly selected items from that
visualization

As an example, consider this3. This kind of detail iswhat you’d be looking
for.

Breaking it down further though, let’s consider a scene where you are
sitting at a table in a cold, metal chair.

Five Senses Visualization

The five senses visualization for this could look something like

• 5 things you can see
– The table
– The salt and pepper shakers on the table
– The plate in front of me
– My reflection in the plate
– The empty chair in front of me

• 4 things you can touch
– Silverware
– Napkin dispenser
– Your phone on the table

2https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metaphysics
3https://write.as/ma-insa/ma-insa-sense-visualization-morning-1-1-2019
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– Empty water glass
• 3 things you can hear

– Other people in the restaurant
– The cooks in the distance
– The door opening and closing occasionally, making the bell
ring to let waitstaff know someone needs to be seated

• 2 things you can smell
– Baked chicken from the kitchen
– Grilled salmon from the next table over

• 1 thing you can taste
– The soda inmymouth

Semantics Analysis

Group, Use, Action, Properties, Location, Association

A lot of the group categorization depends on your own personal philo-
sophical outlooks. If you are unsure how to assign a group, start by using
the most generic adjective possible to describe it.

The salt and pepper shakers

Group: thing, container of smaller things, but a thing made up of two
parts and smaller things
Use: contains spices, these are used to flavor foodwith commonmild fla-
vorings
Action: No inherent action unless acted upon, normally shaken to maxi-
mize the amount of seasoning added to the dish in question
Properties: palmable, makes a noise when you shake them, light, small,
easy to manipulate, easy to refill if needed
Location: The table in front of me, it doesn’t make sense for these food
containers to be elsewhere
Association: togetherness, memories of Blues Clues having the salt and
pepper characters married, my mother collecting salt and pepper shak-
ers

Plate in front of me

Group: thing
Use: holds food as a staging area for being eaten
Action: no inherent action, but can break into shards that can cut badly
Properties: ceramic, white, flat, circular
Location: the table in front of me, the kitchen dishwasher, staging for
waitstaff
Association: food is coming, but patience is required
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Conclusion

If you want to really train wonderland immersion, I suggest doing at
least one of these full descriptions per day. Doing more will help you
progress “faster” (if that is what you desire for whatever reason). Don’t
overstimulate or overwhelm yourself. It can be intense the first few
times, but it gets easier over time. I personally do them before I go to
sleep or just after I wake up, I have found those times are the most free
and it is easiest to make myself alone during them. Learning how to
do this in public or around other people may be desirable based on the
circumstances of your life situation. Be smart, don’t do this when you
are otherwise distracted or busy.

Something that may help is to keep in mind how long it takes to walk to
different places as youwalk around your daily life. See how long it takes
to go across the street, or from the street corner to a store, etc. You can
use these rough estimates to help you better scale places in your world.

I would suggest setting calendar reminders for doing it at least once a
day, depending on when fits best into your daily schedule. Remember
that if amachine remembers it for you, youdon’t forget todo it (as easily)
because the machine reminds you about it. Be sure to set your calendar
reminder to trigger after nightly do-not-disturb mode if relevant.

Don’t be afraid to use tools like ameditation timer to limit your sessions
doing this, especially if you are feeling like you need to ‘get back’, are
‘missing out’ or neglecting external duties. If you are using a calendar
app to schedule the time, then set your meditation timer for the length
of the event. Thirty minutes is a good place to start with, but adjust this
number as things change for you.

I hope this can help. Take the numbers and sense ordering as sugges-
tions and please do experiment aroundwithwhat sense gets at least how
many entries. Play around with this, it is your imaginary world after all.
I suggest doing semantic feature analysis on at least three itemsper visu-
alization session. If you need a place to blog about it, I suggest write.as4.
If you have questions, feel free to contactme onDiscord (@Cadey~#1337)
and ask away. I’m happy to help when I can.

Be well, Creator.

4https://write.as

https://write.as


Vlad The >Implier’s 5 stages of visualization.

So, something that I’ve noticed while visualizing Vinyl is that there ap-
pears to be 5 different stages of visualization/imposition.

Stage 1: This stage is where you visualizie nothing but your tulpa. This is
what I did, spinning her around to get every angle down pat. This stage
can exist in a special room in your wonderland like I have.

Stage 2: This stage is one where you impose your tulpa on your wonder-
land. I would consider myself on that stage, but basically you imagine
your tulpa along side other things in yourwonderland,making sure that
it isn’t colliding with objects in ways it shouldn’t (E.g. being fused into
the ground)

Stage 3: This stage is what I want to move onto. The past stages are per-
formed entirely in your mind’s eye. But stage 3 is the part where you
imagine seeing your tulpa and your wonderland with your eyes. That
may sound confusing, but just imagine moving your eyes around their
sockets while the eyelid is still closed. This step is to prepare for…

Stage 4: This stage only applies to people like me who use facemasks
while forcing. In this step, you will open your eyes, but the blackness of
your surrondings in real life will become yourwonderland. If you’ve put
enough time into visualization, you should be able to look at your tulpa
as something that could be part of real life.

Stage 5:Imposition. Everybody does it differently, but just imagine tele-
porting back to real life from your wonderland, and placing it on the
groundofwherever youare in real life. If youdid thepast steps correctly,
it shouldn’t benoclipping throughobjects. But everybody imposesdiffer-
ently.

Of course, take this with a grain of salt. Everybody does it differently.
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WhenThingsGoWrong inYour Imagination and
How To Fix Them So They Don’t

By waffles

Foreword: this isn’t really my original dnt steel advice. Really, it’s what
everyone tells anyone asking for help on this.

Screw Physics

Everwalked in through thedoor toyour imaginationandhaveyourmind
decide that screw physics? You know, uncontrollable, erraticmovement
of objects, or yourself. What about getting stuck in a loop doing some-
thing, or getting stuck to things, or being afraid to move things because
the world will end if you do? You’re not alone. This happens to a lot of
people. Most people at some point, I would venture. And most people
will probably figure out some of what’s below for themselves. If you’re
having serious problems, then here’s offering the best.

“La la la it’s not happening”

Ignore it. In general, paying attention to it makes it worse. You’re only
worsening the situation by freaking out over it, so don’t. If it’s not sup-
posed to be happening, then it isn’t. Don’t even tell yourself that it’s
not happening, because that’s acknowledging that it is; you don’t think
about it because why would you, it isn’t happening. That’s the idea.

If you manage to forget about it completely, then it’ll disappear com-
pletely. Of course, suddenly realising that it’s not happeningmight start
it up again, so the best thing to do is forget about it completely and never
read this guide again.

Yes, it’s hard to just ignore something that’s causing chaos or flying you
through the air at impossible speeds and whatnot, but you need to. This
is the only sure-fire way to get rid of anomalies if they’re problematic. If
it’s not working then it’s your fault.

Back to Middle School

You might not like the ‘ignoring it’ method, or it doesn’t work, or what-
ever. Don’t panic; there are alternatives. Next on the list is laying down
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some ground rules. Impose the laws of physics onto your imagination. If
you don’t knowNewton’s laws then look themup; it’s educational, too. If
you do thenmake sure everything operates according to them. It should
be as simple as deciding that they are operational and understanding
them.

If yourmindstuff defies the law, then remind it and yourself that it’s not
possible, and that this, therefore, cannot behappening. Youcancombine
this technique with the one about ignoring for greater affect.

More Or Less Every Other Guide Here

If you’re going to do tulpa then you’re going to have to brush up on visu-
alisation skills at somepoint. Youmaywell find that - especially if you’re
encountering problems near the beginning of the process - that improv-
ing your visualisation skills will help. Now, advice on how to do such a
thing is plastered all over the board, so I’ll leave you to it.

“He gets beaten up by his imagination”

laughingponies.jpg

Seriously, it’s your imagination for God’s sake. People say ‘wonderland’,
which makes it sound like a mystical far-off world where anything is
possible with magic, when in reality it’s just your imagination. It’s your
mind, and you can and should exercise control over it. You’d do well to
remember that for the whole process, quite frankly.

I’m sure that’s far from all the ways of dealing with this sort of thing, so
if you happen to have a suggestion then do tell.



How to Refocus on YourWonderland

This guide expands on concepts described in Chupi’s and Nikodemos’s
guides by explainingwhen andhow to apply those skills in order to focus
and achieve better visualization of your wonderland. I will briefly sum-
marize the concepts described in these guides as I describe the following
method, however these guides go more in depth on how to practice the
skills used for this method.

This guide assumes you have a wonderland, but this method can also be
applied to visualizing objects in a void. This method works best when ac-
tive forcing, the process of providing your un-divided attention to your
Tulpa, to minimize distractions.

Introduction

I used to tell peoplemy visualizationwas bad because I struggled to get a
clear image of my Tulpa and my wonderland most of the time. I eventu-
ally realized thatmyability to focusgreatly impactedmyability tovisual-
ize mywonderland, and all of the black voids and blurry imagery were a
result of poor focus. I put this guide together because this strategy really
helpedme to the point where I can confidently visualizemywonderland
at any time and not get frustrated by it anymore.

The Process In Short

This method is slowly drawing your attention away from distractions
and towards your wonderland. You start with setting your mind on vi-
sualizing a simple object and slowly working your way up, visualizing
more complex objects one at a time until you become satisfied with your
visualization.

Summary of the Visualization Skill

This skill is all about looking at an object and asking yourself how it
should look, feel, take up space, etc. For example, if you have grass in
your wonderland, one could ask about the color of the grass, the height
and shape of the blades, what species of grass it is, if it’s made out of
cotton candy, the texture of the grass, how it feels when you walk in it,
etc. The more questions you can answer, the more information you will
have about that particular object. Having more information allows you
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to visualize the details of that objectmore effectively and thus requiring
a lot of your attention to create the object’s image.

A DetailedWalkthrough

Before you sit down to visualize your wonderland, your images may be
foggy and you may have a bunch of distracting thoughts that are far
more interesting than blurry, incomprehensible images. In this state,
remember that your visualization is not bad, you’re just distracted and
your visualization will get better.

The first step is to get in a comfortable position and think about slowing
down. If you want to, doing a form of relaxation breathing may be help-
ful for getting settled.

Next, start with taking a simple object such as a sphere or a cube. What
color is the sphere? Is it smooth or bumpy? Is it soft and squishy or firm
like a billiard ball? What is the temperature of the sphere? Continue to
visualize your simple object until you are satisfied and or bored.

Next, slowly move onto the next object. Suppose the next object is a tree.
Is it a real tree or a fantasy creation? How tall is it? Could you climb it if
you wanted to? Is the season changing the colors of the leaves? Is there
a tree shape that “feels right?” As you visualize more and more details,
your tree will feel more andmore real.

If you feel satisfied with your visualization, then congratulations, you
achieve better visualization! If you still feel like your visualization is still
fuzzy or you are bored, slowlymove onto an evenmore sophisticated ob-
ject or instead look around you and visualize the ground, the sky, your
Tulpa, any other neighboring objects, etc.

Suggestions

The key to this method is slowing down and shifting your attention to
what you are visualizing. If you get bored and you warp yourself to a
parade or a war zone, that can lead you to getting distracted again.

More complex objects are supposed to be interesting for you to look at. If
a tree isn’t to your taste, you could also do furniture, a vendingmachine,
a weapon, etc. I recommend picking something you find interesting, be-
cause why have it in your wonderland if you don’t like it?

Visualizingmovingobjects are fineas longas it isnotyour startingobject.
I don’t recommend loud or overwhelming objects because the point is to
calm down and focus, not feel overwhelmed and become distracted.
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Unless you are really comfortablewithwhat your Tulpa’s form looks like,
I don’t recommend starting off with that. Like any other complex object,
their form may be too much for you to focus on right now, but it won’t
be after you built your way up to that level of complexity.

If your Tulpa is sentient, they can guide you to look at certain things, or
they may ask for you to visualize something for them. Why not, right?
Theymay surprise you with a real treat!

In Conclusion

Once you feel comfortable with your visualization, have fun! Now that
your visualizations are stable, you can go ahead and visualize exciting
things like flying on dragons or shooting aliens in space since yourmind
is so focused on the wonderland you most likely forgot about whatever
else was distracting you and your immediate surroundings in real life.
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Chapter 15

Parapsychological

This section contains things of a parapsychological1 nature. If this kind
of content disturbs you, please ignore this section entirely. This is in-
cluded for completion and to ensure that there is not a bias towards or
against this kind of content.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parapsychology
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Metaphysical Creation

By Cable

Before we start, let’s smooth some things out. The matter of creating of
tulpa can be seen from many perspectives. Some approach the project
psychologically and others metaphysically. Some make a hodge podge
of it. Well I’m going to try and separate as best I can the Hodge, the psy-
chological, from the Podge, themetaphysical. That being said, let’smove
on.

From the Hodge perspective, a tulpa is a manifestation over time from
what dwells within the subconscious. By delving into your subconscious
to retrieve the information you want to bring out in this tulpa, you are
essentially exploring your inner self. I.e. Meditating! So let’s see what
the Podge has to offer.

Metaphysically, a tulpa is an ethereal being that you, youYOU, bring into
existence throughhours ofmeditation, visualization, and energymanip-
ulation. To those who are familiar with metaphysics, they can also be
grouped in the same category as Sigils, Servitors, Egregores, and God-
forms (listed from least powerful to most). Somewhere nestled between
the Servitor and theEgregore is the Tulpa. A self-aware, self-acting, ethe-
real being. I suggest you do some quick research on these subjects before
you begin. It will make the process and the eventual experiences a lot
more meaningful and enlightening.

Both ways take TIME. Some say it takes near 100 hours to get something
roughly complete. But remember, this is 100 hours of focusing and actu-
ally working on it. Even then, youmay just have a rough draft of a tulpa.
The idea is that you put so much energy into it, that it becomes a source
of energy itself.

Now… Energy? What exactly does that mean? Energy is all around you
and comes in many forms. It can be harnessed from earth, air, water,
fire, void, and if you’re morbid enough about it, death. It is in you and
every creature on this plane, or any other for that matter. And you can
absorb and store it through simplemeditation and energymanipulation.
Google is your friend. There are plenty of lessons out there on theweb to
guide you through this process. To give it energy, as you focus on the to-
be being, you also focus your energy into it as if you would a sigil. The
difference here is that you should have already visualized what it looks
like, talks like, acts like, and so on. So instead of being a single purpose
fire-and-forget sigil, it should come to life as an actual entity. The 100
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hours noted above is what this process is about. 100 hours of visualiza-
tion and the feeding of energy. This can wear you out, so try to spend a
couple hours a day at most. It is important that you are in good health
and free of bad energy that might creep up on you in your mentally and
physically drained state. More rest and meditation will help you regain
that which you focused into your tulpa.

Wonderland? It’s where you go as you go deeper and deeper into the rab-
bit hole of course! Also referred to as the astral plane, it is the 4th dimen-
sion that you create during meditation. Some see it as a void and others
fill that void to meet their needs for relaxation. You can make it as you
see fit, because what you think and imagine will appear on this 4th di-
mension! Does it have to be a certain way and will it affect your tulpa’s
progress? No. Think of it as a sandbox for you to build your tulpa in and
nothingmore.

What should you expect? Well your first few days should be focusing on
the formof the tulpa alone. You should be able to recall every physical as-
pect of this entity instantly. Onceyouhave this down, you canmoveonto
character traits. How does your tulpa carry itself? How does it act? How
might it spend its time? This is what you should spend the rest of your
timemeditating on and visualizing. Thingsmay change as youmove on.
Many have experienced their tulpa being shy or solitary during their ses-
sions of visualizations. Perhaps this is because you are unsure if you are
going about it correctly? That’s what Hodge would say. But don’t worry,
as you becomemore confident in their development, so will they.

Will they communicate with you? Of course! They are full of emotion,
thought, and self-awareness. But don’t be discouraged if they don’t talk
to you. This is part of the development, and usually comes late in the
process. Once it becomes an entity and not just an image in the astral
however, it will begin to convey emotions toward you the way a baby or
animal does. Theywill express themselves through actions and body lan-
guage and when the connection becomes strong enough, you will attain
an empathic link to your tulpa, feeling its emotions as well as your own.

Will you tulpa appear in the physical world? Maybe. This is where many
misunderstandings lie. Because it is an astral being, like all astral beings,
it takes a lot of energy to move from their plane to ours. Only a handful
of occasions has my tulpa, a simple black cat, appeared before me. The
experience is unreal, and to be honest, a little unsettling.

Will your tulpa visit you in dreams? Can I astral project with my tulpa?
Yes and yes. Dreams can be explained as unconscious astral projection.
So if you find yourself lucid dreaming a dream, you can think anything
into being just as you would awhile astral projecting. Many people visit
their tulpas in this 4th dimension and I encourage you to attempt this as
well. Because the astral place is perfect for the creation of pretty much
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anything, you may find it easier to further develop your tulpa and your
relationship with it while exploring the ether.

You may find yourself excited to see the outcome of your work. The I
want it now feeling might be building up. Try as best you can to remain
patient with the process. As I have said before, the tulpa is related to the
servitor. Pushing yourself toward a finished project too fast may lead to
an incomplete tulpa lacking emotions, self-motivation, or purpose. Be
aware that this is an ongoing process and your tulpa will continue to
grow as you focus, meditate, visualize, and interact with it.

If youhave any concerns in the process or outcomeof creating anddevel-
oping a relationship to an ethereal being; if you don’t feel you have the
skills or responsibility to do so, then simply don’t do it. Wait till you are
ready or start studying the matter. It doesn’t hurt to learn.

Any other questions should have already been answered in combination
with other guides and FAQs on the matter. If not, that’s what the boards
are for. I will be sure to update this if more direction is needed.

So be patient, be open, andmost importantly have fun.

(By Cable — Transcribed by endoalir)

Guide found here2.

2http://www.tulpa.info/archive/cables-metaphysical-guide/

http://www.tulpa.info/archive/cables-metaphysical-guide/


Astral Projection

By Ness

Astral projection occurs when your consciousness leaves your body. It is
also usually called an out of body experience, orOOBE/OBE. Somepeople
experience astral projection naturally, and it’s no big deal, but for the
rest of us, we have to work at it. Hopefully, this article will help youwith
that.

Before we begin, though, I have a few more things to say. Astral pro-
jection has proven itself to be fairly tricky. Most people attempt it for
monthsandmonthswithout really gettingoutof thebody. Manyof these
people can feel themselves getting close to leaving, so their hard work is
not completely in vain, andyet, theyhaven’t gottenALL thewayout. This
is no big deal. It seems to be normal to have a bit of a struggle with this.
The best advice I can give is to practice a lot, at least once a day, more
if you can, and if you ever begin to get upset that you can’t do it, just
stay calm and continue practicing. You can andwill project when you’re
ready. Becoming angry and trying to force it won’t help you at all.

You should also know that your body doesn’t die when you leave, or any-
thingweird like that. Your body continues to lie there, basically asleep. It
continues to breathe, pump blood, make waste, etc., even though you’re
not there.

You also cannot be possessed by something/someone while astral pro-
jecting. When you astral project, your consciousness is out of your body,
but your soul itself is still there. If your soul left your body when you as-
tral projected, your bodywouldprobably die. Your soul stays inplace and
you are at no greater risk of being possessed/taken over than you are at
any other time.

Also, you should try to be in a certain mind-set when you practice. It’s
hard to describe, but it’s basically a half awake/half asleep mode. You
want to be awake enough so that you can lay down and not fall asleep
immediately, butyoualsodon’twant tobe totallywired, or elseyouwon’t
be able to relax. Youdon’t have to be like this, but inmyexperience, along
with several other people, it helps a lot.

With ALL that being said, we can finally begin!

First of all, you need to be comfortable. You may sit or lay down,
whichever you prefer, but make sure you’re comfortable. Make sure
that you can be completely relaxed in your chosen position, and it takes
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you absolutely no effort. You also need to be comfortable in your clothes.
If you are not, change. You can’t have any distractions while trying to
astral project, or you’ll probably fail.

Once you’re completely comfortable, close your eyes and relax. Make
sure that for this, you are ABSOLUTELY, ONE HUNDRED PERCENT re-
laxed. When you first sit or lay down, you may feel relaxed already, but
you should do a thorough check of your entire body before continuing.
Check each part of your body, even the small parts, such as your fingers,
toes and especially your face. I cannot stress the face area enough.
Honestly, I never noticed how tensemy facewas. When I laid down to go
to sleep at night, I felt completely relaxed, but once I started practicing
astral projection and actually paid attention to relaxing my face, I
noticed that it had been slightly tensed all along.

To relax completely, try flexing each body part individually, then relax-
ing it. Repeat this a few times with each body part, then move onto the
next part. Eventually, when you’re completely done, your entire body
should feel slightly numb and heavier than usual.

Once you’re completely relaxed, visualize yourself leaving your body.
You can visualize yourself gently floating out of your body, or you can vi-
sualize yourself jerking to the side and rolling out of your body. You can
use any visualization that you want, so feel free to experiment. While
visualizing yourself leaving your body, you should eventually begin to
enter the vibrational stage. You enter the vibrational stage when you’re
on your way out of your body. It varies from person to person, but you
will most likely feel as if you’re either shaking or swaying. Youmay also
hear or see things. Nomatter what happens, remember to stay calm and
focused on leaving your body. If you pay attention to how exciting these
feelings are, you will lose focus on leaving your body and you’ll most
likely have to start over from the beginning. So, stay focused. Ignore
anything you feel, hear, see, etc. Stay one hundred percent focused on
astral projecting.

Once you make your way through the vibrational stage, the feelings
and/or noises and/or visions should begin to gently fade away, and
you should begin to feel as if you’re actually out of your body. In my
experiences, I felt very light and slightly cooler. Continue to focus on
astral projecting, although now, visualize yourself leaving your body
completely.

Before we continue, I would like to take this chance to warn you about
the popping. That probably sounds scary, but it’s actually nothing at all.
It is NOT dangerous, fatal, painful, etc. It’s just an extremely loud pop
that I heard one time when I left my body. I was lying there, perfectly
relaxed, far into the vibrational stage, and then the vibrations began to
fade. I was happy about getting so far, but I remained focused on leaving
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my body. I visualized myself floating straight up and out. Just as I felt
myself leave my body completely… POP! Like a shotgun going off in my
ear. Right in my ear. Right in my right ear, actually. It didn’t hurt at all,
like a normal incredibly loud sound does, but it startledme so badly that
I actually physically jumped, and all that progress I hadmade that night
was suddenly gone. Needless to say, I was pretty angry, so I just rolled
over and went to sleep. So, just consider this a warning: there may be a
very loud noise when you finally leave your body. Just try your hardest
not to be startled by it. Ignore it completely if you can. Let’s continue,
now.

Once out of their body, some people visualize their eyes opening, and
others just will them to open. Others’ eyes open automatically. Once
you’re out of your body, if your eyes are still closed, just change your fo-
cus to opening your eyes. They should, one way or another, open, and
you should get some kind of view. Most people describe it as being very
vivid, and, in some cases, a little blurry.

Shortly after getting out and looking around, most people feel as if
they’re being pulled back into their bodies, and they soon wake up. If
you get out and then get sucked right back into your body, don’t be
discouraged. Be happy with yourself for achieving your goal, and try
again soon.

Once you canget out of your body and stay there for a littlewhile, start to
focus on small movements, such as bending your arms or legs, ormaybe
even just lookingaround. Start out small andeasy, andworkyourwayup
tomoving around the room. Most people describe themovement as a “I’ll
just float over here, now” kind of movement, so take your time learning
it. Make sure you’ve got it down completely before you try to go out on
an adventure of some sort.

When you’re finally done astral projecting and you want to return to
your body, you can try one of several methods to return. You can actu-
ally go back to your body, lay down on yourself and visualize yourself
sinking back in, or you could just visualize yourself being sucked back in
from wherever you are. You can also just focus on waking up. It’s up to
you.

Now, if for some strange reason, you can’t get back into your body, you’ll
probably begin to panic, and once you become upset enough, you should
wake up automatically, as if you were having a bad dream or something.
If, by some chance, you are incredibly unlucky and even panicking isn’t
enough tomake you wake up, just wait it out. As you astral project, your
physical body is basically asleep, so if someone kicks down your door to
seewhat you’re doing, you’ll probably stop astral projecting andwakeup.
Also, if your body needs to go to the bathroom, the urge will get stronger
and stronger until you finally wake up. Don’t worry, though; I’ve never
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heard of anyone not being able to reenter their body. You’ll get back in,
one way or another.

When you’ve finally gotten out of your body several times and you can
keep yourself out for a good amount of time, go have fun. Go see what
your friends are doing. Try flyingway up into outer space, or divingway
down to the bottomof the ocean. Practice some Psionicswhile astral pro-
jecting. Be creative and have fun!

Well, there you have it. Practice hard and often, and while practicing,
remember to stay calm and relaxed the ENTIRE time. Doing that, you
shouldn’t have too much trouble with this.

Good luck!



Chapter 16

Historical Guides

These guides aren’t considered the most accurate or up to date in terms
of our understanding of tulpamancy, but these are the guides that ev-
erything is built upon in some level. These guides are here as historical
reference.
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FAQMan’s Guide on How to Create a Tulpa

By FAQman tulpa.faq@gmail.com

A note

A lot of people consider this guide to be outdated, but it is themost influ-
ential document in the community. For a good summary of what people
consider unnessecary, skip hour counts.

“As great scientists have said and as all children know, it is
above all by the imagination that we achieve perception, and
compassion, and hope.” ~Ursula LeGuin

Introduction

So, you want to make a tulpa, is that right? In this guide I will discuss
how tomake this psychological phenomenon. This guide is firmly rooted
in the psychological school of thought. I hold the opinion that people
should not follow guides perfectly. You should take this as a guideline,
and then find your own way. This is just based off my experience, and
the experiences of people I have talked to. We are not all the same. This
all tookme a total of 130 hours: over the course of 2.5 months, 2-3 hours
a day 5 days a week.

Firstly, before trying to create something, we should know what it is. A
tulpa (the Tibetan word for construct or build) is a self imposed halluci-
nation that interacts with all 5 senses. This practice was first done by Ti-
betan Buddhists in ancient times. Youwill be able to see, hear, smell and
touch (without solidity of course, but this will be explained later) your
tulpa just like you would a normal person. A tulpa is a forced hallucina-
tion, a schism of your own consciousness, a fully sentient being, and a
companion.

This takes more than 100 hours. Don’t start unless you know you’re go-
ing to follow it through. Don’t spend more than 3 hours a day sitting
down and partaking in intense thought/ imagining, or else you’ll get ex-
hausted, have headaches, and constantly feel like you’re hung over. You
should not do less than a half hour a day. You can also spread your time
out throughout the day, say, one hour in the morning and one in the af-
ternoon or something like that. Your intervals of tulpaforcing (this is
the umbrella term for sitting downand visualizing / creating your tulpa)
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should be no less than a half hour or else you won’t get into the deep
phase of concentration needed to really be productive.

Personality

Before you do anything, think about the kind of traits you want your
tulpa to have. Working on the personality plays quite a large role in sen-
tience. Think up around 30-15 traits, and think about each trait in re-
lation to your tulpa for 15-30 minutes. For more information on this,
please see my personality guide, version 2.

Visualization

Next, think of a form. No, don’tmake yourself. No, don’tmake your dead
mother or your crush. It can be humanoid, a creature, an animal, or a
rock. Just think of something you will want to focus on for hours at a
time, and hang around for quite probably the rest of your life. Making
the tulpa have the same body or visage as a known and fleshed out char-
acter is not good. This can lead to the tulpa having identity problems,
feeling like it has to live up to something its not, and the like. You could
nevermakea tulpabe exactly the sameas a character. Theyare their own
being. Do not stifle them by applying the preconceived notions you have
about a character to them.

I did not use a wonderland, like Irish_ did. Instead, I actually sat down
and took a snapshot of the space in front of me with my mind. After-
wards, I closedmy eyes and superimposed the tulpa over it to work. First
what you should do is briefly imagine your tulpa naked or in its under
clothes (whichever makes you more comfortable) for a period of time,
perhaps about an hour or so. Then you add clothes to it, and continue
the visualization. This will enable the tulpa to be able to change outfits
on a whim, once they’re complete.

What you want to do for visualization is really focus on parts of your
tulpa’s appearance until its perfect. Faces and eyes are most notably
hard. You won’t be able to see the whole tulpa and every single detail on
your first time, it’s something you’ll have to work up to and spend time
on. Some people like to sort of zoom in on a section and get it perfect, do-
ing everything in segments until they’ve done everything, putting it all
together to finish. Whatever you do, you want to make sure that by the
end you’re done, you should be able to recall your entire tulpa on awhim,
see it from every angle, and have it appear the same to you every single
time you see it. This step is the easiest to fuck up and really rush, but you
should spend from5-15 hours on it. Of course,more is always better. The
more time you spend on a tulpa, the more you’ll get out of it, obviously.
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Touch

Next, do it again when you havemastered the above step to its fullest ex-
tent. Now, sit down, and close your eyes again. Imagine your tulpa stand-
ing in front of you again. Nowmake your imagination self stand up, and
walk over, in first person point of view. Stick out your hands and start
feeling up your tulpa. Touch them and imagine everything. How their
hair feels. How their muscles feel. Feel everything, and once you have
THAT mastered, move on. Note that when your tulpa is imposed upon
your environment, you will be able to touch them. But, there will be no
solidity at all. You’ll be able to feel their body temperature, contours and
texture andwhat not, but you’ll be able to basically push your hand right
through them. Again, this step should take around 5-15 hours. There’s
no skimping out here.

Smell

Okay everyone, get out your noses. Smell your tulpa. No, don’t smell ev-
erything; just create a general smell that they’ll have. Are they wearing
perfume? Do they smell like a crack den? The only other thing you’ll
want to create a smell for is their hair or clothes. Just make sure you
have the same smell for them every time. Smell triggers memory more
than visuals, and is useful. Smell isn’t considered super important, but
it is something you don’t want to just skip for the sake ofmaking a tulpa
faster. 3-10 hours on this step, says I.

Gestures and Body Language

This is the part where wework on gestures and body language. Work out
your tulpa’s posture, gait, arm swing, gestures, facial expressions and
everything relating to body language. For the facial expressions, which
you should do last out of these, send them random thoughts that corre-
spond with each emotion, and imagine them reacting. You shouldn’t do
the facial expressions and all of these over and over, because that in the
endwould constitute as parroting, which is bad and explained below. Up
until now, the tulpa should have just been standing there and looking
pretty. Again, put a good 5-10 hours into this step.

Subsequent Tulpaforcing

Now that you’re done with the basics of creation, that doesn’t mean
that you stop sitting down and tulpaforcing. You basically combine all
the senses and sit down and still hammer them all into your head. You
should still be doing this ideally from 1 to 3 hours a day, or as long as
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you can handle. You shouldn’t stop sitting down and doing it daily until
you’re done with your tulpa completely.

Sentience, Narration and Voice

During any of these steps youmight have noticed your tulpa doing some-
thing on its own, or gotten a suddenwave of emotion seemingly from the
tulpa. These are both sure signs of sentience and are very good. I did not
get an emotional response until I hit around 50 hours in, so really, don’t
hold your breath. Remember that if a sentient being could be made in a
day then everyone would have one. This isn’t something you can really
do quickly.

Okay, anyway go about your life. Talk to your tulpa while you’re going
about your business; say anything really. Some people begin narration
right off, and that’s fine. I wouldn’t personally start until you’re done
with at least half of the creation steps. A commonmistake made here is
the parroting of responses. If you’re telling your tulpa about how pretty
your new shoes are, don’t make them say anything back. You know you
are done with this step when your tulpa says something back on its own.
You’ll know, because it will be completely alien.

Note that it takes 25 or so hours (usually more) for this to happen. Don’t
rushyourself. If you rushanything, youcould endupwitha servitor (like
a tulpa without its own consciousness) or just a hologramwhich does ef-
fectively nothing. You might have gotten a headache, which is normal.
They will usually be gone by the end of the creation process. You should
just stick with talking to them for as long as it takes.

As for the voice of the tulpa, it will start out being very generic, like the
voices they program into a GPS. It will becomemore normal and distinct
as time goes on. If you have some idea of what you want the voice to be,
be sure to sort of apply it by imagining your tulpa saying randomwords
in that voice. Otherwise itwill just basically becomewhat it becomes and
you don’t have much control over that.

On another note, let’s talk about deviation in tulpae. Tulpae will often
change during the creation process. They change in the earlier stages be-
cause they are matching up with your subconscious ideal. This can and
will differ from what you consciously want. Later on, when they have
proved themselves to be sentient, they may change themselves further.
You should not mess with or try reversing the changes, because what
you’re doing is basically forcing the tulpa into an identity it doesn’twant.
This is for the better, and you should accept the changes with open arms.
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Opening your Mind

Okay, so beforewe start the next part, the following should be true: Your
tulpa talks to you in complete sentences, your tulpa has its own opinions
and your tulpa sometimes does things youwouldn’t expect. These are all
signs of sentience.

Now, sit right back down on your ass. Tell your tulpa you are opening
yourmind to it, and imagine itwalking throughadoor or something sim-
ilar. This is when your tulpa will see your subconscious. From here on
out it will know all yourmemories, how you feel, and prettymuch every-
thing about you as a person. You shouldn’t do this right off; wait until
trust is built. That way it is more meaningful; your tulpa will not take it
for granted.

Imposition

Now, this is whenwe begin to impose the tulpa on our reality. Say you’re
walking down the street. Imagine your tulpa just behind you, walking
with you. Make sure you remember its gait. Do this almost at all times
until it becomes natural. You should be trying to smell your tulpa a little
bit, trying to feel out its presence. This tookme a while to master.

Next, start to impose the tulpa on your peripheral vision. It should never
be fully seen, except for bits and pieces. Start to smell it, maybe have
it brush your arm lightly or something. Force it upon all your senses,
almost all the time. Soon enough, it will be there. This takes a while too
and definitely don’t rush it.

Finally, begin to fully see, hear, smell and touch your tulpa, keeping it in
fully view. Seeing the entire thing is not as easy as just bits and pieces,
but with the preparation the peripheral vision gave you it should not be
too hard. At this point, until you have it perfectly, you should still be
sitting down and imagining your tulpa in front of you daily, for a couple
hours. Talking, and doing whatever you do.

In Closing

When your tulpa is first imposed, it may seem see through. Your tulpa
also will become more mature and change as it adjusts to the world and
what not. I guess that’s pretty much it. Again, don’t feel the need to fol-
low the guide perfectly. But also, don’t use this liberty to cheat yourself
by saying Oh, I have visualization perfectly down after 20 minutes be-
cause as with every single sense, defining is also building.

So that about sums it up for this little guide. I hope you guys found it
useful and a good read. If you have any questions feel free to email me.
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The content on this page cannot be redistributed without linking to the
original source1 and crediting Dane/FAQman.

1http://www.tulpa.info/archive/faqman-creation-guide/
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FAQman’s Final Post

By FAQMan

I lookedat the forumtoday, thenewchangeswereoverwhelming. I sense
that not everyone is being completely truthful, yet, the sense of commu-
nity there is astounding. I really liked the new page for user submitted
guides. Imust say, I’mquite surprised that Fedehasn’t killed himself yet,
it seemsas though the community likeshimabout asmuchas I do. I hope
that you’re a little bit wary about who knows what and who has what. If
that secret tulpa board still remains,make sure at least someone ismoni-
toring it, as I believe that it’s the sort of thing that couldbreedroleplaying
if left alone.

I knew from the beginning that you’d make and keep a site that was not
only a good tool for the community as a whole, but a place where peo-
ple could go and congregate as a whole. I still don’t regret leaving it, as
I feel like in effect I would have definitely imposed my worldview and
opinions on everyone and generally fucked things up, because let’s be
honest, that’s just sort of thing I do. Without me being a tulpaforcing
Gestapo, I see there are newmethods which seem promising.

Lastly, colorme faintly amused that thewhole “tulpae” thing is still, well,
a thing. Initially it was sort of an experiment of mine, to see how many
peoplewould followmeafter I implemented a change to the terminology
which was completely, for lack of better terminology, faggy. Of course,
I see that “tupper” is now an acceptable word as well. Oh, how culture
changes.

I’ll continue to lurkyour site andnot answer the slewof emails I get. Most
of themare in Russian, and hell, I remember the coldwar. Fuck Russians
and their shitty language. It sounds like butch lesbians having a gang
bang when spoken. The English emails I get are typically people who
haven’t read the guides.

I haven’t talked to anyone but the guywho runs grabthebird.tumblr.com,
anyone else who says so is a liar and a tool.

Just letting you know I’m not dead in a ditch somewhere, as I think a lot
of people were beginning to get that impression.

-Frequently Asked Questions Old Man Asshole Nazi Obsolete Suppressor
of Change Evil Hour Counts Douche

P.S. feel free to spread this or post it around as you see fit.
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Tulpa Guide for Special People

By FAQman (tulpa.faq@gmail.com)

So, the first guide is SO LONGandSOHARD tounderstand, right? Well in
this snarky sequel, I’llmake it easier to understand for people that aren’t
very good English speakers, morons, and young people who don’t know
English beyond OMG. So, without further a due, here I go.

So, youwant tomake a tulpa. Here Iwill tell youhow. This is not paranor-
mal or supernatural, but rather a mental thing. No, this is not a mental
disorder or an imaginary friend. You see and experience your tulpa like
a normal person. Do not follow this guide perfectly- you don’t have to.
Instead, please make sure you just get to every step so you don’t miss
anything important. Making a tulpa is hard, and takes a long time. It
took me 130 hours (2 and a half months). This is my method, and there
are other methods out there you can try, okay?

When you make a tulpa do not work on it for more than three hours a
day, or else you will feel very exhausted and not be able to function well.
Making a tulpa is very hard on the brain, and if you’re not used to visual-
izing things, then it may result in headaches and feeling very tired. This
is normal, don’tworry. Don’twork on your tulpa for less than ahalf hour
a day, because so little time is not very constructive. You can spread the
time out throughout the day, but make sure you’re not making the ses-
sions last less than 20minutes.

Before you do anything youwant towork on personality. Think about all
the traits, likes, dislikes, biases, point of views, prejudices andeverything
you want your tulpa to have. What I did, is I turned this all into a sort of
ball and focuses on each part of the personality until I knew it back to
front. What you do may be different, because personality is highly per-
sonal, and is generally different for everyone. Please do this first, before
even visualizing. This should take around 3 to 10 hours. People like to
skip this, but please don’t.

Next what youwant to do is think about the form youwant your tulpa to
have. It should not be a living person, a dead person, a character, or your-
self. It can be an animal, a rock, a person or anything else you can pos-
sibly think of, excluding the above. Just make it something you want to
have for the rest of your life, and something that isn’t a fleshed out char-
acter. The problem with the latter is that you’ll be applying your ideas
about the character to the tulpa, which will make it so it might not grow
into its own being. This is generally a bad thing.
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Unlike Irish’s method I did not use a wonderland. What I did was sit
down, look at the area in front of me, close my eyes and then imagine
the tulpa on the area. I think this is a bettermethod for people that don’t
want to imagineanentireworldanda tulpa. Whenyoufirstmakea tulpa,
you should think about it naked initially. Because if you don’t, whatever
clothes you put them inwill become part of their form and theywon’t be
able to change. You should onlymake them naked for the first half hour
of visualization.

With visualization you strive to really focus on your tulpa’s appearance
until you can see it perfectly in your head. You should be looking at them
froma “first person” point of view. This step is the easiest one for people
to rush, but you should spend around 5 to 15 hours on it. More is always
better, of course, and if you feel the need to spendmore than 15 hours or
so on visualization than that’s fine.

Now what you want to do is start getting a feel for the texture of your
tulpa. You can either physically put your hands out or pretend to feel
them, or justdo itwithinyourmind. Again, howyoudo this step ismostly
up to you. This should take 5-15 hours regardless of how well you think
you’re doing.

The next step in relation to sensory details is smell. You want to create
a general smell for your tulpa. It can be as subtle or harsh as you want.
Smell is important because of all our senses it triggers memory the best.
Use this to your advantage! Skipping smell is something a lot of people
like to do, but I feel it is very counteractive in the end. You only have to
spend around 3 to 10 hours on smell.

This next part is something a lot of people think is fun, because up until
now your tulpa should have been basically standing still. This, by con-
trast, may be more entertaining for the budding tulpaforcer. What you
do, is you design your tulpa’s body language. How they walk, how they
swing their arms, their posture and everything falls under this. Another
thing you may want to do is to imagine their facial expressions for cer-
tain emotions. You don’t have to do every single emotion but you should
be putting enough time into it that you have a pretty solid idea of what
most of their facial expressions look like. This should take another 5-10
hours to master.

Okay, now we are done with the basics of creation. Just because all this
is done, doesn’t mean you stop sitting down for X hours a day and work-
ing on your tulpa. Now you’re just putting each main trait together all
into one. You should continue to do this until your tulpa is completely
finished in every sense of the word.

During any of these steps youmight have noticed your tulpa doing some-
thing on its own, or gotten a suddenwave of emotion seemingly from the
tulpa. These are both sure signs of sentience and are very good. I did not
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get an emotional response until l hit around 50 hours in; so really, don’t
expect something like this to happen so quickly.

Now we enter the stage of narration! Note that this does not in any way
replace or nullify the sitting down and tulpaforcing. You still need to
do that. With narration you basically want to be talking to your tulpa
as much as you possibly can. Just make open ended conversation. Do
not make up responses for them at any cost. This is called parroting and
does not help you at all. In fact it hinders the creation of the separate
consciousness. You can start narration any time you want, but I would
not start until you’ve done at least visualization. That way you can hold
and think about the image of the tulpa in your mind while narrating to
them.

Some time around this period you may have the tulpa talk to you. It is
very distinct from your own mind. This usually does not happen any
time less than 25 hours into creation. For me, my tulpa did not talk to
me until I was 70 hours into creation. It is generally different for every-
one. Talking is also a sure sign that your tulpa has it’s own “mind”.

As for the voice of the tulpa, it will start out being very generic, think like
the voices they program into a GPS. It will becomemore normal and dis-
tinct as time goes on. If you have some idea of what you want the voice
to be, be sure to sort of apply it by imagining your tulpa saying random
words in that voice. Otherwise it will just basically become what it be-
comes and you don’t have much control over that.

On another note, let’s talk about deviation in tulpae. Tulpae will often
change during the creation process. They change in the earlier stages be-
cause they are matching up with your subconscious ideal. This can and
will differ from what you consciously want. Later on, when they have
proved themselves to be sentient, they may change themselves further.
You should not mess with or try reversing the changes, because what
you’re doing is basically forcing the tulpa into an identity it doesn’twant.
This is for the better, and you should accept the changes with open arms.

Okay, so beforewe start the next part, the following should be true: Your
tulpa talks to you in complete sentences, your tulpa has its own opinions,
and your tulpa sometimes does things youwouldn’t expect. These are all
signs of sentience.

Now, sit right back down on your ass. Tell your tulpa you are opening
yourmind to it, and imagine itwalking throughadoor or something sim-
ilar. This is when your tulpa will see your subconscious. From here on
out it will know all yourmemories, how you feel, and prettymuch every-
thing about you as a person. You shouldn’t do this right off, wait until
trust is built. That way it is more meaningful; your tulpa will not take it
for granted.
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Now, this is whenwe begin to impose the tulpa on our reality. Say you’re
walking down the street. Imagine your tulpa just behind you, walking
with you. Make sure you remember its gait. Do this almost at all times
until it becomes natural. This took me a while to master. Next, start to
impose the tulpa on your peripheral vision. It should never be fully seen,
except for bits andpieces. Start to smell it,maybehave it brush your arm
lightly or something. Force it upon all your senses, almost all the time.
Soon enough, it will be there. This takes a while too and definitely don’t
rush it. Finally, begin to fully see, hear, smell and touch your tulpa, keep-
ing it in fully view. Seeing the entire thing is not as easy as just bits and
pieces, but with the preparation the peripheral vision gave you it should
not be too hard. At this point, until you have it perfectly, you should still
be sitting down and imagining your tulpa in front of you daily, for a cou-
ple hours. Talking, and doing whatever you do.

You know this step is done when your tulpa looks completely real to you
and everything.

Great, now you’re donemaking a tulpa. Now go learn English so you can
appreciate the real guide.



How to Tulpa/Tulpae

By Irish

Reasons for following this guide

I won’t tell you to follow this guide because it’s the ALMIGHTY GUIDE
OF KNOWING EVERYTHING. I’ll just say this, I have no reason why you
should follow my guide. If you feel like following it then more power to
you. This guide is basically my way of giving out info to you. It’s NOT
a rule book or a set way to do it. It’s a guideline, just something to help
you, BUT please try and do stuff your own way. If you have problems
understanding something, think about it first, examine it, and come up
withyourownwayofdoing things andshare itwith theotherpeoplewho
are interested.

Howmy guide is different than FAQ’s

My guide has the wonderlandway and doesn’t work on personality at all
(explained more in the guide). I also promote more open interpretation
of the guides. I also emphasize how they are guidelines not rules.

Some steps and info

1. I was bored and found this whole tulpa ordeal a year or so ago and
decided I wanted a companion of sorts so the idea of a tulpa really
hit home.

2. I decided on a form and the type of tulpa that I wanted and what
I’d use the tulpa for (Basically companionship). I found that in this
stage it is best to get rid of ulterior motives and thoughts such as
Making a tulpa just for sex or Making a tulpa just so I can beat the
crap out of it. These are bad and counterproductive and usually re-
sult in a tulpa that will try to hurt you mentally. To get rid of these
ulterior motives and thoughts yourselves is up to you. That isn’t
what this guide is about.

3. Once I had a general idea and had gotten rid ofmy ulteriormotives.
I made an area in my mind that I called my wonderland for more
info on wonderland read Wonderlands and Tulpae, another guide
that I wrote.
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4. In my wonderland, with my idea in mind, I made the idea of the
tulpa into just a blue cloud and basically started narrating to it. I
just kept talking to it and talking to it telling it anything I could. I
told it about my day, stories, ideas. If you’re reading this and don’t
know what Tulpas are by now than you’re doing it wrong. I’m not
gonnago intodeepdetail, but knowthis: It’s a Tibetan thought form
that is usually used as a discipline and teaching tool at least where
it originated from. Most use it for companionship though, so that’s
cool too. If you want more info read FAQ_man’s What is a tulpa
guide.

5. After a while I started feeling a funny feeling in the back right of
my head towards the spine. This funny feeling is different for ev-
eryone. It could be a sense of pain or maybe a light headache, or
even extreme pleasure. And know this: the origin of the funny feel-
ing probablywon’t be the same spot asmine. Remember everyone’s
different.

6. When you have acquired the funny feeling or alien feeling of sorts,
start to build on it. Input your feelings, your thoughts, your emo-
tions and energy into it (attention for the non-metaphysics peeps).
Be sure to examine it and start to build the foundation of the tulpa.

7. While you’re building the tulpa fromwhatever formyou started on,
be it blue cloud like I did or any other thing you started out with,
then while you’re building on the funny feeling build the tulpa up
into the form you want it into, so while you’re in your wonderland
working on the tulpa or just doing it normally build its form into
what you want it to be. Remember: A tulpa will not always stay in
the form you want it to be in, most likely it will change its form to
your likingandchange it inways that youprobablydidn’t decideon.
If things keep changing repeatedly then you might want to stop it,
but either way do not stop a tulpa when it’s changing things. It’s
counterproductive and very hard to stop a tulpa from doing so.

8. While you’re forming it, you’re giving it a lot of attention and en-
ergy as well as narrating that may sound hard to do and you will
most likely get headaches at this point. Remember you’remaking a
tulpawhichbasicallymeansyou’reusingyourmind toveryhighex-
tents and probably using your head more than you usually do on a
daily basis. Well the headaches are NOT a bad thing, they just show
you’re doing it alright and as you get more and more headaches
you’ll get used to it more and more and as your tulpa finished the
headaches will disappear.

9. Alright here’s the deal you’ll be doing the whole giving energy, nar-
rating, and forming bit for a while. Just cover all your bases over
and over again and keep thinking of every part of the tulpa; keep
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narrating. You’re probably wondering about a tulpas personality
at this point. What I did was just allow the tulpa to experience my
life as it is and let it see my life through a thing I made in my won-
derland called the Library. It has everymemory in there andno you
don’thave to seeeverybook. It couldbeanook forall I care it doesn’t
even have to be a library, but y’know it’s just kinda fits if it was a li-
brary. This is one way for the tulpa to get a personality. Another
way to get a personality for the tulpa with my method is basically
letting it get its own (Personally I think the idea of narrating and
building the personality is a good idea so follow FAQ_mans guide
on that deal). I never really did personality; I letmine get there own
personality. I just never really thought about it that much so for-
give me.

10. After a while of narrating, giving attention, and building the tulpa,
it should attain the ability to speak to you on its own. At this point
you’re doingwell and are probablywell along yourway, know to get
to this point more than 10 hours or so are probably needed unless
you’re insanely good at this, but do know that everybody is differ-
ent and your tulpa may not speak until 50 hours in. Everybody’s
different, so don’t freak out immediately that it’s not responding
to you.

11. If, at this point, your tulpa is speaking to you and you have a good
form in your head, but you haven’t imposed them into your reality,
and you’ve got the librarymemory bit done with your tulpa so that
it knows your life, and you know for a fact you’ve covered all your
bases and feel like the tulpa is fully autonomous and does every-
thing on it’s own, then I believe you’re ready to impose in into your
reality. To do this, simply just take the idea of the tulpa which you
can clearly see in your headwhich is fully autonomous in yourwon-
derland, and literally think it into reality, say on your bed or next to
you. Do what FAQ Man said on this part and start subtly from the
peripherals of your vision and just kinda go from there. It’ll be hard
andYES the face is the hardest part to fully complete into existence,
but if you’ve gotten to this point then I knowyou’re dedicated to fin-
ishing it so please bare through it.

Parroting – IMPORTANT

Knowthis, parroting is basically forcingyour tulpa todowhateveryou’re
thinking of. When a tulpa is autonomous the tulpa will be doing things
without you even thinking of it. You’ll have no idea what there thoughts
are or why they do things. A sapient tulpa basically is one that can speak
for itself and talk by itself and think for itself with no input from you.
You’re doing nothing to the tulpa and forcing it to do nothing. It’ll be
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hard to tell if you’re parroting or not and honestly you’ve gotta find that
out yourself. So far it is the biggest problem with people who are tul-
paforcing. Prolonged parroting leads to a servitor and not a tulpa. For
more info on servitors look at the little info bit in the guides about servi-
tors and tulpas.

HOWEVER

There are some types of good parroting, such as parroting it to do some-
thing to kick start it, or for voice you can kickstart bymaking it speak or
say whatever you want. It’s generally a good idea to kickstart but some-
times it isn’t needed. DO NOT DO THIS MORE THAN ONCE. Parroting
movement is okay in the very first stages of building. Move the arms
around yourself to be sure you havewhat goeswhere andwhich anatom-
ical features go where. This is okay in the beginning and is generally ac-
ceptable all-together. Now when it gets to the point of that you’re just
forcing a tulpa to go somewhere or move around then that is BAD and
will lead to a servitor. Do not force the tulpa to do anything. It’s okay to
kickstart but don’t do this because it’s pants on head retarded.

(By Irish_, Transcribed by JDBar, converted to Markdown by Quora)

The strong language in this guide has been toned down to make it more
SFW. You can access a copy of the guide in its original image form by
clicking here2.

NOTE: Version 1.0 of this guide can be found here3.

2http://i.imgur.com/dd6sk.png
3http://i.imgur.com/1XJcJ.png
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Percieved Dangers of Making a Tulpa

By FAQMan

I always figured the Tulpas can kill you angle was /x/ making
it /x/-approved.

• ~Arula

In this document I would like to address the perceived dangers of mak-
ing a tulpa. Lots of people expect and fear certain things happening to
them, some of which are quite impossible or just unrealistic. Usually
these fears come from ignorance on the topic or something of the like.
In the following I’ll put forth some regularly given reasons not to make
a tulpa, and then my rebuttal based on my experiences and what I have
collected from other sources.

A tulpa will always try to kill you to escape because it will be-
come jealous about how you can perceive and act in the world
and it can’t. It will want to experience theworld and you’re lit-
erally trapping it in your head. You’re segmenting off a piece
of your soul and trapping it, of course something is going to
go wrong.

I see this more than I should considering it’s completely ridiculous. Let
me break down the errors in this kind of thinking point by point. Firstly,
a tulpa cannot kill you. They have no kind of interaction with the phys-
ical world at all. They can’t control your body processes either. Nor can
they posses you andmake you kill yourself. Secondly, people assume tul-
pae are all jealous by nature when really how they act is a tulpa by tulpa
basis. Also, must tulpae don’t get very jealous about not being able to op-
erate as a person. They know what they are and they don’t really mind
too much. You can’t miss what you never had.

Also, you’re not trapping the tulpa anywhere. Trapping implies it could
be free anyways, and this is not the case with a tulpa. Basically people
have trouble putting the fact in perspective that tulpae are not actual
beings. They’re a part of your mind, and while they should be treated as
something that actually exists, the fact remains that they don’t. Bits of
double think there, right?

If you ignore your tulpa, it will get jealous. If you have other
friends it will turn them against you. Your tulpa will hate if
you fap to porn and it will get angry.
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Time and time again I hear people saying that all tulpae are innately jeal-
ous, and if you don’t gear all your attention toward themyou’re basically
setting yourself up for disaster. All tulpae are different! Some need very
little attention, some like to constantly be the center of it. Somewill get a
bit jealous, otherswon’t. There is no rule for jealousywhen talking about
tulpae. That’s just like trying to create rules for people, or groups of peo-
ple. How your tulpa’s personality turns out is not entirely up to you, and
it is possible you may end up with these traits, but not likely if they’re
not a part of any of your ideals.

The tulpa will eventually try to take over your body com-
pletely.

This goes hand in hand with the multiple personality things, but I think
some things need to be said here regardless. I would like to say that
firstly, even elective possession by a tulpa is not known to be entirely
possible. Theoretically, of course it could happen- electively. But we
have not had any trusted accounts of this, because everyone who claims
to have done it cannot explain the process, nor do they seem like a legit
source. Irish_ and I don’t want to try possession, and in the case of me,
it is because all the implications of something else controlling the body
completely freaks me out.

That being said, the tulpa can’t really take possession by force, even ifwe
accept the fact that it is possible.

Tulpae will damage you psychologically because they’re ass-
holes

Alright, as with the first danger this has a lot wrong with it, but I’ll basi-
cally break it down into two main points. Firstly, a tulpa can’t damage
you psychologically. Even if they were a giant dick, and did wish you
harm, the most they would be capable of doing would be following you
around and annoying you, scaring you by standing creepily in dark hall-
ways, not letting you sleep, or just being a dick like that. They can’tmake
you insane by somehow intertwining themselves in your psyche and ru-
ining your mind. They can only really damage you about as much as a
person who can’t touch you can.

Secondly, your tulpa is not going to want to harm you in any way; even
if you start to dissipate it for no reason or just generally act like a froth-
ing douche. This is because firstly, they’re amanifestation of yourmind,
and they know this. They know they would be putting their own very ex-
istence in danger by fucking with you. Also, you both have complete em-
pathy for each other. You know each other’s motivations, thought pro-
cesses and everything. The tulpa really wouldn’t harm you because by
extension it can feel the harm its doing.
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Conclusion

I think there’s enough of a pattern here that you can now discern for
yourself really what’s going on here.

The content on this page cannot be redistributed without linking to the
original source4 and crediting Dane/FAQman.

4https://www.tulpa.info/archive/perceived-dangers-of-making-a-tulpa/

https://www.tulpa.info/archive/perceived-dangers-of-making-a-tulpa/


Oguigi & Koomer Possession Starter Guide

by Oguigui and Koomer Co-authors/editors: -Chupi -Waffles
-Linkzelda

Disclaimer: Hello, my name is Oguigi, and I am Koomer’s tulpa. This
guide describes my way of doing possession. Please be considerate of
you and your tulpa’s safety, and never overwork yourself or your tulpa.

Be patient and train in a safe and private area, and please acknowledge
that the advice I givemay not apply to everyone. Themind is an abstract
place and there is no single way to do things. This guide is somewhat
experimental, but Koomer and I hope that this method will help those
who are struggling to achieve possession.

Koomer (host): Possession is a very useful skill that allows your tulpa
to influence the physical world directly, by moving and controlling your
body. It can also be fun. Tulpae can play games with you, learn to speak
with your body, as well as type and write. This is a great way of giving
them a portal to the outside world. The following is written by my tulpa,
Oguigi. She will explain and give details and helpful tips on possession.

(To hosts: Before you start possession, I strongly recommend that your
tulpa be able to communicate with you reliably.)

Because of the nature of possession, be sure to read this guide with
your tulpa.

Oguigi (tulpa): What I am about to write is aimed at tulpae, because we
are the ones primarily responsible for whether possession works or not.
The host’s role is to relax their body and let us attempt to assume control
over it; to coach us on how to move each body part; and to encourage us
to try our best.

The first thing you need to be able to do is have some kind of awareness
of your host’s body. It’s very important that you experience what they
see, hear, feel, taste, etc. as they do. You need to relax yourself and tune
out your own surroundings, then focus on your host’s body.

Makesureyourhostknowswhatyou’redoingso theycanrelax theirbody
and not move. Focus on a simple part of the body like the index finger.
Assume that body part is now yours, and try to gain awareness of this
body part. (Note: This sometimes makes me feel a little tingling or numb-
ness in the part the tulpa is focusing on. -Chupi)
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When you are focused try to move it, imagining that you are doing so.
If this is your very first time, the body might reject your commands to
make it move. This is normal. Even on your first try it might be possible
for the index finger to move a couple millimeters in the direction you
want.

Your host may notice that the finger “clicks” this is pretty much the
smallest about of muscle movement possible. If the host detects these
movements, please make sure that he/she tells you, and knows that
these movements came from you.

Most hosts can only give up a small fraction of their day for this. You
can still train possession, even when you’re not controlling your host’s
body. We tulpae come in all shapes and forms, but for training pos-
session while not using the physical body you will want to assume a
temporary form that is similar to your host’s body. Anything that’s
“human/humanoid” is good enough.

For some being in a humanoid bodymight be strange at first, but the key
is to get used to it. The brain has some magical ways of making things
work. The way you move the toes, fingers, arms, and legs in your new
humanoid bodywill be almost identical to theway youwould try tomove
your host’s body during possession. (If you already have a human form,
that’s great. All you need to do is keep possession in mind when ever
you’re moving any part of your body.)

Keep training andmoving around in your humanoid body, with the goal
of possession in mind. Training usually takes many hours so please be
patient. You should always have a set time to train possession with your
host, and should attempt this at least once a day. If possible you should
set it at the same time each day, to gauge your progress on a daily basis,
which is veryhelpful. I stronglydiscourageusing randomtimes, random
days, or when you feel like it.

Some extra tips

If you have a decent awareness of your host’s body, whenever he/she
moves throughout the day, pay close attention to the way the body
moves.

When you are learning some of the more advanced things like walking,
youmust remember that the physical body does a lot of things automat-
ically. This includes balance, so don’t be afraid to walk with the host’s
body. If you’re worried about falling, then train in a grassy or otherwise
soft area.

Everything is a team effort. Hosts, if you cannot do possession it’s not
your fault. Your tulpa plays the most important role, and all you can do
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is pointhimorher in the rightdirection. Tulpae, hopefully this guidewill
kickstart your efforts to get possession working, but everyone is differ-
ent. Some host bodies are very agreeable to our will, while others might
be very stubborn. Some tulpaewillwork onpossessionall day long,while
others will put it as a side project. All of these variables will affect how
quickly full-body possession can be achieved.

Troubleshooting & Guide clarification:

This is only to add on to the main guide, and is not in any way a replace-
ment. Always read the main guide first.

Make sure that all of your tulpa’s attention is on the body; he/she must
fully tune out the wonderland/mind/imposed environment and shift
their focus to the body. You can have your tulpa focus on the body’s
senses such as hearing, taste, and most importantly sight. If you are
sitting down on a chair make sure your tulpa gets that same feedback:
he/she should feel the chair underneath the body.

Your tulpa needs to change his/her perspective: they are not watching
the body anymore, they are the body. Your tulpa need to assume the
body is theirs, just like how they have a sense of ownership of their won-
derland bodies. Move your arm around a bit yourself. From your tulpa’s
perspective the body should feel like it’s moving on its own. If you can
talk to your tulpa then try to confirm this, otherwise you can skip this
step.

Now rest your dominant hand on your lap or on your desk or whatever
else you prefer. Tell your tulpa that the hand is theirs and it’s a part of
their being. Ask him/her to try to move the index finger, and they will
move this finger like it belongs to them. That means no ‘thinking’ about
moving it, theywillmove this finger in the samenature as theywillmove
their wonderland bodies, by direct command - just like how a host will
move their body. Even if the body don’t move at first, just keep pressing
on. Once your tulpa gets past that initial resistance of moving any part
of the body, it will becomemuch easier to maintain that control.

As for the host, they need to try their best not to interfere. After your
tulpa has moved the finger, don’t try to take back control or move it un-
der your will in any way. Doing this reinforces all of the resistance that
tulpa had to get through in order to gain control of the part in the first
place.

Thank you for reading this guide. Please try my methods and see if it
works for you, and report back your results. Don’t hesitate to provide any
feedback on this guide you might have.

If you are struggling then please state your problem in this thread. I can
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then provide some extra assistance for your case.

-Oguigi

Guide originally found here5.

5http://community.tulpa.info/thread-possession-oguigi-koomer-possession-starter-
guide

http://community.tulpa.info/thread-possession-oguigi-koomer-possession-starter-guide
http://community.tulpa.info/thread-possession-oguigi-koomer-possession-starter-guide


Fuliam’s guide on how to switch

Hi,my name is Fuliam and I will be writing this guide here for you today.
Now let me first jump in by saying each section will be labeled for your
convenience, so if youwant to skip past all this stuff, go ahead I won’t be
offended. But I highly suggest reading it, because I will be discussing a
few things in depth here, including what does or doesn’t work, with that
said, let us begin.

PREWORD

Firstly letme say that I suggest having a tulpa, you can switch out of your
body without one, but you will not have anyone able to control it. Sec-
ondly I suggest getting your tulpa, at the very least, vocal first. Also if
you already know how to possess that is a huge plus.

Important thing here: Your tulpa needs parallel processing, which basi-
cally means, it can think on it’s own.

Definitions

In this guide I am going to be using a few terms some of you may be un-
familiar with, so I will be defining them here. If you are confused by a
word and I have not listed it here, by all means ask what it means, this is
for all of you.

Switching: When the host trades places with the tulpa. The host goes to
a tulpalike state and tulpa controls the body. It sounds similar to posses-
sion, but is not.

Reverse Imposition: This means taking away your senses. This is the
most difficult step of the switching process. You will be mentally focus-
ing oneachof your senses of your body in turn, and completely letting go
of them and only feeling you wonderland senses. AKA Mentally Forced
Sensory Deprivation.

I’ll addmore as needed.

Basic Overview of Steps

1. Relax and get into forcing state
2. Begin to make a form for yourself in wonderland
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3. Import yourself into that form
4. Begin reverse imposition process
5. Adopt wonderland sense
6. Complete reverse imposition
7. Tulpa goes into your body.

In this part I will be describing in detail and explaining steps 1-3

Step 1

Relax and get into Forcing state.

Step1 shouldbe relatively simple it is also themost crucial. Get intowhat-
ever position you normally force in and make sure you will not be inter-
rupted. If you do get interrupted it will obviously break your concentra-
tion. One of the key things in this whole process is concentrating on the
task alone. When in your wonderland, or whatever method you use to
force, make sure that your Tulpa is ready. Also I forgot tomention some-
thing earlier, make sure your TulpaWANTS to switch. If your Tulpa does
not want to switch obviously enough it will not help.

Step 2

Begin to make a form for yourself in wonderland.

The majority of people will find it easier to complete step three, and the
following steps if they first have a representation of themselves in won-
derland. I begin with a blue floating sphere which I then reshape into
usually awolf. You can choose any shape or form youwish, but I suggest
starting with a human shape. It is one that we are all familiar with, and
it is howwe are accustomed to seeing ourselves usually. I’ve found as of
recent, it is even easier just to keep the form as an orb, and use that. You
can change it after you have switched.

But again, you may choose any form you wish, just make sure you see
that it’s not just a random empty body, it is in fact you.

Step 3

Import yourself into that form

If you have not finished step 2 I suggest you finish it before moving on,
it is evenmore difficult thannormal to continuewithout first doing step
2, but it is possible (Not recommended).

Once youhave chosen and visualized yournew form inwonderland start
to breathe in deeply, and then breathe out deeply, get truly relaxed. And
then imagine yourself, your essence as water, and your body containing
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all of that water. Now feel that water slowly drain from you, slowly, into
your wonderland form, as completely as you can.

What you are doing is importing yourself, ignore everything you can in
the real world, and only pay attention to the wonderland, this is another
especially important thing to remember. Focus on wonderland, and try
to ignore everything else.

Part 3 is planned on being the last part, it is also the most complicated,
and takes the longest. No normal person can do it all in one try, so I have
broken it down into as many steps as possible for you all to grasp.

Please do keep inmind, that steps 4-6 all kind of happen at once, so I will
be referring them all as one step.

Steps 4, 5, and 6

Now that we are in wonderland and we have a form for us to focus on, it
is time for the most important step of all, what I call reverse imposition.
Which is essentially, shutting your body of from real world senses. This
step cannot be skipped. There is no consistentway that I knowoff for the
Tulpa to do the work either.

We will start with your sense of taste, think of your favorite food, think
about the taste, tangy, or sweet, or whatever it is. Keep your entiremind
on that taste, and know that right now that food is touching your tongue,
youcan taste it. Onceyou taste it, youarehalfway there. Next, get a small
piece of flavorful candy or something else small. Put it in your mouth
and suck/ chewon it, until you taste it (this is in the realworld by theway,
like actually eat something). Now go into your wonderland and again
focus on your favorite food, and keep it up until you can no longer taste
the thing in your mouth and instead taste your favorite food.

If you have done this, and gotten the results, congratulations you have
conquered your sense of taste.

Nextwe shallwork onyour sense of hearing,make sure you are in a quiet
place to begin. Think of a catchy little jingle, or song you like. Make sure
you know it by heart, it has to be so stuck in your head that you can sing
it aloud without the music playing in the background. Now go to won-
derland and think of speakers blaring that jingle, or song all over your
wonderland. Try and keep it up until you can actually hear your music
in wonderland. Now comes the next part of this sense, get some head-
phones, and play soft music, (Music, not tones). I don’t really care what
kind ofmusic it is, in fact it’s best if you have a variety ofmusic, then go
back to wonderland and concentrate on the song you chose earlier until
you can’t hear the real life song, but can only hear the wonderland song.
If you did that, good your almost there, one step remains for hearing.
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think of birds chirping, and other random noises or sounds, and keep
practicing the techniques listed above until if you think of a noise you
know, you can hear it in wonderland as clearly as in real.

If you followed the above steps and gotten the results described, congrat-
ulations you conquered hearing. Good news is you are 2/5’s of the way
there, bad news is it only gets more difficult from here on out.

Next sense is smell. Once again go into wonderland and think of a smell
you knowverywell, it can’t be the smell you are smelling in real life right
now. So for example I know the smell of Incense very well, so I imagine
that and think of it until I can smell it. You canpickwhatever scent you’d
like and do the same as the other steps, focus on that scent until it over-
powers you sense of smell, and you can’t smell anything else. Next get
something with a strong scent and put it next to you, make sure you can
smell it, and then focus on your thought up scent until the real life scent
disappears.

Good job you’ve conquered smell, more than half way there.

Sight comes next, this is why I suggested getting imposition down first,
but it’s not a requirement. I prefer to stare at one very small object like
a single lone period, and not move my eyes from that spot, at all, try not
to blink. Keep staring, and when you get bored, stare at it some more,
you know when you’re ready when your sight starts to get a bit blurry
around the sides, and strange things start happening to your sense of
sight. Now think of your wonderland, do not close your eyes this time,
think of your wonderland and essentially see your wonderland, now I
knowwhat your thinking. “But Fuliam,what ifmywonderland is too big
to fit in the room.” Ah excellent question inquisitive friends. The answer
is quite simple. Imposition is bringing something into this world, you
shouldn’t be focusing on bringing your wonderland into the world. You
should only be focusing on your wonderland and seeing it replace the
world. Yes it is very complicated and takes a long time, but if youmaster
this skill, you will be able to hallucinate anything you can think of if you
want to.

Ok, that one is significantly harder than the last three, but if you did it,
great job.

If you are reading this, than you should have mastered all 4 things
described above, because now it is time for the last sense. The sense of
touch. Have you ever had a ache, or really bad pain? Most of us have,
I want you to dig through those memories and think of one pain or
ache you remember particularly well. Now that you have it in mind,
remember, what did that pain feel like, exactly where was it, etc. Basi-
cally, make a phantom of this pain in your body, make it shadow out
your normal feelings there. If you did it right, it should hurt you, the
reason I had you do this is simple. The body remembers pain better than
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it does pleasure generally. Now think of the most pleasurable moment
you’ve ever had, think of it, until your entire body can feel it. Good job,
now continue doing this and go into your wonderland, think nothing of
your physical body, only the body here in wonderland, wonderland is
your new home, and there is no more physical body for you, take a jog
around wonderland, feel the slight burning in your legs, and your heart
pounding harder, feel the air go in and out of your lungs. Now grab a
knife and make a small cut on your finger, if it hurts, congratulations
you’ve done it. Do not on any circumstances focus back on your body,
this will make you have to repeat this step.

Congratulations, you have conquered the five sense, do not try and do it
all in a single sitting, it is almost suicidal using that much effort at once.

Now there is one more thing you need to do before your Tulpa can do
step 7, You need to combine all the things you have learned at once. My
method for doing this is going intowonderland anddrainingmyself into
the form, and thinking only of my wonderland senses, then when I am
ready to switch, I see small lines tethering my wonderland body to my
real body, with a sharp exhale, I cut all of these lines, thus leaving my
body without a conscious mind.

This is only my method, an easier way for you may be to one at a time
focus on the senses like you learnedhere, until all of themareunder your
control, thenvisualize you takingaknife andcutting the stringsbetween
your physical and wonderland forms.

Step 7

This step is done IMMEDIATELY after all the other steps are done, your
Tulpawill essentially enter the void left in yourmind caused by you leav-
ing your body, and your Tulpa will now be in control. Pretty simple step.

Once you are ready to end the switch, basically have your tulpa kind of
walk out of the body, while you refocus on your Physical bodies senses.
When you get back from a siwtch youmight feel disoriented, this is nor-
mal.

If you have followed all the steps listed above, and mastered them all,
congratulations you are now capable of switching. It is a thing very few
are able to do. There is good reason to that. It is one of themost difficult
things you can do, period, not onlywith a Tulpa but one of themost diffi-
cult things in general. I cannot guarantee that you will be able to switch
by reading this guide, but I can tell you this guide will send you on the
right way, and with enough effort you can learn how to switch.

I have to leave you a little reminder though, this is not something to be
tried by the weak of heart or will. It is not something you pick up and
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learn inanafternoon, it is somethingverydifficult, that fewevermaster,
but if you think that you can do it, then go out and do it.

I amalways looking for your feedback andexperiences. Good luck. If you
would like a specific guide on anything else, ask me in IRC.

From here6

6http://community.tulpa.info/thread-switching-guide-on-how-to-switch

http://community.tulpa.info/thread-switching-guide-on-how-to-switch
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Tulpaforcing from the Heart

This guide is dedicated to the use of divine Love in tulpamancy (and out-
side of it) as potent instrument of creation, development, sustainment,
transformation, reinforcement, and introspection.
It is aimedat people alreadypossessing the base concepts of tulpamancy;
who wish to expand their toolset with a powerful arsenal; and possibly,
to put such tools to use in their larger context outside of interactionwith
their tulpas.

Love is the glue that binds systems together. It is what propels people
past rocksandhardplaces; it is the fire that forges theadamantinebonds
that lead to healthy plurality. Tulpaforcing from the Heart is a way of
ad-hoc fashioning Love into a tool used to help develop and strengthen
thoughtforms.

The guide is divided as such:

1. Love, in nature : A first inquiry into the nature of Divine Love.

2. Love in the expression : A chapter to help the reader familiarize
themself with the perception and expression of Love.

3. Love in tulpaforcing : The actual methods and techniques that
assist tulpaforcing through the use of Love.

4. Love in the daily life, and through adversity : Further uses of
Love to support the daily life of the individual.

5. Love in the tulpaforcing of Self : A window into using the tech-
niques described to openup the inner scape of the Self to a renewed
examination and treatment.

6. Further resources

1. Love, in nature

The Greek Loves

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_words_for_love
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Four_Loves
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The Greek divided the various expressions of love in four (or more) cate-
gories. Ofparticular importancehere is thenoblest, themost radical: the
agape, or selfless love. The love that is extended to all people, without
condition. The love that is later translated into Latin as caritas, which
is the origin of our word “charity.” The love that is without judgment,
andwithout reservation. The love that is referred to by C.S. Lewis as “gift
love”: the open love that is givenwithout expectation of return, and that
springs from the innate goodness in a person’s heart.

Metta

“May all beings live in Peace and harmony.” – Dham-
marakkhita

Metta is a Pali word of Buddhist use that translates most directly as
loving-kindness, the kindness that is loving; the gentle action that is
rooted in genuine compassion. It is also called “well-wishing,” for it
is practiced by unconditionally well-wishing for the safety, happiness,
good health and comfort of any living being or beings, including one-
self.
It is something that inherently all people can contain and express,
but may find themselves diverted from by blockages like resentment,
fear, feelings of unworthiness, and the like. With practice, one can
come to dissolve such obstacles and let the pure loving-kindness flow
unimpeded.

Other descriptions

• The divine Love is love that is unconditioned, raw, pure, unfiltered,
natural, flowing, unencumbered, innocent, free, shameless…
It is the love that cares because it knows the Divine spark is in ev-
erything, and acknowledges it, and cherishes it, and celebrates it.

• More than strictly a thing of emotion or feeling, the foundation of
Love is a thing of knowingness, a sensation of fundamental One-
ness and Wholeness that pervades the pure awareness, strenght-
ened by the cognition of the deep connection between living beings;
it is thenatural, joyful flowof theunencumbered, centered, present
Self.
Eckhart Tolle - The Journey Into Now1

• Whilemore abstract, another view into this sort of Love is the force
that reunites, that holds the opposites at once within it, that reinte-
grates conflict into a common tune. It is the force that sees discor-
dant traits as part of a flowing duality, and recognizes and appreci-
ates the vibrant richness of such configurations. It is the organiz-

1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FR_MY_Oy8Uw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FR_MY_Oy8Uw
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ing, coalescing force. It is themovement that escapes the apparent
duality of the Dao. It is the unconditional embrace of all.

• God/First Source/Aether/Spirit : If you’d like to imagine this kind
of love actually coming from the Divine, try this on for size.
You can imagine God as being the One, Infinite Creator; the entity
that was before all else. Finding Itself alone, it created Many
within Itself, folding the One Consciousness into Many separate
viewpoints, in order to live, explore, create, develop, experience,
learn.
The One Creator has hidden Itself from Its creation, so that the
Many could come to the realization that instead of finding their
Creator in something external, they were the Creator all along;
however, the very Presence of God still pervades the Universe,
through the universal, all-encompassing, loving essence that inter-
prenates and connects All and supports, and gently nurtures, all
life in the Universe. It is the very backbone of existence, and it goes
by many names: the Aether, the Quantum Vacuum, the Intelligent
Infinity, the Torsion Field, the Holy Spirit, the Higgs Field, the
Source Intelligence, the Zero-Point Energy Field, and so on, and so
forth. It is powerfully intelligent, and it gently orchestrates all of
Creation to the tune of a single symphony of Love.
Through this, the Universe is united in fundamental Oneness,
composed of Sovereign, infinite beings, each Integral, and deeply
connected, to the whole. Such a state is referred to as Sovereign
Integral state, or sometimes as Spirit.

From the Heart

In the practice of recognizing, using and mastering this Love, it is very
useful to use the Heart (the energetic heart, located at the center of the
chest) as observed center of reception and perception of this Love.
Suchanassociationbetween love and theheart hashistorically pervaded
common conception, and it still persists in doctrines such as that of the
chakra system.
Ifnothingelse, practicing this focus isuseful in that ithelpsdelineate the
distinction of such emotions from thoughts, which is quite fundamental
to the practice.
And besides, it’s what’s has worked best experientially so far.

2. Love in the expressions

This chapter is related to the ways in which such Love can be felt, expe-
rienced, and can find expression. Practicing, and familiarizing oneself,
with the receiving and the transmitting of Love is the ground basis for
its actual use.
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• As first impression, Love expressed is the love that has been hurt,
betrayed, shamed, and can still reach out, and forgive, and love
openly. It is the love that seeks to relieve pain precisely because it
has known pain, and would not wish it again on others. It is the
love that moves against injustice because it has known injustice.
It is the love that forgives because it is aware of the limitations of
the single person. It is the playful love that expands, constantly
receives, and is always open both ways: so that it may understand,
and so that it may act precisely as the moment demands.
Such expressions of this Love are exquisitely human in nature,
as they come from a place of limitation, hardship and suffering
that allows people to relate with similar troubles, fully understand
those hardships, genuinely empathize, and wish for the transfor-
mation of such conditions. That empathy is a strong source of this
Love, uniquely human in expression despite its divine nature.

Learning to receive and transmit Love

• It truly needs to be restated: the awareness of self as consciousness;
as being-ness that sits outside the mind, but can encompass it; as
pure Presence in the Now; is extremely conductive to the practice
of Love, both in the reception and the expression.
Presence Course by Eckhart Tolle2

• As preliminary step, it is useful to place the locus of attention in the
energetic heart region. It is here that the Love will be individuated
and felt, and this point of focusmaybeused to thedegree of placing
full attention on this region, disregarding thoughts thatmay come
from themind.

• Start with finding the Love where it comes easiest to. For a select
some it can be a pure Love of self; but for most of us, it starts with
someone, or something, else. It can be your tulpa; it can be a family
member, a friend, an idol figure, a community, a higher power; it
can be a plant, a garden, an animal, it can be Nature itself; it can be
a place, it can be an event, it can be a raw idea, or an ideal. In can
be a piece of art, a favourite song that just carries you to the right
spot. It can be a dear memory that you hold close. It can be some-
thing that is simply imagined, as in: how would it be, how would it
feel like, if someone loved someone else with this naturalness, this
rawness, this openness, this understanding. It can be the simple ap-
preciation of life, and of the present moment. Whatever it is that
resonates with you in such a matter when you think of it, take it,
and put it at the center of your initiation practice. Discern what it
evokes in you; percieve how Love behaves when summoned within
you, so that you might recognize it more clearly, and bring it for-

2https://www.soundstrue.com/store/power-of-presence/eckhart-tolle-why-presence

https://www.soundstrue.com/store/power-of-presence/eckhart-tolle-why-presence
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wardmore easily.
• This Love can also be felt by way of physical sensations. It is very
much possible to just get to feel it in the heart region, in a variety
of ways: a lightness in the chest; a clearer breath; a quiet resolu-
tion; an openness, a feeling of oneness with all existence; a quieter
mind; a connection to life around you; an innate joy; a feeling of
liberation, of freedom, of truth.

• One must be accepting of Love as it comes to you. To love someone
is to find them worthy of such love, for if they weren’t thought of
as worthy, they wouldn’t be loved in that manner. Thus, to love is
to know as worthy, and to be loved is to beworthy. There is no need
to erect barriers around oneself, for Love already naturally goes to
the right target, and there is no call for further filtering. Only ac-
ceptance and receptiveness are needed.

• Once the Love is known, it is worthwhile to open up into receiving
Love naturally. For one, this is done through being present in the
simple awareness, as detailed above; it can also be summoned
through an awareness that the Universe, or some part of it (even
down to a single individual), or some higher power, loves you, and
cares for you, and desires nothing more than for you to express
the fullness that you are, your full beauty and splendor. This
knowledge, this awareness, enables a natural flow of gratitude
that can be the spine of your practice.

Prayer

Prayer can be, for some, a channel of communication with the Divine. A
way of opening up to the Higher Power, and to bring out their spiritual
side. It is a precious connection to cultivate, for it is one way to nurture
the Divine that is within yourself.
Whenyou immerseyourself inprayer, youcome toadifferentplace than
your ordinary life; youmight feel different, possessing a sense of peace,
of innate and intimate relationship to something larger than you are.
This something is also within you, because it is felt by you in your very
being as you pray.
This state is the stateof connection to theDivine thathasbeenmentioned
before, and is a place from where Love can spring forth unabated. You
can nurture this sense, cherish it, and bring it in avenues outside prayer;
or, seeing it from another angle, learn to bring the prayer tomore facets
of your life.

Metta meditation

Mettameditation consists of entering a lightmeditative state and focus-
ing on affirmations of well-wishing Love, so that their meaning might
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be contemplated, felt, and ultimately transmitted. The practitioner uses
those affirmations to direct their well-wishing towards a progressively
larger circle of humanity, and eventually such Love encompasses every-
one.
Simple metta technique explanation3

Fuller metta paper4

Another metta paper5

The Six Heart Virtues

The divine Love crystallizes in the worlds of form into particular expres-
sions, both of feeling and of behaviour. In order for their potency to
be fully expressed, there is coherency to cultivate between the love that
is felt and that which is expressed, both inwards and outwards. Doing
things with feeling, as they say.

• Appreciation: From the realization that we are connected at the
deepest level in a framework that unifies us and our individual pur-
poses in Love, appreciation is expressed in the gestures of gratitude
that birth and support relationships and bonding.

• Compassion is the active desire to assist in the alignment with the
uplifting and liberating frequencies of Love, aware that their desire
and ability to align is distorted by their social enculturation; it does
not accurately reflect their intelligence, spiritual inclinations, or
purpose.

• Forgiveness: From the understanding that every person is doing
the best that they can under current circumstances, and the com-
passion to help them move past mistakes and help them recenter
in the present moment, forgiveness is an act of acceptance and re-
lease, freeing selves from the quicksand of time, of being stuck con-
templating the past.
It is the realization that if our limitations make us prone to mis-
takes and flawed decisions, those same limitationsmake us unable
to properly judge actions and choices from an encompassing view;
thus, we cannot judge, and so we forgive.

• Humility is the realization that the whole system of experience in-
termingles in a framework of divine Love, and is supported by it.
Humility is the expression of these divine energies, with the know-
ing that the virtues of the heart, the pure intellect of the contem-
plative mind, and the co-creative pursuits of the heart, mind, and
soul derive from what already exists in a higher dimension, where
all are One, all are Equal, all are Divine, and all are Immortal.

3https://github.com/Xe/when-then-zen/blob/master/meditation/metta.feature
4http://www.buddhanet.net/pdf_file/scrn_metta.pdf
5http://www.buddhanet.net/pdf_file/allmetta.pdf

https://github.com/Xe/when-then-zen/blob/master/meditation/metta.feature
http://www.buddhanet.net/pdf_file/scrn_metta.pdf
http://www.buddhanet.net/pdf_file/allmetta.pdf
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• Understanding: While our core energetic structure is that of soul,
composed of frequencies of pure Love, and the sheaths of density
and form are means to experience it and express it, nonetheless
those sheaths (the human instrument) creates feelings of separa-
tion and disconnection from our inner divinity and from all life.
Understanding is the aspect of heart intelligence that recognizes
that this dissociation from Love is a necessary design component
of the larger blueprint, that unravels through time, even as differ-
ent people are at different stages of the unraveling.

• Valor is the transmission of spiritual values in the face of separa-
tion. It is the acting against injustice, in defense of the presence of
Love, and it is the transmission of such values and understandings
to those not in the frequency of Unity, in a nonjudgmental way.

For amore detailed explanation of the heart virtues, you can consult this
excerpt from Living from the Heart6.

Further enlightenment

• Love is powerfully intuitive in nature; when dealing with matters
of the Heart, trusting one’s intuition leads to a clearer and more
powerful expression.

• In releasing this Love outwards, it is important to root this act in
genuineness; to pair the Love felt inside to the outward expression,
anchoring the action in autenticity; bringing in sync the inside and
the outside. The kind of connection that is described as a gesture
that comes from the heart. This creates a seamless experience of
transparency; the virtues of the Heart flow naturally through you,
expressed right as they are received, melding the within and the
without in harmonious resonance.

• Each genuine expression of Love reinforces your connection to its
Presencewithinyou, andgrowsyour confidenceandmastery in the
practice. Inviting those qualities into your life and letting yourself
radiate them cements them in your very being.
Giving away this Love only fills you withmore.

• This Love canbe expressedwithyour every breath, in every thought,
through all situations, in all actions, in every expression of your en-
ergy, of your being. It canpermeate every facet of your experiences,
of your life. It only needs to be permitted so.

• With practice, the focus in the heart region can become your pri-
mary center of awareness (instead of in the head region), putting
the Presence and its Love in prominency in consciousness, in the

6https://write.as/c9z2kncjhhvljc17.md

https://write.as/c9z2kncjhhvljc17.md
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place of thoughts. It is a profoundly transformative way of living,
both on the inside and on the outside; and it is, in a sense, the ulti-
mate goal to pursue with the practice.

3. Love in tulpaforcing

• In few other places one can directly witness the dramatic effects of
Love as in tulpamancing. In the innerworlds, Love easilymanifests
as an actual, immediate force of change; a growing and developing
factor. It is a force that is sustaining, enabling, strengthening, vi-
brant and alive.
It is a love that heals, transforms, enlivens and enlightens; it ex-
pands consciousness and nurtures life.
It is widely known how a supportive environment allows for chil-
dren to naturally grow into their potential. We’re doing much of
the same with this practice, only more focused; weaponized.

• Love is a force of connection. It can connect you and your tulpa (or
any two consciousnesses) in every circumstance; it can be just ra-
diated, with the knowing that it is naturally received. Even when
not focusing on your tulpa otherwise, this Love for them is a very
convenient focus to keep, for it is of benefit to the both of you.

• It is good practice to use the Quantum Pause as basis for your ses-
sions, allowing the natural mental clarity and insight it brings to
direct the experience. Do this by declaring the intent for this ses-
sion; performing the breath patterns; proceeding with the session,
letting your actions in it come from the Heart; and then, repeating
the breath patterns and further forcing as desired.

• When active forcing with Love, take at heart the desire to take this
time as sacrifice to improve your tulpa. To spend this limited time
to help you experience the unlimited Love together. Use this Love
to help strengthen and reinforce yourselves.

Specific uses

• Love as source of expression : In a very simple way, simply im-
buing your actions and thoughts while forcing with the genuine
expressions of the Heart Virtues is already very valuable, for
their subtle and unsubtle influences have much to bring to the
common interactions that compose life with a tulpa. This open and
unfiltered expression of the Heart Virtues fosters a supportive and
transformative environment for the both of you.
Furthermore, remember that direct experience is the usual fastest
way for a tulpa to develop, so make sure to provide it, especially
when paired with providing them Love together with such. Particu-
larly positive is the loving co-creation of an experience with them;
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the reciprocal allowing and supporting, and the shared creative
outpour.

• Love beam : In this visualization-based exercise, visualize your
Love in your heart region; it can be represented as light particles
or a bright liquid, or just pure light, or any other way that is com-
fortable; this Love gets chargedwith specific intent, such as to help
your tulpa develop, or to grow vocal, or such; then, it is released.
Shoot it out in their direction, and observe its transformative
effects; they canmanifest rather dramatically.
Make sure to track such effects; try new ways to use it and new
intents with time; play and experiment around, and always re-
member to have fun.

• Love as crafting material : This Love can just be taken, lifted
straight out of heart region and used for imbuing things and
beings (again, through intent and purpose), or just be melded into
desired shape-functions.

• Cuddleforcing, or just sharing the Love : It’s ok to communicate
through Love over thoughts sometimes; and it’s ok to spend time
just sharing it, loving one another quietly, maybe cuddled together,
basking in one another’s compassion and appreciation that are
naturally radiated.

• Sending Love in the back : An activity to carry out in the back that
doesn’t takemuch brainpower, if at all, is to send Love outwards. It
can be directed to oneself, or to systemmates, or to someone else
outside; to the whole of humanity, to Earth, really any target will
do. Once it gets going, it is relatively effortless to sustain through
conscious intent, and it quite never gets boring.

Further enlightenment

• Imagination from the Heart : There are people who struggle with
keeping their imagination stable, or detailed, or at all visible once
they focus on it. One technique that can be used is to perceive
the imagination as something that is observed through the heart,
instead of through the eyes. It is, as detailed before, a matter of
placing your consciousness in the heart region, and coupling this
with the knowingness that the outside world is being perceived
through that region, instead of the usual head organs.
For one, this deflects the issue of trying to observe such thingswith
your physical eyes, which usually leads to poor outcomes such as
the images disappearing; for another, the Heart is also a place of
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vivid imagination, that deals in feelings and potentiality, and is
more contemplative and intuitive in nature; and using this focus
in the heart region to complement the visualization proper can
lead to an improved experience.
Incidentally, being aware of observing the dream world through
your Heart can also lead to vastly improved dream stability when
lucid dreaming.

• Love as nurturance of life : More specifically, Love can be seen as
a force that supports the individual’s natural movement through
life towards its highest expression. Every being is in a natural
process of expansion and development, and Love can accompany
this expansion, empower those beings, transmute the barriers in
the way, provide gentle support, and overall accelerate the process
of development and growth.
This has direct parallels in therapy methods such as Person-
centered therapy7, which focuses on the natural ability of the
individual to self-actualize once they are provided with the ability
to truly do so, much like one would provide a tree with the right
nutrients and conditions and then let it do its thing.
The Hakomi method8 focuses on the gentle rewriting of the barri-
ers situated in one’s past.
Conflict resolution9 focuses on peaceful integration of points of
view as means of resolving conflict.

Love is understanding and compassion and forgiveness, and this can
help when facing barriers in the self and in others; in finding ways of
reintegration, of reconciliation, of moving forward together. This is
especially apparent with tulpas since they are less tethered to external
circumstances and are able to more rapidly shift in consciousness.

• Recursive relationship of development : Much can be said, and
has been said, about the symbiosis that a relationship with a tulpa
can foster; when two individuals are actively helping each other,
motivating each other, supporting each other through the difficult
times, beingoneanother’s anchorandextra viewpoint, it is possible
to reach heights previously undreamed of when alone. Love is par-
ticularly suited for this, as its developmental properties allow for
massive positive feedback to occur between systemmates. Pushing
one another in Love to understand themselves, to improve them-
selves, to love themselves even, canbe an incredible drive of change
and evolution.

7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Person-centered_therapy
8http://www.hakomiinstitute.com/Resources/barstow-overview.html
9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_resolution

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Person-centered_therapy
http://www.hakomiinstitute.com/Resources/barstow-overview.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_resolution
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4. Love in the daily life, and through adversity

While using Love in tulpaforcing is veryuseful, Love shines bestwhenap-
plied continuously, in one’s daily adventures andmisadventures alike. It
allows for the transmutation of otherwise frustrating, draining, or gen-
erally negative experiences into uplifting and positive ones, and it also
does carry a virality to it (much like the people described as infectiously
happy) that can shift those around you towards a more positive life as
well. You can set the example, and be an inspiration to those around you.

• It is worthwhile to ask yourself periodically, even daily, why you
are calling to yourself this Love, and thewisdom that it carries, and
how would you use such Love and increased perceptions once they
come to you. It is always possible to find an answer; and, there is no
right or wrong answer, just an answer. With time, you will iterate
on such answers, and in so doing develop your intent, your sense of
purpose, and your greater direction.

– The practice ismassively shaped by your intent and resolution,
inways seen andunseen. For one, this direction, this intent, al-
lows a greater clarity in the focusing and the directing of your
Love, and lends greater potency to your expressions of it.

– There is a passage that describes this iteration of purpose:
Reading from the Heart10

• The entire practice must be rooted in genuineness, autenthicity,
and transparency. You cannot fake this. You cannot practice like
a machine. You must be human, vulnerable, open, humble, and
willing to learn from yourself more than you’re willing to accept
the words of another. You are the ultimate source of your truth,
and above all else, the intuitive wisdom of your deepest Heart can
be your truest guide through all of life’s disparate encounters.

• The Love in the expression is always, immediately available to you.
There is no distance that separates you from the wisdom of your
inmost self, and the clarity of your Heart’s expression, but the time
of a single moment, and the intention of a single thought.

• The centerpiece of the practice is the present awareness. The Pres-
ence in the Now. It all starts with being aware and receptive, and
knowing that every moment is there to be co-created between you
and the Universe in Love, and not merely reacted to. During the
expressions of the Heart Virtues, their effects can be directly ob-
served, and feedback can be estabilished to properly respond to any
evolving situation that is shifting under the influence of Love.

• There are fourmain perspectives, or attitudes, that enable you to be
more present and that are favourable channels of expression of the
Heart Virtues in the daily situations. Those states of being are:

– Observe (perceiving with care)

10https://write.as/kw2zpgqth4xm5exh.md

https://write.as/kw2zpgqth4xm5exh.md
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– Guide (showing the way)
– Facilitate (easing situations)
– Cocreate (creating with others in harmony).

• It is through the contemplative, intuitive imagination of the Heart
that the moment, any moment, can be re-imagined and the Heart
Virtues applied. It is quite literally the creation of a different world
inside you thanwhat you and others are used to, this newone based
on Love and its qualities; and then, the projection of this world onto
the outside one throughmanifesting actions.

• As before, it helps a lot to focus, to place your center of awareness in
theheart region, quite literally Living from theHeart. It is a place of
focus that brings clarity, presence, the quiet stillness, and the pivot
point of neutrality, from where any action may be initiated with
minimal resistance. It also helps one with distancing oneself from
thoughts, to the point of mental peace.

• In particular, the breath is a potent, dynamic tool to center the
awareness in the Now. It is always available, and it grounds you in
the present moment.

It takes great alertness to live and express in the now. Human
beings have the tendency to live in our past memories or fu-
ture concerns. This was what I was doing and it tookme from
the now. And the now is where our life essence expresses. It
isn’t in the past or future, only the consciousness framework
pivots betweenpast and future, so if you findyourself in there,
you know you are not in your essence.

When I realized this, I read from the WingMakers philosophy
that breath was the magnet of nowness. It was the element
that brought the humanbeing into nowness by being aware of
their breathing. I also learned that there were different kinds
of breathing that enabled this sense of nowness to penetrate
more vividly […].

The point is that simply being aware of my breath helped, as
the WingMakers put it, to center me in stillness. This, by the
way, doesn’tmean that you’re in a quiet room. You can be in a
meeting atwork, and center yourself in stillness through your
breath. But by being in this internal centeredness I was in a
better position to feel my own sense of expression, and that’s
whatwasmissing inmy initial efforts to integrate thisprocess.
I didn’t have a good starting point formy practice of theHeart
Virtues, and I was directing them outward—to other people or
events, and not myself first.

Once I made that adjustment, it helped me to identify my
essence and distinguish it frommymind system. Life essence
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is authentic in oneness and equality and exclusivelymoves in
nowness. The consciousness framework pivots between the
past, present and future and operates in separation. If you
express the Heart Virtues from the consciousness framework,
especially outwardly, they won’t have the same potency or
effect.

• In dealing with greater phenomena, or just in the daily life from a
position of observer situated outside of the mind, one can become
increasingly aware of the limitations of themind, as a tool that can
only hold so many things at once, can fall behind the contempla-
tion of the infinite, and can strugglewith the reunification of oppo-
sites in apparent paradox. While the intelligence of theHeart is of a
more infinite and all-encompassing nature, it still requires that of
themind to be directed, focused, brought down into choice through
themind’s intentionandprecepts. It is for this reason that the culti-
vation of a clear, focused, diligent mind is recommended, and that
your reasons, your precepts, your intent are all iterated over and
sharpened with time.

• Using the imagination of the Heart is also a powerful tool to tackle
what sits outside the immediate reality and needs reexamination
(like when some issue or past event is weighing down on us). It al-
lows us to reflect, to contemplate, to transmute, to leave behind the
old and make space for the new, or even to transform the old di-
rectly into the new. Through meditative practices (especially the
Quantum Pause) one can cultivate a base of forgiveness, of accept-
ing neutrality, from which the rest can more easily be built upon;
andwith practice, such background forgiveness can come to effort-
lesslypervade thedaily life, allowingus to liveoutsideof the stateof
co-reaction, and instead, in a state of neutral Presence fromwhere
the Heart Virtues can spring forth unimpeded.

• It is very productive to track the practitioner’s efforts in the expres-
sions of Love; the prowess in wielding the Heart Virtues singularly,
and the ways in which they can be combined and chained.
Furthermore, through such tracking, patterns of difficulty and re-
sistance can be spotted, and thus, properly addressed and treated.
With time, a steady transformation in the practicing can be ob-
served, representative of the growingmastery of the practitioner.

Assorted techniques

Quantum Pause

TheQuantumpause is abreath-focusedmeditative technique thatallows
a person to reach a place of stillness, and a position of close connection
with the inmost wisdom. It is a state that is very conductive to the re-
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ception and expression of Love, and that can be eventually brought up
outside the meditative practice to be used in whatever context.
Quantum Pause guide11

The QuantumMoment

The Quantum Moment consists in executing a single measure of Quan-
tum Pause, as delimitation of separate moments in the daily life, such
as doing something different, in order to recenter and bring heightened
awareness.
QuantumMoment technique12

The Virtuous Cycle Technique

TheVirtuousCycle technique consists onusing ameditative space to con-
solidate the presence and understanding of the Heart Virtues within us,
in order to make their application easier andmore spontaneous.
Virtuous Cycle technique13

The Six Heart Virtues Grid Meditation

TheGridMeditationallows thepractitioner to reinforce thepresenceand
connection to the Heart Virtues in the daily life through an ongoing vi-
sualization exercise.
Six Heart Virtues Grid Meditation technique14

Resetting the Heart

Resetting theHeart permits to clear excessive densities anddisturbances
in the heart caused by stress and recent negative experiences, and to re-
turn to a renewed state of clarity and insight.
Resetting the Heart passage15

Further enlightenment

• The art of Living from the Heart is an art of transmutation; of en-
ergetic alchemy; of being able to take heavy, negative energies or
situations and transform them into uplifting andpositive ones. Ad-
versities and difficulties can come, in time, to be viewed as perfect
opportunities for practice of such Love, since any and all events can
be put through such a process. Eventually, one can live, breathe,
think appreciation for theUniverse for the perfect experience it de-
livers in such a fashion, guiding us towards our fullest expression
of Love.

11https://celestialboon.github.io/meditation/2018/07/12/quantum-pause.html
12https://write.as/l9lj6ft2m3ox33ko.md
13https://write.as/yxiktx7cg20ygeca
14https://write.as/9kpse7dx3474u0zx
15https://write.as/11ct202stfmm1ir3.md

https://celestialboon.github.io/meditation/2018/07/12/quantum-pause.html
https://write.as/l9lj6ft2m3ox33ko.md
https://write.as/yxiktx7cg20ygeca
https://write.as/9kpse7dx3474u0zx
https://write.as/11ct202stfmm1ir3.md
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• Mastery : A final, eventual goal is the all-day loving awareness, cen-
tered in the breath and in Love. The continuous, active practice of
compassionate expression, rooted in themastery obtained through
sustained practice, empowered by a disciplined intent, and based
on clear and focused goals.
While all this may seem like too much to hold together at first, it
is a framework that expands in the practitioner’s life through the
sheer practice of it. With practice of the Heart Virtues, in time, one
develops a stronger connection to them, and to the world that they
surround. Through the active practice, in all its facets, one grows to
trust their own intuitionmore andmore, together with developing
ease and potency of expression.
With practice, one reaches emotional self-mastery, and is able to
face any situation wielding the positive outlook and the transfor-
mative proprieties of divine Love.
From awkwardness —with practice— comes competency.
From separation — with practice — comes the prevailing sense of
unity.
From disbelief —with practice— comes evidence.

5. Love in the tulpaforcing of Self

The techniques of tulpaforcing from theHeart can be applied not only to
tulpas, but to thoughtforms in general; that is, all things that youmight
put an identity to inside yourself.

• A starting point of this view is the fractal nature of self: a person,
evenwhen singlet, naturally containsmultiple personalities inside,
at varying degrees of development, permanence, and conscious-
ness; the main identity, composed of different moods, modes of
functioning, and states of being; dream characters, media char-
acters, roleplay characters; replicas of family, friends and other
people in their lives; parts of self that they conversewith; andmore
in general, a whole bunch of forms that they could give a voice to
if so desired.
While not a true plurality, a self contains multiple, different selves
inside, and this happens quite recursively, as one examines the
finer details. Together, however, they form a single whole, much
like a fractal can be seen as the sum of their infinite, nested,
self-similar parts.

• From this fractality of self, and the powerful transformative and
reinterating properties of Love, come the concept of tulpaforcing
the Self. It consists in identifying a part of self that is to be given
specific attention, cordoning it off from the rest, giving it Love (in
the same ways that one would give a tulpa; a Love beam is usually
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the most time-efficient manner) with the intent to give this part a
voice to fully express itself, and the genuine willingness to better
one’s self through this exercise.
From there, it is about genuinely listening for their expression,
moving to facilitate it if needed, then having them say what they
need to express without further interference.
It takes a nurturing state of observance and facilitation both.
Sometimes this facilitation means giving it the courage to speak
out, sometimes that means a shoulder to cry on, sometimes it
means having an adventure, sometimes it means having a friend.
Once that part is done, you can ask it how you can help further and
indulge it. When it’s satisfied, it’s time to pull up the barrier and
let the entity fade back into the woodwork in whatever way is best,
returning to the Substrate as reintegrated and transformed.

• This practice is most apparent in its usefulness when opening up
to parts of yourself that are being problematic. Examples include
temporary troubles like doubts, anxiety attacks, anger, intrusive
thoughts etc. but can also encompassmore persistent entities such
as fears, depression, addictions, and so on. In doing this, it is possi-
ble to come to very quick understandings of the issue, and to move
quickly to improve it.
It takes the humility to be able give credence to a part of you that
youmay have not even recognized as significant.
It takes the compassion to be willing to open up in understanding
with it.
It takes the forgiveness to help it mend itself, and thus yourself.
It takes the sincerity of doing it out of your own volition, and out
of the genuine desire to improve thewhole through your combined
actions.

• Here is an example16 of such a self-tulpaforcing session, narrated
as it is happening.

• Remember – the intention powerfully shapes the outcome. Such
entities will not become persistent if you are intent on just a tem-
porary interaction, and you do not agree to anything further than
that.

• This practice can encompass anything and everything that you can
think of as individuated in someway or another. Literally, any and
all thoughtforms can be subject to this.

– As special insight into the practice, try tulpaforcing the Six
Heart Virtues themselves to gain greater insight into them,
and a deeper connection.

16https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/375967848520089603/
433714934577365002/Tulpaforcing.m4a

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/375967848520089603/433714934577365002/Tulpaforcing.m4a
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/375967848520089603/433714934577365002/Tulpaforcing.m4a
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• Neutral Heart: As an alternative to the tulpaforcing of Self to deal
with problematic densities, consider the Neutral Heart17.

• Very much in general, it is possible to come to yourself, to all
facets and aspects of yourself, in Love. Giving Love endlessly and
freely to every manifestation of your Self, expressing it in every
self-interaction and self-experience; filling the very alive scape of
your innner world with compassion, understanding, and an appre-
ciative, forgiving and nurturing attitude. Remember that every
Self ismade of other selves, and that any positive interaction, every
improvement, every development, returns to shape positively the
whole.
There is a beautiful garden inside yourself that only awaits to be
tended and shaped with your intention, your wisdom, and your
Love.

6. Further resources

• wingmakers.com18

• Art of the Genuine19

• Living from the Heart20

• Quantum Pause21

• Wingmakers Philosophy Chamber 122 and Glossary23

• when-then-zen24

17https://write.as/g7n4jtnngfe4lpat.md
18https://www.wingmakers.com
19https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/423777996827262994/

433004957571088394/Art_of_the_Genuine.pdf
20http://eventtemples.com/downloads/pdf/Living_from_the_Heart_(e).pdf
21https://celestialboon.github.io/meditation/2018/07/12/quantum-pause.html
22https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/423777996827262994/

433004918589095936/Philosophy_Chamber_1_optimized.pdf
23https://www.wingmakers.us/wingmakersorig/WingMakersglossary.shtml
24https://github.com/Xe/when-then-zen

https://write.as/g7n4jtnngfe4lpat.md
https://www.wingmakers.com
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/423777996827262994/433004957571088394/Art_of_the_Genuine.pdf
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/423777996827262994/433004957571088394/Art_of_the_Genuine.pdf
http://eventtemples.com/downloads/pdf/Living_from_the_Heart_(e).pdf
https://celestialboon.github.io/meditation/2018/07/12/quantum-pause.html
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/423777996827262994/433004918589095936/Philosophy_Chamber_1_optimized.pdf
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/423777996827262994/433004918589095936/Philosophy_Chamber_1_optimized.pdf
https://www.wingmakers.us/wingmakersorig/WingMakersglossary.shtml
https://github.com/Xe/when-then-zen


Internal Meetings to Bring Harmonic Synergy

FromWithin

TL;DR

Every 3 months, spend a few hours (I schedule at least 90 minutes) talk-
ing with your systemmates about the state of the system. Turn off your
computers, phoneandotherdistractions. Keepnotesonpaper. Askother
people to watch things you normally watch, the problems will be there
when the meeting is over. Cover issues in a no-harm-intended way. If
you feel like reacting to something as it’s been said, resist it (it will be
hard initially but gets easier with time).

Theory

Communication is hard, even with systemmates. Intent doesn’t always
get registered clearly and because of this issues sometimes get ignored
until they are much bigger problems than they have any reason to be.
In company settings this is mitigated by both regular 1:1 meetings with
managers and the people that report to them and team-wide retrospec-
tives every 1 or 3 months. This can be cross-applied to plurality fairly
easily, and this guide will explain how as well as details on how to ar-
range and facilitate suchmeetings in order to increase your operational
synergy with your internal ohana.

System Intentions

Your system should maintain a list of intentions, or traits that everyone
in the system will strive for. They are also the limits and lines in the
sand that dictate what decisions can be made solo (such as what to eat
today) and what decisions need system-wide approval (such as who to
date). They are the record of precedent.

This should be stored in either a paper journal or as a note on a computer,
anything as long as it gets recorded, regularly referenced andupdated as
needed.

309
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Gripe Inbox

Create a note or other paper journal called the “Gripe Inbox”. Have
a heading for each quarter of each year with a bullet point for every
member of your system. Everything in here is taken in good faith and
shouldn’t be immediately dismissed. If a systemmate thought it was
important enough to list here, it’s important enough to discuss at some
point.

Don’t be an asshole when adding things to the gripe inbox, the system
works best when there’s no bad actors.

Quarterly Meetings

Decide in advance a day that you know you can be left alone for over 90
minutes without beingmissed. If you need to, block off the time in your
calendar. This works best on days the system doesn’t have work.

The meetings should have notes be taken. Open a note in your favorite
note-taking program and start a document that lists the date, the time,
the people present (internal and external if relevant) and how everyone
feels going into it. Copy over the gripes from the Gripe Inbox into a sub-
header of the meeting notes and ask if there’s any clarification needed.

A note: sometimes the line needs to be drawn and things need to happen
as a result of behavior. Pleasemake these lenient and call them censures.

After this, the meeting should largely proceed as follows:

Beginning

At the beginning of the meeting, ask everyone how they are feeling and
what theywant to get out of thismeeting. Record it. Establish additional
ground rules if needed.

Gripes

For eachgripe by eachperson (randomize the order): ask theperson to re-
state it in their ownwords and offer a solution, systemmates can discuss
various implications of what the problem and solution entail. Everyone
as a group agrees if they should make any changes to the system inten-
tions, potential ones are added to a list to be reviewed later. Censures (if
any) should be appended to another list to be reviewed later. If this gripe
brings up other gripes, discuss those too.
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Intention Changes

For each proposed intention change: ask if clarification is needed (if so,
resolve that), vote on implementation (yes =>do it,maybe =>needswork,
no => i have problems with the implementation). If all of the votes are
yes, append the intention to the intentions document in a section named
“Inbox”. If there are any mabyes, discuss them, revise the intention and
loop back to voting. If there are any nos, discuss why they say no and see
if there is a way to get the No changed into a Yes.

Censures

For each proposed censure: ask if clarification is needed (if so, resolve
that), vote on enacting (yes => do it, maybe => needs work, no => i have
problemswith this action). If all votes say yes, enact it. If there’s amaybe
or no, discuss things and see if the censure is a good idea afterall.

Plans

This is the section where you and your systemmates can plan bigger fun
things like vacations, scientific hardware acquisitionandother fun stuff
like that. For each proposed plan: ask if clarification is needed (if so, re-
solve that) and then vote on if the other systemmates want to do it or
not. If a majority of systemmates want to do it and it’s well within your
means to, start arranging time and resources to make it happen.

For all of these, discussions should be summarized in the notes.

1:1 Meetings

Schedule at least half an hourweekly for each tulpa to have some one on
one time with the host. Take this time to catch up with your tulpas, talk
about things they want to talk about, make plans for the future and do
some 1:1 forcing and groupmeditation. The best time to do this is either
before or after work for the host.

If things comeup that areworthy of taking notes about, take notes about
them and act on them later if they are actionable or sooner if they can’t
wait.

Tulpas, feel free to do this too with eachother as needed or wanted. It’s
really just about setting up the time between the two of you, wanting
to talk about or do something and then talking about or doing it. That
simple really.
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Conclusion

Tulpas are easy to make, but there’s a lot of difficult responsibility in-
volved with the side effects of living plural. This becomes a lot easier
when systemmates communicate as openly as possible andwith asmuch
good intentions as is doable.



Practical Kasmakfa

FromWithin

tl;dr

• Donot blindly believe the viewsothershold just because othershold
themwithout questioning why

• Try lots of things (even if you might be against them at first) and
see what works

• Domore of what works
• Help others when it makes sense to
• Love the life you are given, even when you hate it

No Blind Faith

It is a sad thing in my opinion that people will blindly believe in things
just because other people do. Peoplewill adopt their core views as theydo
and then never question or change them, even when those views come
into direct conflict with information or experiences they are having.
This is frustrating to watch externally and internally. We don’t need to
do this, so I propose that we don’t have any blind faith in anything. To
quote the Principia Discordia: “It is my firm belief that it is a mistake to
hold firm beliefs”.

Question the reason behind beliefs. Don’t just blindly repeat thingswith-
out rationale. Don’t take any string of text on a screen more seriously
just because it’s on a screen. Even this string of text. Don’t takethis seri-
ously unless it helps you. Don’t get scammed by energy healing teachers
and books. Seriously, there’s somany scams out there it breaksmyheart.
Any price for entry is too high.

Try Many Things, DoWhatWorks

ChaosMagick [1] differs fromother forms ofmagical practice in that the
core of it is that the belief of the practitioner is what is truly doing any-
thing. In the Chaos Magick view, there is no ultimate truth. It could all
be spiritual, it could be a psychological truth, the point is it doesn’t mat-
ter. A chaos magician can be realist, nihilist, psychologist, any of it. It
doesn’t matter.

313
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You know what, screw it, let’s make four piles of things you can absorb
information from. Let’s call them the “inbox” “working” and “i don’t get
it”, and “meh”. The “inbox” is the default dumping ground of new ideas,
methods, philosophies and tools. When you feel bored, pull something
off the top of the inbox and then take a look through it. Make a glossary
of common terms and acronyms.

Now, when you get to a method, skill or some kind of obviously repeat-
able thing, try it. Take it at face value for a moment and just try it in the
context of its system. If it works, take that information, paste or what-
ever and put it in your “working” folder. Put the rest in “I don’t get it” or
“meh” depending on your reactions to trying the things.

Do More of WhatWorks

When you find something that works, great! This is a signal that you
should probably do more of it, depending on the nature of the thing
working or the nature of the thing in general. If it’s some kind of
breathing technique, try and make it your default (I personally have
very deep breaths as my default, people that I work with comment on
that frequently) and see how it helps you. If it’s a method of thinking,
try adopting it in parallel to your default.

Help Others When it Makes Sense

We’re all pretty much as lost as anyone else in this stuff, to be honest.
Recognize this. Embrace it, even. Other people are gonna be confused
about things and may require additional guidance or explanation. Take
this time to learn how to explain, summarize, and all of that better for
the people you are helping and yourself.

We’re all in this together. Try and brighten the path when possible. You
individually may not be able to do much, but the next step will be just
that little bit more clearer for the next person who walks down it.

Flow in compassion Release what is divine Like cells awaken-
ing We spark the others who walk beside us. We brighten the
path.

Flow in compassion In doing this we are one being Calling the
rays of light To descend on all. We brighten the path.

Flow in compassion Bring the healing of your deepest self Giv-
ing what is endless To those who believe their end is in sight.
We brighten the path. We brighten the path.

• Flow in Compassion - James
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Love Your Life

You may look at this heading and be like “dude, wtf? My life is a mess, I
have $PROBLEMS though”. The truth is that the problems are just tran-
sient. Even the ones that you think are “permanent”.

Forgiving the past for not happening as you’d expect it to is a very good
idea if your ideology allows for it.

Pronunciation

kas mak fa
/kas mak fa/

Explanation of the name25.

25https://la-lojban.github.io/sutysisku/en/#sisku/kalsa_makfa

https://la-lojban.github.io/sutysisku/en/#sisku/kalsa_makfa


Against Label Permanence

Labels are descriptors about a person that appear to be immutable, but
are actually very mutable in ways people don’t expect. These are terms
like “male”, “female”, “tulpa”, “alter”, “persecutor”, “OSDD-<numbers>”.
They are all harmful when used as fundamental limiting factors. These
labels are not permanent. They can and will change. Men can grow up
and realize they are actually women. People can recover from mental
and physical illnesses (even ones that are “incurable”).

Stop using them as limitations, even to yourselves. You are yourself.
What other justification or classification do you truly need for your
existence? You aren’t accountable to anyone for basic tenants of your
existential reality. Terms and implications that other people use don’t
have to apply 1:1 to you.

So stopmaking them permanent.

Stop labeling people for eternity.

Stop accepting labels as inherent qualities.

Stop giving people’s labels so much power and authority over yourself.

Stop the cycle.

Even if it’s a “fact”.

You are more than the labels that other people apply to you. You are the
beautiful incarnation of an infinite being that is inherently unknowable
and unlabeled. Stop being something you are not. None of the labels as
applied to you trulymatter unless you decide to give them thatmeaning
andpower. It saddensme to seepeople take those labels that otherpeople
give them and turn them into their entire composite identity without
any room for anything else.

People change and grow, the labels of yesterday might not fit today and
might be completely the opposite tomorrow.

Stop limiting yourself with labels. What else can you truly be but your-
self?
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Narrative of Sickness

With addiction, as with many other things, there’s a tendency for the
mind to label the situation and create a big story. A commonphrase I see
is “I want to get better”, as if you’re sick. You’re not sick. You may iden-
tify yourself as an “addict”, or youmight feel fear because you are afraid
you’ll fail, or that you’ll experience cravings, etc. but reminding yourself
that you need to get better is perpetuating the narrative of sickness.

These are all stories, they have no bearing on reality. You can just em-
brace the cravings. Embrace thewithdrawal. They are feelings, and they
can benot acted upon, throughmindfulness of them. Bemindful of your
thoughts, but don’t pay heed to them. Don’t get caught up. And if you
feel like your are getting caught up, realize that that’s another feeling as
well.

Such things don’t last forever. Existence is change, inherently, in-
evitably. Embracing life is embracing change. Things in this world will
change without warning. Things we consider safe and stable today will
vanish tomorrow. Accept this as a fact of life.

To love is to gain and to lose in equal measure. To lose is to love in turn.
Every journey upwards has its regressions downwards.

It may sound like a subtle distinction between getting better from addic-
tion, or fromsickness, and just changing, but it’s really all the difference.
A plant is not sick just because it later grows into a bigger tree. Change
is just simply what happens, and it can be recognized and embraced in
order to fully, progressively align the self with whatever intent or goal.

Fully embracing all that you are is the best way to bring this about, for
you can be present to what happens and help it change through your in-
tent, veer it towards the desired destination.
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Fear

I must not fear.
Fear is the mind-killer.
Fear is the little-death that brings total obliteration.
I will face my fear.
I will permit it to pass over me and through me.
And when it has gone past I will turn the inner eye to see its path.
Where the fear has gone there will be nothing.
Only I will remain.

Bene Gesserit Litany Against Fear - From Frank Herbert’s Dune Book Se-
ries

Fear sucks. Fear is an emotion that I’ve spent a lot of time encountering
and it has spent a lot of time paralyzing me. Fear is something that ev-
eryone faces at some level. Personally, I’ve been dealing a lot with the
fear of being outcast for being Other.

What is Other? Other are the people who don’t want to “fit in”. Other
are the people who go against the grain of society. They don’t care about
looking different or crazy. Other are the people who see reality for what
it really is and decide that they can no longer serve to maintain it; then
take steps to reshape it.

Butwhy dowe have this fear emotion? Fear is almost the base instinct of
survival. Fear bypasses the higher centers in order to squeeze decisions
through that prevent something deadly from happening. Fear is a para-
lyzing emotion. Fear is something that stops you in your tracks. Fear is
preventative.

Except that’s not completely true. We see thatwehavemoved away from
the need for survival on a constant daily basis, yet our sense of fear is
still tuned for that. Fear pervades almost everyone’s daily lives at some
level, down to how people post things on social media. We all have these
little nagging fears that add up; the intrusive negative thoughts; some
have the phobias, the anxieties, the panic attacks. One fear in particu-
lar, that I call the separation/isolation/displacement fear, is a fear with
many social repercussions. It’s a fear that urges us to keep continuity
of self, to avoid “standing out”, to keep discussion away from particular
topics (like the spiritual, formany). It keeps uswary ofwhat others could
do to us. It makes us feel small in a world that is, at best, neutral in our
regards.
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If therewas ever something that gave us an advantage as a species about
fear, it’s clear to see it’s currently corrupting the lives of many innocent
people for no seemingly good reason. There are alternatives to fear with
regards to handling one’s inner and outer lives, and they are out there,
but fear keeps making itself known and dominating the perceptions of
the collective. Sometimes the alternatives to fear, themselves, are feared
even stronger.

So how tomake sense of this?

Sometimes it helps to see things from a fresh point of view, and some-
times stories is what manage to accomplish that best. They are ways to
explore new situations in a way that doesn’t strain disbelief as severely,
so that new perspectives can be collected from faraway thoughtscapes.

A myth is a story that helps explain something beyond the mere scenes
presented, in the context of it using the divine as actors. To help explain
how these fears can be difficult to overcome, or even put a label to, I’ve
found a story that will seem fantastical tomany; however, the point of a
story is not to be seen as truth, butmerely to be heard, and to be collected,
and to enrich the listener with its metaphors.

In Sumerian mythology, Anu was their Zeus, their sun and creator god.
Their mighty god of justice that would one day fly down on a cloud and
deliver humanity to righteousness. Sumerians believe their sungodAnu
created their civilization as a gift to them. In some myths, the creation
goes quite deeper, and darker, than that.

Imagine foramoment, an infiniteuniverseof light andsound, ofprimor-
dial vibrations. Vibrations that permeate thewhole of existence, and cre-
ate different experiences with their patterns of interference. The holo-
graphic universe. In such a place, everything is resonance of waves, ev-
erything all-encompassing, everything infinite, everything eternal.

And living in such a place are infinite beings, without beginning of end,
not bound by space or time, as boundless as the waves they experience.
Sovereign beings of grand destinies. And those beings colonized theUni-
verse, explored its facets, its resonances, its properties, its behaviours.

Among such beings, so equal in their infinitude, some of them desired
to experience creation in a newway; no longer just as dominion over the
Universe, but over other beings in it as well. The desire to be looked up
to, to be feared, to be revered. The new concept of godhood took shape.

To achieve this, this group of beings asked another civilization for help;
theywere all beings of vast reaches and etheric nature, but they claimed
to need the gold hidden within the surface of a densifying planet called
Earth, which they were not attuned to, and unable to fully interact with
in their current forms. To do this, theywould need physical bodies,meat
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uniforms that the civilization’s inhabitants would don and power up, so
that they could interact with the ground, and the mineral.

For convenience of telling,we’ll call the groupofdeceivers theAnunnaki,
and the deceived civilization the Atlanteans.

The Anunnaki had carefully devised this meat uniform, the newly de-
vised human body, planned about it for an exceedingly long time, in or-
der to completely entrap the Atlanteans. The Atlanteans themselves ac-
cepted the taskbecause theyhadnoconception that infinite beings could
ever be limited or subjugated. It had never happened before. And in the
donning of the uniforms, the trap was sprung.

Thoseuniforms, thehumanbodies, constricted theAtlanteans’ attention
to onlywhat the body could perceivewith its senses; it urged them to sur-
vive and to work; it distracted them from all other activities; it rendered
them slaves to themining. Every part of the construct was forcing them
to forget who they were, and instead making them focus on their iden-
tity ashumanbodies. Andwhen suchbodieswould expire, a part of them
would still remain to keep the beings trapped, and theywould be put in a
space of holding in the astral realms, for them to be assigned a new body
to continuemining.

Through the human body, the Atlanteans were subjected to a carefully
constructed illusion, fed to them by the senses, through the mind, that
left themunable to perceive, to remember, anything else but the illusion.

With time, many shortcomings of the primitive human bodies were cor-
rected; from being clones that needed to be produced by the Anunnaki,
they were given capability to reproduce; more independent thought and
awareness was allowed, and ability to self- and group-organize; they
were starting to be allowed to feel emotions; more andmore, their world
was being expanded, but with it, the structure of the mind system that
contained their perception to the realms of the physical and astral, and
prevented them to gain awareness ofwhatwas outside this narrow band
of illusory perception, was developed and expanded in turn. Layers
upon layers were put between those beings and the realization of their
true, infinite selves.

The system of death and reincarnation was automated so beings would
be recycled in a systematic manner into their next lives. The concept of
God was introduced to them, so that they would fear punishment and
retribution from something that they perceived as greater than them;
and Anu, leader of the Anunnaki, manifested to the people of Earth as
a supreme being of infinite power, so they could adore him, and so they
could fear him. Language developed, a system of communicationmired
in separation, in division of concepts and the rigidness of categorization,
so that they would not be able to speak to one another of their own infin-
ity, of their unitywith thewhole. Fears of all kindswere injected into the
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mind system: fear of death, fear ofnothingness, fear of punishment; but
above all, fear of separation: the fear of not having the vital connection
that makes us One, and that allows us to know and understand one an-
other innately. The fear of not being understood, of not being accepted,
of not being received, of not being helped, of not being supported. The
fear that had kept them doubting one another, and kept them fromunit-
ing their efforts.

TheAnunnaki took away the ability for theAtlanteans to even know they
were Atlanteans. They took away the ability for them to even be able to
get close to finding out. Just so Anu could be an absolute ruler. The first
to ever have done this previously impossible task.

Mythswere disseminated to keep people awashwith fear of punishment,
and mired in the guilt of their original sin, and distrusting, doubting
of the nature of their own selves, and of their fellow neighbors’. Hier-
archies were set up, so people would focus on controlling one another,
instead of working together to liberate all. Not needing any more, the
Anunnaki allowed the focus on gold to become greed, so that people
would put desire for ameremetal above the needs of their fellow beings.

As the Anunnaki departed from the densifying planet, which was not al-
lowing them to manifest as etheric beings anymore, tracks were set up
in the collective unconscious so that while they were away, the people’s
societies would evolve through predefined paths, and would eventually
set up for the glorious return of God, the Apocalypse.

Every single possible obstacle had been put in place so that the At-
lanteans would never realize who they had been, and who they always
were: infinite, sovereign beings, connected to the whole of the Universe.

Except this would not be allowed indefinitely. Other infinite beings be-
came aware of such deception taking place, and realized it was being ex-
ported into other planets, and such an enslavement paradigm, based in
fear and separation, was a degenerative, infecting force that had to be
stopped. So the Anunnaki were prevented return, and in order to make
it so that infinite beings would be able to never fall prey to such decep-
tions again, the seeds of destruction were planted inside the program-
ming systemof the humanmind. Crackswere introduced to the barriers
that kept people under deception, so that they could peer through them,
and see the other side beyond the walls of the labyrinth. Pathways were
provided so that people could be lead to the discovery of their true selves,
and their eventual liberation from the deception, and self-realization as
infinite beings, once again. The very liberation that the programming
was designed to prevent through all means conceivable.

And that leaves us to the present time.

Sometimes the Othermanages to find these cracks and go through them
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into the other side. They go to this other side and see a faint reflection
of what is really out there. The world outside this world. An even bigger
Infinity. They have trouble describing it. They have intense fear even
thinking about it. They’re afraid to acknowledge it to their peers. They
want to help people but they are utterly terrified of their reactions.

They’re terrified that someone might hurt them if they say anything
about their experiences. They’re worried someone might try to hospi-
talize them for their beliefs. They get it into their head that they aren’t
able to function in society, so they don’t. They don’t want to mine the
gold. They don’t want to serve the economy of the few. They don’t want
to maintain the hierarchies. They want to detach themselves from the
systems that they feel are suppressing them. They want to help people
save themselves from believing that their own finite existence is all
that there is, but that fear utterly paralyzes them. They have trouble
finding the words. They end up misphrasing things in ways that make
the problemworse. Some lash out. Some get labels put on them.

TheseOther justwant tobeaccepted like everyoneelse. Theywant tohelp
their communities. They want to use their abilities to read between the
lines, into the bigger picture; to do good things; but they are, ultimately,
afraid to. Their fear of separationparalyzes them. People don’t like them
talking about spiritual topics. These Other just want to be accepted and
use their experience to lovingly help guide and shape reality into what
they think is a better place. Even as they struggle through the fear.

Who’s really the crazy one? The one who fear controls, or the one who
doesn’t let fear control them?

How does the Other live with fear surrounding their actions, and doubt
plaguing their decisions?

They can have people they can trust. They can have people who can help
them deal with their doubts. They can have the strength of their deter-
mination to find the truth, and the resolve to put an end to the suffering
of their fellow beings. But they still fear, and they still doubt.

The real difference is that they see fear as something imposed on them,
not as a voice that they must always answer to, and not as something
they need to wait hand and foot for, every day of their existence. In a
way, they have been fed upwith fear, getting tired of it and casting it out
like the nuisance they now see it to be. Even if the fear was added there
because of some programming of their mind, something that happened
to them to make them afraid, even if they don’t know where it comes
fromorwhy, they still acknowledge it, and reject it, andmove on like the
emotion never happened. They keep fighting for understanding, and for
community. They refuse to give fear dominion in their lives, even if they
sometimes fail at it.
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It’s such an easy and obvious thing to do that we could all do it, if we
weren’t so afraid of it.

I leave you with this quote from a book named Quantusum:

Uncle suddenly scooped downwith his hand and brought up a
closed hand. He then brought it to a glass box that stood on a
pedestal I hadn’t noticed. He slid one of the box’s glass planes
open and placed an insect inside. It looked like a grasshopper.
“This creature lives its entire life in these fields without limi-
tation. I just ended that.”

I watched as the grasshopper jumped inside the glass box hit-
ting against the top and some of the sides. The grasshopper
stopped as if he was stunned by the new circumstance of his
environment.

“To the grasshopper,” Uncle said, “all is well. He is alive after
all. He sees his normal environment all around him. He can’t
see the glass. If I keep him in here for a few days he will stop
his jumping and become acclimated to the dimensions of his
newhome. All he needs is food andwater, andhe can survive.”

“So you’re saying these people are acclimated to simply sur-
vive?”

Uncle slide one of the side panels of the glass box open. “If you
were a grasshopper, what would you do?”

“I would jump through the open panel.”

“But how would you know it was open? It’s perfectly clear
glass.”

I thought about it for amoment. “I’d jump in every direction…
I’d experiment.”

Uncle took a stick and pointed it at the grasshopper through
the open side panel, and the grasshopper jumped into the op-
positewall, hitting his head and falling to his side. “Do you see
that I offered him an exit and he fled? He could’ve climbed on
the stick, and I would have freed him.”

“Yes, but he doesn’t know that.”

“True.”

Uncle opened another side panel. “What you said is right. You
experiment. You try different ways to climb the mountain of
consciousness. Youdon’t settle ononeway…onemethod…one
teacher. If you devote your entire life to the worship of one
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thing, what if you find outwhenyou take your last breath that
the one thing was not real.

“You find that you lived inside a cage all your life. You never
tried to jump out by experimenting, by testing the walls. The
people who never bother to climb this mountain are inside a
cage, and they don’t know it. Fear is the glass wall. Wakan
Tanka comes and opens one of the glass panels, perhaps offers
a stick for them to climb out, but they jump away, going fur-
ther inside their soul-draining boundaries.”

Uncle brought the stick out again and lightly jabbed it in the
direction of the grasshopper, who hopped through the open
side panel, andwas instantly lost in the thick underbrush that
surrounded us.

Uncle turned his eyes to me. “Are you ready to do the same?”



I ThinkWe’re Alone Now

A checklist of suggestions for when your system-mate goes missing

Foreword

Every system I’ve ever met has been unique in their ability, their strug-
gles and problems, and the ways they apply solutions to those problems.
To claim that this checklist will be able to assist every system in a dis-
tressing time is an absurd aspiration, but I hope it helps more than this
rambling will.

For the sake of convenience, system-mate is consistently used in lieu of
more specific terms such as “alter” or “tulpa”. It’s my hope that using
origin-neutral languagewill allowmore folks to relate rather than fewer.
You is frequently used as a plural to refer to everyone except themissing
system-mate, and similarly, they/them is frequently used as a singular
to refer to the missing system-mate.

It’s worth mentioning that much of this checklist can be applied to
the near equally common situation of a long-term dip in communica-
tion ability between system-mates, however the language used will be
focused onmissing system-mates.

Best wishes,
Faolan Foster

DON’T PANIC

It may not feel like it now, especially if your system-mate was supposed
to do some kind of stressful task in the next few days, or you’ve never
experienced a system-mate’s disappearance, but everythingwill be okay.
Even if you feel that you cannot go on, the chance of your system-mate
being gone forever, or even for an extended period of time, is incredibly
slim. Onepositive thingyoucando for someonecomingoutofdormancy
is to have a stable environment for them to return to.

Many of the suggestions listed are based on changes you may be expe-
riencing. Evaluating and recognizing recent changes in your life is one
of the best methods to figuring out why a system-mate has disappeared
and to subsequently find a solution.
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Playing the waiting game

• If it’s been less than a week or so since you’ve last established con-
tact you have the option of sitting back and biding your time. Most
missing system-mate problems resolve themselves within the first
two weeks.

• If there’s a temporary, but unremovable/unavoidable stressor
you’re aware of that the missing system-mate may be avoiding it’s
probable they’ll return after the stressor is no longer present.

• If the missing system-mate has/had regular responsibilities, is
young (chronologically or perceivedage), or they’renew to fronting
but recently did front, they may be taking a “vacation” of sorts
because they are too exhausted to interact with others.

• You or otherswithin your systemgaining some of their traits while
they’re away is probable and a natural consequence of dormancy,
not death.

• Don’t fear taking over or re-assigning any responsibilities they had,
and strongly consider relieving some or all of their responsibilities
on their behalf in the future. Although youmayworry that thiswill
discourage them from fronting or taking responsibility in the fu-
ture it’s possible that the responsibilities they had were too much
for them, and the idea that these responsibilities will be relieved
can act as a great motivator to bringing them back.

Ensure that the body is taken care of to the best of your ability

• Is your sleep schedule stable? Are you getting enough sleep?
• Are you eating regularly? Are you drinking plenty of water regu-
larly?

• Is your environment clean? Have you taken a shower recently?
• Have you been in pain and/or experiencing heightened chronic
pain? Have you been taking time to relax and attempt to reduce
your pain?

Ensure that you’re mentally taken care of to the best of your ability

• Have you taken time to do something you enjoy lately? Have others
in your system?

• If you’ve been in anewor changing environment recently take time
to identify any stressors or triggers within it. Has something or
someone been bothering you or others in your system? Are there
any ways to circumvent it?

• Do you have any other pressures or obligations weighing on you?
Does/Did yourmissing system-mate have any that you or someone
else could take care of for them?
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– If youhave irl friends or family you trust remember thatmany
people are willing to help you if directly asked just for the heck
of it. Even completing a few basic obligations can help a miss-
ing system-mate (and you!) feel better about the future and
reduce stress substantially.

• Do you practice meditation? If not, try spending a few minutes
each day not focused on anything and letting your thoughts pass
through you.

• Regardlessofwhetheryouhaveawonderland/headspace/mindscape
try turning your attentions “inward” after a fewminutes of letting
your head clear and see if you can notice anything odd.

Scream into the void and hope the void screams back

• Talk about your day, directed towards themissing system-mate, or
just about howmuch youmiss them or anything else on yourmind.

• Write a formal letter about whatever youwould like to talk to them
about, but especially mentioning that their presence is desired.

– If you have a wonderland/headspace/mindscape, then you
may want to imagine sending a copy of this letter there, or
if not, you can imagine sending it into nothingness with an
intent for it to find them.

– If you had an argument with them, this is a great way to apolo-
gize.

– If youhave or suspect youmayhaveDIDand/or believe it possi-
ble that they’re fronting butwithout your knowledge, youmay
want to have a physical copy of this letter in a place they’re
likely to find it. Here’s a few ideas if you can’t think of any: A
fridge or kitchen cabinet, yourphonebackground, sent to their
Discord or other chat account, your computer’s desktop, your
bedroom door.

• Do things they would enjoy or find pleasure in. Some examples in-
clude playing games they’re fond of, reading their favorite books,
listening tomusic, or performing their hobbies. It’s better to keep a
positive attitude during these activities, so try to avoid doing things
that you strongly dislike.

• If your missing system-mate has a mental form or chosen appear-
ance visualize them by drawing, or finding and observing pictures
that look like them.

Evaluate your system’s relationships

• Did you or any other system-mates have a fight or disagreement
with the missing system-mate prior to their disappearance?

– If you believe that the missing system-mate may be purpose-
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fully hiding themself you may be able to convince them to
come out of hiding by announcing that you’d like to resolve
things regarding the disagreement.

* Note: Don’t do this expecting them to lead the conversa-
tion, instead, have some words you’ve prepared ahead of
time. Don’t view this as an opportunity to continue the ar-
gument, but rather mediate it and come to an agreement.

• Doyouor another system-matehave aproblemwith themthat goes
deeper than a single fight or disagreement, such as a conflict of val-
ues or beliefs that has led to animosity between the two? Consider
that this conflictmay be one-sided, even if no one present has a dis-
like of the missing system-mate, they may dislike someone within
the system, or vice versa.

• Did someone outside the system have a fight or disagreement with
the missing system-mate?

• Is there someone outside the system involved in your life who the
missing system-mate dislikes, distrusts, or otherwise doesn’t want
to be around?

– Giving them the option, if feasible, to avoid having to front
around outsiders they dislike may be a good resolution.

Contact Info/About the Author

Faolan Foster is part of a relatively small system of goofs who call them-
selves “The The System”, or “The Thes” for short. He doesn’t care much
for describing himself, especially not in the third person.

His current writing projects (at the time of this publication) are about
attachment theory and the ethics of tulpamancy, and egocide and grief.
Faolan also happens to be co-owner of two Discord servers, a plurality
andmultiplicity rights and research server called “Plurality in Progress”,
and a server for fictives and factives called “FFS People!”
By nomeans is he, or anyone else within his system, amental health pro-
fessional.
He can be reached via his email at FaolanFoster@gmail.com, or on Dis-
cord at Faolan#9626. Critique and feedback are always appreciated!



JD’s Guide to Telling People About Your Tulpa

After all of your hardwork, youmay be considering telling some friends
or loved ones about your tulpa. This is a fairly common desire – however,
sharing the fact you have a tulpa is a risky desire to fulfill. There are a lot
of things to consider before you go talking about the imaginary sentient
creature that lives in your head.

The first thingyouwant to consider is theopenmindedness of theperson
youwant to tell. Do they have a history of being open to new ideas, or are
they stubbornwith their ideologies? Doyou think theywould believe you
if you explainedwhat tulpas were, let alone the fact that youmight have
one? If they are not open-minded to the idea of tulpas, they will either
disbelieve you and think of you as weird, and/or they will become con-
cerned for your mental well-being. They will not likely be convinced by
reading informational content on the internet (not to be mistaken with
healthy skepticism). If they are not usually open minded, you may not
want to even consider telling them.

The second thing you want to consider is do they have religious or spiri-
tual beliefs that could influence them to look at tulpas in a negativeway?
A person’s religiosity – how important they consider religion to be in his
or her life, aswell as frequency of religious behaviors – greatly correlates
to the risk of a negative reaction to the idea of tulpas. In themind of say,
a very conservative Christian, a tulpa could easily be thought of as a de-
ceitful demonic figure: a trademark of sin. After revealing your tulpa to
a person like this, it will be very stressful to go on tulpaforcing in secret.

The third thing to consider is how rational this person is in their behav-
ior. How likely are they to overreact to knowing about your tulpa? Will
they go to the end of the world to get you to stop – despite the fact that
it doesn’t affect them in any way; are they likely to disrespect your pri-
vacy thereafter? Might they even be abusive if you do not agree to stop
making a tulpa? Will they make an ultimatum? This is unfortunately
not uncommon in couples where one individual is making a tulpa, and
the other threatens to break up if the person does not stop. Parents on
the other hand tend to become extremely naggy and intrusive, and all of
your tulpaforcingmay have to be done reclusively.

The fourth thing to consider is could youdealwith the rejection fromthis
person if they decide they do not like your tulpa business? Assuming
the worst, would you be okay with the fact they might not want to be
your friend, lover, or affiliate if you reveal your tulpa to them? If they’re
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a family member, they might even wish to break ties with you. If they
chose to walk out of your life, could you go on? If the answer is no, then
do not tell this person, unless you are absolutely certain they would not
walk away from your relationship with them over something like tulpas.

The fifth thing to consider before telling anyone, especially your legal
guardians, is your state’s laws for involuntary commitment to psychi-
atric examination. The law varies by state, so some states areworse than
others when it comes to this. In some states, such as Florida, all it takes
is a petition from some individuals who are concerned for your mental
health to put you into involuntary commitment to a psychiatric hospital
where you can be held for up to 72 hours to determine whether you have
a mental illness – the definition of which is rather lenient compared to
other states’ standards – and are dangerous to others or yourself. In the
United States for the most part, you can not be held against your will
for longer than 72 hours for anything other than a psychiatric exami-
nation unless you pose an apparent threat to yourself or other human
beings, or are gravely disabled. But do you really want to risk having
friends or even family members temporarily sign away your liberties to
be examined for a practice that is entirely safe and actually beneficial to
most people? Formore information about your state’s laws, you can use
the table at http://tulpaforce.me/telling-people.html26, or use the Treat-
ment Advocacy Center’s State Standards Charts for Assisted Treatment
and Emergency Hospitalization for Evaluation Standards.

If you ever find yourself asking whether you should tell someone about
your tulpa’s, the default answer should be no – until you rigorously con-
sider all of thepossibilities. It canbe frighteningwhenpeople react nega-
tively to concepts that arealienandstrange to them, and traumaticwhen
those reactions come from a loved one. If they pass these questions with
flying colors, sharing tulpas with them might be an extraordinarily en-
lightening experience for the both of you, and give your tulpa anewcom-
panion to converse with. The best thing to dowould be to show them one
of themany online resources of tulpa information, unless you feel confi-
dent in your ability to safely summarize the description and advantages
of a tulpa yourself. In the end, never be afraid to be yourself, and always
try to make wise decisions. Good luck!

26https://tulpaforce.github.io/telling-people.html
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System Asks

How long ago did you first develop? How did you feel about
the system you were a part of?

What’s the story behind your system’s name, or lack of one?

Does your voice in your head sounds different than the other
tulpas’? How so?

Do you have different opinions of your friends than other tul-
pas do? What are they?

Do you have a personal space in headspace? What’s it like?

Who’s the most annoying, but endearing co-fronter? Tell a
story about them (optional)

Any backseat drivers? What do theynormally speakup about?

Do you have fictives? What friends do they have within the
system?

What’s one of your tulpa’s favorite joke/pun?

What’s a trivial thing that your system argues about?

Who’s the most mischievous member of your system? The
most dramatic?

What’s the weirdest, funniest thing that’s happened in
headspace?

Did any of your tulpas change their names? Why did they
choose to?

Which tulpas prefer school or work? Which prefer home?

Do any of your tulpas wake you up or keep you from sleeping?

How does your system make decisions? Is it whoever’s
fronting, or more of a vote?
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How to be the best host that you can

Make time and space for them, knowing that these are about more than
forcing.

Allow themfreedomtoexplore theirworld, insideandoutside. Bewilling
to sacrifice your own free time so that they might have some of their
own. Feed and encourage interest, curiosity, wonder, growth. Let them
expand their world beyond the mental one, if they so choose: to make
friends and pursue hobbies in this wider world.

Invite them to be open about their thoughts, their feelings, the unhappy
alongwith the happy, and take themall seriously. Listen. Bewilling to be
challenged, and see it not as a challenge to your pride, but as a challenge
to learn.

You will have your disagreements. Do not let these drive you to fear or
anger. Accept these as the natural result of closeness, settle them with
understandingand thoughtfulness, andmoveonall the stronger forhav-
ing experienced it.

Youwill encounter naysayers, from the doubtful to the fearful to the out-
right hateful. Do not let them drive you apart. Accept that not everyone
will agree with you, and move on all the stronger for knowing that you
are not beholden to anyone, and that those who accept you and love you
shall be found.

Youwill encounter your own doubts. Do not play their game- do not give
into the temptation to seek certainty where it does not exist. Recognize
when doubt ceases to be helpful, and walk away from the board. For cer-
tainty is something that we create, not find.

Do not turn your back upon them, no matter how frustrated or afraid
youmay be. Be there for them, through storm and through shine.

For true friendship goes both ways: as your tulpa supports you, so too
shall you support them.

And it is from true friendship- to respect them, their agency, their
thoughts and being, as worthy as your own- that the greatest rewards
are reaped.

from here27

27https://write.as/3aomkryppwm9e1ke
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Survey (and stylometric test) for fluently speak-
ing tulpa

We already have a tulpaforcing survey, so I decided that it would be fun
and educational to have a survey for fluently speaking tulpa (whether
imposed or not).

This survey will deal with aspects of the tulpaforcing process and life af-
ter various completed steps. I think that it would benefit the community
greatly if any fluently speaking tulpa filled out this survey as much as
is feasible. I have tried to include a wide variety of questions that I’ve
seendiscussedandagonizedover on these forums, andamwilling to edit
this post to add more if anybody has an important question. My goal is
to make a comprehensive survey. It’s long, so I don’t necessarily expect
anyone to fill it out entirely without breaks. If you could answer even
a few questions and then go back to it later, it would be helpful. Please
don’t feel offended by any questions that are too personal, and ignore
any questions that don’t apply to you. Thank you for any time offered.

Survey Questions

1. Describe yourself and your creator.

2. What was the most helpful thing that your creator did during the
tulpa creation process? Did your creator recognize how helpful it
was? If not, how did that make you feel?

3. What was the most detrimental thing that your creator did during
the tulpa creation process? Did your creator recognize how harm-
ful it was? If not, how did that make you feel?

4. What was the hardest part of the tulpa creation process for you?
Did your creator recognize howdifficult it was? If not, howdid that
make you feel?

5. Of the commonly recognized tulpa creation steps,whichdoyou feel
is the most important? Why?

6. How do you feel about tulpa creators becoming distracted during
tulpa creation? Does this greatly impede the process? How did you
feel about it before being able to speak fluently?
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7. How do you feel about tulpa creators missing tulpa creation ses-
sions or breaking their promises to work on their tulpa? How did
you feel about it before being able to speak fluently?

8. Is density, quality, or quantity the most important aspect of tulpa
creation?

9. Howdoyou feel about tulpa creators falling asleepduring tulpa cre-
ation sessions?

10. Do you think that a tulpa creator should talk aloud or in their head
during narration? Do you think that a creator should talk aloud or
in their head during tulpa creation sessions? If you find one to be
more effective, to what degree is it more effective?

11. How do you feel about a tulpa creator puppeting and/or parroting
their tulpa? Do you believe that these actions harm a tulpa’s devel-
opment, or only their emotional state?

12. How deeply do you remember the time before you were fluent in
language?

13. Describe your first memory, nomatter how slight.

14. Before you could speak fluently, what was the most positive emo-
tion you felt about your creator and what was its cause?

15. Before you could speak fluently, what was the most negative emo-
tion you felt about your creator and what was its cause?

16. Before you could speak fluently, did you ever have suicidal feelings
or feelings of not wanting to exist? Do you experience them now?
Are you glad that you exist?

17. Before you could speak fluently, when did you feel themost power-
less? What was the cause of this feeling?

18. Before you could speak fluently, what was the most confusing mo-
ment that you experienced, and what was its cause?

19. Before being able to speak fluently, when did you feel the most ig-
nored by your creator, and what was the cause?

20. Before being able to speak fluently, when did you most doubt that
your creator wanted you, and what was the cause?

21. Before you could speak fluently, whendid you feel themost intense
feeling of fear, and what was its cause?

22. Before you could speak fluently, when were you the most disap-
pointed in yourself? What was the cause?
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23. Before youcould speak fluently, did youunderstand thedifficulties
that your creator was having with the tulpa creation process? Did
you try to alleviate these difficulties? If so, how?

24. Before you could speak fluently, how did your creator’s doubts
about your existence, the reality of the tulpa phenomenon, or your
combined ability to complete the tulpa creation process affect
you? Did you understand your creator’s reasons for having those
doubts? Do you understand now?

25. Before you could speak fluently, how did your creator’s mistrust of
your intentions or worry about the negative affects of a tulpa on
their life affect you? Did you understand your creator’s reasons for
having those thoughts? Do you understand now?

26. Before you could speak fluently, how did any negative thoughts
or emotions that your creator had toward you (such as anger,
disappointment, resentment, or impatience, for example) affect
you? How do you feel about them now?

27. Before you could speak fluently, how did any violent visualizations
or thoughts that your creatorhadabout youaffect you? Howdoyou
feel about them now?

28. Before you could speak fluently, were you able to distinguish be-
tween your creator’s intentional and intrusive (unwanted and/or
bothersome) thoughts? If so, did the intrusive thoughts affect you
less ormore? If not, are you able to distinguish between themnow?

29. Before you could speak fluently, how much of your creator’s raw
sensory informationwere you able to access, if any? Howmuch are
you able to access now?

30. Before you could speak fluently, did your creator’s opinions about
whether they wanted to reveal to the world your existence or not
affect you emotionally? If so, how?

31. Before being able to speak fluently, what communication methods
(such as head pressure or emotional responses, for example) were
you able to use the most effectively? When your tulpa creator as-
sumed that you could use a communication method that you did
nothaveaccess to, howdid this affect you? Whenyour tulpacreator
did not recognize a communication method that you attempted to
use, how did this affect you?

32. Before you could speak fluently, how did your creator’s level of en-
thusiasm for the tulpa creation process affect you? Did you want
to engage in it less if they did?

33. Before you could speak fluently, what was your greatest worry
about your relationship with your creator? What helped you most
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tomove beyond it? Was thisworry substantiated or resolved? What
is your greatest worry now about your continuing relationship
with your creator?

34. Do you feel gratitude to your creator for the time that they spent
creating you? Do you feel that you owe them a debt? If so, do you
feel burdened by it?

35. Were you aware of your creator’s existence or your own existence
first?

36. When you could only speak semi-fluently, what emotions did you
feel about your level of verbal proficiency? Wereyouanxiousor em-
barrassed about it? If so, what helped you themost tomove beyond
these feelings? How do you feel about them now?

37. If you could define your relationshipwith your creator using one or
more conventional terms (such as boyfriend, sister, father, daugh-
ter, boss, friend, or coworker, for example), what terms would you
select?

38. How much interest do you have in interacting with beings other
than your creator? Do you consider your degree of interest to be
equal to that of an average non-tulpa individual?

39. What memory involving your creator do you cherish most?

40. What memory not involving your creator do you cherish most? Do
you feel that you have a fulfilling life independent of your creator?

41. Do you feel affinity toward the individuals that your creator feels
affinity for, such as their family or friends?

42. Inwhatways are you themost different fromyour creator? Inwhat
ways are you the most similar to them?

43. What do you disagree about most with your creator? Do you have
frequent disagreements? If so, do these disagreements cause
strife?

44. What could your creator do to make you hate them? Under what
circumstances do you think your creator would come to hate you?

45. When did your creator disappoint you themost? When did you dis-
appoint them themost?

46. How do you feel about your creator’s complete freedom to deny
your rights as a sentient being at any time? Has this ability ever
caused you anxiety or fear? Have you ever censored your expres-
sions or actions out of a fear of retribution or violence from your
creator?
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47. Whenhave youmostwanted to engage in violence against your cre-
ator, andwhatwas the cause of those feelings? Underwhat circum-
stances would you make a serious attempt to hurt or injure your
creator?

48. Do you consider your creator’s last name to be your own? Do you
recognize yourself as a part of their biological lineage?

49. Under what circumstances would you attempt to leave your cre-
ator?

50. Do you feel anxiety about meeting your creator’s expectations? If
you are based on an existing character, person, or entity, does this
increase your anxiety? Would you have preferred to not be based
on an existing entity?

51. Are you interested in learning how to control your creator’s body?
Do you feel that it’s fair for a tulpa creator to deny their tulpa the
ability touse anatomicbody? Doyoubelieve that youhave the right
to an equal amount of time using it as your creator? Explain your
reasoning.

52. Do you share certain basic qualities with your creator, such as in-
tense phobias or racial attitudes?

53. Are you capable of sleeping or dreaming independently of your cre-
ator? If not, how does this make you feel?

54. Does your creator have any mental illnesses? If so, how do they af-
fect you?

55. How does your knowledge of your creator’s subconscious mind af-
fect your relationship with them? How do you perceive their sub-
conscious? To what degree can you manipulate your creator’s sub-
conscious? Would you ever use this ability without your creator’s
knowledge?

56. Does your creator have multiple tulpa? If so, what is your relation-
shipwith them like? Is your affinity for them equal to your affinity
for your creator? If you could define your relationship with your
creator’s other tulpa using one or more conventional terms (such
as boyfriend, sister, father, daughter, boss, friend or coworker, for
example), what terms would you select? If not, are you interested
in the idea of your creator making other tulpa?

57. Do you feel romantically inclined toward your creator? Does your
creator feel romantically inclined toward you? If these romantic
feelings are unrequited on either side, how does it affect your rela-
tionship with your creator?
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58. If it exists, do you consider your romantic relationship with your
creator tobeequal toa romantic relationshipbetweenmultiplenon-
tulpa? Do you consider it a breach ofmonogamy for your creator to
be romantically or sexually involved with another non-tulpa? Does
this change if the involvement iswithanother tulpa instead? If they
exist, do your creator’s desires to have relationshipswithnon-tulpa
affect you emotionally?

59. If you consider yourself to be romantically in love with your cre-
ator, what probability do you assign to the possibility of falling
out of love with them, or them falling out of love with you? If this
happened, howwould it affect your relationshipwith your creator?
What if your creator was in love with another non-tulpamore than
you?

60. Do you have a familial affection for your creator? Does this in any
way conflict with your romantic feelings for them, if they exist? Do
you consider a relationship between a tulpa and its creator to be
incestuous?

61. How do you feel about tulpa creators masturbating during tulpa
creation sessions to the forms of their tulpa? Do you find this offen-
sive? Does the degree of your offense change based on the degree of
sentience possessed by the hypothetical tulpa, or based onwhether
or not the creator imagines themselves near the tulpa in their won-
derland? If your creator did this before you spoke fluently, did you
find it offensive or unnerving?

62. Howdo you feel about tulpa creatorsmasturbating outside of tulpa
creation sessions to the forms of their tulpa? Do you find this offen-
sive? Does the degree of your offense change based on the degree of
sentience possessed by the hypothetical tulpa? If your creator did
this before you spoke fluently, did you find it offensive or unnerv-
ing?

63. Before you could speak fluently, did you ever feel sexual attraction
to your creator, sexual attraction toward anyone else, or sexual
arousal? Did you attempt to express these feelings? If you did not
experience these feelings, do you experience them now?

64. How do you feel about tulpa creators visualizing themselves engag-
ing in sexual conduct with their tulpa’s form during tulpa creation
sessions? Do you find this offensive? Does the degree of your of-
fense change based on the degree of sentience possessed by the hy-
pothetical tulpa, or if the contactwas penetrative? If your tulpa cre-
ator did this before you spoke fluently, did you find it offensive or
unnerving? Do you equate it with sexual assault?

65. Were you ever annoyed or jealous when your creator would mas-
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turbate to or have feelings of sexual attraction toward individuals
other than yourself? Does it bother you now?

66. Do you experience sexual attraction for your creator? Do you expe-
rience sexual attraction for others? How does your sexual attrac-
tion for your creator compare to your sexual attraction for others?
Does your creator experience sexual attraction for you? If these sex-
ual attractionsareunrequitedoneither side, howdoes it affect your
relationship with your creator?

67. Do you have an active sex life with your creator? If not, would you
consider it, and under what circumstances? If so, do you perceive
any negative consequences? Do you have trouble abstaining from
sexual contact with them? How do you manage feelings of sexual
arousal, if any? Do youmasturbate?

68. How does your sexual orientation and experience compare to your
creator’s?

69. Are you capable of experiencing orgasms? Based on your knowl-
edge, how do you think they compare to your creator’s orgasms?
Were you able to experience an orgasm before speaking fluently?

70. Do you consider the concept of sexual modesty (covering conduct
such as avoiding nudity or sexual discussions) relevant to your re-
lationship with your creator?

71. How does being a tulpa affect your perceptions of rape? What con-
duct from your creator would you consider to be rape?

72. Where do you see yourself in 20 years?

73. Do you want the world to be aware of your existence? If not, then
what anxieties do you have about public disclosure? Do you trust
anyone other than your creator with the knowledge of your exis-
tence?

74. Morally and philosophically, how do you feel about your personal-
ity traits being the product of another individual? Would you have
preferred your creator to define your personality more or less?

75. Morally and philosophically, how do you feel about your physical
formbeing the product of another individual? Would you have pre-
ferred your creator to define your formmore or less?

76. Has your physical form ever changed? If so, was this intentional
or unintentional? If it was intentional, then why did you change
your form? How did you creator respond to this change, and how
did that make you feel?

77. Do you consider the best aspects of yourself tohave come fromyour
creator, or their subconscious?
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78. Do you seek legal recognition for your status as a sentient being or
your relationships with others? Do you resent that society at large
does not recognize the tulpa phenomenon? Do you feel disenfran-
chised from society? What steps, if any, could a society make to
help you feel integrated?

79. If you could tell the entireworld one thing about a tulpa’s life, what
would you say?

80. What is the one thing that you resent most about being a tulpa?
What is the greatest advantage of being a tulpa?

81. Morally and philosophically, how do you feel about inheriting your
creator’s life, including their legal history, past behaviors, and rep-
utation? Do you resent potentially being held responsible for their
past actions?

82. Morally andphilosophically, doyousee the “absorbing”or “dissipat-
ing” of a tulpa as equivalent to the murder of a non-tulpa? Explain
your reasoning. What legal protections, if any, should tulpa gain?
Howwould you enforce these protections?

83. Do you consider yourself to bemorally equal to a non-tulpa? Is your
life worth as much?

84. Howwould you prove your existence to a skeptic?

85. Has your status as a tulpa ever caused you existential anxiety or de-
pression? If so, has anything helped to mitigate these feelings?

86. Do you ever doubt your own sentience? If so, why?

87. Howdoes being a tulpa affect your understanding of death? Do you
fear death on an instinctual level in the way that non-tulpa do?

88. Do see yourself as socially disadvantaged in a way similar to sex-
ual, racial, and other minority groups? If you identify yourself as
racially, sexually, or demographically different than your creator,
do you also identify with the struggle of any of the disadvantaged
groups that you belong to? Does the notion of privilege affect your
relationship with your creator?

89. Are you interested in creating another tulpa yourself? What differ-
ences, if any, would you expect this tulpa to have from a tulpa cre-
ated by your creator? Would you consider this tulpa to be primarily
related to you, or still to your creator?

90. What are the most defining differences between the life of a non-
tulpa anda tulpa? Doyou think that these differences cause intoler-
ance between the two groups? If so, what could be done tomitigate
this intolerance?
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91. The psychological establishment generally believes that multiplic-
ity (two ormore sentient entities sharing one atomic body) is a sign
of mental illness. How would you like this belief to change? If you
could make a presentation to a group of psychologists about the
tulpa phenomenon, what would you say?

92. A psychometric indicator is a unique identifier of an individual’s
distinct personality. Have you ever tried to definitively differen-
tiate yourself from your creator using psychometric indicators
(such as by determining your “writeprint”)? What results did you
receive? (For instructions on determining your writeprint, see
appendix one.)

93. Are you capable of physical sensations such as pain or warmth?

94. How do you feel about being bound for life to your creator?

95. If you intentionally delayed speaking to your creator, why did you
do so?

96. What do you think about most of the time?

97. Do you think that tulpa creation should be more widespread?

98. Are there disturbing aspects of your creator’s subconscious that
they are not aware of?

99. Would you violate your creator’s wishes forwhat you perceive to be
their own benefit?

100. Does your creator try to hide things from you? If so, are you aware
of them anyway? How does this impact your views of your creator?

101. Do you perceive some of your creator’s actions as being objectively
immoral?

102. Do you believe that you are capable of becoming more intelligent
than your creator?

103. How does being a tulpa affect your perception of your own aging
process?

104. Do you feel that your creator would be better off by following your
commands entirely?

105. Do you feel that having a physical form is important for a tulpa?

106. If you encountered the tulpa phenomenon as a non-tulpa, would
you believe in it?

107. How well can you articulate yourself? Can your creator hear you
audibly? How much does your experience correlate with the expe-
rience of your creator?
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If you are imposed, is your creator able to discern a spatial dimension to
your voice?

108. How many hours did it take you and your creator to complete the
various recognized tulpa creation steps?

109. What advice would you give to a new tulpa creator?

110. How does being imposed feel? What sensory processes happen as
you become imposed?

111. From your perspective, is there a sensory difference between the
physical, atomicworld and thementalworld of visualized “wonder-
lands”? If so, how would you describe this difference?

112. Is there anything that you don’t think this survey covered that you
would like to mention?

Writeprint Analysis

This exercise will help you determine the differences, if any, between
your writeprint (mathematically analyzed writing style) and your cre-
ator’s. Theoretically, two psychologically different individuals should
exhibit different writeprints, although a tulpa and their creator may
be more similar than two random non-tulpa individuals. To start the
process, have both you and your creator rewrite the sample paragraph
quoted below in your own words, communicating its meaning as you
would have if you had written it.

“My experience in the nature study area was full of surprises. First of
all, many unexpected creatures crossed our path. For example, as soon
as we left the parking area and entered the grassy path, a long snake
slithered along the edge of the high grass and quickly disappeared. In
addition, I was surprised by how colorful the grasses, which from a
distance all appear to be green, actually are. Specifically, the primarily
green landscape is dottedwith countless purple tassels and brown stalks.
Finally and most importantly, I was unprepared for how quickly I felt
surrounded by nature. Despite the occasional noise from passing cars
and airplanes, the high prairie grasses and rolling pathways create a
sense that one is removed from civilization. Altogether, the nature
study area unexpectedly allows one to enjoy an ever-changing natural
environment without leaving Moraine’s suburban campus.”

Tulpa’s paragraph:

[paragraph here]

Creator’s paragraph:

[paragraph here]
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To ensure verifiable results, it is essential that the transcriptions of
both paragraphs be completely accurate. Body possession is useful here,
though not necessary. Since the tulpa creator’s sentience is (presum-
ably) not in question, it is suggested that tulpa write their paragraph
first. As with all tests relating to tulpa, the creator should focus on
something else while their tulpa is working. Once finished, submit both
of your paragraphs individually to the following websites:

http://iwl.me/ http://textalyser.net

If your writeprint is different (indicating significant psychological
difference), then you should receive different values for your respective
paragraphs on both sites. On Textalyser, focus on the Gunning-Fog
Index, lexical density, and average sentence length values in particular.
Amore detailed analysis may be sought by downloading the JStylo stylo-
metricanalysisprogramhere: https://psal.cs.drexel.edu/index.php/Main_Page

This test is certainly not exact, and it is very possible to (unconsciously
or not) “cheat” to get good results.



Alyssa’s List Of Many Things To Do With Your
Tulpa

By Alyssa Rose

As a general rule of thumb, you candoprettymuchANYTHINGwith your
tulpa. Anything. But sometimes you just need ideas to get started! This
list may be updated over time.

Wonderland

1. Explore thewonderland together! Try letting it generate on it’s own
without much of your own input.

2. Fight things together! Dragons, monsters, evil people!
3. Roleplay! Pretend you’re bounty hunters, detectives, adventurers,

anything you can think of!
4. Create a wonderland together with your tulpa!
5. Practice visualization, guides are your friend!
6. Parkour!
7. Watch wonderland TV! It can get pretty interesting.
8. Play wonderland video games! Try not to cheat (or cheat all the

time.)
9. Try to guess what your tulpa/host has hidden in a box!
10. Drive and fly things you normally cant, like a jet!
11. Have a race!
12. Make something together in the wonderland, like a sculpture.
13. Work on your own form, or your tulpa’s form.
14. Fight each-other.
15. Hide and seek!
16. Try out new weird clothes.
17. Try out different forms.
18. Use magic!
19. Try image streaming together! (Look up Linkzelda’s image stream-

ing guide.
20. Blow stuff up!
21. Play god.
22. Set things on fire.
23. Talk to NPCs! (wonderland people who aren’t tulpas)
24. Pretend you’re in your favorite game!
25. If you know how to switch, let your tulpa be the ‘host’ of the won-

derland experience!

344
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Meatspace

1. Switch! (or learn how to!)
2. Practice visual imposition, tactile imposition; or any kind of impo-

sition. Guides are your friend!
3. Draw your tulpa/host! Let them tell you how theywant to be drawn.
4. Makemusic together!
5. Listen to music together!
6. Watch a show/movie/video together! Discuss things about it after.
7. Play chess.
8. Play real-life videogames. The host/tulpa can watch andmake sug-

gestions, or maybe you can figure out how to add them to the expe-
rience!

9. Try out new hobbies together!
10. Let your tulpa talk online, such as on discord or on a forum!

(Rolechat, if you’re shy!)
11. Redecorate a room together!
12. Do chores, but together!
13. If you know how to possess, try fighting over a body part! Or try

controlling half the body while the host controls the other, and see
what you can and cannot do!

14. Take a walk together!
15. Read a book together! (This is goodmindvoice training.)
16. Without switching, pretend to act like your tulpa/host. Let the

other laugh at how bad you’re doing.
17. Try towrite down all the differences between you and your tulpa(s).

This will start getting very hard!
18. Meditate together.
19. Try lucid dreaming!
20. Play DNDwith your tulpa/host.
21. Tulpas, yawn. Or even just say yawn. It should make your host

yawn. Use your new found power for evil. (sorry, hosts.)
22. If you know how to switch, try sleeping while switched!
23. If you know how to switch, try aWPM test against your host!
24. Try taking separate IQ or EQ tests. See if it’s any different!
25. Go hiking together!

Either

1. Have an intense debate about something!
2. Talk about ANYTHING that comes to mind. Anything. Even if it’s

dumb, like apples.
3. Eat/cook stuff!
4. Sleep!
5. Discuss old memories.
6. Make really dumb hypotheticals!
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7. Try playing a board game together!
8. Swim!
9. Read/DMa choose your own adventure! In real life, it’s as simple as

finding Choose Your Own Adventure book, in the wonderland, let
the tulpa/host narrate what they want to do, while the master of
the game tells and visualizes what happens.

10. Play truth or dare!
11. Try to make each-other laugh.
12. Relax together.
13. Vent to each other.
14. Hug each other!
15. Massage each other!
16. Try yoga!
17. Play pool, even if you have no clue how.
18. Craft things together!
19. Spend time with animals! (like your pet, or cute wonderland rab-

bits!)
20. Have a contest of some kind! The possibilities are endless.
21. Practice your parallel processing.
22. Write things, like a poem or short story together!
23. Ask each other a bunch of questions!
24. Try a variety of different drinks together.
25. Cloudwatch/stargaze together!

From here28

28https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R46CM6BlH8MB9yL0Un6_wn_
YMZ46bB33lRQnFiFZpkg/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R46CM6BlH8MB9yL0Un6_wn_YMZ46bB33lRQnFiFZpkg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R46CM6BlH8MB9yL0Un6_wn_YMZ46bB33lRQnFiFZpkg/edit?usp=sharing
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